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This summary reviews actions during the period 1972-77 by AEC-ERDA-DOE to 
conduct radiological surveys, to develop radiological cleanup criteria, and 
to assist in obtaining approval and funding for cleanup and rehabilitation 
of Enewetak, an Atoll used for U.S. nuclear tests from 1948 to 1958. These 
criteria are compared with current EPA draft criteria. Mr. Bruce Church 
will cover Enewetak cleanup field operations. This presentation highlights 
those aspects of criteria development and planning that are different from 
and/or incompatible with EPA's draft criteria. 

Figure 1 is a chronological outline of the events leading to cleanup field 
operations at Enewetak. Following the announcement of the U.S. commitment 
to return this Atoll to the Trust Territory, and without waiting for a final 
agreement on AEC, DOD, and DOI responsibilities, an AEC task group began 
development of recommendations on cleanup concurrently with the radiological 
survey phase of the project. The first draft dose estimates from the 1972-
73 radiological survey of Enewetak began to be available during the period 
of task group deliberations. 

As the task group members formed their opinions, a number of ideas were 
considered and rejected that might have misdirected cleanup planning. Among 
these were proposals that radiological criteria were not needed and that the 
amount of cleanup performed would automatically be determined by the amount 
of funding provided by Congress, or that cleanup criteria should be derived 
through a consideration of risk estimates, or that dose criteria should be 
equivalent to the highest doses being received by any population such as 
those living in high natural radiation areas in Brazil. There was also the 
idea that the benefits to the Enewetak people of return to their homeland 
transcended any risk from radiation. The task group chose instead to derive 
its recommendations on cleanup criteria through a conservative application 
of current national and international standards for individuals in the 
population, and considering a wide range of land use and soil cleanup 
options. 

The task group sought to recommend soil criteria that were practical in 
their application and expressed as a flexible guideline, not a limit. Its 
recommendations were considered to be site-specific for Enewetak. There was 
a consensus within the group that if its recommendations were to be 
technically defensible and useful, site-specific soil cleanup criteria must 
be developed that were related to current radiation standards, and expressed 
in units that could be compared with measurements made in the field. The 
task group recommended use of 50 percent of the annual doses for individuals 
and 80 percent of the 30 year dose for populations issued by the FRC, for 
cleanup and resettlement planning for fission product doses. Soil cleanup 
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was recorrmended for TRU contamination only. The soil levels reconvnended 
were associated with 10 percent to 100 percent of the ICRP lung values for 
individuals. Enjebi Island was to be cleaned up for TRU but not resettled 
at this time due to high fission product doses. Runit, the island for 
disposal of contaminated soil and debris, was to remain quarantined. 

From the outset, the task group's recommendations were the subject of 
controversy. On occasion, a strong technical defense of their validity was 
needed. Agreement on the final draft criteria was a fragile product. Some 
NV staff did not support the recorrmendations. DNA staff preferred to 
establish their own cleanup criteria. EPA staff agreed that they would not 
disagree, but were looking toward developing their own TRU cleanup criteria. 
The Enewetak people and their legal council sought cleanup that would 
achieve zero risk for their return. The task group's recorrmendations were 
the subject of an AEC staff paper that was approved by the Commission. 

The remaining figures identify agency responsibilities, the task group 
members, the basis for their judgments and recommendations, options 
considered, their conclusions, the position taken on risk, the features of 
the EIS related to Task Group recommendations, and some of the obvious 
differences between the Enewetak criteria and current EPA draft dose limjts. 

The role of those who performed the early work to develop Enewetak cleanup 
criteria largely ended with the issuance of the task group's report. 
Cleanup planning, field operations, and participants were documented in DOE 
and DNA reports. However, no overall post-mortem evaluation of this project 
has been conducted and little effort made to learn from all aspects of this 
unique experience. So far as I know, this meeting is the first time that 
the Enewetak project has been reviewed since DOE's report on field 
operations was issued. In that context I would like to acknowledge the 
important contributions made toward the success of this effort by the task 
group members and particularly Walter Nervik of LLNL. Jack Healy of LANL 
and Lyn Anspaugh of LLNL provided the critical relationship between TRU soil 
concentrations, air concentrations, and dose to lung. Harold Beck and Jim 
McLaughlin of HASL, Paul Gudiksen of LLNL, and Oliver Lynch of NVO provided 
input for external doses. Vic Nelson of the University of Washington and 
Vic Noshkin of LLNL provided marine data. Bill Robinson of LLNL provided 
the many dose estimates needed for a matrix of land use and cleanup 
alternatives. 

The reason for citing these contributions is to emphasize that development 
of site-specific criteria and options for cleanup of a contaminated 
environment requires a large amount of detailed environmental information 
that has been evaluated for use in cleanup planning. Mandatory cleanup dose 
limits derived from extremely low risk values such as those in the EPA 
draft, had they been in existence in 1973, may well have made Enewetak 
cleanup appear to be an impossible task with a price tag that was out of the 
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question, and with so much soil requiring disposal that the only option 
would have been ocean disposal, an action EPA advised was not acceptable. 
The removal of soil from much larger land areas,an action that would have 
been required by the EPA limits, would have accomplished only a small 
increment of additional dose and risk reduction. How the EPA screening 
level would have been interpreted in planning Enewetak cleanup is a matter 
for guesswork. It may have been a liability because of the potential for 
misuse and misinterpretation. 

I do recall several matters that may be relevant. The task group had little 
faith in use of air sampling data to determine that significant levels of 
TRU contamination were not present in the soil. Also, they considered but 
did not recommend plowing to dilute.TRU concentrations below the levels to 
be considered for soil removal. In retrospect, use of EPA dose limits to 
plan soil cleanup at Enewetak appears incompatible with the need to prepare 
a complete spectrum of cleanup alternatives that would give OMB and Congress 
some choice as to the magnitude of the Enewetak cleanup effort. 

The task group recommended a conservative application of existing standards 
for use at Enewetak. In recommending use of dose limits based upon an 
extremely conservative risk value, EPA ignores these standards. Viewed from 
the prospective of the Enewetak experience, EPA's development of yet another 
set of numerical dose values significantly lower than Federal standards and 
described as limits, restricts rather than promotes flexibility in cleanup 
decision-making. 

For Enewetak there where significant areas of land contaminated with TRU 
elements and fission products, high visibility and public interest and 
concern, the involvement of land owners and their legal advisors, and 
concern for the cost of cleanup. Under such circumstances, AEC acting on 
its own judgment may have found it impossible to justify conduct of soil 
cleanup not meeting Federal dose limits even with advice from EPA that these 
limits are not to be interpreted as absolute values to be met in every 
instance. If available in 1973, dose limits that need not always be applied 
as absolute values, would have been a new and confusing concept in radiation 
prediction and I suggest this is true today as well. 

Though permitted by the EPA criteria, development of cleanup reconrnendations 
that present a justification for exceeding a dose limit that is some 
fraction of the FRC standards for use at Enewetak, would have created a 
problem for those planning cleanup. Almost any advice that was not 
supported by existing standards would have resulted in disagreement on 
technical and legal issues. This could have made cleanup a more 
controversal political issue than it was. 

A justification for exceeding EPA's dose limits would have focussed 
attention away from the fact that basic radiation standards could be (and 
were) met at Enewetak through a combination of cleanup actions and land 
restrictions. 
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In terms of the total cleanup effort, 1 year was required to develop 
Enewetak cleanup criteria, the time from the announcement until funding was 
more than 4 years, and the time from the announcement until the end of 
cleanup was 8 years. Since the fission product doses on some cleaned-up 
islands are likely to be higher than the EPA draft dose limits for TRU 
elements in soil for a number of years, one could now argue that Enewetak 
cleanup was not adequate. This is one of the problems avoided by use of a 
conservative application of basic standards for both fission products and 
TRU contamination. 

Enewetak planning experience would seem to support the idea that as much 
advice and as many recommendations on soil cleanup as can be agreed upon 
should be issued as Federal criteria. However, such guidance must not close 
off the possibility for consideration of a range of cleanup options wherein 
dose to the public is only one of several considerations. 

One final point, compared to the task group's recommendations, EPA's draft 
criteria commit that agency to very little in terms of agreements on 
acceptable methods for dealing with the practical problems incurred in 
planning and conduct of soil cleanup, many of which are ameniable to generic 
guidelines. The possibilities for such guidelines can be derived from ttie 
published records of Enewetak cleanup. 



AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES 
ENEWETAK CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION 

DOD - Precleanup Engineering Survey 

Monitoring to Insure Safety of Cleanup Personnel 

Radiological and Nonradiological Cleanup 

Reimburse AEC Support of Cleanup in Field 

AEC - Precleanup Radiological Survey 

Development of Radiological Criteria and 
Recommendations 

Monitoring Support for Cleanup Field Operations 
Certification of Completion 
Followup Radiological Monitoring After Cleanup 

DOI - Rehabilitation 

Resettlement 



ENEWETAK ATOLL CLEANUP 
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I I 
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RECOMMENDATIONS . .. 

• 

ENEWETAK 
ATOLL MASTER 
PLAN MAR. '1& 

I 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT STAnMENT 
APR. '1& CLEANUP 

OPTIONS & 
RECOMMENDATION 

COMMISSION 
POLICY PAPER 

JULY 74 

DEVELOP AND 
ISSUE EIS .. .. 

·-

... 

CONGRESS & 
OMB REVIEW 

FUNDING JULY '71 

MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING 

DNA-ERDA SEPT. '1& 

CONGRESSIONAL 
APPROVAL. 

INTERAGENCY 
AGREEMENTS, 

FUNDING 
4 .. 

-

.. . 

DNA OPERATIONS 
PLAN APR. 77 

CLEANUP FIELD 
OPERATIONS 77-"IO 

I 

BAIR ADVISORY 
COMMITnE 

FIELD 
OPERATIONS . .. 
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

The Task Group Evaluated: 

• A Five by Six· Matrix of Cleanup Degrees and Food 
Production Locations vs Living Patterns 

• Five Cleanup Options Ranging from no Radiological 
Cleanup and no Return, to Extensive Soil Removal and 
Some Soil Replacement on Certain Northern Islands 

• Six Options for Disposal of TRU Contaminated Soil and 
Scrap 



TASK GROUP POSITION ON RISK 

11Most of the exposure to whole body, at Enewetak, and in 
fact to all organs will come from internal emitters. The shape 
of the dose-effect curve for exposure from internal emitters 
is most uncertain because of lack of experience and lack of 
confidence in extrapolation of high dose and dose rate 
effects into the very low dose and low dose rate situation. A 
lack of confidence in the statistic and risk estimate drawn 
therefrom has therefore led the Task Group to have serious 
reservations about their validity. The Task Group holds the 
opinion that such estimates cannot be used in any definitive 
way to draw conclusions on whether current radiation 
standards are too high or too low or as a basis for decision
making relative to resettlement of Enewetak Atoll."* 

*Report by AEC Task Group on recommendations for cleanup and 
rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll, June 18, 1974 



TASK GROUP CONCLUSIONS 

• Cleanup and Rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll is Feasible 

• Doses from Fission Products will Predominate 

• The Degree of Cleanup of the Atoll Should be Dictated 
by the Requirement to Keep Exposure within Acceptable 
Standards 

• National and International Standards Apply 

• A Fraction of FRC's, RPG's for Individuals Should be 
Utilized to Evaluate Cleanup and Land Use Options 
Involving Fission Product Doses 

• A Fraction of ICRP Standards for Lung for Individuals 
Should be Utilized to Develop Flexible Soil Cleanup 
Criteria Expressed as a Concentration of TRU Elements 
in Soil, i.e., pCi/ gm* 



TASK GROUP CONCLUSIONS 
(CONT'D) 

• A Group of Experts Should Support Cleanup Operations 
with Advice on Application of Task Group Criteria to 
Specific Situations 

• Land Use Restrictions, as Opposed to Soil Removal, are 
the Recommended Method for Controlling Exposure from 
Fission Products 

• Removal and Disposal of Soil, or a Permanent Quarantive, 
are the Only Effective Measure Against Soil TRU 
Concentrations Exceeding Task Group Criteria 

*The Task Group believed that site-specific criteria could be developed on a 
case-by-case basis using conservative assumptions and a safety factor, but 
that biological and environmental information is not adequate to establish 
general cleanup guidance. 



TASK GROUP JUDGEMENTS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

"The Task Group approach for development of judgements 
and recommendations for the radiological cleanup and 
rehabilitation of Enewetak was to consider a number of 
alternatives for exposure reduction that may be feasible. 
Basically the procedure involved four steps." 

• Assessment of doses for current conditions 

• Assessment of dose reductions by modifying the diet 

• Assessment of dose reductions by removing contaminated 
soil 

• Comparison of dose assessment matrices1 with Task 
Group guidelines 



TASK GROUP CRITERIA AND THEIR CONTEXT 

TRU IN SOIL 

>400 pCi/g, Corrective Action Required 
1,500 m Rem/yr, Lung (150 m Rad/yr) 

<40 pCi/g, Corrective Action Not Required 
150 m Rem/yr, Lung (15 m Rad/yr) 

40 to 400 pCi/ g, Corrective Action Determined on 
Case-by-Case Basis 

FISSION PRODUCTS* 

250 m Rem/yr, Whole Body and Bone Marrow 

750 m Rem/yr, Thyroid 

750 m Rem/yr, Bone 

4,000 m Rem/30 yrs, Gonads 

*50o/o of Federal Radiation Council (FRC) Radiation Protections Enider 
(RPG's) for Annual Doses for Individuals and 80% of the 30-year Criterion for 
a Population 



ENEWETAK CLEANUP EIS 

• Presents AEC Task Group Recommendations as 
Conservative Guidelines that are Necessary Because of 
Uncertainties in Exposure Predictions 

• For TRU Contaminated Soil Removal Stresses Need for a 
Team of Experts to Advise on Cleanup Actions 

• Presents Five Cases (Options) for Land Use and Degree of 
Cleanup and a Matrix Showing a Range of Alternatives 
Detailing Dose Reduction, Health Effects, Cost, and 
General Acceptability 

• Recommends Case 3 as Offering the Best Combination of 
Features 



EPA DOSE LIMITS AND THEIR CONTEXT 

1 Millirad Per Year to Lung* 

3 Millirad Per Year to Bone* 

,. ...... while the recommendations are expressed in terms of 
numerical limits ...... these are not to be interpreted as 
absolute values which must be met in every instance. 
Rather, Federal Radiation Guidance relies on the judgement 
of the implementing agency, and only specifies that the 
general objectives are to be met and deviations must be 
justified." 

"Suggestions that higher dose rate limits should be used _ 
were rejected because the Agency had shown that the 
proposed limits were reasonable and achievable~" 

*Risk is less than 10-6 per year to critical segment of population. 



GUIDANCE RECOMMENDATIONS (REVISED) 

In order to aasure the protection or persona in the general 
population by liaitin& the radiation doses tbat an 1ndiv1dual in a 
critical segment or the population .. y receive troa concentration• or 
transuraniua elements present above average background levels in tbe 
general environaent, the tollovina recD111endat1ona eball applJ tor tb• 
&Uidance ot Federal agencies: 

1. Dose rates to persons in the general population tor continuing 
exposure to transuranium elements should not exceed the reco .. endationa 
provided in Federal Radiation Guidance Mo. 1, and reasonable ettorta 
abould be .. de to keep all exposures aa lov aa reasonably achievable. 

2. Contaaination levels 1n the general environment should be 
liaited to assure that the annual alpba radiation dose rate to aeabers or 
the critical segment or the exposed population aa tbe result ot exposure 
to transuranium elements not exceed either: 

a. l millirad per. year to the pui.onary lung, or 
b. 3 aillirad per year to tbe bone or 40 111111rad per rear 

to tbe bone surracea. 

3. for newly contaminated areas, tbe Federal agency reaponaibl• tor 
implementation or these recommendations should take i111ediate action to 
minimize both the residual levels or transuraniwa elements in tbe 1eneral 
environment and the radiation exposure or the general public. 
Determination and implementation or turther appropriate measures, to 
ensure that projected dose rates to persona in the general population are 
as low as reasonably achievable and in tull COllPlianoe witb tb• above 
recoa111endations, should begin as promptly as possible and abould be

.completed within a reasonable period ot ti.lie. 



4. The recoaaendationa are to be used only as radiation protection 
guidance tor presently existing cases or environmental contamination by 
tranauraniwa elements and for possible future cases or environmental 
contamination rrom unplanned releases or tranauranium elements. Federal 
aaenciea are not to use the• as limits tor planned releases or 
transuraniua elements into the general environaent. 

5. Remedial actions tor contaminated aitea abould be planned to 
provide aaximua protection or the public health at reasonable coat, and 
should be iapl ... nted with the objective or 111n1aiz1ng adverse iapacta on 
tbe environ1111nt. 

6. Tbe relationship between the projected dose rates to persona in 
a •critical segment or the population• and the ambient concentration or 
transuraniua eleaents in air, aoil and tood la to be deterained on a 
aite-apecitic baaia, taking into account all possible environmental 
pathways. For purposes only or elillinating certain lands tram turtber 
11e>re detailed evaluation, a aoil •screening level• or 0.2 uCi/a2 or 
alpha-emitting transuraniwa elements, tor samples collected at tbe
surtace to a depth or 1 cm and tor particle aizes less than 2 .. , .. y be 
used under moat aircuaatances. Areas vhich do not exceed the •screening 
level• generally .. , be considered in compliance with the 
recoaaendations; those that exceed it would require turther evaluation to 
determine the actual dose rates to exposed persons. The •screening 
level• is not to be used by Federal agencies as a soil concentration 
11Jl1t tor purposes or 1•~lement1ng these rec01111endations. 



DOSE COMPARISONS 

EPA Dose Limit is: 

1 Enewetak Level where -15 No Action Required 

1 Enewetak Level where 
150 Action Required 



COMPARISON OF MAJOR FEATURES 

AEC Task Group 

Site-specific Soil Criteria Recommen
dations Developed with Knowledge 
of Rad Survey Data Base 

Conservative Application of Existing 
Radiation Standards 

Cleanup and Land Use Options 
Evaluated Against Dose and Soil TRU 
Concentration Criteria 

Anticipates Need for Full Spectrum of 
Cleanup Options in EIS and that Final 
Decisions on Cleanup to be Made at 
Higher Level Such as OMB and 
Congress 

No Equivalent 

EPA Draft 

General Criteria to be Applied to 
Current Situations or Future Accidents 
on Site-specific Basis 

Selection of 10-6 Risk, Derivation of 
Associated Doses Expressed as Limits 
not to Interpret as Absolute Values, 
Limits Shown by EPA to be Reasonable 
and Achievable. 

Dose Limits to be Applied on 
Site-specific Basis, Explicit Guidance 
not Given in Order to Allow Flexibility. 
No Examples Cited 

Recommendations Anticipate Decision 
Point for Flexible Implementation of 
Dose Limit Lies within Implementing 
Agency, Application Relies on 
Judgement of this Agency 

Screening Levels 



DATA FOR ENJEBI ISLAND* 

Maximum Annual Dose 
m Rem/y 

Bone Marrow 

Whole Body 

293/718** 

245/540** 

Transuranium Soil Contamination 
pCi/g Top 15 cm 

0.08 to 170 

* AEC Task Group Report, June 19, 1974. Note: The Task Group 
recommended Enjebi not be resettled until test food crops showed 
acceptable low levels. 

** Imports available/Imports unavailable average dose primary from Cs-137, · 
Sn-90, and external radiation. TRU dose smaller by comparison. 



Technical Evaluation of the Proposed "Screening" Level Using 

the Critical Organ Methodology and ICRP-26 

J. w. Healy 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 

The EPA provides two screening levels, one for soil and one for air. We 

will discuss the soil screening level first then the air screening level and 

finally some perceived problems in the application of the EPA Guidance. 

A mass loading approach is used to define the resuspension leading to 

inhalation. The EPA first refers to a study by Anspaugh in which concentra

tion data for various radionuclides was compared with air concentrations. 

(Slide 1.) In this comparison he used an air concentration of 100 ~g/m3 for 

the dust. It may be noted that the agreement is good for resuspension data 

and covers a wide variety of areas. This method seems to be more a 

correlation using a fixed value of the mass loading in the air than a true 

mass loading approach. The EPA, however, seemed to be enamoured with some 

correction for particle size and derived the method for correcting for 

particle size in the soil and air given in the next slide (Slide 2) even 

though the Anspaugh correlation provided conservative results for the variety 

of areas included. It should be noted that the EPA approach requires 

considerable additional measurements on size fractions in the soil and air. 

Although they claim that representative areas could be used, they do not 

indicate how these are selected nor how many are required so that a true 

estimate of the increased costs cannot be made. However, it is important to 

note that this method has never been tested to prove its applicability to 

estimating resuspension. The assumptions used in calculating the soil 
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screening level are given in the next slide (Slide 3). They claim that the 

use of the dust storm data is appropriate because two other studies gave the 

same results. 

In estimating doses to the lung and bone they used the organ weights in 

the next slide (Slide 4). The chief discrepancy is in the lung weight where 

the EPA tried to describe the tissues irradiated more closely than most. Of 

course, the new ICRP calculations used the dose to the bone surface assumed to 

weigh 120 grams rather than the average bone dose. These ICRP bone surface 

calculations are given in the next slide (Slide 5). It is of some interest 

that this calculation gives a factor of 10 over the average bone dose while 

the older calculation uses a factor of 5 as derived from early animal 

experiments. 

The air screening level is given in the next slide {Slide 6). It is 

based on a particle size of O.l µm presumably because it is intended to apply 

to effluents from a facility. As such, it does not really apply to the 

resuspended component where particle sizes are typically on the order of a few 

micrometers. However, the difference between the EPA air value and that for 

several micrometers is only about a factor of two to three. 

The EPA insists that the primary guidance of l mrad/yr to the lungs and 

3 mrads/yr to the bone should take precedent. However, there are problems 

with this in terms of the data needed to predict the dose and the need to use 

models to detennine the dose. The next slide {Slide 7) shows the distribution 

of plutonium in the bone and liver as obtained from the autopsy data of both 

public and workers. The wide distribution is apparent so that it will be 
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difficult to assure that any guidance is met for an individual or a group of 

individuals. The ICRP cautions on the use of their models for an individual 

beca~se a num~~r of uncertainties are present. All of this leads to•the 

conclusion that it will be difficult to obtain a calculation that will be 

acceptable to all parties. particularly if opposition groups develop. For 

these reasons. it is my belief that the screening levels may play a large role 

in any future accident cleanup and may. in fact, become the de facto standard. 

If an accident occurs in a foreign country. there is little doubt in my mind 

that they will consider the screening level as the primary standard. 
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. ANSPAUGH MASS LOADING PREDICTIONS - 100µg!M3 DUST 

AIR CQHCE~TRATIQU 
LOCATION, ETC. RADIONUCLIDE PREDICTED MEASURED RATIO 

~X f ITit USAEC ~EVADA TES s E 

NE, 1971-1972 239Pu 7200 flt/M3 6600 t£t/M3 1-09 
CZ, 1972, 2 WEEKS 239Pu 120 FCI/M3 23 FCI/M3 s.22 

~~~Tok¥EmoRE 
1971 238u 150 PG/M3 52 PG/M3 2°88 ( 

1972 238u 150 PG/M3 100 PG/M3 1-50 
1973 23Bu 150 PG/M3 86 PG/M3 1.74 

1973 40K 1000 ACIIM3 980 AC t/M3 1°02 

A~~~T~~~IONAL 

1972 232TH 320 PGIM3 240 PG/M3 1.33 

1972 NATU 215 PG/M3 170PG/M3 1°26 

SUTTQ~. EHGLA~D 

1967-1968 NATU 110 PGIM3 62 PGIM3 1-77 



EPA •ENRICHMENT FACTOR# 

C ~ AML x SC x I FIG I 

AML - AIR MASS LOADING 

SC - SOIL CONCENTRATION 

F1 - FRACT. AIRBORNE MASS IN EACH SIZE INCREMENT 

. . 

G1 - RATIO OF TOTAL ACTIVITY IN EACH SOIL PARTICLE SIZE 
INCREMENT TO FRACTION OF TOTAL MASS WITHIN THE 
INCREMENT. 



SOIL SCREENING LE\£L ASSll'lPTIONS 

l • MASS LOADING - 100 µg!M3 

2. PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION IN AIR 
- CHEPIL DATA FR(J-1 DUST STORMS 

3. SOIL ENRICHMENT - ROCKY FLATS DATA 
CI F1G1 = 1.06 - 2.34) 

4 • INFINITE AREA 

S. NO RESTRICTIONS ON LAND USE 

6. CONC. ==: 1 MRAD/YR::: 2.6 x 10-lS C1/M3 



ORGAN WEIGHTS 

WNG 

EPA 530 g 

ICRP-2 1000 g 

ICRP-30 1000 g 

CPUL, LYMPH, TB CONTENTS> 

BONES 

EPA 5000 g 

ICRP-2 7000 g 

I CRP-30 5000 g 

<BONE SURFACES - 120 g) 



BONE WEIGHT 5000 g 

BONE SURFACE WEIGHT 120 
25% ENERGY ABSORBED IN SURFACE 

RATIO BONE ~~RF~DOSE • 120 • o 096 .... o 1 B E o .25 x 5000 • .... • 

ICRP-2 N FACTOR • 5 
RATIO • Q.2 



AIR SCREENING LEVEL 

ASSlt1PTION 
Q.l µM AMAD PARTICLE 

LEVEL 
1 FC11M3 cio-15 c11M3) 

ICRP-2 <PUBLIC) 6 x 10-14 C1/M3 



1.0 . 

• 
COMBINED OCCUPATIONAL (59) 
PLUS NON - OCCUPATIONAL ( 110) • - HUMAN AUTOPSY SAMPLES 
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Department of Energy 
Nevada Operations Office 

P. O. Box 14100 
Las Vegas, NV 89114-4100 

JAN 1 3 1984 

T. D. Pflaum, HQ, Chief of Envir., Safety & Health (DP-226.1) GTN 

COMMENTS ON EPA-PROPOSED "DOSE LIMITS FOR PERSONS EXPOSED TO TRANSURANIUM 
ELEMENTS IN THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT• 

The Nevada Operations Office (NV) submitted colTlllents on the subject dose 
limits via our letter, Church to Pflaum, dated October 19, 1983. For 
convenience a copy is enclosed. 

Although much can be said on this subject I wish to take this opportunity to 
discuss the following points. 

1. EPA Objective of Reducing Risk to 10-6 Ultra Conservative 

EPA states that they believe it appropriate to limit the risk for a cancsr 
fatality from a single radiation source to a person in the population to 10-
per year. We contend that the proposed standards in r~Ality impose a risk 
limit much mor.e conservative and could be as low as 10 • 

There is considerable uncertainty in developing risk estimates from observable 
health effect data, and there is considerable uncertainty in estimating 
en vi ronmenta 1 organ doses through pathway modeling because of the assumptions 
made and variability of individuals (i.e., lifestyles, ingestion, uptake and 
growth rates, etc.). 

If the maximizing assumptions are always taken, the predicted risk to a 
population for leaving a contaminated area undisturbed could be several orders 
of magnitude less than the real risk encountered during cleanup operations. 

One risk not considered by EPA is ~he risk benefit to personnel involved in 
the cleanup which approximates 10- • The criteria and consideration for 
cleanups should include the risk of death and injury resulting from the 
cleanup itself. 

During the course of the Enewetak cleanup, two men died in work-related 
accidents; six others died from a variety of causes. It is well documented 
that construction activities have higher fatality rates than most industries. 

.t:; '·J . (" 
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The following table sUn111arizes some selected fatality rates and risks. 

Activitl fatalitx Rate* Risk 

All industries (1976) 14 1.4 x 10-4 

Construction (1976) 57 5. 7 x 10-4 

At work (1980) -5 State of Nevada 4.9 4. 9 x 10 

DOE & Contractors 
5.6 x 10-5 (1978-82 average) 5.6 

NTS (1965-1981 average) 27 2.7 x 10-4 

Enewetak cleanup 70 7. 0 x 10-4 

*Per 100,000 worker-years. 

Because of the great variability in the data, and the requirement to 
interpolate and extrapolate, it is essential that a careful uncertainty 
analysis be made by EPA. This analysis is necessary to ensure confidence that 
the risk of cleanup does not exceed the8risk from leaving the contamination 
undisturbed; which may be as low as 10- or lower. 

2. Imaginary Versus Real Deaths! 

The models used to assess the health effects (i.e. radiation-induced 
cancer fatalities} on the Enewetak people during the planning phase estimated 
< 3 health effects (cancer deaths) over 30 years with no cleanup and no 
restrictions on island or food usage. 

An analysis of the total radiation dose to the returning people of Enewetak 
after the cleanup leads to the conclusion that there might be an additional 
0.026 deaths in 30 years from cancer caused by radiation. This is compared to 
the two persons who died in course of the three-year cleanup. 

The uncertainty which is inherent in cancer-risk estimates is graphically 
illustrated in Table V-4, page 147 in the 1980 BEIR report in which the 
expected number from continuous exposure of one rad per year to a population 
of 1,000,000 ranges from zero to 568. 

The risk estimates of cancer deaths as required by the proposed EPA standard 
(maximizing risk estimates) give hypothetical, or imaginary deaths as compared 
to the real deaths which do occur in construction projects. The fact is that 
no increase in cancer rate has been, nor can be, identified at the dose levels 
comparable to background radiation levels. 

--·-· --- ~---
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Therefore, until the technology is developed to perform TRU cleanups where 
workers do not take substantially higher risks (which are real) to achieve 
a condition where the risks (which are hypothetical) are substantially lower 
than daily risks, guidance should be limited to reflect the greatest savings 
of life. 

The Enewetak cleanup, which was designed to conform with the proposed EPA 
guidance is the epitome of the above discussion. According to risk analyses 
published in the planning documents, the islands could have been turned over 
to the people without a radiological TRU cleanup and saved lives. 
Ultraconservatism costs more than just time and dollars, it can cost real 
lives. 

3. Cost Versus Benefit 

Reasonable alternatives should be evaluated when decisions are made 
affecting the expenditure of resources. The radiological cleanup at Enewetak 
cost approximately $100 million and resulted in the potential of averting less 
than one cancer death from radiation in 30 years in the Enewetak population. 
How many premature deaths from disease and illness might have been averted in 
the Enewetak population by directing $100 million into improving health ca~e 
knowledge, facilities, and capability? We may not have the information 
available to answer this question, but it is not unreasonable to consider this 
alternative. Similar logic should be applied in considering any radiological 
cleanup. 

HPD:DLW 

cc: 
L. J. Deal, HQ (EP-342) GTN 
T. F. Mccraw, HQ (EP-32) GTN 
A. B. Siebert, Jr., HQ (DP-3.1) GTN 
P. J. Mudra, Dir., OD, NV 
Roger Ray, DPO, NV 
J. D. Stewart, OD, NV 
E. D. Campbell, NSD, NV 
D. R. Martin, SHD, NV 
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T. D. Pfl :wm, HO. Chi t>f of En vi r., Sa fpty R. Heal th (nP-??'l.1) t;TN 
ATn1: R. ~l. tJank, HQ (r.P-?25.1) ;1n1 

CO~!MEtJTS Otl EPA.-PRflPOSED "r.CSE lli·1ITS FP.R PERSOMS £)'POSED TO TRMISURA~llrn1 
ELE11i::NTS Pi THF. GEilEP~l ENVIROr!i1ErlTN 

ThP Nevada Op~rations Office fNV), HPalt~ P~ys1cs nivision (HPn)~ has o~tainad 
c1w·r11cnts from the scienti fie laboratnrio~, ar.pMpriilte cnntractors, and c:taff 
on the s11njnct rloC!!'1P.nt. A brief sur:r:iary nf t.~osP. C~r.'.ments is provid-=!'1 below. 

?~caus·~ t.h~ riaxir>i1Jm l"l~asurP~ Pu conci:ntration outsidP of th~ :'lt.?11 is l3oMhi rg 
;:inrl r,unn"!ry Ranci~ (nbsP.rv~rt t111rh·J saMolfoo ~nornx11'.'lflt..,l'I 1'l '.";)~rs ~11n) i~ 
l~ss than a l1f1l f of tl'le scrPening l~vel, ;iP •1elieve the recol'l1rl1Pndations of the 
report probably will not impact s1.qn1ficantly on ~ITS acthitit?s. Even so, the 
r?.crir"!"l"!nr:liltinnc; ?.ro Mt cnrisiAC'\r~'1 r!"aC\0'1"\hlP.. !l11l'IPVt":'r, b~c~uc;~ thPr~ is 
~rP~t vari~hil1ty botwP~n lnc;itions of saMples anct ~li~unts nf the si'lne soil 
Si'l,,,nl~ (i.~., th!? hot pt\rticlP. probl~r.'I), it ic; concriivrihl<> that c;ornponQ could 
finrl nif-sit~ loc~tions which woulrl PXC~Pd t~~ scrP~~ing lavel. In ~~~iti~n. 
~·r> r-;.•1P s:1hsta11tial i\re.:.s cont.~"linat~d "\bovP !'1!"s~ li:.tits 0n th.,:1 i!Pllis r:.!n~p. 
~ut nff ":."1"' r·:.rs. ?S ~1~11 as s11bstanti~l .'!rP;is ~h<WP. t~P li-:dtc; nl" the rfT~. 

Jt ,1L'::.>n.ars t'"lri~ thP r!'al has1s fl')r t.hric;P ri:>c0:".r.iendations is "ris 1nH as can ':le 
t~l~r~t~d without heavily consu~ing dq~n~y ~u~g~ts," 1nrt is n~t b~c:~d on ~~Y 
ccs~-~011~fit i'lnalysis. Any number of r1ppro3c~os cnulrl hP userl to assiqn a 
valu:~ 1'.o a life rind thr>rPhy crtlc:slc'ltP. a dollilr V·l11F~ fl)r ~OSl'l r"1uction \1hicf'\ 
co11ld h:~ h;Jlanced aq~inst cl?.anup costc;. Iristl"i'ld, thP r~port lists an 
;:1h~ni1:t~ ri~k of 10-j to 10-0 ct"aths,.µ~r ·• 0 .ar .1s,.rpasonable tinrl thr-n turris 

-n ( _,, - - , 
'lrr)Un'i ;inrl c;el~cts 10 not 5 x 10 · or 1 x 10 ) •.·fitho11t C"lnsir4~ring cost or 
twn~tit. 

Th-. ~1ui"1rcn l~vi-ls of 1 r-P./yr to t.,P pttlnon~ry lttn<J, 3 rr:R/yr t.o !:iono, or Llf) 
MR/yr to t:1·• h'>n~ surf.'ICt" .itr~ not rlir"ctl~' C1~;,sur·1~l~ qrr;intiti~c; anrl t"'l·~r?f.orn 
.:ire nf lit-+:lo rr?.ctical use. r.onpl 0 x i'\nd 1111£'stion?bli: c~lc11latit"Jns \>.1011ld !°'P 
r"<i'li r,.,r1 tr. t:r:ris :'".lr:n m~ac;urn,1 contnni !"li\t; o:i 1 ~v~l s ~o rllJSP'i. '\r.v c;1rch 
calcu1'1tinns cont.~in .iHr!r;m~nt.11 f;:ictors concr'rnin'l ~i<~ti'ry h;ihitc;. 'lnd r~rsnnill 
rr'.~f::r'"!l"lC:r~c; 1-1!:ich i.0•1l:i ~ 0 ch;,11-'nc.~~ "lnrl t:hl"' r-.c;o11nc;ihl::o -=lq 0 f1CY co 11lri fint1 
itr,ri]t· in :-ndlr-ss c1111rt: hattl·s r:•~arriinfl comnl;:iric·'· T11~ r.nly Cl'rt.:i1n \1.:iy ta 
AS'.'1:rn cnrir,,,1 iirnc: 0 '·111111-I ~;-. :-:rC'hi"litiV!~ 7°'.'H' r.'11tt.i.f1">·t)1·;:rC!ti11ns. 

. . ' . ' r 
; I P# ,-, 

r.n.-•-. '):· c1-.~rrnr. if it ;.1-ioul·~ ~ .... r·'<it!i r·•ri. t1r" ,-.c;T.i~at·:ri in t'1r F?~ rioc•J1Tl"'nt 
i'lt nn~1~rdc; ,.,r ~ 1 \ll,l~t~n nPr ;.crQ. t"1hic'1 nxc:-.c-rts .tr:~ intri~c;ic 1.'1nr1 v.~ltJP ~r""nc-~ 
ti~~· .. TS 1 ~'' r•nr·> i":h:!:l ~,..,., tfr-:Pc;. T'1ir; 1·i11rl nr cnst. rP.l.'lth.•.-. to~""" »C:f:ind:~d 
r.nt'"'nT.i::;l ~n1.~T'it ,yf <HJC~ ~••SS t.~.ln (),,.., onn-;-iillil"nt~ nf ~ "h"'illth nrfrCt 
<;('oris 'irnc;sly nxc:·ss;·.,~. 

...,...___.------ -----· - ···- - ·--- -- ---
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·-' '""Ill'!"'" vr~ry h;.ppy tn 1>mrK 1-1it:~1 i'ili+:::iry '111'.)I i.:i't.i11n ;., "41~veln:ii"·l .:.,y 
~1rthrr rpsnon~p to FPA on t~is ~~tt~r. 

cc: 
T. F. HcCru\·t, un {C:P-T~) r-T~' 
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ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT 

Jo.u- J 7
1 

1?ft/ 

.f5tr.tc~ 6). C~utAc.-4_ 
}.)e v .._ 4a.. Of·~--+,<)~ s Off;~~ 

•UNITED STATES BORROWED ENEWETAK ATOLL IN 1947 FOR NUCLEAR 
TESTING. 

•NATIVE POPULATION DISPLACED TO SMALLER ATOLL. 

•TESTING PROGRAM: 
- DESTROYED VEGETATION VITAL TO SUSTENANCE OF NATIVE 

INHABITANTS. 
- GENERATED THOUSANDS OF TONS OF DEBRIS WHICH WAS LEFT IN 

PLACE. / 
- INTRODUCED RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION TO NORTHERN HALF 

OF ATOLL. 

•UNITED STATES PROMISED IN 1972 RETURN OF THE ATOLL TO DISPLACED 
OWNERS. 

•CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION WAS ACCOMPLISHED DURING 1977-80. 

• ENTIRE PROJECT INVOLVED: 
- REMOVAL OF DEBRIS FROM ISLANDS. 
- CONSOLIDATION OF SOIL CONTAMINATED ABOVE CLEANUP 

CRITERIA. 
- RESTORATION OF VEGETATION FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES. 
~CONSTRUCTION OF 116 NEW DWELLINGS AND TWO COMMUNITY 

CENTERS. 

• DNA WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR CLEANUP WITH DOE IN ADVISORY AND 
SUPPORT ROLES. CLEANUP WORK DONE BY MILITARY PERSONNEL. 
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TABLE 5-6: ESTIMATED 30-VEAR INTEGRATED DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS a 
(REM) 

HABITATION PLANS 

CLEANUP ACTIONS 

I. NO CLEANUP. 

II. REMOVAL OF ALL SCRAP ANO 

Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCl/9 FROM 

RESIDENCE AND AGRICULTURE 

ISLANDS.-

Ill. TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE 

AND AGRICULTURE ISLANDS. 

LEOIND 

WI • WHOLE IODY DOSE 

I• BONE DOSE 

L •LUNG DOSE 

A 

NO RESTRICTION ON ISLAND 

FOOD USAGE. 

CASE 1 

·-
we - 1 -

B - eo 

L '0.1 

wB-• 

8 - IO 

L • BACKGROUND 

CASE 5 

WI ' BACKGROUND 

a IACICGROUNO 

L BACKGROUND 

B 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJEBI: VISIT NORTHERN ISLANOS: 

FOOD FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS OR 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS AND 

BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM 

PLOTS OR IMPORTEOb 

- - -
WB ' 3 II ON ENJEBll 

B " 10 120 ON ENJEBI) 

L , 0.0I (0.1 ON ENJEBI) 

CASIE 4 
-

we - ' ,. ON ENJE81) 

I ' 10 120 ON ENJEBll 

L - BACKGROUND 

HABITATION RESTRICTION NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

• DOSa8 CALCULATED TO ONE SIGNIFICANT FIGURE BASED ON DATA FROM NV0-140 AND AEC TASK GROUP REPORT. 

c 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS: 

VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS: FOOD 

FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS 

COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS c 

wa, 1 

B - 5 

L • 0.04 

CASE 3 

wB, 1 

B-s 

L - BACKGROUND 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

II DOSES CALCULATED FROM AN ASSUMED POPULATION DISTRIBUTION Of 44 PERCENT OF THE ATOLL POPULATION ON ENJE81 ANO THIE BALANCE OF 

THI POf'ULATION ON THE SOUTHERN ISLANDS. 

e DOSH CALCULATED FROM ISLANO AREA WEIGHTED DISTRIBUTION OF COCONUTS: 40 PERCENT FROM MIJIKAORIEK TO llLLAE AND BIKIEN, AND 

10 PEllCIENT FROM THI SOUTHERN ISLANDS. 

d IACKOROUND MEANS THAT THE DOSE IS ESTIMATED TO IE NO GREATER THAN WOULD BE AISOABED FROM NATURALLY OCCURlllNG SOURCES, 

llTHIEA IXTIERNALLY OR INTERNALLY. ESTIMATES FOA BACKGROUND 30-YEAR DOSES ARIE: 

WI , 1 Niii, B • 4 Nm, ANO L • O.OOOI rem. 

0 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; USE 

FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

ISLANDS. 

CASE 2 

we - 8ACKGROUNDd 

8 , BACKGROUND 

l - BACKGROUND 

SAME AS CASE 2 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWET AK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975 VOL I. 
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TABLE 5-7: ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS 3 

(REM) 

HABITATION PLANS A B c D 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJEBI; VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; 

FOOD FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS OR 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS ANO VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; FOOD VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; USE 

NO RESTRl.CTION ON llLANO BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

FOOD USAGE. PLOTS OR IMPORTED. COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS ISLANDS. 

NO CLEANUP. -
CASE 1 CASE 2 

WB • o.3 WB • 0.1 (0.3 ON ENJEBll WB • o.os WB BACKGROUNDll 

B - 2 B •OS (1 ON ENJUI) B • 0.2 B BACKGROUND --
L • 0.004 l • 0.002 (0.004 ON ENJEBll l - 0.001 l BACKGROUND 

II. REMOVAL OF All SCRAP AND CASE4 CASE 3 
Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCl/9 FROM 

RESIDENCE AND AGRICUL TURI! 

ISLANDS. 

111: TOTAL CLEANUP Of Rt:SIDt:NCt: 

ANO AGRICUL TURI! ISLANDS. 

--------,-------··---- - -

~ 

we ' WHOLE BODY DOH 

8 •BONI! DOSI! 

l •LUNG 0011! 

-·---- - -
WB • 0.3 

B • 2 

l • BACKGROUND 

-
CASES 

---~---~ -
WB • BACKGROUND 

B • BACKGROUND 

L • BACKGROUND 

WB '0.1 (0.3 ON ENJEBll we· o.o5 

8 • 0.5 (1 ON ENJUI) B - u 
l • BACKGROUND l • BACKGROUND 

-· 

HABITATION Rt:STRICTIONS NOT HABITATION Rt:STRICTIONS NOT. 

REOUIRED. SH CASI! 5 Rt:OUIRl!D. SEI! CASE 5 

e DOIEi CALCULATl!D TO ONI! SIGNIFICANT FIGURE BASED ON DATA FROM NV0-140 AND AEC TASK GROUP REPQRT. AEC GUIDELINES FOR 

MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE ARE: WB' 0.25, B '0.75. SEE TABLE 5-1 FOR ASSUMPTIONS USED IN DOSE CALCULATIONS FOR COLUMNS BAND c. 

II BACKGROUND MEANS THAT THE DOSE IS ESTIMATED TO BE NO GREATER THAN WOULD BE ABSORBED FROM NATURALLY OCCURRING 

SOURCl!S, EITHER EXTERNALLY OR INTERNALLY. ESTIMATES FOR ANNUAL BACKGROUND DOSE ARE: 

WB -= 0.04 r•m, 8 ~ 0.1 rem, end l - 3 -,, 10-•rem. 

SAME AS CASE 2 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT 

At:OUIRED. SEI! CASE 5 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975, VOL. I. 
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II. 

Ill. 

TABLE 5-8: RATIOS OF ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES TO 
RECOMMENDED ANNUAL DOSE GUIDELINES FOR INDIVIDUALS a 

HABITATION PLANS A B c 0 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS ANO 

ENJEBI; VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; 

FOOD FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS bA 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS. 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANOANUS ANO VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; FOOD VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; USE 

NO RESTRICTION ON ISLAND BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

CLEANUP ACTIONS FOOD USAGE. PLOTS OR IMPORTED b COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS ISLANDS 

NO CLEANUP. CASE 1 CASE 2 

AWB - 1.2 RWB • 0.4 CU ON ENJEBI} RWB • 0.2 
b 

AB - 2.7 RB - 0.7 (1.3 ON ENJEBI} AB 0.3 

REMOVAL OF All SCRAP ANO CASE 4 CASE 3 
Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCl/g FROM RWB • 1.2 RWB • 0.4 C1.2 ON ENJEBI} RWB • 0.2 
b 

RESIDENCE AND AGAICUL TUAE AB• 2.7 AB 0.7 (1.3 ON ENJEBI} RB• 0.3 

ISLANDS. 

TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE CASE 5 
ANO AGRICUL TUAE ISLANDS. 

b b b b 

------------
ll!OIEND 

AWB • RATIO OF MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE TO RECOMMENDED LIMIT FOR WHOLE BODY DOSE C0.25 rem/yr}. 

AB • RATIO OF MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE TO RECOMMENDED LIMIT FOR BONE DOSE (0. 75 rem/yr}. 

e APPLICABLE TO AVERAGE INDIVll"'•L ON ENTIRE ATOLL, EXCEPT WHERE NOTED. PEOPLE SHOULD NOT RETURN IF THE RATIO IS GREATER THAN UNITY. 

b THE RATIOS ARE EFFECTIVELY LEH THAN OR EQUAL TO THI! RATIO OF BACKGROUND DOSI! TO AECOMMENOl!O GUIDELINE WHERE RWBS0.11 AND RBS0.13. 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975, VOL. I. 

• 



TABLE 5-12: ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HEAL TH EFFECTS8 

FROM 30-YEAR DOSES TO POPULATION OF 1,000 

. ' 

HAllTATION PLANS A I c D 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJElll; VISIT NORTHERN ISLANOS; 

FOOO FROM SOUTHERN ISLANOS 011 

ENJElll Pl.US COCONUT FROM 12 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS AND 

llllEADFRUIT FROM ENJElll FARM 

PLOTS 011 IMPORTED. 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; FOOD 

FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS 

COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

CLEANUP ACTIONS 
NO RESTRICTION ON ISLANO 

FOOO USAGE. 

VISIT ON SOUTHEAN ISLANDS: USE 

FOOD GAOWN ON ONl Y SOUTHEAN 

ISLANDS. 

I. NO CLEANUP. 

11. REMOVAL OF All SCRAP AND 

Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCl/9 FROM 

RESIDENCE AND AGlllCUL TUllE 

ISLANDS. 

Ill. TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE 

AND AGlllCUL TUii! ISLANDS. 

UGEND 

H(WBIS.0.3 TO 1 

H(ll)~2 

H(llS 0.003 

H(TOTAl)~ 3 

H(WBI~ 0.3 TO t 
H(B)<; 2 

H(LIS llACKGllOUNDb 

H(TOTAL)S, 3 

BACKGllOUNDb 

-HiW.1-;MAXIMUM EXHCTED WHOLE llODY HEALTH EFFECTS 

H(lll •MAXIMUM EXPECTED BONE HfALTH EFFl!CTI 

Hill • MAXIMUM EXPECTED LUNG HEAL TH EFFECTS 

HfTOTAL) •MAXIMUM EIPECTEO TOTAL HEALTH EFFECTS 

HtWBIS. G.2 TO 0.5 
H(B)S,03 

H(l),S: 0.002 

H(TOTALIS, 0.1 

CASE 4 

-H(WlllS, 1.2 TO O.S- -
H(8),S:0.3 

H(l)~BACKGllOUNDb 

H(TOTALIS, U 

IAME Al CASE 5 

H(WBIS,0.05 TO 0.2 

H(B)!. 0.1 

H(ll5: 0.001 

H(TOTAL)~0.3 

CASE 3 

H(WB)< 0.05 TO 0.2 

H(B)< 0.1 

H(l)< llACKGllOUND 

H(TOTAll< 0.3 

SAME Al CASE 5 

CASE 2 

8 tteALTH EFFECTS MEAN SOMATIC CANCER INDUCTIONS THAT llESUl TIN FATALITY, CALCULATED TO ONE SIGNIFICANT FIGURE. THE NUMllEA OP FATAL AND NONFATAL 

CAIESll ESTIMATED TO llE TWICE THE NUMBER OF FATAL CASES. SEE TAlllE 5-1 FOii DOSE RESPONSE RATES USED TO ESTIMATE HEALTH EFFECTS. THESE EFFECTIWOUlD 
__ llE IN ADOITION TO THOSE FROM llACKGllOUND RADIATION. 

b HEALTH EFFECTS FOii 30-YEAll BACKGROUND DOIEi OF Wll ~ 1 rem, B • 4 rem, end L - 0.0009 rem ARE:· H(WB)i 0.05 TO 0.2 

H(B)!0.1 

H(ll! 0.00002 

H(TO'!'ALl,S 0.3 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975, VOL. I. 

BACKGAOUNDb 

SAME AS CASE 2 

SAME AS CASE 5 
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DEVELOPMENT OF CLEANUP CRITERIA 

1974 TASK GROUP REPORT 

DOSE BASED ON FEDERAL RADIATION COUNCIL LIMITS 
- TO INDIVIDUALS, 50 PERCENT OF FRC ANNUAL RATE LIMIT 
- TO POPULATION, 80 PERCENT OF FRC 30-YEAR GENETIC LIMIT 

RESULTING GUIDANCE APPLICABLE TO PLUTONIUM CONCENTRATION 
IN SOIL: 
- OVER 400 pC i/g, REMOVE SOIL 
- UNDER 40 pCi/g, LEAVE IN PLACE 
- BETWEEN 40 AND 400, CASE-BY-CASE DECISION 

1977 SERIES OF FALL MEETINGS BETWEEN DOE AND DNA 

_:_- CRiTERIA -TO INCLUDE ALL TRANSURANICS, NOT JUST PLUTONIUM 
- CLEANUP CRITERIA LINKED TO INTENDED ISLAND USE 
- AGRICULTURAL ISLAND TO MEET CRITERIA OF 100 pCi/g 
- CRITERIA INTENDED TO COMPLY WITH EPA PROPOSED GUIDELINES 



DEVELOPMENT OF CLEANUP CRITERIA (CON'T) 

c~ 

1978 SERIES OF SPRING MEETINGS BETWEEN DOE AND DNA 

PRELIMINARY DOSE ESTIMATES BY LLL INDICATED CLEANUP SHOULD BE 
ACCOMPLISHED TO THE FOLLOWING LEVELS TO MEET PROPOSED EPA 
CRITERIA: 

- RESIDENCE ISLAND 10 pCi/g 
- AGRICULTURAL ISLAND. 20 pCi/g 
- FOOD GATHERING ISLAND 40 pCi/g 

1978 BAIR COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1st PRIORITY - CLEANUP TRANSURANIC$ ON RESIDENTIAL ISLANDS TO 
AVERAGE LESS THAN 40 pCi/g FOR EACH QUARTER
HECTARE AREA 

-
2nd PRIORITY - CLEAN TRANSURANICS ON AGRICULTURAL ISLANDS TO 

- --, 

AVERAGE LESS THAN 80pCi/g FOR EACH HALF-HECTARE 
AREA 

3rd PRIORITY - CLEAN TRANSURANICS ON FOOD GATHERING ISLANDS TO 
_AVERAGE LESS THAN 160 pCi/g FOR EACH HALF-HECTARE 
AREA 

1978 MAY DECISION CONFERENCE AT DNA/HQ 

DIRECTOR: DNA: AGREED TO-ACCEPT THE CRITERIA RECOMMENDED 
BY THE BAIR COMMITTEE. 

IN ALL OF THE ABOVE, DIFFERENT CRITERIA FOR ISLANDS OF DIFFERENT INTENDED USE WAS ABOVE 
ON ESTIMATES OF THE TIME SPENT ON EACH ISLAND. 



COMMANOER 
FIELD COMMAND. DNA 

' 
' 

COMMANDER DRl-ENEWETAK 
JOINT TASK GROUP •••• 
ENEWETAK ATOLL 

REPRESENTATIVE 

••••••••••••••••••••• ·····-----------------------I I I 

DOl/TIPI USDOE USDOE/PASO 

ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL SITE MGT 
REPRESENTATIVE 

SUPPORT PROJECT MGR REPRESENTATIVE 

I I 0 I I 
0 

ADMINISTRATIVE RADIATION 0 ENGINEERING LOGISTICS SECURITY 
DIVISION CONTROL DIVISION 0 DIVISION DIVISION DIVISION 

(J- 1, (J-2) 0 (J-Jt (J-4t 0 
..... 0 

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000-00000 
0 0 0 0 

US ARMY ELEMENT 
84TH ENGR BN (FWDt 

COMMAND 

• • • • • • • • COORDINATION 

US NAVY ELEMENT 
NAVY DETACHMENT 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY 

I 

US AIR FORCE ELEMENT 
SUPPORT SQUADRON 
PROVISIONAL. 6015 

FIGURE 3-12. JOINT TASK GROUP ORGANIZATION. 

FIELD RADIATION 
SUPPORT TEAM 

(USAFt 

I 



TYPICAL ATOLL POPULATION 
DURING ENEWETAK CLEANUP 

U.S. ARMY 
NAVY 
AIR FORCE 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 
DOE/TTPI 
DNA/JTG 
VISITORS/MARSHALLESE 

TOTAL 

270 
220 
75 

130 
100 . 

25 
75 

900 



.~ 

DOE-HQ • DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY 
WASHINGTON 

l 
NEVADA OPERATIONS OFFICE FIELD COMMAND/DNA 

ALBUQUERQUE 

I 
PROJECT MANAGER STAFF ·--- JOINT TASK GROUP 

ENEWETAK 
PROJECT MANAGER 
DEPUTY PROJECT MANAGERS 

TECHNICAL ADVISORS 

~ DOE SLA w 
EPA PNL 
LASL ORI 
LLL RE ECO -

I I I I 
DOE PACIFIC AREA FIELD COORDINATION IN-SITU RADIATION RADIATION LABORATOR~ DATA MANAGEMENT 
SUPPORT OFFICE 

AND LOGISTICS MEASUREMENTS AND SOILS SAMPLING AND STATISTICS 
HONOLULU & ENEWETAK 

DOE. H & N H&N EG&G EiC ORI 

--- FUNDING ft COORDINATION 

FIGURE 2-5 

ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT PROJECT (ERSP) 



DOE/ERSP ON-ISLAND STAFF (NORMAL OPERATIONS) 

.~ 

MANAGEMENT 
PROJECT MANAGER OR DEPUTY 1 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 1 
STAFf ASSISTANT 1 

IN-SITU MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 
SCIENTIST 1 
TECHNICIAN 2 
DRIVER/MECHANIC (AIR FORCE) 2 

RADIATION/SOILS LABORATORY 
MANAGER 1 
CHEMIST 1 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 1 
FIELD SUPERVISOR 1 
SOIL SAMPLER (NAVY) 7 

STATISTICS/DAT A MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICIAN 1 
DATA TECH (NAVY) 1 

TOTAL 21 



VARIATIONS IN FIELD EXPERIENCE AT ENEWETAK . ' 

PRE- AND POST-CLEANUP DATA ARE NOT ABSOLUTELY COMPARABLE FOR 
VARIOUS REASONS, BUT REPRESENT THE -BEST ESTIMATES AVAILABLE 
DURING CLEANUP. - -- --

IRENE CLEANUP WAS DIRECTED TOWARD REMOVAL OF SUBSURFACE 
POCKETS OF TRU ABOVE CRITERIA, RATHER THAN REMOVAL TO MEET SUR
FACE CRITERIA. THERE ARE NO COMPARABLE PRE- POST TRU DATA. 

JANET CLEANUP WAS CONDUCTED IN 1/4 ha BLOCKS IN "WORST FIRST" 
ORDER WHERE EVER THE BLOCKS OCCURED. 

PEARL CLEANUP WAS DONE AS (ESSENTIALLY) ONE LARGE BLOCK WITH 2 
SMALL AREAS REQUIRING A SECOND "LIFT". 

SALLY CLEANUP CONSISTED OF 3 SMALL AREAS WHERE AS MANY AS 5 
ITERATIONS OR "LIFTS" WERE REQUIRED; ESSENTIALLY A COMBINATION 
OF SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE EXCISION. 

YVONNE CLEANUP WAS QUITE COMPLEX AND NO COMPARABLE DATA 
EXIST FOR VALID PRE- AND POST-CLEANUP COMPARISON. 



CLEANUP OF TRANSURANICS AT- ENEWETAK ATOLL 

Approx. 
Island 

Code Area, ha 

Radiological Cleanup Project Final Surface Area Exceeding 
Screening 

Northern 
Islands* 

ALICE 
BELLE 

CLARA 

DAISY 

EDNA 

EDNA'S DAU 

IRENE 

JANET 

KATE 

LUCY 

PERCY 

MARY 

MARY'S DAU 

NANCY 

OLIVE 

PEARL 

PEARL'S DAU 
RUBY 

SALLY 

SALLY'S CHILD 

TILDA 

URSULA 

VERA 

WILMA 

SO. YVONNE 

NO. YVONNE 

TOTALS 

FG 
:rG 

A 

A 

R 

FG 

A 

R 

R 

A 

R 

R 

FG 

A 

A 

A 

FG 
R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

0 

0 

9 

12 

3 

8.5 

4 

0.5 

18 

118 

6.5 

8 

0.8 

5 

0.5 

4.5 

16.5 

22 

0.5 

l. 5 

40 

0.8 
21 

16 

15.5 

6.5 

15.5 

21.5 

375.6 

Soil Excision Excised 
Area, ha Soil**, ml 

0.6 

15.5 

9.7 

l. 8 

-2.:.Q 
32.8 

3775 

40525 

11415 

8100*** 

8210 

72025 

Final Surface 
TRU pCi/g 

76 
95 

40 

4l 

ll 

lOl 

l2 

20 

20 

l5 

6 

19 

54 

34 

20 

l6 

123 

8 

8 

21 

1 

2 

1 

3 

8 

41 

Level 
20 pCi/g, ha 

9 

12 

3 

8.5 

4 

o.5 

11 

l6 

3.5 

5.5 

1. 5 

0.5 

4 

4 

14 

0.5 

4 

o.s 

3.5 

19.5 

145 

Code: FG • Food Gathering: A • Agricultural: R • Residence: O = Quarantined 

40pCi/g, ha 

8.8 
11. 2 

0.6 

2.8 

0.5 

l.l 

4 

0.4 

l 

0.1 

O.l 

0.6 

1 

6.5 

0.5 

0.4 

0.2 

5.5 

49.7 

*Northern Islands were more contaminated than Southern Islands, which had an average of less than 
1 pCi TRU per gram of soil. 

**Includes subsurface pockets excised to depths exceeding 1 meter. 

***Does not include 7500 ml excised from subsurface repository to depth of 7 meters. 



ISLAND 

IRENE 
JANET 
PEARL 
SALLY 

*TOP 15 cm. 

.~ 

REDUCTION OF RADIOISOTOPES BY 
REMOVAL OF SURFACE* SOIL 

TRU = 238,239,240 Pu+ 241 Am 

% OF ISLAND TRU pCi/g PERCENTAGE 

CLEANED PRE- POST 
CHANGE 
IN CONC. 

3 
13 26 20 -24 . 
44 72 36 -50 

4.5 11 8 -27 



JlE.5ULTS BY ISLAND FOR_ FISSION PRODUCTS 

l37cs IN 0-15 cm SOIL SAMPLF.S 90sr IN 0-15 cm SOIL SAMPLES 

1979 Fission Product Data Base Program 1979 Fission Product Data Base Program 

No. of Range of 0-lScm No. of Range of 0-15cm 
Locations Activity, all Mean Locations Activity, all Mean 

Island Sampled depths1 ~Ci/g) (pCi/g) Sameled deeths1 <eci/g) (pCi/g) 

Alice 26 <0.4 - 114 39.9 7 1.3 - 347 85.9 
Belle 40 <0.4 - 204 61.0 11 3.5 - 339 107.4 
Clara 8 0.3 - 105 22.4 4 1.4 - 243 42.8 
Daisy 26 <0.4 - 34 6.8 8 1.9 - 144 34.8 
Edna 5 <0.4 - 7 2.9 3 4.3 - 48 21. 7 
Irene 53 <0.4 - 54 6.1 15 0.6 - 136 31.0 
Janet 364 <0.4 - 142 16.4 99 <0.1 - 244 31.9 
Kate 18 < 0.4 - 35 7.8 6 1.0 - 31 13.3 
.Wey 22 <0.4 - 40 11.7 8 1.0 - 94 21.9 
Percy 2 <0.4 - 2 0.6 2 2.0 - 7 5.4 
Mary 12 <0.4 - 18 6.0 4 1.1 - 46 14.2 -Mary's Dau. 3 < 0.4 - 72 12.3 1 5.2 - 107 41.9 
Nancy 11 < 0.4 - 60 10.8 6 <0.15 - 82 20.l 
Olive 50 <0.4 - 60 7.5 12 <0.12 - 83 16.2 
Pearl 72 <0.4 - 43 7.2 17 0.4 - 38 11.4 
Pearl's Dau. 2 <0.4 - 7 5.6 1 1.3 - 28 18.0 
Ruby 3 1.1 - 11 2.0 I 5.5 - 9 5.8 
Sally 137 <0.4 - 43 3.5 39 <0.10 - 25 4.4 
Sally's Ch. 4 <0.4 - 13 6.9 4 1.0 - 60 16. 7 
Tilda 48 <0.4 - 20 3.2 15 <0.12 - 25 5.6 
Ursula 15 <0.4 - 4 1.2 15 <0.08 - 70 3.0 
Vera 48 <0.4 - 20 3.0 13 0.2 - 29 4.8 
Wilma 17 <0.4 - 5 1.3 5 0.2 - 19 2.9 
Yvonne+ 14 <0.4 - 11 1.5 5 <0.13 - 5 1.1 



REDUCTION OF RADlOISOTOPES BY REMOVAL 
OF SURFACE* SOIL 

CS-137 

CS-137 pCi/g 
PERCENTAGE 

ISLAND % OF ISLAND CHANGE 
CLEANED PRE- POST IN CONC. 

IRENE 3 10 6 -40 
JANET 13 31 16 -48 
PEARL 44 15 7 

. 
-53 

SALLY 4.5 7 3.5 -50 

*TOP 15 cm. 

--- J 



ISLAND 

IRENE 
JANET 
PEARL 
SALLY 

*TOP 15 cm . 

.... ______ .. 

REDUCTION OF RADIOISOTOPES BY 
REMOVAL OF SURFACE* SOIL 

SR-90 

% OF ISLAND SR-90 pCi/g 
CLEANED PRE- POST 

3 47 31 
13 69 32 
44 28 11 
4.5 12 4 

PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE 
IN CONC. 

-33 
-54 

. -61 
-67 



ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT COSTS (000) 

DNA-MILCON 
DNA-BASE CAMP EXPANSION 
DNA-OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES-AIR FORCE 

-ARMY 
-NAVY 

DOE-RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT* 
DOI-REHABILITATION 

~-- --

$18,177.4 
1,362.8 

19,692.0 
3,877.1 

33,797.5 
7,863.8 
3,371.0 

14, 100.0 

$102,241.6 

*AN ADDITIONAL $1.5 MILION DOE COST WAS REIMBURSED FROM DNA-MILCON FUNDS. 



----- --.--~--

SOME COST RATIO APPROXIMATIONS 

TOTAL COST OF CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION: $102,240,000 .. 

COST PER: UNITS COST 

HECTARE* 33 $3, 100,000 
ACRE* 81 1,262,000 
CUBIC METER SOIL 79,500 1,285 

-
CURIE • 14.7 6,955,000 
FATALITY 2· 51,120,000 
LIFE SAVED 0.025 4,089,664,ooo 

*INCLUDES ONLY THAT AREA FROM WHICH SOIL WAS REMOVED. 

~ 



CLEANUP YARDSTICKS 

SOIL MOVED TO CACTUS CRATER, yd3 

TAU IN MOVED SOIL, CURIES 

DEBRIS - UNCONTAMINATED - TO LAGOON, yd3 

- UNCONTAMINATED - TO SALVAGE, yd3 

- CONCRETE RUBBLE - SHORE PROTECTION, yd3 

- CONTAMINATED - TO CACTUS CRATER, yd 3 

SOIL SAMPLES ARCHIVED 
AIR SAMPLED, m3 

AIR FIL TEAS ANALYZED 

GAMMA SPECTROMETRY - IN LAB 

- IN-SITU 
COCONUT TREES PLANTED 

DOCUMENTATION GENERATED, LINEAR FT 

104,097 

14.7 
122,810 

54,500 
76,340 

5,883 

11,455 

866,227 
5,204 

11,553 
6,000+ 

30,333 
200+ 



FATALITIES DURING ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP 

MILITARY 

19 AUG 77* 
17 NOV 77 -

14 AUG 78* 

29 DEC 78 
29 DEC 78 
06 JAN 80 

USN WELDER, EXPLOSION WHILE WELDING ON LANDING CRAFT. 
USA PVT, CARDIAC ARREST WHILE PLAYING BASKETBALL. 

USA NCO, CARDIAC ARREST WHILE PINNED BETWEEN D8 DOZER 
AND DUMP TRUCK. 

USAF CPT, LOST WHILE SAILBOATING FOR RECREATION. 
USA PFC, LOST WHILE SAILBOATING FOR RECREATION. 

USA SPEC 4, ASPIRATION OF THE LUNGS ON HIS OWN VOMITUS, 
THEN SUFFOCATION. 

*SATISFIES NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION IN DATA TABLES FOR REPORTING ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 

--Jul79-

79 

-- -- -- ------ ------ -- ·- ---------~------

EiC FIELD SUPERVISOR, DEPARTED ATOLL FOLLOWING INCIDENCE OF 

CHEST PAINS, AND CHECKED INTO HOSPITAL IN HONOLULU, DIED 
SEVERAL DAYS LATER OF HEART PROBLEMS. 

H&N BARBER, DIED IN HIS SLEEP OF NATURAL CAUSES. (?) 



TOP CAUSES OF DEATH IN U.S. POPULATION, 1976 

--~---

CAUSE 

ALL CAUSES 
HEART DISEASE 
CANCER 
STROKE 
ACCIDENTS 

-- - --- - -· 

DEATH 
RATE* 

888 
336 
171 

91 
48 

*DEATHS PER 100,000 POPULATION (FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1977) 

EXPECTED DEATHS IN 
30 YR IN POPULATION OF 500 

133 
50 
26 
14 

7 



INDUSTRY 
GROUP 

ALL INDUSTRIES 

TRADE 

MANUF. & SERVICE 

GOVERNMENT 

TRANSP. & UTILITIES 
--- ---- --·--- - --

AGRICULTURE 

CONSTRUCTION 

MINING 

- -- -- -------- ·- ·--·------ - .. -- ---

ENEWETAK CLEANUP 

- -- ----------------
•IN 1976 

b PER 100,000 WORKERS IN EACH GROUP. 

WORK ACCIDENTS 

--

WORKERS 
(000) a 

87,800 

20,300 

39,800 

14,900 

4,800 

3,500 

3,700 

800 

-----

1 

c TOTAL OF 8033 INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN 3 YEAR PROJECT WITH NO MORE 
THAN 1000 INVOLVED AT ONE TIME. 

BASIC DATA FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1977 AND 1982. 

DEATH RATESb 
-- --- a 

DEATHS 1976 1981 

12,500 ,14 12 

1,300 16 5 

3,500 19 7 

1,700 11 10 
, 

1,500 31 31 

1,900 54 54 

2,100 57 40 

500 63 55 

0.7 70 



AT-WORK ACCIDENTAL DEATHS, 1980 

AT WORK 
DEATHS RATE8 

TOTAL U.S. 
HIGHEST STATE - WYOMING 

- NEVADA - - - - -

LOWEST STATE - NEW YORK 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 
NTS AVERAGE 1965-81 

13,000 
63 
39' 

174 

1.35 

5.7 
13.3 
4.9 
1.0 

- b 
5.6 . 

27.0c 

8 ·DEATHS PER 100,000 WORKER YEARS. (FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1981) 

b.1978-82 AVERAGE (FROM INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
__ SUMMARY, JAN-JUN 1983, USDOE) 

c.BASED ON NTS AVERAGE MONTHLY WORK FORCE. 



SUMMARY OF AT•WORK FATALITY RATES 

ACTIVITY FATALITY RATE* RISK 

ALL INDUSTRIES (1976) 14 1.4 x 10-4 

CONSTRUCTION (1976) 57 5.7 x 10-4 

ALL AT WORK, STATE OF NEV. (1980) 4.9 - 4.9 x 10-5 

DOE & CONTRACTORS (1978-82 AVG.) 5.6 5.6 x 10-5 

NTS (1965-81 AVG.) ' 27 2.7 x 10-4 

ENEWETAK CLEANUP 70 7.0 x 10-4 

"'DEATHS PER 100,000 WORKER YEARS 



INFORMATION THAT HAS BEEN OBTAINED 
" 

.~ 

IF PEOPLE WILL LIVE ON ENEWETAK, JAPTAN, AND MEDREN; 
IF THEY WILL EAT FOOD FROM THEIR ATOLL ALONG WITH FOOD FROM OUTSIDE; 
IF THEY DO GATHER COCONUTS FROM BILLAE TO MIJIKADREK; 

THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF RADIATION ONE PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE DURING 1 YEAR. 

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF RADIATION A PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE DURING 30 YEARS. (WHOLE BODY) 

(BONE MARROW) 

THE INCREASE OF CANCERS THAT MIGHT OCCUR WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YE~RS. 

THE POSSIBLE INCREASE OF CHILDREN BORN WITH HEAL TH DEFECTS WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS. 

•, 

THIS MEANS THAT IF THERE WOULD BE 10,000 PEOPLE DIE WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS FROM ANY CANCER 
OTHER THAN THAT CAUSED BY RADIAITON LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 
10 WHO DIE FROM CANCER THAT IS CAUSED BY RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS 

THIS MEANS THAT IF THERE WERE 10,000 CHILDREN BORN WITH HEAL TH DEFECTS OCCUR ING FROM ANY 
CAUSE OTHER THAN RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS, WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS, THERE MIGHT 
BE AN ADDITIONAL 4 CHILDREN BORN WITH DEFECTS CAUSED BY RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS. 

28 millirem 

200 millirem 

250 millirem 

0.10% 

0.04% 



f!ll-Cl,IANUP 

ESTIMATES OF.TAU DOSE TO RETURNING 
ENEWETAK PEOPLE 

30 YEARI SO YEAHS AVERAGE• 

.. fWTU OP ~IT-CLEANUP WORST CASE 7,IOO _..... 13,000...,... 13.0 mr•d/yr. 

eotJ-QIANU, 
3M.,... 1,• nvetn 1.0 mred/yr. 

90 ....... 113 ntrHI 0.2 mr8d/yr. 

•lYl!MAa! ~ lttNI ... (Me) UIHll8 M YIM TOTAL MO ALPHA 
dUAltft ,Mlfc* d' lb. 

-...U cdNfNflU'I'~ ti A IM-. .. 1. ..-A1't Of: tOtM. 8tMI DURIMQ •TIM. IO YEARS. 



RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER IN THE 
ENEWETAK POPULATION 

~ . ~ 

ENEWETAK PEOPLE WERE TOLD IF THERE WERE 10,000 DEATHS FROM 
CANCER NOT RELATED TO RADIATION, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 10 
PEOPLE DIE OF CANCER DURING THE NEXT 20 YEARS AS A RESULT OF THE 
RADIATION REMAINING ON THE ISLANDS, ASSUMING LIVING AND EATING 
PATTERNS IN CONFORMANCE WITH CASE 3 CLEANUP. 

ASSUME THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

- DURING THE NEXT 30 YEARS, AN AVERAGE OF 500 PEOPLE RESIDE ON 
ATOLL, WITH THE HELP OF IMPORTED FOOD. (15,000 PERSON-YEARS) 

-CAUSES OF DEATH ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE U.S. POPULATION IN 
1976 (FOR LACK OF BETTER DATA). 

THEN, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 0.026 DEATH FROM CANCER 
CAUSED BY THE RADIATION. 

• 

----- --------· --

(NOTE: DOSE ESTIMATES INCLUDED INTAKE OF CESIUM AND STRONTIUM WHICH WERE EXCLUDED FROM 

CONSIDERATION IN THE CLEANUP CRITERIA.) 



• ,, ~itr·..f11~4.Y~ 

RISK OF RADIAttON-INDUCED CANCER 
DEATH .. AT ENEWETAK 

NUMBER RESIDENTS, AVERAGE/YEAR, 30 YEARS 

ADDITIONAL RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER DEATHS, 30 YEARS 

ADDITIONAL CANCER DEATHS PER YEAR, PER 500 RESIDENTS 

RATE PER 1,000,000 

APPROXIMATE RISK TO FUTURE RESIDENTS 

APPROXIMATE RISK TO 'CLEANUP WORKERS 

\, 

II' ' 

• 

500 

0.026 

0.0009 

1.7 

1.7 x 10-& 

7.0 )( 10-4 



-- ------- ---------- --- - -
\"' 

THE GAME ISN'T·-OVER 'TIL THE LAST OUT 

THlrENEWETAK-CLEANUP PROJECT OFFICIALLY ENDED 
APRIL 15, 1980. ACTIVITIES SINCE THEN INCLUDE: 

- - --
REPORT TO ENEWETAK PEOPLE, DOE 25 PGS ___________ _ 
ISLAND CERTIFICATiON BY DOE-:- - - 92 PGS 

- - - ------ - - - -- - - - -- --- --- - -- ---- - -
DOSE ASSESSMENT, LLNL · 92 PGS 
PROJECT REPORT, DNA 700 _PGS 
PROJECT REPORT, DOE _ 712 PGS 
SOIL SAMPLES IN ARCHIVE AT NTS UNTIL 
MONITORING OF CACTUS DOME UNTIL 
BEGIN RADIONUCLIDE MONITORING OF COCONUTS 
MONITOR COCONUTS UNTIL 
SAVE DATA BASE TAPES UNTIL 

1979 
1980 
1980 
1981 
1982 

? 
? 

1986 
? 
? 

~ 



v 
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OVERVIEW OF RADIATION 

DOSE STANDARDS AND 

RELEVANCE TO REMEDIAL 

ACTION CRITERIA 

(DOE/OMA) 

~~ 
~~ 

Batt et le 

JANUARY 1984 

J.P. CORLEY 
RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT 
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ADVISORY 

• 
• 

• 

ICRP 
NCRP 

OTHERS 

REGULATORY 

• 

• 
• 
• 

EPA 

NRC 
OSHA 
OTHERS 

RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON RADIATION PROTECTION AND MEASUREMENTS 

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY 
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (SUPERSEDED FRC-FEDERAL 
RADIATION COUNCIL) 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
OCCUPATIONAL SAF~TY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
BUREAU OF RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH 
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS 



BASES FOR RADIATION 
LIMITS 

• RISK 

· • DOSE LIMIT 

• ALARA 

• MULTIPLE OF ''BACKGROUND" 

• MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY 



RELATIONSHIPS OF STANDARDS CRITERIA 

STAGE 

EFFLUENT 
RELEASES 

(A) 

DISPERSION AND/OR 
RECONCENTRATION 

(B) 

INTAKE AND 
EXPOSURE 

(C) 

DOSE 

(D) 

HEALTH EFFECTS 

PERTINENT FACTORS 

METEOROLOGY, BIOLOGY, HYDROL
OGY, PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
FORMS, CONCENTRATION FACTORS 

EXPOSURE PERIODS, CONSUMPTION 
RATES 

UPTAKE AND ABSORPTION FACTORS, 
DISTRIBUTtONS IN BODY, BIO
LOGICAL HALF-LIVES, BODY 
DIMENSIONS, RADIATION TYPES 
AND ENERGIES 

DOSE/RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS, 
INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS 

STANDARDS CRITERIA 

RELEASE GUIDES, OPERATING 
LIMITS 

CONCENTRATION GUIDES, 
CONTAMINATION LIMITS 

INTAKE RANGES -- FRC; 
ANNUAL LIMITS OF INTAKE -- ICRP 

DOSE LIMITS --ICRP AND NCRP 
PUBLICATIONS 

DOE ORDER 5480.1A 
NRC (10 CFR 20 etc.) 
EPA (40 CFR 190 etc.) 

RISK/PROBABILITY 
(ICRP NO. 26) 
(EPA - TRU IN SOIL) 



REVIEW OF STANDARDS 

HISTORICAL 

1. FRACTION OF DOSE FOR OBSERVABLE RESPONSE 
(e.g. ERYTHEMA, BLOOD COUNTS) 

• GENERALLY SHORT-TERM 
• NON-STOCHASTIC 

2. GENETIC EFFECTS 

• AGE PRO-RATION; 5 (n-18) 

3. ALARA (ALAP) 

• JUSTIFICATION 

4. TOTAL RISK OF HEALTH EFFECTS 

• RISK= PROBABILITY 
• STOCHASTIC RISKS CONTROLLING 
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REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 

DOSE (DOSE RATE) 

UNIT CONCEPT 

rad ABSORBED DOSE 

rem DOSE EQUIVALENT 

rem DOSE EQUIVALENT COMMITMENT (oo) 

rem COMMITTED DOSE EQUIVALENT (t) 

rem COMMITTED EFFECTIVE (WHOLE BODY) DOSE 
EQUIVALENT (WEIGHTING FACTORS 
FOR RISK) 



REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 

EXPOSURE (EXPOSURE RATE) 

UNIT ·CONCEPT 

ROENTGEN EXTERNAL GAMMA OR X RADIATION 

CURIES 
P~R CUBIC METER 1·· RADIONUCLIDE-CONCENTRATION. 
CURIES____ __ _ IN AIR, WATER, FOOD 
PER KILOGRAM 

-~ ---- ---- -

CURIES PER CONTAMINATION OR EMANATION 
SQUARE METER (RADON) 

CURIES RADIONUCLIDE INTAKE QUANTITY 
(PER_UNIT TIME) 



REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 

REGULATION AND MANAGEMENT 

• LIMITS 

• ACTION (INTEREST) LEVELS/WORKING LIMITS 

• SCREENING LEVELS 

• ACCEPTABLE LEVELS 

• ALARA 

• LESS THAN REGULATORY CONCERN (de minimis) 



DOSE COMMITMENT SCALE 

1000 

E 500 DOE ORDER 5480.1 LIMIT 4) .. 
E 

I ... 
z 
w 
:E ... -:E 100 
:E 
0 
(.) 

w 
Cl) 

0 
c 
> 25 EPA LIMIT (40 CFR 190) FOR A LARA ( 

c (DESIGN OBJECTIVE~ 
0 LWR/U FUEL CYCLE 
ca 
w 10 EPA PROPOSED (CLEAN AIR ACT) .... 
0 LIMIT FOR DOE ATMOSPHERIC 
::c RELEASES 
~ .... 
<( 
:::> 
z 
z 
<( 

1 NRC PROPOSED (10 CFR 20) 
"DE MINIMIS" VALUE 



MAJOR CHANGES II~ ENVIRONMEIHAL RACIATION PROTECTION CP.ITERIA 

ICRP No. 26 

EPA 

COMMITTED VS, ANNUAL DOSE EQUIVALENT 
SUMMATION OF RISK - USE OF WEIGHTING FACTORS 
ASSUMPTIONS AS TO DISTRIBUTION OF DosE (RISK) IN EXPOSED POPULATION 

MULTIPLE TIME PERIODS - YEARS OF COMMITTED DosE 

QuANTIFICATION oF ALARA 

YEARS OF CONTINUING EXPOSURE 
YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL BUILDUP 



PROPOSED EPA REGULATIONS 
WHOLE BODY <EFFECTIVE> RADIATION DOSE LIMITS 

HIGH LEVEL & TRU WASTE DISPOSAL (40CFR191) 25 MREM/YR 

DOE FACILITIES - CLEAN AIR AcT C40CFR61) 10 MREM/YR 

PHOSPHORUS PLANTS - CLEAN AIR AcT 2 MREM/YR 

EXISTING EPA REGULATIONS 
WHOLE BODY <ANNUAL) RADIATION DOSE LIMITS 

SAFE DRINKING WATER Acr (40CFR141) 4 MREM/YR 

NUCLEAR POWER 0PERATIONS(40CFR190) 25 MREM/YR 
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COMPARISON OF LIMITING AIR CONCENTRATIONS CµC1/ML) 
MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL IN UHCONTROLLED AREA 

DOE ORDER 5480.lA 
RAill.ONUCLIDE TABLE II CA1R) CG 

3H (As HTOl 2x10-7 

9QSR 3xlo-ll 

238u 5xlo-12 

239pu Exlo-14 

1CRP_ No .---30 (A) 

lxlo-6 

3xlo-11 · 

7xio-13 

7xlo-14 



TABLE 1. Ratio of the Committed Dose Equivalent to the Annual Dose 
Equivalent for Inhalation 

Radionuclide Whole Body Bone Lung GI-LL! Thyroid 

3H 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
14c 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
65zn 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 

85Kr 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
90sr+D 14 15 1.3 1.0 1.0 

1311 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1291 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 
137cs+D 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 
226Ra 18 24 1. 9 1.0 1.0 

234u 7.6 15 4.G 1.2 1.0 
23Bu 7.6 15 4.6 1.2 1.0 ( 
239pu 33 30 2.5 1.0 1.0 

TABLE 2. Ratio of the Committed Dose Equivalent to the Annual Dose 
Equivalent for Ingestion 

Radionuclide yJho 1 e Body Bone ~ GI-LLI Thyroid 

3H 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
14c 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
6Szn 2.3 2.4 1.0 3.2 1.0 

85Kr 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
90sr+D 40 45 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1311 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1291 1.6 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.6 
137cs+D 1. 7 1.8 1.9 1.0 1.0 
226Ra 50 70 1.0 1.0 1.0 

234u 1.6 3.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
2Jau 1.5 3.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
239pu 90 90 1.0 1.0 1.0 



PLUTONIUM ACTION LEVELS 

Contamination Surface Contamination of Liquids or Solids 

Published Guidance 

ClEAN UP AND R£lURN 
tOUSA 

10 mCllm
2

" 
PLOW AND 
CONFISCATE 
CROPS 

lATHREN 401!1'.llmz . 
~ RCMOTE AV£ - ~ 

2 
1 Ci/m 

toot 
10 

2 
1 mCi/m 

IOOt 
"" "' - KAlHREN 2 10 

~ g ~ RURAL AVE _JuC!lm " 2 
: i FRUIT, Nuts 1 l" Ci/m 

2 I I ... ~ KAHllEN 400 cu 2 t JOO nCilm • ii =f RURAL AVE n m " 
NO ACTION S <> URBAN MAX too 

u 1-1 lAHIREN 40 nCllm2 .. 
l=l URBANAVE 

2 =f DOT VEHIQ.( Z to 
GUlHRIE-NICHClS 6nCl/m " <>CONTAMINATION' 20nCllm i 2 
t~O RESTRICTION LIMIT 1 nCi/m 

FALLOUT ---• 
toot 
10 -

2 
1 pCi/m 

100+ 

10+ 
1 fCl/m

2 

Proposed Action Levels 

llll!Cllm2 
~ -- REMOTE AREA MAXIMUM ID nCiln . 

20 YEAR RETENTION --·.--. ,.-.Jlltl!L {RURAL MAX CfRUIT, NUTS, ac1 
REMOTE AVE 

2 jRURAL MAX IEDIBU CROPI 
.. )00 nC!/m \RURAL AVE IFRUIT, NtnS, nc1 

)0 nCllmz tUR BAN MAX 
.i z RURAL AVE • CROP 
4 10 nCllm "PLUlONIUM CCMAMINATED" 10 pCl/g!!L+ 

. 2 "NON-CONTAMINATED" 
.. ) nCtlm URBAN AVE 

Published Guidance 

1 mCi/g 

tlOO 

10 

1 tJ Ci/g 

+
tao ACTIVITY IN I LITER DRltlKll1C. \'IATER 

THAT WOULD RESULT IN 5S OEPuSlllON 

in AEC t.10511 PROPOSED 
. 20 YEAR RETRIEVAllLE WASTE CRITERIA 

. ..~g- IAEA DCF INITION OF "RADIOACTIVf" 1 nC1/g 

tlOO 

10 

._ ___ NCRPAND ICRP 
OCC. WAHR STD. SOL Pu 

,._1 ~Cllq_ NCRP AND ICRP 
1 pCi/g NONOCC. WATER STD. SOl. Pu 

if--<oi..or:?r41JC) zd~,1 

- •• l(•O 

- • ·to 

1 fCi/g 

- ·- 100 

- • · ID 

1 nCl/g 

C lNVIRONMENTAL 
llVll.S -~olL. 

4-ill.!.llJ_ ACTIVITY IN URINl EQUIVALENT 
TO~" DlPOSITION 

.. _2n aQ!g_ llOPIML D[l[CT ION LEVEL IN 
ltlVIJIONMiNTAL WAlCR SAMPLES 

<e _till/CJ_ 1>111 Cl IOtHEVEL IN URIN[ 
lllA'>[O ON I LlllR SAMPL( AND 
ll£CIRODCPOS 11 IONlfllM 
PllOCFDUll(I 

. 

... 
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DRA'FT1 
ILcezUJmoi' '.. 

DHr ?·Mr. :C MnOft: 

... • 

- .... ' " The OapartMAt af £n.ryy hes c~tect ~ review of tM ~ed 

gufdllnc• fat" trMSUranh• el.entt 1n tbe 9ftot1rOMMt bf 1 technie11 tGm;ttee 
I 

at ~iled: in m1r letter ol No~r 15, 1983~ The: fol lowint ca ccs and 

recome..-i10fts ANM trott ,u.1s rev1e.t. · 

., 
( 

In our·lwtt.•r •f Ju1y 8• 1!181,.we indfuted that we had"° Obj~tGM-+to 

t1tt· 1N1t~ do.-• •h•lettt 11111ts proposed as .-1c1Mu. Thant .. ,.. tho .. .,, 

iddtt1«>aal .cc••R•s Oft tM draft .,1&1nce H tben proposed 1~Jlld1 .. • 

referenu to the ,...rl1· 380'" patn of ted\ft1ca1 c~ta provided NrHr-r. ti• 

our. current rP.villW, Mii felt ~t ~r' h••~ been 91ft1 de'#el~ts. stnc. thts 

letter RS 1wr1ttea tllhtc9''. CMs.d .as ta change oar po5;t10n on these. n-..r1tal 

values: 1ft the 91111MCI. f .... tnclud41 tht! N!cent develOPl'tnt! 1n rhk basvd 

c0ftttta1 of ..,z ,,.. 'f tae 1CIP aad, more ~c~ntly. th• proposed risk systetW 

EPA~ ts 1n ~ factw. Thh g11idance was dfl!vel°'ed in accord w1th a 

request:fi"ell tlle Sttte of Cblortdo to provide gu1danc@ for control of the 

Roc.ky• Fl Cs ~ont•1Mt1on. This s 1tuat 1on now seems tn bP. undf!r control and 

other e~1~t1ng s1t~ of contar11nation with transuranium elements appear to 

pre!..,t 11ttle or no prol>18111. Thu~. the primary use of the gu1dance. appear~ 
i 

to be future we~ons acc1dents or acc1d@nts 1n launch1f\9 a nucletr power 
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fl .. 
.-n..:, lt 1 ?)$ Qlt the htforMthan used 1n •velop1ftl the .. 1••··"" 
pr1,..t!lll fir,_..,..., 1tte11 of cotrtlll'inatiOft Md 1ttt1• .-..1 .tt...ei• ._. 

bMll~ pett te ~ - ._ to be ttMI pr1•ry 11S•f1tlftff$ of tfta' t)Uidlftce. 

TMs•gutAIKe "-' bMrl 11t p.r~rat1on for about tan years anct·the ... haq bMfl 

chtn .. •· '" policy tn the IPA tl'hlt 1hou1d be considered befoN!t·th4tse ntlllbers 
·~ 

.,.. ac~. A notewort~ ex111p1e h the till by Mr. Ruetelshaas befbre thfo 

"-tiaMl 1~aclelw ot Sc1encas procl11sin9 the policy of th~ EPA te ~ the best 

scitoe• 1v11hbt• ta prov1d1r'l9 thetr ...gulat1ortt. W. do not b9l:ttw th1t ttt. 

preuet 1i11lt1ng ntlllben represent a truly sctMtf fic a1>9ro.tett tb gllMl"ally 

·.,,Hable staodards. '•rMSK thtt .-.s"lts of the ...cently appoint• 

sdcamtt\ .. o, the EPA Sc1enttfic Ad¥1sory Ba.rd w01' be app11c.16le to th11 

tM de ttaff a •rMMr of abJ.Ct10M te tft1s drtft gutdaKe. T"9 09£ 

.-.. blflftl ithe wide rlftll ef 11•tts in NCMtl1 issnd or propOSed EPA 

Nfll•itllftl tor ttae Pi 11ectt011 llf ttte public from rldiatton. This draft· 

tu141Me eddl ......... Ill& tit "'- to the varto.s Oftes accepted llif tlle £'A· 

In face, the 111e el .... ratw thM .,..., 11 in U•• other staftdards.; set'I 

. tfttl 10tl9 ~ ,,. .. etMrs teMtnt to tMOM1St'"1C} 1fll 11ntts •9 lfel 1 H i" 

risk ••l...._ 11r11 .. Will f'9fet'"Mld te a shift 1n t~e probabla applfcat1on of 

thh igu1c1Mc.e f,._ present sit.el to futuN act1def\tS. However, th~ background 

ttudiet leading to this guidance have paid 11ttle attentton to t~1! a~pect of 

1ts use. There are. for exaple. no tnalys•~ of the cost and practicality or 

the ttlwes g1wan. In P'rt1,ul1r. the potential pol1t1tA1 proble1s. caused by 

ttieP 1 ow YI 1 cset 11' the KC1 d•ttt occ:urs on foreign so11 have not. been 

lddr9Ssed. The current guidance ts now about SP.ven years old. Much has 
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happened tn that time, including added experience fn the cleanup of areas 

contaminated w1th transuranfum elements. Thus, we can·on1y regard the present 

draft as obsolescent. Some of the later concepts and expertence should be 
I ' 'I 

I , ' 

lllJdf•d wit~ respect to th1s guidanu. 
'· ' 

In partfcular, the question of 

flextb~11ty tn application of the guidance sh~u1d be considered. Sf nee DOE 
' ' I I •, , 

1 W'f 11 undoubtedly be a technf cal advisor to OQO or NASA t n event of another 
' 

I , 

accident, ft are concerned.that,~ny options will.be foreclosed.by the present 

-lack of flext'bfl tty. 
, I 

l1n this respect, there are words. ghtng flexibility in 
' '' I 

I ' I 
1 the docwnent~ but not fn the reconinendat1o.os sect1on. ln fact,, t~is section 

I , I. 

re;~ects the vfew'.that the gutdince must be followed. Stnte we do ·not know 
, I , , , 

what por:t1on of this document will be sfgned by the President, if apprO'Ved, 

this lack of fl eid bi 11 ty in th~ reconnendat tons cou lid 1 ead to serious prob 1 e~ 

in 1111plementatton. Finally, a number of statements in the present (and past) 

drift leads to be1tef that EPA was atte~ttng to incorporate ALARA into thetr 

cons1derattons but app.ropriate 1naly.ses for the present use in future 

accidents are not included. 

As a result of thts revtew. the DOE has several reeo111nendattons for the 
-

revision of this guidance and for development of future regulations and 

guidance. 

(1) The EPA should tssue generally applicable radiation.standards fn the 

form of a 1fm1ting.r1sk. 

(2) The scope of the generally appltcable guidance should be broadened 

to cover all radionucttdes 1n the environment. Thts would provide 
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guidance applicable to present decontamination and cleanup work and 

would not overemphasize the transuran1um elements. 

I 

(3), The guidance should not be b~sed on A~ARA but rather on the EPA's 
I 

I , 

version of a reasonable rtsk considering other rfsks. The use of. 
' ' ' 

' ' 

'ALARA shou1d be tn addtt
1

1on to 11eet1ng the standards and an 
I , , , , , 

' applicable level of ALARA should be defined by the responsible 

agency that has knowledge of the details of the· g1ven s1tuat1on. 

(4) DOE has changed their fonner position on havtng EPA provide a 
screening level. We now believe-that the EPA should prov1de the 

generally app11cabJe guidance and that DOE, DOD, NASA, and other 

"Agenctes.as needed, cooperate to produce any screening level 

required. As we··now envision it, there are two levels that need to 

be def1ned: (a) a screening level below which action ts not needed; 
. 

and (b) an action level above which cleanup could be started without 

· further studies. This would satisfy the need of the operator who 

needs a number to work with while other studfes define the action~ 

needed f n the Intermediate zone. 

(S) The DOE reconlll@nds "that EPA take a consistent approach to the 

setting of environmental standards and guidance so that these 

standards represent a coherent whole rather than a fragmented group 

of inconsistent standards. 
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{6)~ A ...,.., pf'ObleM .th•t' h•• eatttM in tM past. Md~ tt ltt11 

,. ...... t1 tht lack of 1tront f..Ur•tettcY .ork1ng 9""' tllM 111•' 

inwolYttd people to talk ta ••di other Oft p0l141. t.chMc11 ,tat.1ms, · 

Ind i111Pl-.ntatton. fti1• DOE ttron9ly r.c~s ttMt OA a.a11 

themel•n of th• help that tin ba obt1inlld fr"Oll other 1genc1H ia 

such wort1n9 groups. The present syst• ts not wort1nt because 

prob1a.. of ... tv•l interest dO not s .... to arise at the tnff"equettt 

-.tint• of the pl"Me11t tnteragenc1 worlttnt group. 

Cop1eaiF•ud to t• toll•tng: 

~•c•. Co,1-.,. ••tC•lle NW 
l(en Heit d. 81tt•l1• .. 
8. Church, MYOO 
Chet IU ct.and. ORll. 
Robert Yoder. Roct, F1ats 
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Summary of 

Radiological Guidelines for the 
DOE FUSRAP Program 

for 
DOE Conference on EPA Transuranic Guides 

Wayne R. Hansen 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

The Department of Energy (DOE) programs for Surplus Facilities 
and Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP} has 
prepared some draft criteria for residual radiation levels. This 
paper summarizes a joint effort by Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge Operations, and Bechtel 
National, Inc., to prepare a background document for such criteria. 

The FUSRAP sites in the DOE program involve a wide range of 
radioactive contamination in soils, building wastes, sludges, and 
chemical residues. The majority of site contaminants involve 

'higher than normal, naturally occurring radionuclides and three 
sites involve fission products and transuranics. Before remedial 
action decisions on these sites were possible, some basis for 
decision regarding completion of remedial action was necessary. 

In 1981, the DOE Inspector General stated that decisions 
regarding the need for remedial actions should be based on site 
specific health effects assessments and a cost/benefit analysis. 
To meet the needs of the program, OR0-831 was prepared based on DOE 
Standards for Radiation Protection of the Public. 



The methods of analysis and the source to dose conversion 
factors needed to derive soil concentration guidelines from radia
tion protection standards are presented; the hea 1th risk studies 
that provide a basis for the radiation protection standards are 
discussed; radiological guidelines for remedial action based on the 
previous discussions are presented; and considerations in applica
tions of the guides are presented. 

The translation of the OR0-831 guidance into DOE criteria for 
FUSRAP and Surplus Facility program guidance reflect some changes 
due to EPA guides. Changes in the Ra-226 guidance reflect the 
influence of the EPA standards for inactive uraniuM mill tailings. 
The limits for transuranics in soil have not been changed to 
reflect the EPA guidance. 

-2-



Radiological Guidelines For 
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DOE Conference on 'Iransuranic Guidanc.:e 

January 17-18, 1984 

Wayne R Hansen 
Environmental Surveillance Group 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
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Inspector General, DOE, 1981 

Questioned expen.ditures on Remedial 
Actions Without 

.. .site-specific health effects assessments ... 

... <.."'Ost/benefit analyses... , 



Purpose 

Provide Guidance for Estimates of: 

o Health Effects 

o Dose Assessment 

o Methods for Field Use 

Los Alamos 



Approach 

Attempt to provide brief guidance on: 

o Environmental Pathways Methods 

o Dose Estimation 

o Health Effects Estimation 

o Derived Clean-up Guides 

o Applications of Guides 

Los Alamos 



Starting Point 

DOE Orders based on Acceptable Levels 
of Risk as Stated By ICRP and NCRP 

500 nirelll/yr Maxirnuill Individual Whole Body 
1500 Inrern/yr MaxiillUITl Individual Organ Dose 

Assuillplion that ALARA Applied in 
Field lrnpleillentation of Sile Evaluation 



ORO - 831 
Thble of Contents 

1. Document Purpose and Scope 
2. Pathway Analysis for Radiation Dose Prediction 

(Details of Analysis for U, Th, Ra in OR0-832) 
3. E:<stirnation of Health Ef feels 
4-. (;11idelines for Removal of Contamination 
5. Applications 
6, Pr·eparers 
Appendix A Example Assumptions and Calculations 

for Modification of Subsurface 
Guidelines 

Appendix B Radiation Protection standards and 
Guidelines 

Appendix C Sources and Evaluation of Radiation 
Exposures 



Health Effects Estimators 

Based on BIER Ill 

Exception - Radon + Daughters 

Based on Value From International 
Workshop on Radon Risks 

Published by Evans et al 

Los Alamos 



Derived Guides 

1. What is Acceptable Risk? 

I.CAP - 1 chance in 100,000 to 
1,--000,000 per year . 

EPA - 1 chance in 1000,000 per year 

2. What is Dose Limit Corresponding 
to that Level of Risk? 

500 mrem/yr to Max. Individual 
170 mrem/yr to Segment of Population 

3. What Levels of Contamination Co.rresponds 
to Dose Limit ? · 

Los Alamos 



Soil Remedial Action Guidelines 

Surface Soil Guideline 
Radionuclide (pCi/g above background) 
~--~--~~--~--~~~~~~--~~~--~----~------~--~~~---

Am-241 
111--241 
J:>u-- Z39, -240 
Pl.1 -23fi 
Nalural uranium 
U-2~-38 
'rh·-230 
Ra-226 
Cs-137 
Sr-90 
H-3(pCi/ml 
Soil moisture) 

20 
8()0 

100 
100 
75 
75 

300 
15 
BO 

100 

5,200 

Reference • 

Healy 1977 
Healy 1977 
Healy 1!177 
l1ealy 1977 
Gilbert et al. 1983 
Gilbert el al. 1983 
Gilbert el al. 1983 
Gilbert et al. 1983 
Healy et al 1979 
Healy et al. 1979 
Afpendix a 
o OR0-831 



RADIUM-226 AND. RADON-222 REMEDIAL ACTION GUIDES 

(ABOVE BACKGROUND) 

RADIONUCLIDE GUIDE ACT I OH CONDITION; 

RAOON-222 >0,03 REQUIRED ACTION STRUCTURES 

+DAUGHTERS <0,02 No AcTION 

RADON-222 >3pC1/l REQUIRED ACTION BOUNDARY OF CONTROLLED 

PROPERTY 

>30PCI/l REQUIRED ACTION OVER SURFACE OF CONTROLLED 

PROPERTY 

RADIUM-226 >15PCl/G REQUIRED ACTION 10 CM OR LESS SOIL 

THICKNESS 

>5p(1/l REQUIRED ACTION . SURFACE WATER OR GROUND 

WATER 

GAMMA DOSE >0,02 MREM/HR REQUIRED ACTION EXTERNAL RADIATION 



Radon + Daughters 
Lung Cancer Mortality 

' 

Inhaled Daughters Population Risk Individual 8isk 

1 WLM 1 O cancers 
in 100,000 

BKG 1 pQi/.t. . 2.5 cancers 
(0.25 WLM indoors) in 100,000 

· (0.005-0.01 WL) 

0.03 WL 7 .5 cancers 
in 100,000 

Los Alamos 

1 chance 
in 10,000 

2.5 chances. 
in 100,000 

· 7.5 chances 
in 100,000 



... 

Approximate Absolute Risks of Cancer Mortality (BEIR III) 

Percent of Normal 
Dose Oincer Deaths Canrer Mortality 
·- --------------
1 mrad/yr alpha to lung 0.1 in 100.000 0.03 

3 mrad/yr alpha to bone 0.3 in 100,000 0.10 

40 mrad/yr alpha to 
bone surface 0.1 in 100,000 0.03 

Normal Annual Risk 
of Cancer Death 

500 £.¥yr whole body 
(low L 

170 mrem/yr whole body 
low I.El' (0.02 mrem/hi-) 

U.Aiamoe . 

300 in 100,000 

4 in 100,000 1.3 

1.5 in 100,000 0.5 



Approximate Absolule Risks of Cancer Mortality (BEIR III) 

Percent of Normal 
Dose Cancer Deaths Cancer Mortality 

1500 mrem/yr bone 
surface (high LEO 02 in 100,000 0.7 

1500 mrem/yr lung 
(high LET) 7.5 in 100,000 2.5 

Natural Baclc2round of 100 
mret11/rr whole body 
(low lEIJ 0.9 in 100,000 0.3 

Chngt'eSSional Aide•s 
Suggested Start of 
DiSability Payments Due 
to Radiation Cause 

LoeAlllmoe 

10 
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Application of Guides. 

Derived guides based on maximum individual 
• 

Modify based on considering: 

o present and future land use 
o occupancy factors 
o distribution of contamination 
o- quantities of contaminated material 
o costs in dollars and health 

• • o soc1oeconom1cs 
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Department of Energy 
Nevada Operations Office 

P. O. Box 14100 

Las Vegas, NV 89114-4100 

JAN 1 3 1984 

T. D. Pflaum, HQ, Chief of Envir., Safety & Health (DP-226.1} GTN 

COMMENTS ON EPA-PROPOSED "DOSE LIMITS FOR PERSONS EXPOSED TO TRANSURANIUM 
ELEMENTS IN THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT" 

The Nevada Operations Office (NV} submitted co1T111ents on the subject dose 
limits via our letter, Church to Pflaum, dated Octo.ber 19, 1983. For 
convenience a copy is enclosed. 

Although much can be said on this subject I wish to take this opportunity to 
discuss the following points. 

1. EPA Objective of Reducing Risk to 10-6 Ultra Conservative 

EPA states that they believe it appropriate to limit the risk for a can~~r 
fatality from a single radiation source to a person in the population to 10 
per year. We contend that the proposed standards in r~~lity impose a risk 
limit much more conservative and could be as low as 10 • 

There is considerable uncertainty in developing risk estimates from observable 
health effect data, and there is considerable uncertainty in estimating 
environmental organ doses through pathway modeling because of the assumptions 
made and variability of individuals (i.e., lifestyles, ingestion, uptake and 
growth rates. etc.). 

If the maximizing assumptions are always taken, the predicted risk to a 
population for leaving a contaminated area undisturbed could be several orders 
of magnitude less than the real risk encountered during cleanup operations. 

One risk not considered by EPA is ~he risk benefit to personnel involved in 
the cleanup which approximates 10- • The criteria and consideration for 
cleanups should include the risk of death and injury resulting from the 
cleanup itself. 

During the course of the Enewetak cleanup, two men died in work-related 
accidents; six others died from a variety of causes. It is well documented 

t~no/ac= ~4!t!~) industr1e: ... ·~.,..-:....i~ 

\! (e-;-~t'M-~ 



T. o. Pfl aum -2-

The following table sunrnarizes some selected fatality rates and risks. 

Activitl". Fatalitx Rate* Risk 

All industries (1976) 14 1.4 x 10-4 

Construction (1976) 57 5.7 x 10-4 

At work (1980) 
x 10-5 State of Nevada 4.9 4.9 

DOE & Contractors 
x 10-5 (1978~82 average) 5.6 5.6 

NTS (1965-1981 average) 27 2.7 x 10 -4 

Enewetak cleanup 70 7.0 x 10-4 

*Per 100,000 worker-years. 

Because of the great variability in the data, and the requirement to 
interpolate and extrapolate, it is essen 1 that a careful unce 
~nalysis be made by EPA. This analysis is ne _ o ensure con 1dence that 
the rislt'of cleanup does not exceed th~8risk from leaving the contamination 
undisturbed; which may be as low as 10 or lower. 

2. Imaginary Versus Real Deaths! 

The models used to assess the health effects (i.e. radiation-induced 
cancer fatalities) on the Enewetak people during the planning phase estimated 
< 3 healt1 effects (cancer deaths) over 30 years with no cleanup and no 
restrictions on island or food usage. 

An analysis of the total radiation dose to the returning people of Enewetak 
after the cleanup leads to the conclusion that there might be an additional 
0.026 deaths in 30 years from cancer caused by radiation. This is compared to 
the two persons who died in course of the three-year cleanup. 

The uncertainty which is inherent in cancer-risk estimates is graphically 
illustrated in Table V-4, page 147 in the 1980 BEIR report in which the 
expected number from continuous exposure of one rad per year to a population 
of 1,000,000 ranges from zero to 568. 

\ 

The risk estimates of cancer deaths as required by the proposed EPA standard 

. 

(maximizing risk estimates) give hypothetical, or imaginary deaths as compared 
to the real deaths which do occur in construction projects. The fact is that 
no increase in cancer rate has been, nor can be, identified at the dose levels 
comparable to background radiation levels. 
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Therefore, until the technology is developed to perform TRU cleanups where 
workers do not take substantially higher risks (which are real) to achieve 
a condition where the risks (which are hypothetical) are substantially lower 
than daily risks~ guidance should be limited to refiect the greatest savings 
of life. 

The Enewetak cleanup, which was designed to conform with the proposed EPA 

I 
guidance is the epitome of the above discussion. According to risk analyses 
published in the planning documents, the islands could have been turned over 
to the people without a radiological TRU cleanup and saved lives. 
Ultraconservatism costs more than just time and dollars, it can cost real 
lives. 

3. Cost Versus Benefit 

Reasonable alternatives should be evaluated when decisions are made 
affecting the expenditure of resources. The radiological cleanup at Enewetak 
cost approximately $100 million and resulted in the potential of averting less 
than one cancer death from radiation in 30 years in the Enewetak population. 
How many premature deaths from disease and illness might have been averted in 
the Enewetak population by directing $100 million into improving health care 
knowledge, facilities, and capability? We may not have the information 
available to answer this question, but it is not unreasonable to consider this 
alternative. Similar logic should be applied in considering any radiological 
cleanup. 

HPO:DLW 

cc: 
L. .J. Oeal, HO (EP-342) GTN 
T. F. Mccraw, HQ (EP-32) GTN 
A. B. Siebert, Jr., HQ (DP-3.1) GTN 
P. J. Mudra, Dir., OD, NV 
Roger Ray, DPO, NV 
J. D. Stewart, OD, NV 
E. D. Campbell, NSD, NV 
D. R. Martin, SHD, NV 

Rruce ~. Church, Director 
Health Physics Division 
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IEJDIAL ACTIONS TAKER AT PALCIUES FOLLOWI• 
ACCIDlllT Ill '1AlllMY 1911 

. ' I CANES BURNED 01 IEACHJ... . •······••••••••••••••1-CROPs BURIED tfQ CllOPS 10 U.S.A.•··-····• 
I I • I 
~ ~ ~ .. _. so~ :::0 ~._so~~- ~::ED ••••• _ •••••• ._ 
I . I : 

---····--··--······---fG.7 HECTARE~ •!4 ~7 HECTARES ~4 !.2 HECTARES·······••• .... 
· I (511 taES) I ( 4i ACRES) I 1. I A·2 (' ACRES) _____ __,.._ i I I .. 0.1 A-3 h.1 MMI) 

•CiJml . .32** ' 3.1 . JZ 

"" .. s.o IO.O . . IOI 
. .,.,, ... 7000.0 70,0GO.O 700,0GO 

4 ..,.. 1.11a104 · 1.11 • 101 1.11 .• , .. 

• EM Screl9t .. Llft1 tf O.I .Ct ..,.. ._,. •,400 •11• _. ._, I. 1 ..,_, 
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YEAR 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

MF.AN~ Pu-239 AND Pu-240 cx:NCENI'RATic::tm IN 

BREATHABIE AIR IJJRitiJ 'DIE 

2-1 

1.13 

0.41 

0.19 

4.35 

. PERIOD 1966 - 1980 

cx:NCENTRATICR; AT STATICN 

(pCi x m-3 x ie-3 ) 

2-2 p 

1.21 0.4 

11.94 0.11 

0.59 e.97 

3.84 0.07 

0.16 0.06 

e.06 0.09 

e.28 0.05 

0.ee 0.06 

e.22 0.11 

0.44 0.05 

e.12, 0. eJ5 

0.32 0.15 

0.45 0.06 

0.52 0.15 

0.89 0.76 

3-1 

e.74 

0.35 -
e.09 

' 
0.38 
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POPULATION GROUPS CONSIDERED FOR CALCULATING THE DOSE EQUIVALENT 

(YEARS OF INHALATION) 

AGE AT THE TIME OF THE 
GROUP BABY CHILD YOUTH ADULT TOTAL ACCIDENT 

1 0 10 5 0 15 1 

2 0 0 8 9 15 11 

3 0 0 0 15 15 18 

,,•to 



DOSE RECEIVED (REM) BY INHALING Pu-239 THROUGH 12-31-1980 
STATION IN PALOMARES 

GROUP BODY BONE INTESTINE LIVER LUNG KIDNEY 

1 1.926--()4 4.427--<>3 2.896-06 2.778-03 1.390-02 7.262-04 

2 1.503-04 3.456--<>3 2.635-06 2.654-03 1.289-02 7.206-o4 

3 1.810-04 4.164-03 2.814-06 3.188-03 1.254-02 8.679--()4 

Particle size: 0.3 micron 

·' .\ 



GROOP 

1 

2 

3 

--
CX>SE R!X:EIVED (REM) BY JmALnll Pu-239 'MOUi 12-31-2015(+) 

Sl'ATICB IN PAUH\RES 

SOOY BCBE IN1'&9l'INE LIVER um 
. 

6.87""""4 1.591-82 2.988-fJ6 1.948-82 2.350-e2 
.. 

9.62""""4 2.232-02 2.639-06 1.581-02 2.588-92 

1.089-83 2.528-02 I 2.618-86 . 1.698-82 2.564-82 

(+)It is assuned that the PU-239 mncentration is nil after 12-31-1988 

Particle size: 0.3 micron 

KIJH:Y 

3.085-83 

4.592-83 

5.197-83 

.... 



GIOJP 

1 

2 

3 

OOSE RB:EIVED (mt) BY INHALDG Pu-239 THIUUI 12-31-1986 

Sl'ATICB 2-2 

BODY BC&: nms.t'lNE LIVER UH3. 

3.632-03 8.352-02 2.974-05 5.101-02 2.036-01 

2.s.MHJ3 5.844-02 2.562-fJS 4.458-02 1.868-01 

3.269-83 7.5"2-02 2.513-85 5.781-02 1.831-01. 

Particle size: fJ. 3 mic1'0l'l 

l<IIM:Y 

1.319-02 

l.218-fJ2 

1.563-02 

. ..; 



GIDJP 

1 

2 

3 

tam RB:EIVED (mt) BY INHM.tMl Pu-239 'MOUi 12-31-1988 

81'14'lClf 2-2 

BaJY IDB nm!STINB LivER URl. 

3.632-fJ3 8.352-fJ2 2.974-eS S.181-fJ2 2.m6-fJl 

2.548-e3 5.844-82 2.562-fJS 4.450-e2 1.968-81 

3.268-83 7.582-82 2.Sll-fJS s. 791-82 1.831-81. 

Particle sizes 9.3 micron 

ICIIH:Y 

1.319-82 

1.218-82 

1.563-82 

1'-:· 
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GIUJP 

1 

2 

3 

GRCUP 

1 

2 

3 

E>mm4E PCmNl'IAL ta;E !XJJIVAUNl' VAWES (M184) FOR 'mE URBAN ARFA 

mRXXJi 'mE YF.AR 2015 1S A RESJLT OF nlfAIATiaf llJRitll 'l1fE PERIOD 

1966-1980, 1S A ~Iaf CF AElUa. SIZE 

IDm LIVER 

MAXIMlM MIND«M Ml\XlM.M MIND«M MAXDUt 

' 
' 

23.S 1.2 18.4 4.4 . 15.9 

25.1 7.7 15.fJ 6.4 . 22.3 

. 

25.6 7.9 16.9 7.2 25.3 

~ 

KIINEYS INr!m'INl!'S REMAINIER 

MAXIMlM Mnm«.M ~ MIN1MlM MAXD«M 

3.1 1.3 fJ.086 f/J. e.103 e.69 

4.6 2.1 fJ.e.105 eJ.e.103 e.96 

5.2 2.2 fJ.e.105 fJ.e.103 1.09 
~ 

MINDDt 

6.7 

9.S 

u,., 

MmDDt 

e.29 

fJ.41 

fJ.46 



GIOJP 

1 

2 

3 

GROOP 

1 

2 

3 

Em'RFME rorENl'IAL in;E IQ.JIVAU!Nl' VAllJES (MREM) FOR THE URBAN ~ 

WRJN:; 'DIE PERIOD 1966-1988 i\S A PtR:'l'ICN CF AElOa. SIZE 

UJtt;s LIVER 

MAXIMlM MINlH.M MAXD«M MDmOt MAXD«M 

13.9 4.2 2.0 1.2 4.4 

12.9 3.9 2.1 1.1 3.5 

12.5 3.8 3.2 1.4 4.2 

OCNE 

I<ImEYS INl'ES1'INfS RfMAINIER 

MAXIMlM MIND«.M MAXDl.M MINIMlM MAXJMM 

0.73 0.31 0.086 0.fl1J3 0.19 

e.12 0.31 0.005 eJ.EIJ3 0.15 

0.87 0.37 ·e.ees 0.8113 e.1e 

,· 

Mnm«M 

1.9 

1.5 

1.8 

MINDDt 

' e.ee 

8.06 

e.ee 



~ 

,• 

GJDJP 

1 

2 

3 

GJnJP 

1 

2 

3 

~ POl'ENl'IAL OOSE mJIVAIDn' VAIJJES (Ml84) ~ S'l'ATICN 2-2 

llJRIR} THE PERIOD 1966-1988 AS A PUCl'ICN <R AFJOD, SIZE 

uu;s LIVER . !DIE 

MAXD«.M MINDlM MAXDl.M MINDl.M MAXIKM 

293.6 63.8 51.fJ 21.6 83.5 

186.8 57.6 44.5 18.9 . 58.4 

183.l 56.eJ 57.8 24.l 75.8 

KIIH:m INl'm'l'INl!'S la4AINIER 

MAXIMlM MINDl.M MAXD«M MINDl.M MAXDl.M 

13.2 5.7 8.060 fJ.838 3.6 

12.2 5.2 8."52 8.026 2.5 

15.6 6.7 8."51 fJ.925 3.3 
-

MIND«.M 

35.4 

24.8 

31.8 

MINIMll4 

1.5 

1.1 

1.4 



GIOJP 

l 

2 

3 

GJaJP 

1 

2 

3 

ElmU:'ME rormi'lAL OOSE mJIVAUNr VAlJJES (MREM) FOR 8l'ATICN 2-2 

UP 'ID '1ffE YF.AR 2015 I FR:M IRIAIATICN llJRIM3 '1ffE PERIOO 1966-1998 I 

AS A FtR:TIC»I OF ~ SIZE 

I.1H;S LIVER 

MAXDUt MINIMlM MAXD«M MIND«M MAXD04 

240.e 73.2 99.6 42.2 161.4 
. ' 

244.eJ 75.8 132.5 56.1 200.e 

255.1 78.5 177.e 74.9 270.2 

BCtm 

KimEYS INl'ES'l'INFS R&1AINIER 

MAXDU4 MINDU4 twCIMM MINDU4 MAXD«M 

29.1 12.5 e."68 e.me 7.0 

' 

41.2 17.8 eJ."52 e.026 8.6 

> 

55.4 23.8 0."51 eJ.025 11.6 

MINIMlM 

68.4 

85.1 

114.4 

MINDU4 

3.9 

3.7 
" 

4.9 
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PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT THULE 

On January 21, 1968, a B-52 carrying 4 nuclear weapons crashed and burned on 

the ice near Thule, Greenland. The 7 crew members bailed out before the crash 

and 6 survived. At the time of the crash, the plane was carrying about 

225,000 pounds of JP-4 jet fuel. The resultant fire produced a blackened area 

on the ice of about 500 feet wide by 2100 feet long. The ice was cracked for 

about 100 yards in all directions from the point of the impact. 

At the time of the crash, the temperature was -24°F and a 7 knot wind reduced 

this to an equivalent -53°F reading. It would be about 3 weeks yet until the 

sun made its first appearance after the long Artie night. During the next few 

weeks, several storms swept the area. The combination of darkness, storms, 

severe cold, and the remote location would make recovery operations extremely 

difficult. 

Within a few days, members of the U.S. Air Poree, scientific experts from LASL 

and Livermore, and Danish scientists were assembled at Thule to assess the 

accident situation. It quickly became clear that there was plutonium 

contamination around the crash site, but there was no evidenace of any nuclear 

yield. Also, it was determined that the ice at the crash site was 2 to 4 feet 

thick and sufficient to support vehicles and structures as long as adequate 

spacing was maintained. 
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One of the firet priorities was to establish the extent of the contamination 

around the crash site and determine a zero line outside of which no 

contamination was detectible. The most valuable instrument for mapping the 

contamination level was the FIDLER detector developed at Livermore. This 

instrument is designed to detect the low energy x-rays (14 keV to 20 keV) from 

plutonium and the 60 keV photon from Am-241. Because of the snow cover, the 

241 60 keV photons from Am produced better sensitivity and were used for 

contamination contour mapping and hot-spot identification. 

Thorough surveys of the contaminated area produced the isocontamination 

contour map shown in Figure 1. It was estimated that there were about 3150 g 

(:!::. 20%) of plutonium on the surface of the ice. About 99% of the 

contamination was confined to the blackened crust where the fuel had burned. 

The edge of the blackened crust was closely coincident with the 0.9 mg/m2 

isocontour line. This level is about 400 times greater than the proposed EPA 

2 "screening level" of 0.2 uCi/m for transuranic contamination in soil. 

Snow samples were taken by Danish scientists at numerous locations (primarily 

to the south and west) away from the immediate crash site. The maximum 

2 contamination level observed was o.4 uCi/m • The geometric mean of all the 

2 samples was about 0.004 uCi/m • 

One of the major constraints in the clean up operation was that whatever 

actions that were going to be taken on the ice had to be finished by the later 

part of April when the ice would become unsafe to work on. 'Whatever plutonium 

I ~ . 
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contamination r·emained on or in the ice at that time would disappear into the 

bay. 

It was decided to remove all of the snow inside of the blackened zone which 
. 2 

included an area of about 60,000 m • With an average snow depth of 10 cm, 

this would produce a volume of 6000 3 
m • Assuming that the volume ratio of 

packed snow to water would be about 2.5, this would produce about 6 x 105 

gallons of water. After all of the aircraft debris had been removed from the 

ice, the snow in the blackened area was scraped into rows, picked up and 

transferred into sixty-seven 25,000 gallon tanks. 

In the area of the aircraft impact, the ice had been broken, melted, and 

refrozen. To assess the level of contamination in the ice, 85 core samples 

were taken in the fractured area. There was plutonium contamination 

associated with black bands distributed in the ice which were produced by 

burned fuel. It was estimated that about 350 g of plutonium were contained in 

the roughly 2000 tons of ice. Studies showed that when samples of the ice 

were melted, essentially all of the plutonium contamination sank to the 

bottom. Another 48 core samples were taken outside the fractured area. They 

disclosed no contamination in or under the ice. 

A decision was made to let the contaminated ice melt in place for three 

reasons. First, even if the plutonium were to stay suspended in water, it 

would rapidly be reduced to non-hazardous levels by dispersion. Second, it 

was likely that the plutonium would settle into the sediment layer on the 
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bottom of the bay and beceme effectively isolated from the inhabitants in the 

area. And third, the clean-up operations which had already taken place were 

not completed until the end of March, which left only a few weeks before the 

ice would become unsafe to work on. 

~· Many environmental surveys have been conducted by Danish scientists in the 

years since the accident. ntese surveys have focused on determining the 

levels and distribution of plutonium contamination in the marine environment 

and investigating the possible impact that might be transmitted through the 

food chain to the Greenlanders (see Figure 2). The surveys have produced the 

following major conclusions: 

1. The inventory of plutonium in the sediment on the bottom of the bay is 

about 30 Ci. The maximum concentration under the crash site is about 

50 pCi/g (see Figure 3). The vertical displacement of the plutonium 

is about 7-8 mm/y which indicates that it will become increasingly 

unavailable to the biota in the sediments. 

2. Plutonium has been found in increased quantities (up to 6 pCi/g) in 

the organisms (mussels, starfish, and shrimp) that live in the 

sediment, but the concentrations are decreasing with time. 

3. Certain seaplants have been found to concentrate plutonium by a factor 

of about 13,000. 

' . . 
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4. In 1979, seawater did not contain measurable amounts of plutonium from 

the accident, except in particles just above the seabed.at the point 

of impact. 

s. In the most recent environmental survey completed in 1979, plutonium 

from the accident was not detected in any of the higher animals 

(birds, fish, mammals) with any certainty. The contamination has been 

confined to the sediment and those organisms that live in or on the 

sediment. 

The only direct ·1ink between the Greenlanders and the portion of the foodchain 

with detectable plutonium contamination is through the mussels (bivalves). In 

1974, the average concentration of plutonium in the soft parts of the mussels 

found within a radius of 20 km of the crash site was about 20 pCi/kg. If we 

asume that a Greenlander eats 100 grams of mussels a day from this region for 

70 years, the estimated annual dose rate to the bone at the end of 70 years 

would be .075 mrad (from EPA 520/-77-016, Table A3-6). Even with this 

extremely conservative scenario, the projected maximum annual dose rate is 

less than 3% of the proposed EPA limit. 

I was unable to find any cost estimates for the clean up operation at Thule. 

It involved the resources and people of many organizations and would be 

difficult to reconstruct. However, since the clean up operations apparently 

were sufficient to meet.the requirements for limiting exposures to individuals 

as currently proposed by the EPA, it is my opinion that the clean up costs 

wouldn't be appreciably different today than they were then, save the 

adjustment for inflation. 
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REDUCTION OF RADlOISOTOPES BY REMOVAL 
OF SURFACE* SOIL 

CS-137 

CS-137 pCi/g 
PERCENTAGE 

ISLAND % OF ISLAND CHANGE 
CLEANED PRE- POST IN CONC. 

IRENE 3 10 6 -40 
JANET 13 31 16 -48 
PEARL 44 15 7 

. 
-53 

SALLY 4.5 7 3.5 -so 

*TOP 15 cm. 

_____ J 



ISLAND 

IRENE 
JANET 
PEARL 
SALLY 

*TOP 15 cm • 

..... ______ _ 

~ 

REDUCTION OF RADIOISOTOPES BY 
REMOVAL OF SURFACE* SOIL. 

SR-90 

O/o OF ISLAND SR-90 pCi/g 
CLEANED PRE- POST 

3 47 31 
13 69 32 
44 28 11 
4.5 12 4 

PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE 
IN CONC. 

-33 
-54 

. -61 
-67 



ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT COSTS (000) 

DNA-MIL CON 
DNA-BASE CAMP EXPANSION 
DNA-OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES-AIR FORCE 

-ARMY . 
-NAVY 

DOE-RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT* 
DOl-REHABILIT ATION 

$18,177.4 
1,362.8 

19,692.0 
3,877.1 

33,797.5 
7,863.8 
3,371.0 

14,100.0 

$102,241.6 

*AN ADDITIONAL $1.5 MILION DOE COST WAS REIMBURSED FROM DNA-MILCON FUNDS. 



-- -----------

SOME COST RATIO APPROXIMATIONS 

TOTAL COST OF CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION: $102,240,000 .. 

COST PER~ UNITS COST 

------· - -

HECTARE* 33 $3,100,000 
ACRE* 81 1,262,000 
CUBIC METER SOIL 79,500 1,285 

-
CURIE i 14.7 6,955,000 
FATALITY 2· 51,120,000 
LIFE SAVED 0.025 4,089,664,ooo 

*INCLUDES ONLY THAT AREA FROM WHICH SOIL WAS REMOVED. 

! 



CLEANUP YARDSTICKS 

SOIL MOVED TO CACTUS CRATER, yd3 

TRU IN MOVED SOIL, CURIES 
DEBRIS - UNCONTAMINATED - TO LAGOON, yd3 

- UNCONTAMINATED - TO SALVAGE, yd3 

- CONCRETE RUBBLE - SHORE PROTECTION, yd3 

- CONTAMINATED - TO CACTUS CRATER, yd3 

SOIL SAMPLES ARCHIVED 
AIR SAMPLED, m3 

AIR FILTERS ANALYZED 
GAMMA SPECTROMETRY - IN LAB 

- IN-SITU 
COCONUT TREES PLANTED 
DOCUMENTATION GENERATED, LINEAR FT 

104,097 
14.7 

122,810 
54,500 
76,340 

5,883 

11,455 
866,227 

5,204 
11,553 

6,000+ 
30,333 

200+ 



FATALITIES DURING ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP 

MILITARY 

--- -

19 AUG 77* 

17 NOV 77-
14 AUG 78* 

29 DEC 78 
29 DEC 78 

06 JAN 80 

.~ 

--- --· .. -- - -·----------- -- -·--- -· -- -- --·-

USN WELDER, EXPLOSION WHILE WELDING ON LANDING CRAFT. 
USA PVT, CARDIAC ARREST WHILE PLAYING BASKETBALL. 

USA NCO, CARDIAC ARREST WHILE PINNED BETWEEN DB DOZER 
AND DUMP TRUCK. 
USAF CPT, LOST WHILE SAILBOATING FOR RECREATION. 
USA PFC, LOST WHILE SAILBOATING FOR RECREATION. 

USA SPEC 4, ASPIRATION OF THE LUNGS ON HIS OWN VOMITUS, 

THEN SUFFOCATION. 

*SATISFIES NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION IN DATA TABLES FOR REPORTING ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 

-JUL79- EiC FIELD SUPERVISOR, DEPARTEDATOLL FOLLOWING INCIDENCEOF 

CHEST PAINS, AND CHECKED INTO HOSPITAL IN HONOLULU, DIED 

SEVERAL DAYS LATER OF HEART PROBLEMS. 

79 . H&N BARBER, DIED IN HIS SLEEP OF NATURAL CAUSES. (?) 



TOP CAUSES OF DEATH IN U.S. POPULATION, 1976 

CAUSE 

ALL CAUSES 
HEART DISEASE 
CANCER 
STROKE 
ACCIDENTS 

----- -- -- --- --- - --· 

DEATH 
RATE* 

888 
336 
171 

91 
48 

------~ - --- --~-

*DEATHS PER 100,000 POPULATION (FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1977) 

EXPECTED DEATHS IN 
30 YR IN POPULATION OF 500 

133 
50 
26 
14 

7 



INDUSTRY 
GROUP 

ALL INDUSTRIES 

TRADE 

MANUF. & SERVICE 

GOVERNMENT 

TRANSP. & UTILITIES 

AGRICULTURE 

CONSTRUCTION 

MINING 

- - -- ----·-·-- -- - --~----- - -- ------

ENEWETAK CLEANUP 

•IN 1976 

b PER 100,000 WORKERS IN EACH GROUP. 

WORK ACCIDENTS 

', 

WORKERS 
(000) a 

87,800 

20,300 

39,800 

14,900 
---

4,800 

3,500 

3,700 

800 

-----

1 

c TOTAL OF 8033 INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN 3 YEAR PROJECT WITH NO MORE 
THAN 1000 INVOLVED AT ONE TIME. 

BASIC DATA FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1977 AND 1982. 

.DEATH RATESb 
-DEAtHS 8 

1976 1981 

12,500 .14 12 

1,300 16 5 

3,500 19 1 
1,700 11 10 

) 

1,500 31 31 

1,900 54 54 

2,100 57 40 

500 63 55 

0.7 70 



AT-WORK ACCIDENTAL DEATHS, 1980 

--

AT WORK 
DEATHS RATE8 

-- --· ~-~ 

TOTAL U.S. 13,000 5.7 
HIGHEST STATE - WYOMING 63 13.3 

- NEVADA 39' 4.9 - - -

LOWEST STATE - NEW YORK 174 1.0 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 
- b 

5.6 . 
NTS AVERAGE 1965-81 1.35 27.0c 

--

8· DEATHS PER 100,000 WORKER YEARS. (FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1981) 

b.1978-82 AVERAGE (FROM INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
__ SUMMARY, JAN-JUN 1983, USDOE) 

c.BASED ON NTS AVERAGE MONTHLY WORK FORCE. 



SUMMARY OF AT•WORK FATALITY RATES 

ACTIVITY FATALITY RATE* RISK 

ALL INDUSTRIES (1976) 14 1.4 x 10-4 

CONSTRUCTION (1976) 57 5.7 x 10-4 

ALL AT WORK, STATE OF NEV. (1980) 4.9 . 4.9 x 10-5 

DOE & CONTRACTORS (1978-82 AVG.) 5.6 5.6 x 10-5 

NTS (1965-81 AVG.) ' 27 2.7 x 10-4 

ENEWETAK CLEANUP 70 7.0 x 10-4 

*DEATHS PER 100,000 WORKER YEARS 



INFORMATION THAT HAS BEEN OBTAINED 
•' 

-~ 

• 
IF PEOPLE WILL LIVE ON ENEWETAK, JAPTAN, AND MEDREN; 
IF THEY WILL EAT FOOD FROM THEIR ATOLL ALONG WITH FOOD FROM OUTSIDE; 
IF THEY DO GATHER COCONUTS FROM BILLAE TO MIJIKADREK; 

THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF RADIATION ONE PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE DURING 1 YEAR. 

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF RADIATION A PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE DURING 30 YEARS. (WHOLE BODY) 

(BONE MARROW) 

THE INCREASE OF CANCERS THAT MIGHT OCCUR WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS. 

THE POSSIBLE INCREASE OF CHILDREN BORN WITH HEAL TH DEFECTS WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS. 

•. 

THIS MEANS THAT IF THERE WOULD BE 10,000 PEOPLE DIE WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS FROM ANY CANCER 
OTHER THAN THAT CAUSED BY RADIAITON LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 
10 WHO DIE FROM CANCER THAT IS CAUSED BY RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS 

THIS MEANS THAT IF THERE WERE 10,000 CHILDREN BORN WITH HEAL TH DEFECTS OCCURING FROM ANY 
CAUSE OTHER THAN RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS, WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS, THERE MIGHT 
BE AN ADDITIONAL 4 CHILDREN BORN WITH DEFECTS CAUSED BY RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS. 

28 millirem 

200 millirem 

250 millirem 

0.10% 

0.04% 



P.111-C\,IANUp 

ESTIMATES OF'tRU DOSE TO RETURNING 
ENEWETAK PEOPLE 

30 YEARI SO YEARS AVERAGE• 

•fWTU OP POIT-CLIANUP WORST CASE 7,•..,.... 13,000 nnM 13.0 mrad/yr. 

f!OII-CltMNMP 
3M.,.... 1,0IO mretn 1.0 mrad/yr. 

IOmrem 113 mreM 0.2 mrad/yr. 

•lYl!MMll ~ 18Nt ... ( 9'M ) UllN8 • YIM TOTAL AND ALPHA 

dUALftt '*¥<* dP lb. 

~ cdNtffflUl'l'GM 18 A IMM .. L ~IMt 01= tDtM. •ell D""INQ •TIM. JO YEARS. 



RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER IN THE 
ENEWETAK POPULATION 

·"~ 

ENEWETAK PEOPLE WERE TOLD IF THERE WERE 10,000 DEATHS FROM 
CANCER NOT RELATED TO RADIATION, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 10 
PEOPLE DIE OF CANCER DURING THE NEXT 20 YEARS AS A RESULT OF THE 
RADIATION REMAINING ON THE ISLANDS, ASSUMING LIVING AND EATING 
PATTERNS IN CONFORMANCE WITH CASE 3 CLEANUP. 

ASSUME THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

- DURING THE NEXT 30 YEARS, AN AVERAGE OF 500 PEOPLE RESIDE ON 
ATOLL, WITH THE HELP OF IMPORTED FOOD. (15,000 PERSON-YEARS) 

-CAUSES OF DEATH ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE U.S. POPULATION IN 
1976 (FOR LACK OF BETTER DATA). -

THEN, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 0.026 DEATH FROM CANCER 
CAUSED BY THE RADIATION. 

' 

(NOTE: DOSE ESTIMATES INCLUDED INTAKE OF CESIUM AND STRONTIUM WHICH WERE EXCLUDED FROM 

CONSIDERATION IN THE CLEANUP CRITERIA.) 



---~-- --· -- - - - -

.·.,.1.:r,..,.-"'1'~,'.~ 

RISK OF RADIAtlON-INDUCED CANCER 
DEATH.'AT ENEWETAK 

- - -- - --- - -- -- -

NUMBER RESIDENTS, AVERAGE/YEAR, 30 YEARS 

ADDITIONAL RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER DEATHS, 30 YEARS 

ADDITIONAL CANCER DEATHS PER YEAR, PER 500 RESIDENTS 

RATE PER 1,000,000 

APPROXIMATE RISK TO FUTURE RESIDENTS 

APPROXIMATE RISK TO 'CLEANUP WORKERS 

... 

Ir' I 

500 

0.026 

0.0009 

1.7 

1.7 x 10-6 

7.0 x 10- 4 



""· 

THE GAME ISN'T·-OVER 'TIL THE LAST OUT 

THE-ENEWETAK-CLEANUP PROJECT OFFICIALLY ENDED 
APRIL 15, 1980. ACTIVITIES SINCE THEN INCLUDE: 

- - -

REPORT TO ENEWETAK PEOPLE, DOE 25 PGS __________ _ 
ISLAND CERTIFICATION BY DOE~ - -92 PGS - -· -- ---- - -- -- - - - - -- --- --- - - -·- - -
DOSE ASSESSMENT, LLNL - 92 PGS 
PROJECT REPORT, DNA 700 _PGS 
PROJECT REPORT, DOE __ _ 712 PGS 
SOIL SAMPLES IN ARCHIVE AT NTS UNTIL 
MONITORING OF CACTUS DOME UNTIL 
BEGIN RADIONUCLIDE MONITORING OF COCONUTS 
MONITOR COCONUTS UNTIL 
SAVE DATA BASE TAPES UNTIL 

1979 
1980 
1980 
1981 
1982 

? 
? 

1986 
? 
? 
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OVERVIEW OF RADIATION 

DOSE STANDARDS AND 

RELEVANCE TO REMEDIAL 

ACTION CRITERIA 

(DOE/OMA) 
--~---- -

~~ 
~~ 

Batte lie 

JANUARY 1984 

J.P. CORLEY 
RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES DEPARTMENT 



ADVISORY 

• 
• 

• 

ICRP 
NCRP 

OTHERS 

REGULATORY 

• 

• 
• 
• 

EPA 

NRC 
OSHA 
OTHERS 

RADIATION PROTECTION STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS 

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION 
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON RADIATION PROTECTION AND MEASUREMENTS 

NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY 
INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (SUPERSEDED FRC-FEDERAL 
RADIATION COUNCIL) 

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 
OCCUPATIONAL SAF~TY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
BUREAU OF RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH 
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE 
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TESTING AND MATERIALS 



'-' 

BASES FOR RADIATION 
LIMITS 

• RISK 

· • DOSE LIMIT 

• ALARA 

• MULTIPLE OF 11BACKGROUND" 

• MEASUREMENT CAPABILITY 



RELATIONSHIPS OF STANDARDS CRITERIA 

STAGE 

EFFLUENT 
RELEASES 

(A) 

DISPERSION AND/OR 
RECONCENTRATION 

(B) 

INTAKE AND 
EXPOSURE 

(C) 

DOSE 

(D) 

HEAL TH EFFECTS 

PERTINENT FACTORS 

METEOROLOGY, BIOLOGY, HYDROL
OGY, PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL 
FORMS, CONCENTRATION FACTORS 

EXPOSURE PERIODS, CONSUMPTION 
RATES 

UPTAKE AND ABSORPTION FACTORS, 
DISTRIBUTtONS IN BODY, BIO
LOGICAL HALF-LIVES, BODY 
DIMENSIONS, RADIATION TYPES 
AND ENERGIES 

DOSE/RESPONSE RELATIONSHIPS, 
INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS 

STANDARDS CRITERIA 

RELEASE GUIDES, OPERATING 
LIMITS 

CONCENTRATION GUIDES, 
CONTAMINATION LIMITS 

INTAKE RANGES -- FRC; 
ANNUAL LIMITS OF INTAKE -- ICAP 

DOSE LIMITS --ICAP AND NCRP 
PUBLICATIONS 

DOE ORDER 5480.1A 
NRC (10 CFR 20 etc.) 
EPA (40 CFR 190 etc.) 

RISK/PROBABILITY 
(ICAP NO. 26) 
(EPA - TAU IN SOIL) 



REVIEW OF STANDARDS 

HISTORICAL 

1. FRACTION OF DOSE FOR OBSERVABLE RESPONSE 
(e.g. ERXTHEMA, BLOOD COUNTS) 

• GENERALLY SHORT-TERM 
• NON-STOCHASTIC 

2. GENETIC EFFECTS 

• AGE PRO-RATION; 5 (n-18) 

3. ALARA (ALAP) 

• JUSTIFICATION 

4. TOTAL RISK OF HEALTH EFFECTS 

• RISK= PROBABILITY 
• STOCHASTIC RISKS CONTROLLING 
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REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 

DOSE (DOSE RATE) 

UNIT CONCEPT 

rad ABSORBED DOSE 

rem DOSE EQUIVALENT 

rem DOSE EQUIVALENT COMMITMENT (oo) 

rem COMMITTED DOSE EQUIVALENT (t) 

rem COMMITTED EFFECTIVE (WHOLE BODY) DOSE 
EQUIVALENT (WEIGHTING FACTORS 
FOR RISK) 



REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 

EXPOSURE (EXPOSURE RATE) 

UNIT CONCEPT 

ROENTGEN EXTERNAL GAMMA OR X RADIATION 

CURIES PER CONTAMINATION OR EMANATION 
SQUARE METER (RADON) 

CURIES RADIONUCLIDE INTAKE QUANTITY 
(PER_UNIT TIME) 



REVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 

REGULATION AND MANAGEMENT 

• LIMITS 

• ACTION (INTEREST) LEVELS/WORKING LIMITS 

• SCREENING LEVELS 

• ACCEPTABLE LEVELS 

• ALARA 

• LESS THAN REGULATORY CONCERN (de minimis) 



DOSE COMMITMENT SCALE 

1000 

E 500 DOE ORDER 5480.1 LIMIT Q) .. 
E 
I 

t-
z 
w 
:!: 
t--:!: 100 
:!: 
0 
(,) 

w 

"' 0 
0 

A LARA > 25 EPA LIMIT (40 CFR 190) FOR ( 

0 (DESIGN OBJECTIVEE 
0 LWR/U FUEL CYCLE 
CD 
w 10 EPA PROPOSED (CLEAN AIR ACT) .... 
0 LIMIT FOR DOE ATMOSPHERIC 
::J: RELEASES 3: .... 
< 
::::> 
z 
z 
< 

1 NRC PROPOSED (10 CFR 20) 
"DE MINIMIS" VALUE 



MAJOR CHAl·JGES Ii~ EtNIRONMEIHAL RAf;IATION PROTECTION CRITERIA 

ICRP No, 26 

EPA 

COMMITTED VS, ANNUAL DOSE EQUIVALENT 
SUMMATION OF RISK - UsE OF WEIGHTING FACTORS 
ASSUMPTIONS AS TO DISTRIBUTION OF DosE (RISK) IN EXPOSED POPULATION 

MULTIPLE TIME PERIODS - YEARS OF COMMITTED DOSE 

QuANTIFICATION OF ALARA 

YEARS OF CONTINUING EXPOSURE 
YEARS OF ENVIRONMENTAL BUILDUP 



PROPOSED EPA REGULATIONS 
WHOLE BODY <EFFECTIVE> RADIATION DOSE LIMITS 

HIGH LEVEL & TRU WASTE DISPOSAL (40CFR191) 25 MREM/YR 

DOE FACILITIES - CLEAN AIR AcT C40CFR61) 10 MREM/YR 

PHOSPHORUS PLANTS - CLEAN AIR AcT 2 MREM/YR 

EXISTING EPA REGULATIONS 
WHOLE BODY <ANNUAL> RADIATION DOSE LIMITS 

SAFE DRINKING WATER AcT C40CFR141) 4 MREM/YR 

NUCLEAR POWER 0PERATIONS(40CFR190) 25 MREM/YR 
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COMPARISON OF LIMITING AIR CONCENTRATIONS CµC1/ML) 
MAXIMUM INDIVIDUAL IN Ul~COHTROLLED AREA 

DOE ORDER 5480.lA 
RADlol'lllCLl D£ I ABLE_Jl CA I R2 CG 

31-1 (As HTO) 2xlo-7 

90SR 3xlo-ll 

238u 5xlo-12 

239pu Exlo-14 

ICRP No. 30(A) 

lxlo-6 

3xlo-11 · 

7xio-13 

7xlo-14 



TABLE 1. Ratio of the Committed Dose Equivalent to the Annual Dose 
Equivalent for Inhalation 

Radionuclide Whole Body Bone Lung GI-LL! Thyroid 

3H 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
14c 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
65zn 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 

85Kr 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
90sr+D 14 15 1.8 1.0 1.0 

1311 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1291 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1 
137cs+D 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 
226Ra 18 24 1. 9 1.0 1.0 

234u 7.6 15 4.G 1.2 1.0 
23Bu 7.6 15 4.6 1.2 1.0 ( 

239pu 33 30 2.5 1.0 1.0 

TABLE 2. Ratio of the Committed Dose Equivalent to the Annual Dose 
Equivalent for Ingestion 

Radionuclide \.Jhole Body Bone Lung GI-LL! Thyroid 

3H 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
14c 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
65zn 2.3 2.4 1.0 3.2 1.0 

85Kr 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
90sr+D 40 45 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1311 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

1291 1.6 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.6 
137cs+D 1. 7 1.8 1.9 1.0 1.0 
226Ra 50 70 1.0 1.0 1.0 

234u 1.6 3.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 
238u 1.5 3.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 
239pu 90 90 1.0 1.0 1.0 



Contamination Surface 

Published Guidance 

ClEAH UP AND RElURN 
lOUSA 

JI mCllm2 
11 

PlOl'I AND 
CONFISCATE 
CROPS 

JOO nCilm
2 

11 
NO ACTION 

ICAlHREN jgl!Cllm2 . 
~ RCM01£AV£ ~ 

2 
1 Ci/m 

IOOt 

10 

2 
1 mCi/m 

''°t "' "' ;; ICAlHRCN 2 10 
~ s u RURAL AV£ _JuC!lm 11 2 
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5 ~ URBAN MAX 100 
u 13 ICATHREN •O nCllm2 
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FALLOUT ---• 100+ 
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100+ 
lot 

1 fCl/m
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PLUTONIUM ACTION LEVELS 

Contamination of Liquids or Solids 

Proposed Action Levels 

2 
._]!!!!Clim REMOTE AREA MAXIMUM 

20 YEAR REtENllON ID nClh.L_. 
.._]~I RURAL MAX lfRUll, NUTS, act 

\ RCMOTE AVE 

300 nCl/m2 J RURAL MAX IEDI BU CROPI 
4 \RURAL AV£ lfRUIT, NUTS, net 

)0 nCl/m2 !URBAN MAX 
.J 2 RURAL AVE • CROP 
4 10 nCl/m "PlUTONIUM COOAMINATED'' IOpCi!q~ 

. 2 "NON·COHTAMINAlED" 
• 1 nC1lm URBAN AV£ 

Published Guidance 

1 mCi/g 

tlOO 

10 

1 JJ Ci/g 

t 130 ACllVITY IN I llTCR DRWICll1C. \'/ATER 
lHAT WOULD REWLT IN 5\ DCPuSlllON 
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. 20 YEAR RElRICVABL( WASU CRllERIA 
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1 fCl/g 

+100 

.
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4_lli!hJ_ ACTIVITY IN URINE EQUIVALENr 
TO 51"DlPOS 111 ON 

4_20 a9Jq_ tlOlllML O[l[CTION LEVEL IN 
HIVlllONMCNTAL WATER SAMPLES 

4 _Z.,Cllg_ llf 11 CT ION LEVEL IN URINE 
IUA5CD ON l lllCR SAMPLE AND 
Ll£CIRODCPOS IT ION/FILM 
PHOCFDURCI 
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DRA1FT1 
1La8Mlm08':. 

Mr.;T~ ...... 
EP-842: \ 
u. s. Dttpt._ ~of Ellel'9 
W1sh1N,Jton~ ·DC 20S45 

Dfft" ?·Mr. CMnOn: 

... • 

- .... ' .. Th• Dapart.mnt of £rwrv t..s cancfuctect the rev1ew of tMI ~ed 

gu1danc• fDf" trMSUr1nh• eleMfttt 1n the H'l1ro..nt ~ a technic.tl tomittff 
I 

at pro11ised in mar letter ol llofttllber 15, 1983~ The'. fol 10Nint co cl.ts and 

·, 
I 

In our l•tt•r •f Jlaly a, 1n1. we indt~ed that• tlad "° ~tou>tto 
the· IN•i~ dole eq111Yalent 1111'1ts Pf"090SM as 9111dMee. · ThaN..,.. 1ho ·~ 

adct11UMtal c~•t Oft tM draft .. 1cNnc• as tbeft proposed 1"Jlldt .. • 

reference to the· Marl1· 380" pages ot ted\n1ca1 c~ts prov;deid eierlif't". tn 

our curr.nt revi .. , ... felt tn.t ther~ h••@ been lllf\>' develo,..nts. sfnctt tht1 

letter wu1wr1ttea ..-ht~'.CMMd YS ta change our pos;t;0n on these.n~r1cal 

values: 1n the 911t•as=g. r .... include thf! N!cent develop19ents 1n r1sk baswcJ 

conttta1 of ....., ,,.. 'W U. u:aP .ad, more ~~ntly. th• proposed rhk system 

t~• deta11ed guidan'e now proposed by th@ 

EPA~ ts in ...-UC fact..,.. This 911idance was d41!veloped in acc;ord with a 

request fi"ell the Sttte of COlorldo to provide gu1dance for control or the 

R°'k1' Flits cont•1Mt10ft. This sHuat1on now seens to bP. undP.r control a11d 

othe~ e~1~t1ng s1tes of contar11nation with transuranium elements appear to 

pre!lftt 11tt1• or no prob111111. Thu~. the primary use of the gu1dance. appear~ 
i 

to be future weapons accidents or accidents 1n 1aunch1n.g a nucletr power 
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DRA·FT. 
" ' , -.,....:; It ..a u.t tt. tttfOtMt10ft used 1n •••l0,1"1 the •4•••·"" 

prt,.~11 fir, .... , .. 1tt.es1 of contasinatiOft Md 1tttl• rMl fltt•i• ._ 

bMn!pi&ic t• .-ac - .- te be tl\9 pr1•ry ws•tsalnH$ of tfte' 9&11deace. 

TMs1 111iMIKe "-• ~ 1n pr..,.rat1on fOt' about tlln years and·thet'lhllf1' bRft 

chlft .. S· '" policy h\ the IPA th•t $hou1d be considerwd befo~ ·these nUllbet"s ., 

,,.. acce,ted. A not.-rt~ ex1...,a1e 1s the t1H. by '4r. Ruc:kelshaos befbr• thtr

Nitiaoal 1~.-.. ot Sciences proclailling the policy of th• EPA ta ~ the t>ett 

KieM• 1v11l•bl• tft pt"OVidf .... their ,..gulat1ons. We do not bel1evw th1t the 

preuet li•lttnt llUllMn f"'tPf"tts•nt a truly sct•ttfic approach to gllMt'ally 

· .,..UQble st•IWlardl. P•f'MtK thtt ntSults of ttw .-.c:ently a,,o1ntetl 

Sllbcamlt, .. ot ctte EPI\ Sc1ent1f1c Advisory Board wn1· be app11clble to thtt 

w. de ttaM 1 • ..,. of •Jecttons ta tft1s dnft guidiHKe. T,. OI£ 

4'l"blen11the widl rlftll tf l1•tt.I in recently issdd or propOhd EPA 

,....1,ttDftS tor tfMt ,. 11eciton ., tltl public ,,.. r1tit;attCM. This ,,.,ft· 
tuidMCe ..,. wtller Ill& f/11 nllMI to thlt vartovs Oftes accepted tJf t ... EfA. 

In fKtti the UM ~ ...... ratftef" thM ...... as ;n tft• other stand1rd1. sets 

·· tl\111CMl9 .,..n r.. * et"9rs teadtng to tncOM1Stfl!f'lc)' f,, unit~ as well as "' 

r1st ••l...._ larlt..- Ill refet"Mld te a $hift 1n t~e probebla application of 

thh 1gu1d1Ke froll present s1t.es to tutu~ tt~1dents. However. th' background 

1tudiec 1ead1nt te tlt1s guidance hive paid 11tt1e attl!t\t1on to t~is a~pe(.t of 

its cn.e. There are, for 1U1111Pl•. no •n•lyie! of the cost and practicality or 

the taluea g1Yett. In p.art1,u11r. the potential pol1t1ca1 probletlS c~ustd by 

theP low Y1h1es tf the tcc1dent octurs on foreign son have not. been 

ldtlr.tssad. The current guidance ts now about sP.ven 1ears old. Much n1s 
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DRAFT 
·happened 1n that tt~, tncluding added experience fn the cleanup of areas 

contaminated with transuran1um elements. Thus, we can·only regard the present 

. draf~ as obsolescent. Some of the later concepts and experfence should be 
I 'I \ I • 

tllidfed wtt~ respect to th1s gu1dan~. In parttcular, the question of 

flextb~11ty, fn app11catton of the guidance sh~uld be considered. Sfnce DOE 
j I ,, ' • I I 

will undoubtedly be a technical advisor to DOD or NASA fn event of another 
I ' 

accident, we are concerned,that,many opttons will.be foreclosed_ by the present 

·· ·lack of f1ex1b11fty. I1n thi~ respect, ther~ are words gtvtng flextbfltty in 
I I 

1 the docwnent~ but not· tn the reconnendat1o.os sect1on. ln fact,, t~is sectton 
I I 

ref1ects the vtew· that the 9utdance 11USt be fol lowed. Sf nte we do ·not know 
I 'I ' I ' 

, what por,tton of this docuinent will be stgned by the P~estdent, if approved, 

thh lack of flex1b1lfty tn th~ reconmendations coul1d le•d to serious problem 

tn 1111ple111entatfon. Finally, a number of statements in the present (and past) 

draft leads to bettef that EPA was atte~tfng to incorporate ALARA fnto their 

cons1deratfons but appf'oprhte analy.ses for the present use in future 

accidents are not included. 

As a result of thts revfew, the DOE has several recon1nendatfons for the 
-

revision of this guidance and for development of future regulations and 

guidance. 

(1) The EPA should fssue generally appltcable radiation standards 1n the 

form of a ltm1tfng-r1sk. 

(Z) The scope of the generally applicable guidance should be broadened 

to cover atl radionucltdes 1n the environment. Thts would pro~ide 
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I I 

(3) 

gutdance applicable to present decontamination and cleanup work and 

would not overemphasize the transuran1um elements. 

I 

The guidance should not' be b~sed on A~ARA but rather on the EPA 1s 
I 

I ' 

version of a reasonable rtsk considering other rtsks. · The use of. 
I , ' 

I 1 I ' ( 

ALAAA shoutd be tn addttton to 11eeting the standards and an 
I , . , 

' applicable level of ALARA should be defined by the responsible 

agency that has knowledge of the detatls of the· gtven sttuat1on. 

(4) DOE has changed their fonner posttton on having EPA provide a 
screening level. We now believe -that the EPA should provide the 

generally applicable guidance and that DOE, DOD, NASA, and other 

·Agencies.as needed, cooperate to produce any screening level 

required. As w· now envfsion ft, there are two levels that need to 

be defined: (a) a screening level below which actton 1s not needed; 
. 

and (b) an action level above which cleanup could be started without 

- further studies. This would satisfy the need of the operator who 

needs a number to work with while other studies define the action9 

needed tn the 1ntermedtate zone. 

(5) The OOE reco~nds ·that EPA take a consistent approach to the 

setting of envtronmental standards and guidance so that these 

standards represent a coherent whole rather than a fragmented group 

of inconsistent standards. 
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DRAFT 
(6)~ A ...,..1 pt'Obl• .th•t' h11 extsted in t.M 1Ntt 1 lftd 1 ts ttt11 

,. ....... t1 tht lack of 1tront intar•tencY work1nt ,,.... ta.t 111• 

i nvo 1 vfct peop 1 e to ta 1 k to ••dt ott.r on p01t 41. t.ct.M ca1 ,,. , e11, ·. 

and hip1 ... nt•t1on. Th• 00£ stron9ly r~s thlt EPA 1H11 

themel••S of th• help that '1" b4I obt1IMd fr"Oll other •tenctes ;a 

such wort1n9 groups. The present sy!t4'11 1s not wort1"' because 

prottl ... of ..,t~11 int•rest dO not , .... to •r1t• at th• tnfrequ.nt 

-.t1rtt• of the pr.se11t tnter•gency workf nt gP0119. 

Copi .. 1Ftxed to t ... to11 ... 1ng: 

~ack.Corle.y. l•tt111e Ill 
lteft Hatd. 8ett11l1 W 
9. Church, MYOO 
Chet IU ctwond. ORM. 

Robtrt Yoder, RockJ F1ats 
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Summary of 

Radiological Guidelines for the 
DOE FUSRAP Program 

for 
DOE Conference on EPA Transuranic Guides 

Wayne R. Hansen 
Los Alamos National Laboratory 

The Department of Energy (DOE) programs for Surplus Facilities 
and Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action Program (FUSRAP) has 
prepared some draft criteria for residual radiation levels. This 
paper summarizes a joint effort by Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
Argonne National Laboratory, Oak Ridge Operations, and Bechtel 
National, Inc., to prepare a background document for such criteria. 

The FUSRAP sites in the DOE program involve a wide range of 
radioactive contamination in soils, building wastes, sludges, and 
chemical residues. The majority of site contaminants involve 

'higher than normal, naturally occurring radionuclides and three 
sites involve fission products and transuranics. Before remedial 
action decisions on these sites were possible, some basis for 
decision regarding completion of remedial action was necessary. 

In 1981, the DOE Inspector General stated that decisions 
regarding the need for remedial actions should be based on site 
specific health effects assessments and a cost/benefit analysis. 
To meet the needs of the program, OR0-831 was prepared based on DOE 
Standards for Radiation Protection of the Public. 



The methods of analysis and the source to dose conversion 
factors needed to derive soil concentration guidelines from radia
tion protection standards are presented; the health risk studies 
that provide a basis for the radiation protection standards are 
discussed; radiological guidelines for remedial action based on the 
previous discussions are presented; and considerations in applica
tions of the guides are presented. 

The translation of the OR0-831 guidance into DOE criteria for 
FUSRAP and Surplus Facility program guidance reflect some changes 
due to EPA guides. Changes in the Ra-226 guidance reflect the 
influence of the EPA standards for inactive uraniu~ mill tailings. 
The limits for transuranics in soil have not been changed to 
reflect the EPA guidance. 

-2-



Radiological Guidelines For 
the DOE FUSRAP Program 

for 
DOE Conference on 'Iransuranic Guidanc::e 

January 17-18, 1984 

Wayne R Hansen 
Environmental Surveillance Group 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 
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Inspector General, DOE, 1981 

Questioned expen_ditures on Remedial 
Actions Without 

.. .site-specific health ef feels assessments. .. 

... t,~st/Oenefit analyses... : 



Purpose 

Provide Guidance for Estimates of: 

o Health Effects 

o Dose Assessment 

o Methods for Field Use 

Los Alamos 



Approach 

Attempt to provide brief guidance on: 

o Environmental Pathways Methods 

o Dose Estimation 

o Health Effects Estimation 

o Derived Clean-up Guides 

o Applications of Guides 

Los Alamos 



Starting Point 

DOE Orders based on Acceptable Levels 
of Risk as Stated By ICRP and NCRP 

500 nirern/yr MaxiillUill Individual Whole Body 
1500 lTlreill/yr MaxililUin Individual Organ Dose 

Assuillplion that ALARA Applied in 
Field hnplenientation of Sile Evaluation 



ORO - 831 
Thble of Contents 

1. Document Purpose and Scope 
2. Pathway Analysis for Radiation Dose Prediction 

(Details of Analysis for U, Th, Ra in OR0-832) 
3. I::<stirnation of Health Ef feels 
4-. (;11idelines for Removal of Contamination 
5. Applications 
6, Pr·eparers 
Appendix A Example Assumptions and Calculations 

for Modification of Subsurface 
Guidelines 

Appendix B Radiation Protection standards and 
Guidelines 

Appendix C Sources and Evaluation of Radiation 
Exposures 



Health Effects Estimators 

Based on BIER Ill 

Exception - Radon + Daughters 

Based on Value From International 
Workshop on Radon Risks 

Published by Evans et al 

Los Alamos 



Derived Guides 

1. What is Acceptable Risk? 

l_CRP - 1 chance in 100,000 to 
1,·-000,000 per year . 

EPA - 1 chance in 1000,000 per year 

2. What is Dose Limit Corresponding 
to that Level of Risk? 

500 mrem/yr to Max. Individual 
170 mrem/yr to Segment of Population 

3. What Levels of Contamination Co-rresponds 
to Dose Limit ? · · 

Los Alamos 



Soil Remedial Action Guidelines 

Surface Soil Guideline 
Radionuclide (pCi/g above background) 
~--~~--~------~--~~~~------~--~·~----------------~----

Am-241 
l>u--241 
11.J ·- 239, -240 
Pt.1 -23fj 
Nalural uranium 
U-2~·38 
'rh·-230 
Ra-226 
Cs-137 
Sr-90 
H-3(pCi/ml 
Soil moisture) 

20 
8()0 

100 
100 
75 
75 

300 
15 
BO 

100 

5,200 

Reference 

Healy 1gn 
Healy 1gn 
Healy 1gn 
Ifealy 1gn 
Gilbert et al. 1983 
Gilbert et al 1983 
Gilbert el al. 1983 
Gilbert el al. 1983 
Healy et al 1ITT9 
Healy et al. 1ITT9 
Appendix B 
of OR0-831 



RADIUM-226 AND RADON-222 REMEDIAL ACTION GUIDES 

(ABOVE BACKGROUND) 

RADIONUCLIDE GUIDE ACTION CONDITION 

RADON-222 >0,03 REQUIRED ACTION STRUCTURES 

+DAUGHTERS <0,02 No ACTION 

RADON-222 >3pC1/l REQUIRED ACTION BOUNDARY OF CONTROLLED 

PROPERTY 

>30PCI/l REQUIRED ACTION OVER SURFACE OF CONTROLLED 

PROPERTY 

RADIUM-226 >15PCI/G REQUIRED ACTION 10 CM OR LESS SOIL 

THICKNESS 

>5pC1/l REQUIRED ACTION SURFACE WATER OR GROUND 

WATER 

GAMMA DOSE >0,02 MREM/HR REQUIRED ACTION EXTERNAL RADIATION 



Radon + Daughters 
Lung Cancer Mortality 

Inhaled Daughters Population Risk Individual Risk 

1 WLM 10 cancers 
in 100,000 

BKG 1 pGi/J. . 2.5 cancers 
(0.25 WLM indoors) in 100,000 

· (0.005-0.01 WL) 

0.03 WL 7 .5 cancers 
in 100,000 

Los Alamos 

1 chance 
in 10,000 

2.5 chances 
in 100,000 

7.5 chances 
in 100,000 



Approximate Absolute Risks of Cancer Mortality (BEIR Ill) 

Dose 

l mrad/yr alpha lo lung 

~1 mrad/yr alpha lo bone 

40 mrad/yr alpha lo 
bone surface 

Normal Annual Risk 
of Cancer Death 

500 mrefil{yr whole body 
(low L 

170 mrem/yr whole bcxly 
low I.El' {0.02 mrem/hr) 

Percent of Normal 
Cancer Deaths Canrer Mortality 

0.1 in 100,000 0.03 

0.3 in 100,000 0.10 

0.1 in 100,000 0.03 

300 in 100,000 

4 in 100,000 1.3 

1.5 in 100,000 0.5 



Approximate Absolute Risks of Cancer Mortality (BEIR III) 

Percent of Normal 
Dose Cancer Deaths Cancer Mortality 

15CXJ mrem/yr bone 
surface (high LF.:I) 0.2 in 100,000 0.7 

1500 mrem/yr lung 
(high L~-:r) 7.5 in 100,000 2.5 

Natural Background of 100 
mre111/yr whole body 
{low LE'r) 0.9 in 100,000 0.3 

Congr~ional Aide·s 
Suggested start of 
Disability Payments Due 
lo Radiation Cause 10 



Application of Guides 

Derived guides based on maximum individual 

Modify based on considering: 

o present and future land use 
o occupancy factors 
o distribution of contamination 
o- quantities of contaminated material 
o costs in dollars and health 
o socioeconomics 
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Department of Energy 
Nevada Operations Office 

P. 0. Box 14100 

Las Vegas, NV 89114-4100 

JAN 1 3 1984 

T. O. Pflaum, HQ, Chief of Envir., Safety & Health (DP-226.1) GTN 

COMMENTS ON EPA-PROPOSED "DOSE LIMITS FOR PERSONS EXPOSED TO TRANSURANIUM 
ELEMENTS IN THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT" 

The Nevada Operations Office (NV) submitted comments on the subject dose 
limits via our letter, Church to Pflaum, dated October 19, 1983. For 
convenience a copy is enclosed. 

Although much can be said on this subject I wish to take this opportunity to 
discuss the following points. 

1. EPA Objective of Reducing Risk to 10-6 Ultra Conservative 

EPA states that they believe it appropriate to limit the risk for a can~~r 
fatality from a single radiation source to a person in the population to 10 
per year. We contend that the proposed standards in r~~lity impose a risk 
limit much more conservative and could be as low as 10 • 

There is considerable uncertainty in developing risk estimates from observable 
health effect data, and there is considerable uncertainty in estimating 
environmental organ doses through pathway modeling because of the assumptions 
made and variability of individuals (i.e., lifestyles, ingestion, uptake and 
growth rates, etc.). 

If the maximizing assumptions are always taken, the predicted risk to a 
population for leaving a contaminated area undisturbed could be several orders 
of magnitude less than the real risk encountered during cleanup operations. 

One risk not considered by EPA is_she risk benefit to personnel involved in 
the cleanup which approximates 10 • The criteria and consideration for 
cleanups should include the risk of death and injury resulting from the 
cleanup itself. 

During the course of the F.newetak cleanup, two men died in work-related 
accidents; six others died from a variety of causes. It is well documented 

tti=no!ac~. ivities ~~!~!.in~tr~::W~ 
\! (e·;· ~ tM ~ ~v--;'-7• . (T 
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The following table summarizes some selected fatality rates and risks. 

Activity 

All industries (1976) 

Construction (1976) 

At work (1980) 
State of Nevada 

DOE & Contractors 
(1978-82 average) 

NTS (1965-1981 average) 

Enewetak cleanup 

*Per 100,000 worker-years. 

Fatality Rate* 

14 

57 

4.9 

5.6 

27 

70 

Risk 

1.4 x 10-4 

5.7 x 10-4 

4.g x 10-5 

5.6 x 10-5 

2.7 x 10-4 

7.0 x 10-4 

Because of the great variability in the data, and the requirement to 
interpolate and extrapolate, it is essen i 1 that a careful uncer 
~alysis be made by EPA. This analysis is nee_ y o ensure confidence that 
the risk"'of cleanup does not exceed th~8 risk from leaving the contamination 
undisturbed; which may be as low as 10 or lower. 

2. Imaginary Versus Real Deaths! 

The models used to assess the health effects (i.e. radiation-induced 
cancer fatalities) on the Enewetak people during the planning phase estimated 
< 3 healt1 effects (cancer deaths) over 30 years with no cleanup and no 
restrictions on island or food usage. 

An analysis of the total radiation dose to the returning people of Enewetak 
after the cleanup leads to the conclusion that there might be an additional 
0.026 deaths in 30 years from cancer caused by radiation. This is compared to 
the two persons who died in course of the three-year cleanup. 

The uncertainty which is inherent in cancer-risk estimates is graphically 
illustrated in Table V-4, page 147 in the 1980 BEIR report in which the 
expected number from continuous exposure of one rad per year to a population 
of 1,000,000 ranges from zero to 568. 

I 
The risk estimates of cancer deaths as required by the proposed EPA standard 
(maximizing risk estimates) give hypothetical, or imaginary deaths as compared 
to the real deaths which do occur in construction projects. The fact is that 
no increase in cancer rate has been, nor can be, identified at the dose levels 
comparable to background radiation levels. 
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llJCLtAR WEAPONS ACCIDENT AT PALCMARES, SPAI", 
RESULTlfli-1ILIADlOACTDE CONTAMINATION 

. ' 
t 17 JMUARY 1966 • 10:30 M 

I 8-52 and kC-135 DESTROYED IN MID-AIR COLLISION 

• PAR.\CHUTES DID NOT DEPLOY ON 2 OF 4 WEAPONS (12 and 3) 

I WEAPONS 2 AND 3 EXPERIENCED HIGH EXPLOSIVE DETOMATIOM UPON IMPACT 

I WEAPON 1 FELL IN DRY ALMANZORA RIVER BED • NO DETONATIOft 

• WEAPON 4 FELL INTACT INTO MEDITERRANEAN MD-RECOVERED 80 DAYS LATER 

• GROUND COleT,..INATED WITH Pu RADIONUCLIDES 

• . •1 
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AIR SAf1PLIH9 PROCfllJ!I 

• CELLULOSE FILTER 47 .. DIN41TIR WITH 1,1 IJll PORE SIZE 

• DAILY SAMPLES TAKEN YIAR AROUND 
• COLLECTED 1,Ja ABOVE GROUND 

• SN4PLtS POOLED FOR fACH TfH·DAY COLLECTION (100nl) FOR 
' ALPHA SPECTROMETRY MrASUR£MENTS 

• SAMPLES MEASURED AT JEN FOR GROSS ALPHA (PROPORTIONAL COUNTER) 

AND Pu-239 IY ALPHA SPICTRCl41lRY POLLOWING ION EXCHANGE SEPARATION 
AND ELECTROOEPOSITION' . . - . 

. ' 
i 
I ·- . 
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I I 
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: AIR SAll'LING STATIONS IN PALOMARES 

Statton 2·1 

I ESTABLISHED IN JUNE 1966 

e LOCATED IN HILLS NEAR ltl'ACT POINT NUMBER I 

1 SOIL IS ROCKY ANO COVERED WITH WILD SHRUBS 
1 SOME PARTS·WERE NOT POSSIBLE TO PLOUGH 

1 CONTAMINATION LEVELS VERE BETWEEM 3,1 a 10•1 and 3.2 x 10·2 . 
.,ct 11 OOc112 

• OUT OF CCMtlSSIOll SlllCE SEPTEMBER 1111 

t RECEN1'LY REESTAll..lstED 

• 

• 

! 

j 
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AIR SMPLING STATIONS IN PALOMMES 

, STATIOft 3-2. 

1 ESTABLISHED IN JUNE 1966 

e LOCATED NEAR THE CENTER OF HIGHEST REMAINING CONTAMINATION 
DOWN WIND FROM IMPACT POINT NUMBER 3 

I ON PLAIN LYING ABOUT 4 METERS BELOW IMPACT POINT 

• SURROUNDING AREA CONTAMINATED TO LEVELS BETWEEN 3.2xlo-1 

AND 3.2xlo·3 uC1/100clll2 

• OUT OF eot'MJSSIOH SINCE SEPTEJllER 1H9 
'· 

• RECENn.V REESTAILIStED 

;, 

,I 
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VEGETATION,AND SOIL SAMPLING PLOTS 

AT PALOMARES 

1 TWO EACH ESTABLISHED IN AREAS 2, 3 and 5 FOLLOWING REMEDIAL ACTION 

t EACH 50 x 50 METERS 

t NINE SAMPLING LOCATIONS PER PLOT 

1 FIVE SAMPLING OEPTHS (0-5; 5-15; 15-25; 25-35; 35-45 CM) 

e ONE CONTROL PLOT ESTABLISHED ABOUT 8 KM FROM VILLAGE 

1 ONE CONTROL PLOT ESTABLISHED ABOUT 50 METERS FROM ZERO LINE IN AREA 5 

1 VEGETATION SAMPLES OBTAINED ANNUALLY FROM EACH POINT FOR EACH PLOT . 
IF CULTIVAftD. AREA 2-1 ONLY CONTAINS WILD VEGETATION 

• 

Jj ·, .... . ( ./ . ' •. t • 
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Therefore, until the technology is developed to perform TRU cleanups where 
workers do not take substantially higher risks (which are real) to achieve 
a condition where the risks (which are hypothetical) are substantially lower 
than daily risks, guidance should be limited to reflect the greatest savings 
of 1 i fe. 

The Enewetak cleanup, which was designed to confor~ with the proposed EPA 

r 
guidance is the epitome of the above discussion. According to risk analyses 
published in the planning documents, the islands could have been turned over 
to the people without a radiological TRU cleanup and saved lives. 
Ultraconservatism costs more than just time and dollars, it can cost real 
lives. 

3. Cost Versus Bene fit 

Reasonable alternatives should be evaluated when decisions are made 
affecting the expenditure of resources. The radiological cleanup at Enewetak 
cost approximately $100 million and resulted in the potential of averting less 
than one cancer death from radiation in 30 years in the Enewetak population. 
How many premature deaths from disease and illness might have been averted in 
the Enewetak population by directing $100 million into improving health care 
knowledge, facilities, and capability? We may not have the information 
available to answer this question, but it is not unreasonable to consider this 
alternative. Similar logic should be applied in considering any radiological 
cleanup. 

HPD:DLW 

cc: 
L •. J. Oeal, HO (EP-342) GTN 
T. F. Mccraw, HQ (EP-32) GTN 
A. B. Siebert, Jr., 1-fQ (DP-3.1) GTN 
P. J. Mudra, Dir., OD, NV 
Roger Ray, DPO, NV 
J. D. Stewart, OD, NV 
E. D. Campbell, NSD, NV 
D. R. Martin, SHD, NV 

Rruce W. Church, Director 
Health Physics Division 
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NUCLEAR WEAPONS ACCIDENT AT PAL<NRES, SPAIR, 
RESUlTllta JIUADlOACTlVLCOftJMIMTIOH 

. ' 
• 17 .JMUARY 1961 • 10:30 M 

• 8-52 and KC-135 DESTROYED IN MID-AIR COLLISION 

• PAR.\CHUTESDID NOT DEPLOY ON 2 OF 4 WEAPONS (12 and 3) 

I WEAPONS 2 MD 3 EXPERIENCED HIGH EXPLOSIVE DETONATIOM UPON IMPACT 
1 WEAPON 1 FELL IN DRY ALMANZORA RIVER BED • NO DETONATIOft 

• WEAPON 4 FELL INTACT INlO MEDITERRANEAN AND-RECOVERED 80 DAYS LATER 

I GROUND CC*TMINATED WITH Pu RADIONUCLIDES 
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AIR SAMPLlrtg PRQC~(N!I. 

' CELLULOSE FILTER 47 .. DIN41TIR VITH 1,11111 PORE SIZE 

• DAILY SAMPLES TAKEN YIAR AROUND 
• COLLECTEO 1,Jm ABOVE GROUND 
' SN4PLES POOLED FOR fACH TEH•OAY COLLECTION (10Qa3) FOR 

' 
ALPHA SPECTROMETRY MEASUR~M£NTS 

• SAMPLES MEASURED AT JEN FOR GROSS ALPHA (PROPORTIONAL COUNTER) 
ANO Pu-139 IY ALPHA SPICTRm41TRY POLLOWINll ION EXCHANGE SEPARATION 
AHO ELECTRODEPOSITION ' . - . 
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: AIR SAMPLING STATIONS IN PALOHMES 

Station 2·1 

1 ESTABLISHED IN JUICE 1966 

t LOCATED IN HILLS NEAR IMPACT POINT NUMBER I 

1 SOIL IS ROCKY AND COVERED WITH WILD SHRUBS 

1 SOME PARTS·WERE NOT POSSIBLE TO PLOUGH 
t CONTAMINATION LEVELS WERE BETWEElt 3,1 K 10·1 and 3.2 x 10·2. 

11C1/ 100c•2 

I OUT OF CM41SSIOll SIRCE SEPTDllER 1111 

t RECENl'LY REESTAll..lstED 
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AIR SAMPLING STATIONS IN PALOMARES 

, STATION 3-2. 

t ESTABLISHED IN JUNE 196& 

e LOCATED NEAR THE CENTER OF HIGHEST REMAINING CONTAMINATION 
DOWN WIND FROM IMPACT POINT NllllER 3 

t ON PLAIN LYING ABOUT 4 METERS BELOW IMPACT POINT 

t SURROUNDING AREA CONTAMINATED TO LEVELS BETWEEN 3.2x10_1 
AND 3.2xto•3 ~c11100an2 

• OUT OF COM4ISSION SINCE SEPTElllER 1H9 

• RECENTLY REESTAILIStED 
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VEGETATION,AND SOIL SAMPLING PLOTS 

AT PALOMARES 

1 TWO EACH ESTABLISHED IN AREAS 2, 3 and 5 FOLLOWING REMEDIAL ACTION 

t EACH 50 x 50 METERS 

1 NINE SAMPLING LOCATIONS PER PLOT 

1 FIVE SAMPLING D£PTHS (0-5; 5-15; 15-25; 25-35; 35-45 CM) 

e ONE CONTROL PLOT ESTABLISHED ABOUT 8 KM FROM VILLAGE 

1 ONE CONTROL PLOT ESTABLISHED ABOUT 50 METERS FROM ZERO LINE IN AREA 5 

t VEGETATION SAMPL£S OBTAINED ANNUALLY FROM EACH POINT FOR EACH PLOT . 
IF CULTIVAftD. AREA 2-1 ONLY CONTAINS WILD VEGETATION 
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AIR SAMPLING AND METEOROLOGICAL STATION • 

AIR SAMPLING STATION • 
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REMEDIAL ACTIONS TAKEN AT PALOMARES FOLLOWING 

ACCIDENT IM -JNllARY 1966 

,.:.. ' I CANES BURNED ON BEACH J.. . ....................... 1 -CROPS BURIED F.4 CROPS TO U.S.A.·····--··~ 
. I I . : 

~ ~~ ~ -tt+-so~~ ~ •i._so~~ ~~~ED ..... _ ...... .._ 
I I I I I • to. I 

.. ----·--··--··-------~7 HECTARES ~ 17 HECTARES 9*4 2.2 HECTARES----··· .. ·~ 
: (511 M:RES) I (4~ N:RES) I 1.6 A-2 (' laES) • I I I I : 0.6 A-3 Cl.1 ACR£1) 
I I -------------·-- ·-------------------

t1C1/•l . .32** 
1 

3.Z 32 

.. .,. 5.0 so.o . 
500 

. 
,,.,100c:r 7000.0 10.000.0 700,000 . ...,.. 1.11 •· 10

4 1.11 a 101 1.11 • 101 

* £PA Sc,..t .. llft1 of 0.1 11Ct P1Ja1 ._,. 41.aG dpll/100 ml ._, I. 1 111/91 
.. ~ 1.J a 1011 1 .. ,.rttc111,.a 



MEAN ANNUAL Pu-239 .AND Pu-240 CCNCENI'RATICNS IN 

BREATHABI.E AIR Il.JRIUG THE 

. PERIOD 1966 - 1980 

o:NCENI'RATIOOS AT STATIOO 
-3 -3 (pCi x m x 10 ) 

YEAR 2-1 2-2 p 3-1 

1966 1.13 1.21 0.4 0.74 

1967 0.41 11.94 0.11 0.35 
-

1968 0.19 0. 59 0.07 0.09 
( 

1969 4.35 3.84 0.01 0.38 

1970 0.16 0.06 

1971 0.06 0.09 

1972 0.28 0.05 

1973 0.08 0.06 

1974 e.22 0.11 

1975 0.44 0.05 

1976 0.12 0.05 

1977 0.32 0.15 

1978 0.45 0.06 

1979 0. 52 0.15 

1980 0.89 0.76 
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POPULATION GROUPS CONSIDERED FOR CALCULATING THE DOSE EQUIVALENT 

(YEARS OF INHALATION) 

GROUP BABY CHILD YOUTH ADULT TOTAL 

1 0 10 5 0 15 

2 0 0 6 9 15 

3 0 0 0 15 15 

AGE AT THE TIME OF THE 
ACCIDENT 

1 

11 

18 



DOSE RECEIVED (REM) BY INHALING Pu-239 THROUGH 12-31-1980 
STATION IN PALOMARES 

GROUP BODY BONE INTESTINE LIVER LUNG KIDNEY 

1 1.926-04 4.427-03 2.896-06 2.778-03 1.390-02 7.262-04 

2 1.503-04 3.456-03 2.635-06 2.654-03 1.289-02 7.206-04 

3 1.810-04 4.164-03 2.614-06 3.188-03 1.254-02 8.679-04 

Particle size: 0.3 micron 

' \ 



00SE REX:EIVED (REM) BY INHALtro Pu-239 THRanl 12-31-2fZJ15(+) 

Sl'ATICN IN PAID1ARES 

GROUP BODY BOOE INI'ESTINE LIVER woo KIOOEY 

1 6.87e-04 1.591-02 2.900-eG 1.040-02 2.350-02 3 • P.185-03 

2 9.62e-04 2.232-02 2.639-06 1.se1-e2 2.508-e2 4.592-03 

3 1.089-03 2.528-02 I 2.618-06 . 1.690-02 2.564-02 5.197-03 

(+)It is assuned that the Pu-239 roncentration is nil after 12-31-1989 

Particle size: 0.3 micron 



<molJP 

1 

2 

3 

~ REX::EIVED (REM) BY INHM..100 Pu-239 THRanl 12-31-1980 

srATIOO 2-2 

BODY BOOE INl'FSl'lNE LIVER llJNG 

3.632-03 8.352-02 2.974-05 5.101-02 2.036-01 

2.540-03 5.844-02 2.562-05 4.450-02 1.868-01 

3.260-03 7.502-02 2.513-05 5.701-02 1.831-01 

Particle size: 0.3 micron 

KIOOEY 

1.319-02 

1.218-02 

1.563-02 



GR:XJP 

1 

2 

3 

ImE REX:!EIVED (RPM) BY INHALIN3 Pu-239 '1'lmant 12-31-1980 

8rATlaJ 2-2 

BODV aam INTESl'INE LIVER um. 

3.632-03 8.352-02 2.974-05 S.101-02 2.036-01 

2.54lH/J3 5.844-02 2.562-05 4.450-02 1.968-01 

3.260-03 7.5"2-02 2.513-05 S.701-02 1.831-01 

Particle size: 0.3 micron 

KlmEY 

1.319-02 

1.218-02 

1.563-02 



GRaJP 

1 

2 

3 

GRClJP 

1 

2 

3 

~ rormt'IAL OOSE EUJIVAI.mI' VAWF.S (MREM) FOR THE URBAN AREA 

'lHRXXH THE YF.AR 2015 l\S A RESULT OF INHAIATICN IXJRIOO THE PERIOD 

1966-1980, l\S A FUlCI'ICN OF AEROOOL SIZE 

ll.N3S LIVER 

MAXIMlM MINIMlM MAXIMU-i MINIMlM MAXIMlM 

' 
' 

23.5 7.2 10.4 4.4 . 15.9 

25.1 7.7 15.0 6.4 22.3 

. 

25.6 7.9 16.9 1.2 25.3 

BOOE 

Klr.NEYS INl'ESI'~ RFMAINIER 

MAXIMlM MJNIMU.i MAXIMlM MINIMlM MAXIMlM 

3.1 1.3 0.006 0.003 0.69 

4.6 2.0 0.005 0.003 0.96 

5.2 2.2 0.005 0.003 1.09 
' 

MINIMlM 

6.7 

9.5 

10.7 

MINIMltl 

0.29 

0.41 

0.46 



GROUP 

1 

2 

3 

GROOP 

1 

2 

3 

~ rorENl'IAL ImE OOJIVAIENI' VAllJES {MREM) FUR THE URBAN AREA 

IXJRIOO THE PERIOD 1966-1900 M3 A FUtiCI'ICN OF AERB>L SIZE 

ums LIVER 

MAXIMlM MINIMl.M MAXIMlM MINJMll.1 MAXIMlM 

13.9 4.2 2.8 1.2 4.4 

12.9 3.9 2.1 1.1 3.5 

12.5 3.8 3.2 1.4 4.2 

ecm: 

KirNEYS INl'ESI'INFS REMAINIER 

MAXIMtJ.t MIN!MlM MAXIMlM MINJMll.1 MAXIMllo1 

0.73 0.31 0.006 0.9''3 0.19 

0.72 0.31 0.005 eJ.003 0.15 

0.87 0.37 ·0.005 0.003 0.18 

MINIMlM 

1.9 

1.5 

1.8 

MINIMl.M 

0.08 

0.06 

0.00 



GRCXJP 

1 

2 

3 

GRa.JP 

1 

2 

3 

EXTREME POI'ENl'IAL OOSE FX:UIVAUNI' VAI.lJF.S (MREM) FUR STATIOO 2-2 

tuRING 'lHE PERIOD 1966-1980 'AS A FUCl'IOO OF AERB>L SIZE 

woos LIVER 

MAXIMtM MINIMlM MAXIMlJ.1 MINIMt.M MAXIMl.M 

203.6 63.e 51.e 21.6 83.5 

186.B 57.6 44.5 19.9 58.4 

193.1 56. 0 57.0 24.1 75.0 

BCNE 

KIOOEYS INl'ESTINF.S R™AINIER 

MAXIMt.1'f MINIMt.M MAXIMtM MINIMt.M MAXIMlr-t 

13.2 5.7 0.060 0.03e 3.6 

12.2 5.2 0.052 0.026 2.5 

15.6 6.7 0.051 0.025 3.3 

-

MINIMlH 

35.4 

24.8 

31.8 

MINIMl."1 

1.5 

1.1 

1.4 



GROUP 

1 

2 

3 

GRCXJP 

1 

2 

3 

E)cr'REME rormi'tAL OOSE FaJIVAUN1' VAilJES (MREM) FUR STATICN 2-2 

UP 'ro 'lHE YFAR 2015 I FKM INHAIATICN ~ 'lHE PERIOD 1966-1900 I 

AS A FlH:l'ICN OF AEROOOL SIZE 

~s LIVER 

MAXIMlM MINIMt.11 MAXIMtM MINIMl.M MAXIMCl-t 

240.0 73.2 99.6 42.2 161.4 

244.0 75.0 132.5 56.1 200.8 

755.1 78.5 177.0 74.9 270.2 

BOOE 

KimEYS INrmr.IN&S REMAlNIER 

MAXIMlM MINIMlM MAXIMtM MINIMlM MAXIMlM 

29.1 12.5 0.060 0.030 7.0 

41.2 17.8 0.052 0.026 8.6 

55.4 23.8 0.051 0.025 11.6 
~ 

MINIMtM 

68.4 

85.1 

114.4 

MINIMlM 

3.0 

3.7 .. 

4.9 



PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT THULE 

Summary of Notes for Talk 

Given at DOE Meeting on Proposed 

EPA Guidelines for Transuranium 
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January 17, 1984 

David s. Myers 
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PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT THULE 

On January 21, 1968, a B-52 carrying 4 nuclear weapons crashed and burned on 

the ice near 'nlule, Greenland. The 7 crew members bailed out before the crash 

and 6 survived. At the time of the crash, the plane was carrying about 

225,000 pounds of JP-4 jet fuel. The resultant fire produced a blackened area 

on the ice of about 500 feet wide by 2100 feet long. The ice was cracked for 

about 100 yards in all directions from the point of the impact. 

At the time of the crash, the temperature was -24°F and a 7 knot wind reduced 

this to an equivalent -53°F reading. It would be about 3 weeks yet until the 

sun made its first appearance after the long Artie night. During the next few 

weeks, several storms swept the area. The combination of darkness, storms, 

severe cold, and the remote location would make recovery operations extremely 

difficult. 

Within a few days, members of the U.S. Air Force, scientific experts from LASL 

and Livermore, and Danish scientists were assembled at Thule to assess the 

accident situation. It quickly became clear that there was plutonium 

contamination around the crash site, but there was no evidenace of any nuclear 

yield. Also, it was determined that the ice at the crash site was 2 to 4 feet 

thick and sufficient to support vehicles and structures as long as adequate 

spacing was maintained. 
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One of the first priorities was to establish the extent of the contamination 

around the crash site and determine a zero line outside of which no 

contamination was detectible. The most valuable instrument for mapping the 

contamination level was the FIDLER detector developed at Livermore. This 

instrument is designed to detect the low energy x-rays (14 keV to 20 keV) from 

plutonium and the 60 keV photon from Am-241. Because of the snow cover, the 

241 60 keV photons from Am produced better sensitivity and were used for 

contamination contour mapping and hot-spot identification. 

Thorough surveys of the contaminated area produced the isocontamination 

contour map shown in Figure 1. It was estimated that there were about 3150 g 

(+ 20%) of plutonium on the surface of the ice. About 99% of the 

contamination was confined to the blackened crust where the fuel had burned. 

The edge of the blackened crust was closely coincident with the 0.9 mg/m2 

isocontour line. This level is about 400 times greater than the proposed EPA 

2 "screening level" of 0.2 uCi/m for transuranic contamination in soil. 

Snow samples were taken by Danish scientists at numerous locations (primarily 

to the south and west) away from the immediate crash site. The maximum 

2 contamination level observed was 0.4 uCi/m • The geometric mean of all the 

2 samples was about 0.004 uCi/m • 

One of the major constraints in the clean up operation was that whatever 

actions that were going to be taken on the ice had to be finished by the later 

part of April when the ice would become unsafe to work on. Whatever plutonium 

I -
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contamination remained on or in the ice at that time would disappear into the 

bay. 

It was decided to remove all of the snow inside of the blackened zone which 

2 included an area of about 60,000 m • With an average snow depth of 10 cm, 

3 
m • Assuming that the volume ratio of this would produce a volume of 6000 

packed snow to water would be about -2.5, this would produce about 6 x 105 

gallons of water. After all of the aircraft debris had been removed from the 

ice, the snow in the blackened area was scraped into rows, picked up and 

transferred into sixty-seven 25,000 gallon tanks. 

In the area of the aircraft impact, the ice had been broken, melted, and 

refrozen. To assess the level of contamination in the ice, 85 core samples 

were taken in the fractured area. There was plutonium contamination 

associated with black bands distributed in the ice which were produced by 

burned fuel. It was estimated that about 350 g of plutonium were contained in 

the roughly 2000 tons of ice. Studies showed that when samples of the ice 

were melted, essentially all of the plutonium contamination sank to the 

bottom. Another 48 core samples were taken outside the fractured area. They 

disclosed no contamination in or under the ice. 

A decision was made to let the contaminated ice melt in place for three 

reasons. First, even if the plutonium were to stay suspended in water, it 

would rapidly be reduced to non-hazardous levels by dispersion. Second, it 

was likely that the plutonium would settle into the sediment layer on the 

! " 
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bottom of the bay and become effectively isolated from the inhabitants in the 

area. And third, the clean-up operations which had already taken place were 

not completed until the end of March, which left only a few weeks before the 

ice would become unsafe to work on • 

.. 
Many environmental surveys have been conducted by Danish scientists in the 

years since the accident. niese surveys have focused on determining the 

levels and distribution of plutonium contamination in the marine environment 

and investigating the possible impact that might be transmitted through the 

food chain to the Greenlanders (see Figure 2). The surveys have produced the 

following major conclusions: 

1. The inventory of plutonium in the sediment on the bottom of the bay is 

about 30 Ci. The maximum concentration under the crash site is about 

50 pCi/g (see Figure 3). The vertical displacement of the plutonium 

is about 7-8 mm/y which indicates that it will become increasingly 

unavailable to the biota in the sediments. 

2. Plutonium has been found in increased quantities (up to 6 pCi/g) in 

the organisms (mussels, starfish, and shrimp) that live in the 

sediment, but the concentrations are decreasing with time. 

3. Certain seaplants have been found to concentrate plutonium by a factor 

of about 13,000. 
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4. In 1979, seawater did not contain measurable amounts of plutonium from 

the accident, except in particles just above the seabed at the point 

of impact. 

5. In the most recent environmental survey completed in 1979, plutonium 

from the accident was not detected in any of the higher animals 

(birds, fish, mammals) with any certainty. The contamination has been 

confined to the sediment and those organisms that live in or on the 

sediment. 

The only direct link between the Greenlanders and the portion of the foodchain 

with detectable plutonium contamination is through the mussels (bivalves). In 

1974, the average concentration of plutonium in the soft parts of the mussels 

found within a radius of 20 km of the crash site was about 20 pCi/kg. If we 

asume that a Greenlander eats 100 grams of mussels a day from this region for 

70 years, the estimated annual dose rate to the bone at the end of 70 years 

would be .075 mrad (from EPA 520/-77-016, Table A3-6). Even with this 

extremely conservative scenario, the projected maximum annual dose rate is 

less than 3% of the proposed EPA limit. 

I was unable to find any cost estimates for the clean up operation at Thule. 

It involved the resources and people of many organizations and would be 

difficult to reconstruct. However, since the clean up operations apparently 

were sufficient to meet the requirements for limiting exposures to individuals 

as currently proposed by the EPA, it is my opinion that the clean up costs 

wouldn't be appreciably different today than they were then, save the 

adjustment for inflation. 
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Figure 1 

SURFACE WINO DIRECTION 
PHASE 1, 24JAN68 AND PHASE D,28JAN6 

~ 
St.IWACE WINO DIRECTION I 

ON21JAN68 

Plutonium contamination levels observed. 

Taken from reference 1 



Seawater ~ 
I 
~ Sea sediments 

I 

Phytoplankton 

Zooplcnkton 

Crustcc:ea Bottom animals -- { bivoJves) ( 

~ . 
~ .. 

-

Fish 

- Seal Birds Walrus 

-- -

Greenlanders ~ 

Figure 1 Food chains in en an:tic:~ marine environment. 

Taken from reference 1 
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THERE IS ONE AREA NEAR MOUND WHICH 
POTENTIALLY EXCEEDS THE EPA SOIL 
11 SCREEl\JI NG LEUEL 11 BUT DOES NOT EXCEED 
THE AIR "SCREENING LEUEL 11

• . 

CONTAMINATED SEDIMENT CONFINED 
TO MIAMI-ERIE CANAL AND ASSOCIATED 
WATERWAYS. 

CONT~MINATED SEDIMENT RESULTED 
FROM THE RELEASE OF Pu-238 SOLUTION 
ON SITE SEUERAL YEARS AGO. 

-... 

II 

.. .. - .. . .. . ... ~ 

-~-S!tSt!'•Jt ... w_, ... 1 _.J!i. ...... - •. !'.'"!¥.a;w:W. *'- •a:z.c .. cn>za--t••-·• • -s==- >c 

' . 



THE PLUTOHIUn-238 SOLUTION UAS RELEASED 
WHEN AH UNDERGROUND PIPELINE RUPTURED 
DURING THE TRANSFER· OF WASTE SOLUTION 
FROM THE Pu FACILITY TO THE WASTE 
FACILITY '' 

-- ---:-·........-i:--: 

SM·PP BUILDING UNDERGROUND WDBUILDING DISPOSAL 

WASTE SOLUTION -
WASTE SOLUTION SOLIDIFICATION· SHIP DRUMS Tb - - ... 

>1?:! HN03 TRANSFER PIPELINE !DRUMMING FACILIT'r BURIAL SITE 

---------- -- --- -t- --.- ~ ----
I PIPELINE I I RUPTURE 

• 
UNDERGROUND SURFACE INTENSE DN·SITE AND OFF-Silt' i " SOIL AROUND - SOIL RAINFALL 1 - DRAINAGE DITCH 

PIPELINE ICONSOl.IOATEDI JANUARY 20·30, 1969 

t + + 
I 

t ' I ACID NEU· I I ACID NEU· I EROSION OF NORTH SOUTH 

TRALIZATION TRALIZATION ,..... UNCONSOLIDATED CANAL CANAL 

t ~ SUflFACE SOIL l ' + I SORPTION OF I I sonPTION OF I SOIL EROSION SOIL ERGSl01' 

Pu ON SOIL Pu ON SOIL SURF/ICE WATEI PRODUCT St;DI· PROiJUCT SEDI· 

t ~ DRAINAGE ~ MENTATION MENTATION 

SYSTEM t t UNCON· EXCAVATION OF CONTAMINATED 

+ SOLIDATED - DEPOSITION DEPOSITION UNDERGROUND - SURFACE 
IOIL . NORTH CAl~AL SOUTH c.:.NAL SOIL SOIL . RUNOFF 

., 

v HOLLOW lo- SOUTH POND OVERFLOW CREEK 
NORTH POND RIVER 

IOfL DRUMMING l ' 
I 

' ANO • 
DISPOSAL Ol:POSITION 

RUNOFF RIVER 

HOLLOW 

RUPTURE. EXCAVATION AND REPAIR EROSION, TRANSPORT AND DEPOSITION 

.) 

. 

I 
I 
f , 
t· 



THE CONTAMINATED SOIL WAS CARRIED 
OFF SITE BY THE OPEN DRAINAGE DITCH 
AND DE~OSITED MAINLY IN THE NORTH 
AND SOUTH CANALS. 

• .. • F 

~ ._, 

- . ,.- . 
~ 

'.· 

-,. 

.· 
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CONTAMINATED SOIL WAS CARRIED 
SITE BY THE OPEN DRAINAGE DITCH 
DEPOSITED MAINLY IN THE NORTH 
SOUTH CANALS.g -. -· ---.:r -

I 

' '. 



ilE MAXI ~11UM "UERV SURFACE" PU CONC. 
N THE AREA WAS 0.45 nC/g 

SEDIMENT IN WATERWAYS 
:O!'TH POMD 
IOJ~TH CAt-4AL 
~RAINAGE DITCH 
O!JTH C~t~AL 
~u ER FLOW CREEK 
tut .. ~()FF HOLLOW 
IO}~fH POND 

-* 0.208 nC/g * 0.267 a e.4se * 0.395 * 0. 27Q 
* 0.029 * 0.022 

I~-:I·,1EDIATE BANKS SUBJECT TO FLOODING 

9.902 * Q.054 * 0.054 * 9.061 
0.912 

~LL OTHER ADJOINING LAND 
(0.001 

l 
( ~ 

'-i. 

-
2' 
·i 

.,.. 
~. 

.. 
I. 

•-' 

; . 
~ 

! 

------~____,...,..,.__~~ -----------.......-------



THE AIR SAMPLES COLLECTED IN THE CANAL 
AREA l~DICATE COMPLIANCE WITH EPA 
"SCREEtlI NG LEU EL" FOR A IR CONC. 

YEARLY 
VEAR 

rl SOUTH 
CANAL 

1~77 9.013 
tg79 0.QJ.1 
1~79 9.QQ6 
t .- -: .. 9 9.006 
I. 

~1 0.006 f 

.. -;2 9.'105 

AU ERA GE AIR CONC. CPll238) 
10<-15)CURIES/H(3) 

DITCH 

9.031 
9.032 
0.013 
9.007 
9.029 
9.924 

DITCH/ 
CAt-.!AL 

0.929 
'1.'139 
0.035 
0.01.4 
0.0.17 
0.917 

. I 

' 
I 

~ 

NORTH 
CAt..:AL 

9.021. 
0.022 
9.004 
0.003 
0.002 
9.G93 

.. 

I -·· 

- ... . 



.E MAXIMUM Pu CONC. IN THE FIRST FOOT 
~ CORE SAMPLES IN THE SEDIMENT OF THE 
~TERWAVS WAS 3.8 nC/g. 

INOFF HOLLOW 
>RTH POND 
>UTH POND 
>RTH CANAL 
11A I ti-~AGE DITCH . 
>UTH C~t-.IAL 
J ERFLOW CREEK . 
[UER 
~AST BANK AT OUTFALL 
~AST BAMK DOWNSTREAM 
lIUER S~DIHENT A~AV FROM 
EAST RHNH AT OUTFALL 
~LL OTHER RIUER SAMPLES 

-'~ .... 

,.. ... 

~-
.,- •.. ~-·- ,.""--l:. .;r .... • 

0.031 
0.006 
0.031. 
J. .14 
0.749 

El 3.89 
9.074 

0.037 
9.092 

(0. 001 
<0. 001. 

' -
' 

' 
I 

l .t 

-
~ 

-l .. 

...... . ~ -

nC/"g 

.... 

. 

! .. ... 

--~~-~----------~.-----~-------------------



.THE Pu CONC .. IN THE SEDIMENT UARIED 
ALONG THE LENGTH AND WIDTH OF THE 
CANALS: CONC. FOUND IN THE FIRST FOOT • 

... " . .. 
4 . 

a 

i 2 

g 
~ 1 
II: 

~ 
w 
~ 0 
8 
~ 
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HE MAXIMUM Pu CONC. AT ANY DEPTH OF . 
HE CORE SAMPLES WAS 4.6 nC/g. 
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THE Pu CONC. IN THE SEDIMENT UARIED 
···ALONG THE LENGTH AND WIDTH OF THE 

CANALS: CONC. FOUND AT ANY DEPTH. 
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AN EXT ENS I UE 11 P .. TH!r.lAV At-:IALVS Is II 

WAS PERFORMED TO ESTABLISH ! 
"DECISION GUIDES 11 FOR Ptt-238 

.CONCENTRATION IN SOIL AND SEDIMENT. 

MAN 
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MAN 
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;EUERAL OTHER SITE-SPECIFIC PARAMETERS 
~ERE DETERMINED DURING THE STUDY. 

* POSITIUE I.D. OF SPILL EUENT 
* NATURE OF SOLN SPILLED 
* NEUTRALIZATION OF ACID BY SOIL 
* SORPTION OF Pu ON SOIL 
* MECHANISM OF TRANSPORT AND DEPOSIT 

* Pu CONC. US PARTICLE SIZE SOIL/SED. 
* ANALYSIS FOR HOT PARTICLES 
-~,:-: RESUSPEiiSION FACTOR FOR SOIL/SED. 

* PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUIION-SOIL/SED. 

* SOLUBILIT~ OF Pu FROM SOIL/SED.a 
;:- Mlt~ERALOG~ OF SOIL & SEDIMENT 

* NEUTRALIZATION CAPACITY OF SOIL/SED . 
.;, - I ON EXCHAt-4GE CAPAC I TY OF SOI L/SED. 

* LOCAL TOPOLOGY,CLIMATE, & WEATHER 
- --
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THE ~OST CRITICAL PATHWAY WAS DIRECT 
~NGESTION OF SOIL/SEDIMENT BY CHILDREN 
:-11 TH PI CA. 

~ . 
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PATHWAV "DECISION GUIDE 11 

INGESTION SOIL CONC. 
SEDIMENT 
WATER 
UEGETABLES 
LARGE ANIMALS 
Str1ALL ANIMALS 
FISH 
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SHIN 
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INHALATION 
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}1909 

DUST LOADING 190-259 
WIND RESUSPENSION 183-1300 
RESUSPENSION FACTOR 188 
CLOTHING CONTAMINATION 109 
HOME CONTAMINATION 159 
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NO~E OF THE Pu-238 SOIL/SEDIMENT 
CObCENTRATIONS FOUND IN THE CANAL AREA 
Ar .. _-=10ACHED THESE 11 DEc1s10N GUIDES ... 

. f~A )( CONC . 
nC/g 

UERV SURFACE <AUAILABLE> 

sr ~IHENT SUFACE IN WATERWAVS 
If ~DIATE WATERWAY BANKS 
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FIRST FOOT 
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ANY DEPTH 
Hr ~T CASE AUAILABLE IN 

s: rIMENT IN WATERWAYS 
BP•' =vs . , ~...,n 
CONTIGUOUS LAND AREA 
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THE FUTURE> 
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T.HE MAXI MUM P'-t CONC. IN WATER WAS 
0.914 nC/L IN THE SOUTH CANAL. 

l RUNOFF HOLLOW 
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THE CONCENTRATION OF Pu IN BIOTA 
NEAR THE WATERWAVS WERE MEASURED 

CRASS TAKEN ALONG BANKS 
!NOT SUBJECT TO FLOODING 0.000018 nC/~ 
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:CRASS TAKEN ALONG BANKS 
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SUBJECT TO FLOODING 0.990874 to 
II 0.00305 

GREEN ALGAE FROM CANALS 
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OTHER 9.QQ0~00S 
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THE MOUND STUDY AND PATHWAY ANALYSIS 
WAS REVIEWED BY A GROUP OF OUTSIDE 
EXPERTS. 

m D~. W. J. BAIR <Chai~Man) 
Battelle, Pacific No~thwest Lab.~ 

D~. RICHARD BLANCHARD 
US EPA 
Col. L. T. ODLAND 
W~ight Patte~son AFB, USAF 
D~. E. L. SAENGER 
College 0£ Medicine, Univ. oC Cinn. 

Dl1'. L. WILDING 
Ag~onoMy Dept. Ohio State Unive~sity 

( 

D~. M. E. WRENN 
Envi~onMental Medicine, New Vo~k Univ . 
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THE FINDINGS OF THESE STUDIES 
CONCLUDED THAT THE Pu-238 IN 
THESE WATERWAYS: 

<~10UND>- 11 
•• DOES NOT At..;D WILL 

NOT IN THE FUTURE PRESENT 
A HAZARD ••• 11 

<REUIEW 
COHMITTEE>- 11 

•• IS NOT 1• UNDER CURRENT 
. COt-rlDI TI ONS,, A HEALTH 

HAZARD •• 11 

<USEPA>- 11 
•• CLEANUP NOT NECESSARY, 

BUT CONTINUED SURVEILLANCE 
IS REQUIRED. 11 

II 

·I. 
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MOUND IS IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE , 
PROPOSED EPA STANDARD BECAUSE ALL 
AIR SAMPLING STATIONS INDICATE AIR 
CONCENTRATIONS BELOW THE SCREENING 
LEUEL. 

) A SOIL SAMPLING PROGRAM WILL 
HAUE TO PERFORMED TO COMPLY 
WITH EPA 11 1. CM DEPTH". 

> ADDITIONAL SITE-SPECIFIC 
PARAMETERS WILL HAUE TO BE 
STUDIED. 

> AN ADDITIONAL PATHWAY ANALYSIS 
WILL HAUE TO BE PERFORMED 

> ALL OF THIS INFORMATION WILL 
HAUE TO BE DISCUSSED WITH THE 
PUBLIC. 

II 
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S~~OULD l4E BE REQUIRED AT SOME 
FUTURE TIME TO DIG UP AND DISPOSE 
c~ THE Pu-238 IN THE ~ATER~AVS~ 
TUE IMPACT WOULD BE SEUERE. 

> TRAUMA TO OUR NEIGHBORS. 
> SEUERE MEDIA REACTION. 

> POSSIBLE INCREASED RISH. 

> POSSIBLE LITIGATION. 

> BIG BUCKS. 

> DIFFICULTY IN EXPLAINING 
REASONS FOR REMOUAL. 
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Briefing on Cleanup of TRU Contaminated Soil 
January 17, 1984 

Planning Phase 
Enewetak Atoll Cleanup 

T. Mccraw 

This summary reviews actions during the period 1972-77 by AEC-ERDA-DOE to 
conduct radiological surveys, to develop radiological cleanup criteria, and 
to assist in obtaining approval and funding for cleanup and rehabilitation 
of Enewetak, an Atoll used for U.S. nuclear tests from 1948 to 1958. These 
criteria are compared with current EPA draft criteria. Mr. Bruce Church 
will cover Enewetak cleanup field operations. This presentation highlights 
those aspects of criteria development and planning that are different from 
and/or incompatible with EPA's draft criteria. 

Figure 1 is a chronological outline of the events leading to cleanup field 
operations at Enewetak. Following the announcement of the U.S. corrmitment 
to return this Atoll to the Trust Territory, and without waiting for a final 
agreement on AEC, DOD, and DOI responsibilities, an AEC task group began 
development of recommendations on cleanup concurrently with the radiological 
survey phase of the project. The first draft dose estimates from the 1972-
73 radiological survey of Enewetak began to be available during the period 
of task group deliberations. 

As the task group members formed their op1n1ons, a number of ideas were 
considered and rejected that might have misdirected cleanup planning. Among 
these were proposals that radiological criteria were not needed and that the 
amount of cleanup performed would automatically be determined by the amount 
of funding provided by Congress, or that cleanup criteria should be derived 
through a consideration of risk estimates, or that dose criteria should be 
equivalent to the highest doses being received by any population such as 
those living in high natural radiation areas in Brazil. There was also the 
idea that the benefits to the Enewetak people of return to their homeland 
transcended any risk from radiation. The task group chose instead to derive 
its recommendations on cleanup criteria through a conservative application 
of current national and international standards for individuals in the 
population, and considering a wide range of land use and soil cleanup 
options. 

The task group sought to recommend soil criteria that were practical in 
their application and expressed as a flexible guideline, not a limit. Its 
recommendations were considered to be site-specific for Enewetak. There was 
a consensus within the group that if its recommendations were to be 
technically defensible and useful, site-specific soil cleanup criteria must 
be developed that were related to current radiation standards, and expressed 
in units that could be compared with measurements made in the field. The 
task group recommended use of 50 percent of the annual doses for individuals 
and 80 percent of the 30 year dose for populations issued by the FRC, for 
cleanup and resettlement planning for fission product doses. Soil cleanup 
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was recol111lended for TRU contamination only. The soil levels recol111lended 
were associated with 10 percent to 100 percent of the ICRP lung values for 
individuals. Enjebi Island was to be cleaned up for TRU but not resettled 
at this time due to high fission product doses. Runit, the island for 
disposal of contaminated soil and debris, was to remain quarantined. 

From the outset, the task group's recorrnnendations were the subject of 
controversy. On occasion, a strong technical defense of their validity was 
needed. Agreement on the final draft criteria was a fragile product. Some 
NV staff did not support the recoirmendations. DNA staff preferred to 
establish their own cleanup criteria. EPA staff agreed that they would not 
disagree, but were looking toward developing their own TRU cleanup criteria. 
The Enewetak people and their legal council sought cleanup that would 
achieve zero risk for their return. The task group's recoirmendations were 
the subject of an AEC staff paper that was approved by the Corrnnission. 

The remaining figures identify agency responsibilities, the task group 
members, the basis for their judgments and recommendations, options 
considered, their conclusions, the position taken on risk, the features of 
the EIS related to Task Group recommendations, and some of the obvious 
differences between the Enewetak criteria ana current EPA draft dose limits. 

I 

The role of those who performed the early work to develop Enewetak cleanup 
criteria largely ended with the issuance of the task group's report. 
Cleanup planning, field operations, and participants were documented in DOE 
and DNA reports. However, no overall post-mortem evaluation of this project 
has been conducted and little effort made to learn from all aspects of this 
unique experience. So far as I know, this meeting is the first time that 
the Enewetak project has been reviewed since DOE's report on field 
operations was issued. In that context I would like to acknowledge the 
important contributions made toward the success of this effort by the task 
group members and particularly Walter Nervik of LLNL. Jack Healy of LANL 
and Lyn Anspaugh of LLNL provided the critical relationship between TRU soil 
concentrations, air concentrations, and dose to lung. Harold Beck and Jim 
Mclaughlin of HASL, Paul Gudiksen of LLNL, and Oliver Lynch of NVO provided 
input for external doses. Vic Nelson of the University of Washington and 
Vic Noshkin of LLNL provided marine data. Bill Robinson of LLNL provided 
the many dose estimates needed for a matrix of land use and cleanup 
alternatives. 

The reason for citing these contributions is to emphasize that development 
of site-specific criteria and options for cleanup of a contaminated 
environment requires a large amount of detailed environmental information 
that has been evaluated for use in cleanup planning. Mandatory cleanup dose 
limits derived from extremely low risk values such as those in the EPA 
draft, had they been in existence in 1973, may well have made Enewetak 
cleanup appear to be an impossible task with a price tag that was out of the 
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question, and with so much soil requiring disposal that the only option 
would have been ocean disposal, an action EPA advised was not acceptable. 
The removal of soil from much larger land areas,an action that would have 
been required by the EPA limits, would have accomplished only a small 
increment of additional dose and risk reduction. How the EPA screening 
level would have been interpreted in planning Enewetak cleanup is a matter 
for guesswork. It may have been a liability because of the potential for 
misuse and misinterpretation. 

I do recall several matters that may be relevant. The task group had little 
faith in use of air sampling data to determine that significant levels of 
TRU contamination were not present in the soil. Also, they considered but 
did not recommend plowing to dilute TRU concentrations below the levels to 
be considered for soil removal. In retrospect, use of EPA dose limits to 
plan soil cleanup at Enewetak appears incompatible with the need to prepare 
a complete spectrum of cleanup alternatives that would give OMB and Congress 
some choice as to the magnitude of the Enewetak cleanup effort. 

The task group recommended a conservative application of existing standards 
for use at Enewetak. In recommending use of dose limits based upon an 
extremely conservative risk value, EPA ignores these standards. Viewed from 
the prospective of the Enewetak experience, EPA 1 s development of yet another 
set of numerical dose values significantly lower than Federal standards and 
described as limits, restricts rather than promotes flexibility in cleanup 
decision-making. 

For Enewetak there where significant areas of land contaminated with TRU 
elements and fission products, high visibility and public interest and 
concern, the involvement of land owners and their legal advisors, and 
concern for the cost of cleanup. Under such circumstances, AEC acting on 
its own judgment may have found it impossible to justify conduct of soil 
cleanup not meeting Federal dose limits even with advice from EPA that these 
limits are not to be interpreted as absolute values to be met in every 
instance. If available in 1973, dose limits that need not always be applied 
as absolute values, would have been a new and confusing concept in radiation 
prediction and I suggest this is true today as well. 

Though permitted by the EPA criteria, development of cleanup recolll'llendations 
that present a justification for exceeding a dose limit that is some 
fraction of the FRC standards for use at Enewetak, would have created a 
problem for those planning cleanup. Almost any advice that was not 
supported by existing standards would have resulted in disagreement on 
technical and legal issues. This could have made cleanup a more 
controversal political issue than it was. 

A justification for exceeding EPA 1 s dose limits would have focussed 
attention away from the fact that basic radiation standards could be (and 
were) met at Enewetak through a combination of cleanup actions and land 
restrictions. 
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In terms of the total cleanup effort, 1 year was required to develop 
Enewetak cleanup criteria, the time from the announcement until funding was 
more than 4 years, and the time from the announcement until the end of 
cleanup was 8 years. Since the fission product doses on some cleaned-up 
islands are likely to be higher than the EPA draft dose limits for TRU 
elements in soil for a number of years, one could now argue that Enewetak 
cleanup was not adequate. This is one of the problems avoided by use of a 
conservative application of basic standards for both fission products and 
TRU contamination. 

Enewetak planning experience would seem to support the idea that as much 
advice and as many recommendations on soil cleanup as can be agreed upon 
should be issued as Federal criteria. However, such guidance must not close 
off the possibility for consideration of a range of cleanup options wherein 
dose to the public is only one of several considerations. 

One final point, compared to the task group's recommendations, EPA's draft 
criteria commit that agency to very little in terms of agreements on 
acceptable methods for dealing with the practical problems incurred in 
planning and conduct of soil cleanup, many of which are ameniable to generic 
guidelines. The possibilities for such guidelines can be derived from the 
published records of Enewetak cleanup. ' 



AGENCY RESPONSIBILITIES 
ENEWETAK CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION 

DOD - Precleanup Engineering Survey 

Monitoring to Insure Safety of Cleanup Personnel 

Radiological and Nonradiological Cleanup 

Reimburse AEC Support of Cleanup in Field 

AEC - Precleanup Radiological Survey 

Development of Radiological Criteria and 
Recommendations 

Monitoring Support for Cleanup Field Operations 
Certification of Completion 
Followup Radiological Monitoring After Cleanup 

DOI - Rehabilitation 

Resettlement 
,· 



ENEWETAK ATOLL CLEANUP 
- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS 

ANNOUNCEMENT OF 
RETURN OF 

ENEWETAK APR. "n 

AEC TO PROVIDE 
RAD SURVEY, -CRITERIA, & TECH. 

SUPPORT SEPT. "n 

OFFICIAL COMMITMENT 
FOR CLEANUP 

~ . 

SCREENING 
SURVEY - MAY "n 

ENGINEERING 
SURVEY-

OCT. -DEC. "n 

RAD SURVEY 
OCT."n-FEB.73 
SURVEY REPORT, 

NV-140 OCT. 73 

AEC TASK GROUP. 
FLEXIBLE 

RADIOLOGICAL 
CRITERIA CLEANUP 

OPTIONS 
JULY 73-JUNE 74 

I I 

ICAP 
HEALY 

REPORT 
NCRP LAl483-MS 
FRC 74 

STUDIES, SURVEYS, 
ASSESSMENTS, 

DEVELOPMENT OF 
RADIOLOGICAL 

CRITIERA, 
RECOMMENDATIONS .. . 

• 

ENEWETAK 
ATOLL MASTER 
PLAN MAR. '11 

I 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

IMPACT STATEMENT 
APA. '11 CLEANUP 

OPTIONS & 
RECOMMENDATION 

COMMISSION 
POLICY PAPER 

JULY 74 

DEVELOP AND 
ISSUE EIS . ., 

·-

-

CONGRESS & 
OMB REVIEW 

FUNDING JULY '11 

MEMORANDUM OF 
UNDERSTANDING 

DNA-ERDA SEPT. '11 

CONGRESSIONAL 
APPROVAL, 

INTERAGENCY 
AGREEMENTS, 

FUNDING .. ., 

-

... 

DNA OPERATIONS 
PLAN APA. 71 

CLEANUP FIELD 
OPERATIONS 71-'ID 

I 

BAIR ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE 

FIELD 
OPERATIONS 

.. ai 



. AEC TASK GROUP ON 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CLEANUP AND 

REHABILITATION OF ENEWETAK ATOLL 

Members: 

T. Mccraw AEC/OS 
W. Schroebel AEC/DBER 
W. Nervik LLL 
D. Wilson LLL 

Advisors: 

H. Soule AEC/WMT 
N. Barr AEC/DBER 
R. Maxwell AEC/DBER 
J. Deal AEC/OS 
R. Ray AEC/NVO 
E. Held AEC/REG 

Liaison: 

C. Palmiter EPA 
R. Leachman DNA 



ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

The Task Group Evaluated: 

• A Five by Six Matrix of Cleanup Degrees and Food 
Production Locations vs Living Patterns 

• Five Cleanup Options Ranging from no Radiological 
Cleanup and no Return, to Extensive Soil Removal and 
Some Soil Replacement on Certain Northern Islands 

• Six Options for Disposal of TRU Contaminated Soil and 
Scrap 



TASK GROUP POSITION ON RISK 

"Most of the exposure to whole body, at Enewetak, and in 
fact to all organs will come from internal emitters. The shape 
of the dose-effect curve for exposure from internal emitters 
is most uncertain because of lack of experience and lack of 
confidence in extrapolation of high dose and dose rate 
effects into the very low dose and low dose rate situation. A 
lack of confidence in the statistic and risk estimate drawn 
therefrom has therefore led the Task Group to have serious 
reservations about their validity. The Task Group holds the 
opinion that such estimates cannot be used in any definitive 
way to draw conclusions on whether current radiation 
standards are too high or too low or as a basis for decision
making relative to resettlement of Enewetak Atoll."* 

*Report by AEC Task Group on recommendations for cleanup and 
rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll, June 18, 1974 



TASK GROUP CONCLUSIONS 

• Cleanup and Rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll is Feasible 

• Doses from Fission Products will Predominate 

• The Degree of Cleanup of the Atoll Should be Dictated 
by the Requirement to Keep Exposure within Acceptable 
Standards 

• National and International Standards Apply 

• A Fraction of FRC's, RPG's for Individuals Should be 
Utilized to Evaluate Cleanup and Land Use Options 
Involving Fission Product Doses 

• A Fraction of ICRP Standards for Lung for Individuals 
Should be Utilized to Develop Flexible Soil Cleanup 
Criteria Expressed as a Concentration of TRU Elements 
in Soil, i.e., pCi/ gm* 



TASK GROUP CONCLUSIONS 
(CONT'D) 

• A Group of Experts Should Support Cleanup Operations 
with Advice on Application of Task Group Criteria to 
Specific Situations 

• Land Use Restrictions, as Opposed to Soil Removal, are 
the Recommended Method for Controlling Exposure from 
Fission Products 

• Removal and Disposal of Soil, or a Permanent Quarantive, 
are the Only Effective Measure Against Soil TRU 
Concentrations Exceeding Task Group Criteria 

*The Task Group believed that site-specific criteria could be developed on a 
case-by-case basis using conservative assumptions and a safety factor, but 
that biological and environmental information is not adequate to establish 
general cleanup guidance. 



TASK GROUP JUDGEMENTS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

11The Task Group approach for development of judgements 
and recommendations for the radiological cleanup and 
rehabilitation of Enewetak was to consider a number of 
alternatives for exposure reduction that may be feasible. 
Basically the procedure involved four steps." 

• Assessment of doses for current conditions 

• Assessment of dose reductions by modifying the diet 

• Assessment of dose reductions by removing contaminated 
soil 

• Comparison of dose assessment matrices1 with Task 
Group guidelines 



TASK GROUP CRITERIA AND THEIR CONTEXT 

TRU IN SOIL 

>400 pCi/g, Corrective Action Required 
1,500 m Rem/yr, Lung (150 m Rad/yr) 

<40 pCi/g, Corrective Action Not Required 
150 m Rem/yr, Lung (15 m Rad/yr) 

40 to 400 pCi/g, Corrective Action Determined on 
Case-by-Case Basis 

FISSION PRODUCTS* 

250 m Rem/yr, Whole Body and Bone Marrow 

750 m Rem/yr, Thyroid 

750 m Rem/yr, Bone 

4,000 m Rem/30 yrs, Gonads 

*50o/o of Federal Radiation Council (FRC) Radiation Protections Enider 
(RPG's) for Annual Doses for Individuals and 80% of the 30-year Criterion for 
a Population 

.. 
~ 



ENEWETAK CLEANUP EIS 

• Presents AEC Task Group Recommendations as 
Conservative Guidelines that are Necessary Because of 
Uncertainties in Exposure Predictions 

• For TRU Contaminated Soil Removal Stresses Need for a 
Team of Experts to Advise on Cleanup Actions 

• Presents Five Cases (Options) for Land Use and Degree of 
Cleanup and a Matrix Showing a Range of Alternatives 
Detailing Dose Reduction, Health Effects, Cost, and 
General Acceptability 

• Recommends Case 3 as Offering the Best Combination of 
Features 



EPA DOSE LIMITS AND THEIR CONTEXT 

1 Millirad Per Vear to Lung* 

3 Millirad Per Vear to Bone* 

" ...... while the recommendations are expressed in terms of 
numerical limits ...... these are not to be interpreted as 
absolute values which must be met in every instance. 
Rather, Federal Radiation Guidance relies on the judgement 
of the implementing agency, and only specifies that the 
general objectives are to be. met and deviations must be 
justified." 

"Suggestions that higher dose rate limits should be used . 
were rejected because the Agency had shown that the 
proposed limits were reasonable and achievable." 

*Risk is less than 10-8 per year to critical segment of population. 



GUIDANCE RECOMMENDATIONS (REVISED) 

In order to aasure the protection or persona in the general 
population by lilliting the radiation doses that an individual in a 
oritical segment or the population .. y receive rroa ooncentrationa or 
transuraniua elements present above average background levels in the 
general environment, the tolloving rec0111endationa shall applJ tor tbe 
&UidanOe ot Federal agencies: 

1. Dose rates to persona in the general population tor continuing 
exposure to tranauraniua elements should not exceed the recoaaendationa 
provided 1n Federal Radiation Guidance lo. 1, and reasonable errorta 
should be .. de to keep all exposures aa lov aa reasonably aobievable. 

2. Contaminat~on levels in the general environaent ahould be 
lillited to assure tbat the annual alpba radiation dose rate to aeabera or 
the critical segment or the exposed population as tbe result or exs)oaure 
to transuranium elements not exceed either: 

·a. ·1 aillirad per. year to lhe pul.Jlonary lung, or 
b. 3 llillirad per year to th• bone or •o llillirad per year 

to the bone aurraces. 

3. 'or newly contaminated areaa, tbe Federal agency responsible tor 
illplementation or these recommendations should take i ... diate action to 
llinimize both the residual levels or tranauraniwa elements in tbe 1eneral 
environment and the radiation exposure or tbe general public. 
Determination and illplementation or rurther appropriate measures, to 
ensure that projected dose rates to persona in the general population are 
as low aa reasonably achievable and in rull compliance with tbe above 
recommendations, should begin as promptly as possible and abould be
completed within a reaaonable period or ti.lie. 



4. The reco1111endations are to be used only as radiation protection 
guidance ror presently existing cases ot environmental contamination bJ 
transuraniUll elements and tor possible tuture cases or environmental 
contamination trom unplanned releases ot transuranium elements. Federal 
agencies are not to w.e them as limits tor planned releases or 
transuranium eleaents into the general environaent. 

5. Remedial actions tor contaminated aitea abould be planned to 
provide maxiaua protection or the public health at reasonable ooat, and 
should be iapl ... nted with tbe objective or ai.Diaizing adverse iapaota on 
tbe environ11ent. 

6. Tbe relationship between the projected dose rates to persona ln 
a •critical segment ot the population• and the ambient concentration or 
transuraniua eleaenta in air, aoil and tood is to be deterained on a 
aite-specitic basis, taking into account all possible environmental 
pathways. For purposes only ot eliminating certain lands trom turtber 
110re detailed evaluation, a aoil •acreening level• or 0.2 uCi/a2 or 
alpha-emitting tranauraniwa elements, tor samples collected at tbe
aurrace to a depth or l cm and tor particle sizes less than 2 ... aay be 
used under 110st circumstances. Areas which do not exceed the •screening 
level• generally may be considered in compliance with the 
rec0111Dendations; those that exceed it would require turther evaluation to 
determine the actual dose rates to exposed persons. The •screening 
level• is not to be used by Federal agencies as a soil concentration 
lillit tor purposes or implementing these rec0111Dendations. 



DOSE COMPARISONS 

EPA Dose Limit is: 

1 Enewetak Level where 
15 No Action Required 

1 Enewetak Level where 
150 Action Required 



COMPARISON OF MAJOR FEATURES 

AEC Task Group 

Site-specific Soil Criteria Recommen
dations Developed with Knowledge 
of Rad Survey Data Base 

Conservative Application of Existing 
Radiation Standards 

Cleanup and Land Use Options 
Evaluated Against Dose and Soil TRU 
Concentration Criteria 

Anticipates Need for Full Spectrum of 
Cleanup Options in EIS and that Final 
Decisions on Cleanup to be Made at 
Higher Level Such as OMB and 
Congress 

No Equivalent 

EPA Draft 

General Criteria to be Applied to 
Current Situations or Future Accidents 
on Site-specific Basis 

Selection of 10-6 Risk, Derivation of 
Associated Doses Expressed as Limits 
not to Interpret as Absolute Values, 
Limits Shown by EPA to be Reasonable 
and Achievable. 

Dose Limits to be Applied on 
Site-specific Basis, Explicit Guidance 
no'i: Given in Order to Allow Flexibility, 
No Examples Cited 

Recommendations Anticipate Decision 
Point for Flexible Implementation of 
Dose Limit Lies within Implementing 
Agency, Application Relies on 
Judgement of this Agency 

Soreening Levels 



DATA FOR ENJEBI ISLAND* 

Maximum Annual Dose 

m Rem/y 

Bone Marrow 

Whole Body 

293/718** 

245/540** 

Transuranium Soil Contamination 
pCi/g Top 15 cm 

0.08 to 170 

* AEC Task Group Report, June 19, 1974. Note: The Task Group 
recommended Enjebi not be resettled until test food crops showed 
acceptable low levels. 

** Imports available/Imports unavailable average dose primary from Cs-137, 
Sn-90, and external radiation. TRU dose smaller by comparison. 



ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT 

•UNITED STATES BORROWED ENEWETAK ATOLL IN 1947 FOR NUCLEAR 
TESTING. 

• NATIVE POPULATION DISPLACED TO SMALLER ATOLL. 

• TESTING PROGRAM: 
- DESTROYED VEGETATION VITAL TO SUSTENANCE OF NATIVE 

INHABITANTS. 
- GENERATED THOUSANDS OF TONS OF DEBRIS WHICH WAS LEFT IN 

PLACE. 
- INTRODUCED RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION TO NORTHERN HALF 

OF ATOLL. 

•UNITED STATES PROMISED IN 1972 RETURN OF THE ATOLL TO DISPLACED 
OWNERS. 

• CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION WAS ACCOMPLISHED DURING 1977-80. 

• ENTIRE PROJECT INVOLVED: 
- REMOVAL OF DEBRIS FROM ISLANDS. 
- CONSOLIDATION OF SOIL CONTAMINATED ABOVE CLEANUP 

CRITERIA. 
- RESTORATION OF VEGETATION FOR AGRICULTURAL PURPOSES. 
- CONSTRUCTION OF 116 NEW DWELLINGS AND TWO COMMUNITY 

CENTERS. 

• DNA WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR CLEANUP WITH DOE IN ADVISORY AND 
SUPPORT ROLES. CLEANUP WORK DONE BY MILITARY PERSONNEL. 



TABLE 5-6: ESTIMATED 30-YEAR INTEGRATED DOSES TO INDIVIDUALS a 
(REM) 

HABITATION PLANS 

CLEANUP ACTIONS 

I. NO CLEANUP. 

II. REMOVAL OF ALL SCRAP AND 

Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCl/g FROM 

RESIDENCE AND AGRICULTURE 

ISLANDS. 

Ill. TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE 

AND AGRICULTURE ISLANDS. 

LEGEND 

WB ' WHOLE BODY DOSE 

B' BONE DOSE 

L 'LUNG DOSE 

A 

NO RESTRICTION ON ISLAND 

FOOD USAGE. 

CASE 1 

WB 0 6 

B - 60 

L 0.1 

WB-6 

B - 60 

L - BACKGROUND 

CASE 5 

WB ' BACKGROUND 

B ' BACKGROUND 

L - BACKGROUND 

B 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJEBI: VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; 

FOOD FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS OR 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS AND 

BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM 

PLOTS OR IMPORTEDb 

WB ' 3 (6 ON ENJEBll 

B ' 10 (20 ON ENJEBll 

L - 0.06 (0.1 ON ENJEBll 

CASE 4 
-

WB - 3 (6 ON ENJEBll 

e 10 (20 ON ENJEBll 

L - BACKGROUND 

HABITATION RESTRICTION NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

•DOSES CALCULATED TO ONE SIGNIFICANT FIGURE BASED ON DATA FROM NV0-140 AND AEC TASK GROUP REPORT. 

c 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS: 

VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS: FOOD 

FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS 

COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS c 

WB 1 

e-s 
L - 0.04 

CASE 3 

WB -1 

B - 5 

L BACKGROUND 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

b DOSES CALCULATED FROM AN ASSUMED POPULATION DISTRIBUTION OF 44 PERCENT OF THE ATOLL POPULATION ON ENJEBI AND THE BALANCE OF 

THE POPULATION ON THE SOUTHERN ISLANDS. 

C DOSES CALCULATED FROM ISLAND AREA WEIGHTED DISTRIBUTION OF COCONUTS: 40 PERCENT FROM MIJIKADREK TO BILLAE AND BIKEN, AND 

60 PERCENT FROM THE SOUTHERN ISLANDS. 

d BACKGROUND MEANS THAT THE.DOSE IS ESTIMATED TO BE NO GREATER THAN WOULD BE ABSORBED FROM NATURALLY OCCURRING SOURCES, 

EITHER EXTERNALLY OR INTERNALLY. ESTIMATES FOR BACKGROUND 30-YEAR DOSES ARE: 

WB ' 1 rem, B ' 4 rem, AND L , 0.0009 rem. 

D 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS: 

VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS: USE 

FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

ISLANDS. 

CASE 2 

we ' BACKGROUNDd 

B ' BACKGROUND 

L - BACKGROUND 

SAME AS CASE 2 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975 VOL I. 



I. 

TABLE 5-7: ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES TO INDIVIDUALSa 
(REM) 

HABITATION PLANS A B c 0 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJEBI; VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; 

FOOO FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS OR 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS: LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS AND VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; FOOD VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; USE 

NO RESTRICTION ON ISLAND BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

FOOD USAGE. PLOTS OR IMPORTED. COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS ISLANDS. 

NO CLEANUP. 
CASE 1 CASE 2 

we - o.3 we= 0.1 (0.3 ON ENJEBI) we - o.o5 we . BACKGROUNDb 

8 - 2 8 • 0.5 (1 ON ENJEBI) B - 0.2 8 BACKGROUND 

L · 0.004 L = 0.002 (0.004 ON ENJEBI) L - 0.001 L BACKGROUNO 

II. REMOVAL OF ALL SCRAP AND CASE 4 CASE 3 
Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCl/g FROM 

RESIDENCE AND AG RI CULTURE 

ISLANDS. 

Ill. TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE 

AND AGRICULTURE ISLANDS. 

LEGEND 

we - WHOLE BODY DOSE 

8 •BONE DOSE 

L =LUNG DOSE 

-

we= o.3 

e-2 

L • BACKGROUND 

CASE 5 ---·---
we - BACKGROUND 

8 • BACKGROUND 

L • BACKGROUND 

we = 0.1 (0.3 ON ENJEBI) we· o.05 

8 - 0.5 (1 ON ENJEBI) 8 - 0.2 

L - BACKGROUND L - BACKGROUND 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT. 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

• DOSES CALCULATEO TO ONE SIGNIFICANT FIGURE BASED ON DATA FROM NV0-140 AND AEC TASK GROUP REPORT. AEC GUIDELINES FOR 

MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE ARE: we - 0.25, 8 0.75. SEE TABLE 5-6 FOR ASSUMPTIONS USED IN DOSE CALCULATIONS FOR COLUMNS 8 AND c. 

b BACKGROUND MEANS THAT THE DOSE IS ESTIMATED TO BE NO GREATER THAN WOULD BE ABSORBED FROM NATURALLY OCCURRING 

SOURCES, EITHER EXTERNALLY OR INTERNALLY. ESTIMATES FOR ANNUAL BACKGROUND DOSE ARE: 

we - 0.04 rem. 8 0.1 rem, and L - 3 x 10·\rem. 

SAME AS CASE 2 

HABITATION RESTRICTIONS NOT 

REQUIRED. SEE CASE 5 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975, VOL. I. 



I. 

II. 

Ill. 

TABLE 5-8: RATIOS OF ESTIMATED MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSES TO 
RECOMMENDED ANNUAL DOSE GUIDELINES FOR INDIVIDUALS a 

HABITATION PLANS A B c D 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJEBI; VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; 

FOOD FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS OR 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

NE. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS AND VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; FOOD VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS. USE 

NO RESTRICTION ON ISLAND BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

CLEANUP ACTIONS FOOD USAGE. PLOTS OR IMPORTED b COCONUT FROM 12 NE ISLANDS ISLANDS 

NO CLEANUP. CASE 1 CASE 2 

RWB • 1.2 RWB • 0.4 (1.2 ON ENJEBI) RWB 0.2 
b 

RB· 2.7 RB - 0.7 (1 3 ON ENJEBI) RB 0.3 

REMOVAL OF ALL SCRAP AND CASE 4 CASE 3 
Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER 

THAN 40pCltg FROM RWB 12 RWB 0 4 ( 1.2 ON ENJEBI) RWB 0.2 
b 

RESIDENCE AND AGRICULTURE RB · 2.7 RB 0 7 (1.3 ON ENJEBI) RB - 0.3 

ISLANDS. 

TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE CASE 5 
ANO AGRICULTURE ISLANDS. 

b b b b 

LEGEND 

RWB · RATIO OF MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE TO RECOMMENDED LIMIT FOR WHOLE BODY DOSE (0.25 rem/yr). 

RB · RATIO OF MAXIMUM ANNUAL DOSE TO RECOMMENDED LIMIT FOR BONE DOSE (0. 75 rem/yr). 

8 APPLICABLE TO AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL ON ENTIRE ATOLL. EXCEPT WHERE NOTED. PEOPLE SHOULD NOT RETURN IF THE RATIO IS GREATER THAN UNITY. 

b THE RATIOS ARE EFFECTIVELY LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO THE RATIO OF BACKGROUND DOSE TO RECOMMENDED GUIDELINE WHERE RWB~0.16 ANO RBS0.13. 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975, VOL. I. 



I. 

II. 

Ill. 

TABLE 5-12: ESTIMATED NUMBER OF HEALTH EFFECTsa 
FROM 30-YEAR DOSES TO POPULATION OF 1,000 

HABITATION PLANS A 

NO RESTRICTION ON ISLAND 
CLEANUP ACTIONS FOOD USAGE. 

NO CLEANUP. 

H(WB)S. 0.3 TO 1 

H(B)S.2 

H(l)S. 0.003 

H(TOTAL)i 3 

REMOVAL OF All SCRAP AND 

Pu CONCENTRATION GREATER H(WB)_i 0.J TO 1 

THAN 40pCl/g FROM H(B)< 2 

RESIDENCE AND AGRICULTURE H(L)~ BACKGROUNDb 

ISLANDS. H(TOTAL)5_ 3 

TOTAL CLEANUP OF RESIDENCE 

AND A GR IC UL TURE ISLANDS. 

BACKGROUNDb 

LEGEND 

H(WB) - MAXIMUM EXPECTED WHOLE BODY HEAL TH EFFECTS 

H(B) - MAXIMUM EXPECTED BONE HEAL TH EFFECTS 

e c 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS AND 

ENJEBI; VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; 

FOOD FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS OR 

ENJEBI PLUS COCONUT FROM 12 LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

N.E. ISLANDS AND PANDANUS AND VISIT NORTHERN ISLANDS; FOOD 

BREADFRUIT FROM ENJEBI FARM FROM SOUTHERN ISLANDS PLUS 

PLOTS OR IMPORTED. COCONUT FROM 12 N.E. ISLANDS 

H(WB)i 0.2 TO 0.5 H(WB)5_ 0.05 TO 0.2 

H(B)i0.3 H(B).s_ 0.1 

H(l)S: 0.002 H(L)S: 0.001 

H(TOTAL) $. 0.8 H(TOTAL)5_ 0.3 

CASE 4 CASE 3 

H(WBIS: 0.2 TO 0.5 H(WB)< 0.05 TO 0.2 

H(B)$.0.3 H(B)< 0.1 

H(l)~BACKGROUND b H(l)< BACKGROUND 

H(TOTAL)5_ 0.8 H(TOTAL)< 0.3 

SAME AS CASE 5 SAME AS CASE 5 

D 

LIVE ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; 

VISIT ON SOUTHERN ISLANDS; USE 

FOOD GROWN ON ONLY SOUTHERN 

ISLANDS 

CASE 2 

BACKGROUNDb 

SAME AS CASE 2 

SAME AS CASE 5 

H(L) - MAXIMUM EXPECTED LUNG HEAL TH EFFECTS 

-H(TOTAL) - MAXIMUM EXPECTED TOTAL HEALTH EFFECTS 

8 
HEAL TH EFFECTS MEAN SOMATIC CANCER INDUCTIONS THAT RESULT IN FATALITY, CALCULATED TO ONE SIGNIFICANT FIGURE. THE NUMBER OF FATAL AND NONFATAL 

CASES IS ESTIMATED TO BE TWICE THE NUMBER OF FATAL CASES. SEE TABLE 5-1 FOR DOSE RESPONSE RATES USED TO ESTIMATE HEALTH EFFECTS. THESE EFFECTS WOULD 

__ BE IN ADDITION TO THOSE FROM BACKGROUND RADIATION. 

b HEAL TH EFFECTS FOR 30-YEAR BACKGROUND DOSES OF WB • 1 rem, B • 4 rem, and L - 0.0009 rem ARE:· H(WB)i 0.05 TO 0.2 

H(B)i 0.1 

H(l).f 0.00002 

H(TOTAL).i 0.3 

FROM ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT CLEANUP, REHABILITATION, RESETTLEMENT OF ENEWETAK 
ATOLL, MARSHALL ISLANDS. DNA, APRIL 1975, VOL. I. 



DEVELOPMENT 'OF CLEANUP CRITERIA 

1974 TASK GROUP REPORT 

DOSE BASED ON FEDERAL RADIATION COUNCIL LIMITS 
- TO INDIVIDUALS, 50 PERCENT OF FRC ANNUAL RATE LIMIT 
- TO POPULATION, 80 PERCENT OF FRC 30-YEAR GENETIC LIMIT 

RESULTING GUIDANCE APPLICABLE TO PLUTONIUM CONCENTRATION 
IN SOIL: 
- OVER 400 pCi/g, REMOVE SOIL 
- UNDER 40 pCi/g, LEAVE IN PLACE 
- BETWEEN 40 AND 400, CASE-BY-CASE DECISION 

1977 SERIES OF FALL MEETINGS BETWEEN DOE AND DNA 

- CRITERIA TO INCLUDE ALL TRANSURANICS, NOT JUST PLUTONIUM 
- CLEANUP CRITERIA LINKED TO INTENDED ISLAND USE 
- AGRICULTURAL ISLAND TO MEET CRITERIA OF 100 pCi/g 
- CRITERIA INTENDED TO COMPLY WITH EPA PROPOSED GUIDELINES 



-

DEVELOPMENT OF CLEANUP CRITERIA (CON'T) 

1978 SERIES OF SPRING MEETINGS BETWEEN DOE AND DNA 

PRELIMINARY DOSE ESTIMATES BY LLL INDICATED CLEANUP SHOULD BE 
ACCOMPLISHED TO THE FOLLOWING LEVELS TO MEET PROPOSED EPA 
CRITERIA: 

- RESIDENCE ISLAND 10 pCi/g 
- AGRICULTURAL ISLAND 20 pCi/g 
- FOOD GATHERING ISLAND 40 pCi/g 

1978 BAIR COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS: 

1st PRIORITY - CLEANUP TRANSURANICS ON RESIDENTIAL ISLANDS TO 
AVERAGE LESS THAN 40 pCi/g FOR EACH QUARTER
HECTARE AREA 

2nd PRIORITY - CLEAN TRANSURANICS ON AGRICULTURAL ISLANDS TO 
AVERAGE LESS THAN 80 pCi/g FOR EACH HALF-HECTARE 
AREA 

3rd PRIORITY - CLEAN TRANSURANICS ON FOOD GATHERING ISLANDS TO 
_AVERAGE LESS THAN 160 pCi/g FOR EACH HALF-HECTARE 
AREA 

1978 MAY DECISION CONFERENCE AT DNA/HQ 

DIRECTOR, DNA, AGREED TO ACCEPT THE CRITERIA RECOMMENDED 
BY THE BAIR COMMITTEE. 

IN All OF THE ABOVE, DIFFERENT CRITERIA FOR ISLANDS OF DIFFERENT INTENDED USE WAS ABOVE 
ON ESTIMATES OF THE TIME SPENT ON EACH ISLAND. 

------ ~---- - -------



COMMANDER 
FIELD COMMAND, DNA 

-
COMMANDER 

DRl-ENEWETAK 
JOINT TASK GROUP •••• 
ENEWETAK ATOLL 

REPRESENTATIVE 

---------------···--· ·---------------------------I I I 

DOl/TIPI USDOE USDOE/PASO 

ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL SITE MGT 
REPRESENTATIVE 

SUPPORT PROJECT MGR REPRESENTATIVE 

I I 0 I I 
0 

ADMINISTRATIVE RADIATION 0 ENGINEERING LOGISTICS SECURITY 
DIVISION CONTROL DIVISION 0 DIVISION DIVISION DIVISION 

(J-1) (J-2) 0 (J-3) (J-4) 
0 -0 

0000000000000000000000000000000000000000-00000 
0 0 0 0 

US ARMY ELEMENT 
84TH ENGR BN (FWD) 

COMMAND 

• • • • • • • • COORDINATION 

US NAVY ELEMENT 
NAVY DETACHMENT 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 SUPERVISORY AUTHORITY 

US AIR FORCE ELEMENT 
SUPPORT SuUADRON 
PROVISIONAL, 6015 

FIGURE 3-12. JOINT TASK GROUP ORGANIZATION. 

FIELD RADIATION 
SUPPORT TEAM 

(USAF) 



TYPICAL ATOLL POPULATION 
DURING ENEWETAK CLEANUP 

U.S. ARMY 
NAVY 
AIR FORCE 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 
DOE/TTPI 
DNA/JTG 
VISITORS/MARSHALLESE 

TOTAL 

270 
220 

75 
130 
100 . 

25 
75 

900 



DOE-HQ ~ • DEFENSE NUCLEAR AGENCY 
WASHINGTON 

I 
NEVADA OPERATIONS OFFICE FIELD COMMAND/DNA 

ALBUQUERQUE 

I 
PROJECT MANAGER STAFF '9--- JOINT TASK GROUP 

ENEWETAK 
PROJECT MANAGER 
DEPUTY PROJECT MANAGERS 

TECHNICAL ADVISORS 

-.:i DOE SLA w 
EPA PNL 
LASL ORI 
LLL REE CO -

I I I I 
DOE PACIFIC AREA 

FIELD COORDINATION IN-SITU RADIATION RADIATION LABORATORY DATA MANAGEMENT 
SUPPORT OFFICE 

AND LOGISTICS MEASUREMENTS AND SOILS SAMPLING AND STATISTICS 
HONOLULU & ENEWETAK 

DOE, H & N H&N EG& G EiC ORI 
-· 

--- FUNDING & COORDINATION 

FIGURE 2-5 

ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT PROJECT (ERSP) 



DOE/ERSP ON-ISLAND STAFF (NORMAL OPERATIONS) 

MANAGEMENT 
PROJECT MANAGER OR DEPUTY 1 
TECHNICAL ADVISOR 1 
STAFF ASSISTANT 1 

IN-SITU MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS 
SCIENTIST 1 
TECHNICIAN 2 
DRIVER/MECHANIC (AIR FORCE) 2 

RADIATION/SOILS LABORATORY 
MANAGER 1 
CHEMIST 1 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN 1 
FIELD SUPERVISOR 1 
SOIL SAMPLER (NAVY) 7 

STATISTICS/DATA MANAGEMENT 
STATISTICIAN 1 
DATA TECH (NAVY) 1 

TOTAL 21 

- ·------



VARIATIONS IN FIELD EXPERIENCE AT ENEWETAK 

PRE- AND POST-CLEANUP DATA ARE NOT ABSOLUTELY COMPARABLE FOR 
VARIOUS REASONS, BUT REPRESENT THE BEST ESTIMATES AVAILABLE 
DURING CLEANUP. 

IRENE CLEANUP WAS DIRECTED TOWARD REMOVAL OF SUBSURFACE 
POCKETS OF TAU ABOVE CRITERIA, RATHER THAN REMOVAL TO MEET SUR
FACE CRITERIA. THERE ARE NO COMPARABLE PRE- POST TRU DATA. 

JANET CLEANUP WAS CONDUCTED IN 1/4 ha BLOCKS IN "WORST FIRST" 
ORDER WHERE EVER THE BLOCKS OCCURED. 

PEARL CLEANUP WAS DONE AS (ESSENTIALLY) ONE LARGE BLOCK WITH 2 
SMALL AREAS REQUIRING A SECOND "LIFT". 

SALLY CLEANUP CONSISTED OF 3 SMALL AREAS WHERE AS MANY AS 5 
ITERATIONS OR "LIFTS" WERE REQUIRED; ESSENTIALLY A COMBINATION 
OF SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE EXCISION. 

YVONNE CLEANUP WAS QUITE COMPLEX AND NO COMPARABLE DATA 
EXIST FOR VALID PRE- AND POST-CLEANUP COMPARISON. 



CLEANUP OF TRANSURANICS AT ENEWETAK ATOLL 

Radiological Cleanup Project 
Approx. 

Final Surface Area Exceeding 
Screening 

Island Soil Excision Northern 
Islands* Code Area, ha Area, ha 

ALICE 

BELLE 

CLARA 

DAISY 

EDNA 

EDNA'S DAU 

IRENE 

JANET 

KATE 

LUCY 

PERCY 

MARY 

MARY'S DAU 

NANCY 

OLIVE 

FG 

FG 

A 

A 

R 

FG 

A 

R 

R 

A 

R 

R 

FG 

A 

A 

PEARL A 

PEARL'S DAU FG 

RUBY R 

SALLY R 

SALLY'S CHILD R 

TILDA 

URSULA 

VERA 

WILMA 

SO. YVONNE 

NO. YVONNE 

TOTALS 

R 

R 

R 

R 

Q 

Q 

9 

12 

3 

8.5 

4 

0.5 

18 

ll8 

6.5 

8 

0.8 

5 

0.5 

4.5 

16.5 

22 

0.5 

1. 5 

40 

0.8 

21 

16 

15.5 

6.5 

15.5 

21. 5 

375.6 

0.6 

15.5 

9.7 

1. 8 

5.0 

32.8 

Excised 
Soil**, m3 

3775 

40525 

11415 

8100*** 

8210 

72025 

Final Surface 
TRU pCi/g 

76 

95 

40 

43 

33 

103 

32 

20 

20 

35 

6 

19 

54 

34 

20 

36 

123 

8 

8 

21 

7 

2 

7 

3 

8 

41 

Level 
20 pCi/g, ha 

9 

12 

3 

8.5 

4 

0.5 

ll 

36 

3.5 

5.5 

1. 5 

0.5 

4 

4 

14 

0.5 

4 

0.5 

3.5 

19.5 

145 

Code: FG = Food Gathering: A = Agricultural; R = Residence: Q = Quarantined 

40pCi/g, ha 

8.8 

11. 2 

0.6 

2.8 

0.5 

3.3 

4 

0.4 

3 

0.1 

0.3 

0.6 

1 

6.5 

0.5 

0.4 

0.2 

5.5 

49.7 

*Northern Islands were more contaminated than Southern Islands, which had an average of less than 
1 pCi TRU per gram of soil. 

**Includes subsurface pockets excised to depths exceeding 1 meter. 

***Does not include 7500 m3 excised from subsurface repository to depth of 7 meters. 



ISLAND 

IRENE 

JANET 
PEARL 

SALLY 

*TOP 15 cm. 

REDUCTION OF RADIOISOTOPES BY 
REMOVAL OF SURFACE* SOIL 

TRU = 238,239,240 Pu + 241 Am 

% OF ISLAND TRU pCi/g PERCENTAGE 

CLEANED PRE- POST 
CHANGE 
IN CONC. 

3 
13 26 20 -24 -
44 72 36 -50 

4.5 11 8 -27 

' I 

- J 



RESULTS BY ISLAND FOR F~SION PRODUCTS 

137 Cs IN 0-15 cm SOIL SAMPLES 90sr IN 0-15 cm SOIL SAMPLES 

1979 Fission Product Data Base Program 1979 Fission Product Data Base Program 

No. of Range of 0-15cm No. of Range of 0-15cm 
Locations Activity, all Mean Locations Activity, all Mean 

~land SamEled deeths1 <eci/g) (ECi/g! SamEled deeths1 <eci/g) ([?Ci/g) 

Alice 26 <0.4 - 114 39.9 7 1.3 - 347 85.9 
Belle 40 <0.4 - 204 61.0 11 3.5 - 339 107.4 
Clara 8 0.3 - 105 22.4 4 1.4 - 243 42.8 
Daisy 26 <0.4 - 34 6.8 8 1. 9 - 144 34.8 
&ina 5 <0.4 - 7 2.9 3 4.3 - 48 21. 7 
Irene 53 <0.4 - 54 6.1 15 0.6 - 136 31.0 
Janet 364 <0.4 - 142 16.4 99 <0.1 - 244 31.9 
Kate 18 < 0.4 - 35 7.8 6 1.0 - 31 13.3 
Lucy 22 <0.4 - 40 11. 7 8 1.0 - 94 21.9 
Percy 2 < 0.4 - 2 0.6 2 2.0 - 7 5.4 
Mary 12 < 0.4 - 18 6.0 4 1.1 - 46 14.2 
Mary's Dau. 3 < 0.4 - 72 12.3 1 5.2 - 107 41.9 
Nancy 11 < 0.4 - 60 l 0.8 6 <0.15 - 82 20.l 
Olive 50 <0.4 - 60 7.5 12 <0.12 - 83 16.2 
Pearl 72 <0.4 - 43 7.2 17 0.4 - 38 11.4 
Pearl's Dau. 2 <0.4 - 7 5.6 1 1.3 - 28 18.0 
Ruby 3 I.I - 11 2.0 1 5.5 - 9 5.8 
Sally 137 <0.4 - 43 3.5 39 <0.10 - 25 4.4 
Sally's Ch. 4 <0.4 - 13 6.9 4 1.0 - 60 16. 7 
Tilda 48 <0.4 - 20 3.2 15 <0.12 - 25 5.6 
Ursula 15 <0.4 - 4 1.2 15 <0.08 - 70 3.0 
Vera 48 <0.4 - 20 3.0 13 0.2 - 29 4.8 
Wilma 17 <0.4 - 5 1.3 5 0.2 - 19 2.9 
Yvonne+ 14 <0.4 - 11 1.5 5 <0.13 - 5 1.1 



REDUCTION OF RADlOISOTOPES BY REMOVAL 
OF SURFACE* SOIL 

CS-137 

PERCENTAGE 
ISLAND % OF ISLAND CS-137 pCi/g CHANGE 

CLEANED PRE- POST IN CONC. 

IRENE 3 10 6 -40 
JANET 13 31 16 -48 
PEARL 44 15 7 

. 
-53 

SALLY 4.5 7 3.5 -50 

*TOP 15 cm . 

..,. I J 



ISLAND 

IRENE 
JANET 
PEARL 
SALLY 

*TOP 15 cm. 

REDUCTION OF RADIOISOTOPES BY 
REMOVAL OF SURFACE* SOIL 

SR-90 

% OF ISLAND SR-90 pCi/g 
CLEANED PRE- POST 

3 47 31 
13 69 32 
44 28 11 
4.5 12 4 

PERCENTAGE 
CHANGE 
IN CONC. 

-33 
-54 

. -61 
-67 

I 

• 

_! 



ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT COSTS (000) 

DNA-MILCON 
DNA-BASE CAMP EXPANSION 
DNA-OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 
SERVICES-AIR FORCE 

-ARMY 
-NAVY 

DOE-RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT* 
DOI-REHABILITATION 

$18,177.4 
1,362.8 

19,692.0 
3,877.1 

33, 797.5 
7,863.8 
3,371.0 

14, 100.0 

$102,241.6 

*AN ADDITIONAL $1.5 MILION DOE COST WAS REIMBURSED FROM DNA-MILCON FUNDS. 



SOME COST RATIO APPROXIMATIONS 

TOTAL COST OF CLEANUP AND REHABILITATION: $102,240,000. 

COST PER: UNITS COST 

HECTARE* 33 $3, 100,000 
ACRE* 81 1,262,000 
CUBIC METER SOIL 79,500 1,285 
CURIE 14.7 6,955,000 
FATALITY 2· 51,120,000 
LIFE SAVED 0.025 4,089,664,000 

*INCLUDES ONLY THAT AREA FROM WHICH SOIL WAS REMOVED. 

- ---- ------- -----



CLEANUP YARDSTICKS 

SOIL MOVED TO CACTUS CRATER, yd3 

TRU IN MOVED SOIL, CURIES 

DEBRIS - UNCONTAMINATED - TO LAGOON, yd3 

- UNCONTAMINATED - TO SALVAGE, yd3 

- CONCRETE RUBBLE - SHORE PROTECTION, yd3 

- CONTAMINATED - TO CACTUS CRATER, yd 3 

SOIL SAMPLES ARCHIVED 

AIR SAMPLED, m3 

AIR FILTERS ANALYZED 

GAMMA SPECTROMETRY - IN LAB 

- IN-SITU 
COCONUT TREES PLANTED 

DOCUMENTATION GENERATED, LINEAR FT 

104,097 

14.7 

122,810 

54,500 

76,340 

5,883 

11,455 

866,227 

5,204 

11,553 

6,000+ 

30,333 

200+ 



FATALITIES DURING ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP 

MILITARY 

19 AUG 77* 

17 NOV 77 

14 AUG 78* 

29 DEC 78 

29 DEC 78 

06 JAN 80 

USN WELDER, EXPLOSION WHILE WELDING ON LANDING CRAFT. 

USA PVT, CARDIAC ARREST WHILE PLAYING BASKETBALL. 

USA NCO, CARDIAC ARREST WHILE PINNED BETWEEN D8 DOZER 

AND DUMP TRUCK. 

USAF CPT, LOST WHILE SAILBOATING FOR RECREATION. 

USA PFC, LOST WHILE SAILBOATING FOR RECREATION. 

USA SPEC 4, ASPIRATION OF THE LUNGS ON HIS OWN VOMITUS, 

THEN SUFFOCATION. 

*SATISFIES NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION IN DATA TABLES FOR REPORTING ACCIDENT STATISTICS 

DOE & CONTRACTORS 

JlJl-79 EiC FIELD SUPERVISOR, DEPARTED ATOLL FOLLOWING INCIDENCE OF 

CHEST PAINS, AND CHECKED INTO HOSPITAL IN HONOLULU, DIED 

SEVERAL DAYS LATER OF HEART PROBLEMS. 

79 H&N BARBER, DIED IN HIS SLEEP OF NATURAL CAUSES. (?) 

-·-·-· 



TOP CAUSES OF DEATH IN U.S. POPULATION, 1976 

CAUSE 

ALL CAUSES 
HEART DISEASE 
CANCER 
STROKE 
ACCIDENTS 

DEATH 
RATE* 

888 
336 
171 

91 
48 

*DEATHS PER 100,000 POPULATION (FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1977) 

EXPECTED DEATHS IN 
30 YR IN POPULATION OF 500 

133 
50 
26 
14 
7 



-------
INDUSTRY 

GROUP 

ALL INDUSTRIES 

TRADE 

MANUF. & SERVICE 

GOVERNMENT 

TRANSP. & UTILITIES -
AGRICULTURE 

CONSTRUCTION 

MINING 

ENEWETAK CLEANUP 

a IN 1976 

b PER 100,000 WORKERS IN EACH GROUP. 

WORK ACCIDENTS 

WORKERS 
(OOO) a 

87,800 

20,300 

39,800 

14,900 

4,800 

3,500 

3,700 

800 

1 

c TOTAL OF 8033 INDIVIDUALS INVOLVED IN 3 YEAR PROJECT WITH NO MORE 
THAN 1000 INVOLVED AT ONE TIME. 

BASIC DATA FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1977 AND 1982. 

DEATH RATESb 
-bEATHS 3 1976 1981 

12,500 14 12 

1,300 16 5 

3,500 19 7 

1,700 11 10 

1,500 31 31 

1,900 54 54 
. 

2,100 57 40 

500 63 55 

0.7 70 



AT-WORK ACCIDENTAL DEATHS, 1980 

AT WORK 
DEATHS RATEa 

TOTAL U.S. 13,000 5.7 
HIGHEST STATE - WYOMING 63 13.3 

- NEVADA 39 4.9 
LOWEST STATE - NEW YORK 174 1.0 

DOE & CONTRACTORS b 5.6 . 
NTS AVERAGE 1965-81 1.35 27.0c 

a.DEATHS PER 100,000 WORKER YEARS. (FROM ACCIDENT FACTS, 1981) 

b.1978-82 AVERAGE (FROM INJURY AND PROPERTY DAMAGE 
SUMMARY, JAN-JUN 1983, USDOE) 

c.BASED ON NTS AVERAGE MONTHLY WORK FORCE. 



SUMMARY OF AT-WORK FATALITY RATES 

ACTIVITY FATALITY RATE* RISK 

ALL INDUSTRIES (1976) 14 1.4 x 10-4 

CONSTRUCTION (1976) 57 5.7 x 10-4 

ALL AT WORK, STATE OF NEV. (1980) 4.9 4.9 x 10-5 

DOE & CONTRACTORS (1978-82 AVG.) 5.6 5.6 x 10-5 

NTS (1965-81 AVG.) 27 2. 7 x 10-4 

ENEWETAK CLEANUP 70 7.0 x 10-4 

*DEATHS PER 100,000 WORKER YEARS 



INFORMATION THAT HAS BEEN OBTAINED 

IF PEOPLE WILL LIVE ON ENEWETAK, JAPTAN, AND MEDREN; 
IF THEY WILL EAT FOOD FROM THEIR ATOLL ALONG WITH FOOD FROM OUTSIDE; 
IF THEY DO GATHER COCONUTS FROM BILLAE TO MIJIKADREK; 

THE LARGEST AMOUNT OF RADIATION ONE PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE DURING 1 YEAR. 

AVERAGE AMOUNT OF RADIATION A PERSON MIGHT RECEIVE DURING 30 YEARS. 

THE INCREASE OF CANCERS THAT MIGHT OCCUR WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS. 

(WHOLE BODY) 

(BONE MARROW) 

THE POSSIBLE INCREASE OF CHILDREN BORN WITH HEAL TH DEFECTS WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS. 

THIS MEANS THAT IF THERE WOULD BE 10,000 PEOPLE DIE WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS FROM ANY CANCER 
OTHER THAN THAT CAUSED BY RADIAITON LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 
10 WHO DIE FROM CANCER THAT IS CAUSED BY RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS 

THIS MEANS THAT IF THERE WERE 10,000 CHILDREN BORN WITH HEAL TH DEFECTS OCCURING FROM ANY 
CAUSE OTHER THAN RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS, WITHIN THE NEXT 30 YEARS, THERE MIGHT 
BE AN ADDITIONAL4 CHILDREN BORN WITH DEFECTS CAUSED BY RADIATION LEFT FROM ATOMIC BOMBS. 

28 millirem 

200 millirem 

250 millirem 

0.10% 

0.04% 



ESTIMATES OF TAU DOSE TO RETURNING 
ENEWETAK PEOPLE 

30 YEAR! IO YEARI AVERAGE* 

1,• ...,.... 11,W MNM 13.0 ""•d/yr. 

314 ,..,.... 1,• ,..,.... 1.0 mracl/yr. 

#Mfl'PMl•ll llLAIJll t 9' OP T-. tllPORTI ) 10 mrem 113 MNlll 0.2 mrlld/yr. 

•aYlftW A'MVUMt HNI •hi ( ftM ) Wllfl8 • ftM TOTAL AND ALPHA 
aWAllff ,,..._ ., H. 

1lftt t!UNf,.Mtfll'IWM 'I l IM*.~ ~1f 0, tUf M. MW 9'MtN• IMTW. JO YEARS. 



RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER IN THE 
ENEWETAK POPULATION 

ENEWETAK PEOPLE WERE TOLD IF THERE WERE 10,000 DEATHS FROM 
CANCER NOT RELATED TO RADIATION, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 10 
PEOPLE DIE OF CANCER DURING THE NEXT 20 YEARS AS A RESULT OF THE 
RADIATION REMAINING ON THE ISLANDS, ASSUMING LIVING AND EATING 
PATTERNS IN CONFORMANCE WITH CASE 3 CLEANUP. 

ASSUME THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 

- DURING THE NEXT 30 YEARS, AN AVERAGE OF 500 PEOPLE RESIDE ON 
ATOLL, WITH THE HELP OF IMPORTED FOOD. (15,000 PERSON-YEARS) 

-CAUSES OF DEATH ARE THE SAME AS FOR THE U.S. POPULATION IN 
1976 (FOR LACK OF BETTER DATA). 

THEN, THERE MIGHT BE AN ADDITIONAL 0.026 DEATH FROM CANCER 
CAUSED BY THE RADIATION. 

(NOTE: DOSE ESTIMATES INCLUDED INTAKE OF CESIUM AND STRONTIUM WHICH WERE EXCLUDED FROM 

CONSIDERATION IN THE CLEANUP CRITERIA.) 



RISK OF RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER 
DEATH ~AT ENEWETAK 

NUMBER RESIDENTS, AVERAGE/YEAR, 30 YEARS 500 

ADDITIONAL RADIATION-INDUCED CANCER DEATHS, 30 YEARS 0.026 

ADDITIONAL CANCER DEATHS PER YEAR, PER 500 RESIDENTS 0.0009 

RATE PER 1,000,000 1.7 

APPROXIMATE RISK TO FUTURE RESIDENTS 1.7 x 10-s 

APPROXIMATE RISK TO CLEANUP WORKERS 7.0 x 10-
4 

--····----



THE GAME ISN'T OVER 'TIL THE LAST OUT 

THE ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT OFFICIALLY ENDED 
APRIL 15, 1980. ACTIVITIES SINCE THEN INCLUDE: 

REPORT TO ENEWETAK PEOPLE, DOE 25 PGS 
- - --- - - - --~--

1 SLAN D CERTIFICATION BY DOE, 92 PGS 
-- -- - - -- - -- -- -

DOSE ASSESSMENT, LLNL 92 PGS 
PROJECT REPORT, DNA 700 PGS 
PROJECT REPORT, DOE 712 PGS 
SOIL SAMPLES IN ARCHIVE AT NTS UNTIL 
MONITORING OF CACTUS DOME UNTIL 
BEGIN RADIONUCLIDE MONITORING OF COCONUTS 
MONITOR COCONUTS UNTIL 
SAVE DATA BASE TAPES UNTIL 

1979 
1980 
1980 
1981 
1982 

? 
? 

1986 
? 
? 
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Full Text 

EPA BACKGROUND PAPER OUTLINING RISK ASSESSMENT RATIONALE, 
REGULA TORY PLAN FOR CONTROLLING BENZENE UNDER CLEAN AIR ACT 

(Dated December 15, 1113) · 

Natlaul Emlalee S&uda.- few Bua,._ Air Poll•lallts 
(NDHAPS) 

PUil POSE 
Tbe U.S. Environmental Protect.ion Aaeney (EPA) ID&endl 

to •tabisb emiuion standard.I for cel'Uin industrial touree1 
of benzene. This paper •ill cliJcuss (1) the statutory basil for 
this action. (2) backsround infonnatioa oa benzene, (J) 
EPA'• 1tandard-1ettin1 proceu, and (4) a summary of tlae 
bal standard, tbe proposed standard and those tile a1enc, 
propoees to witbdraw. 

· INTllODVCl'ION 

Sect.Ion 112 of the Clean Alr Act of llTO requlrel EPA to 
Identify and list pollutants wbicb cause or eootribute air 
pollution wbicb "may rUlonably be anticipated to result ID 
an increue in mol'Ulity or an increase in 1erious irreven
ible, or incapacitatin1 reversible, Illness," and to iaue Na
tional Emission Standards for Hazardous A.lr Pollutants 
(NESHAPS) for classes of IOUtteS 01 tbese pollutants. EPA 
listed benzene as 1 hazardous air pollutant on June I, 1971. 
On April 11, 1110, EPA proposed a bemene emission stan
dard for maleic anbydride plants. On December ll, 1910, 
EPA proposed 1 benzene emission standard for etbylbemene 
and styrene plants. On December 19, 1110, EPA proposed a 
benzene emission standard for benzene stora1e vessels; and 
oa January ~. 11181, EPA proposed a benzene emission 
1tand.ard for fu&itive emissions from petroleum refineries 
and chemical manufacturin& plam. A lawsuit brou&ht tty 
environmental and industry croups to compel EPA to act on 
bemene standards ii now pendin& lD tile Federal District 
Court in Washincton. 

EPA intends to promutcate 6nal rqulations IOOa oa tbe 
proposed standard for benzene fu&itive IOUfcel ud to pro
pose • standard for a new source cateaory, coke by-product 
recovery plants. The a1ency intends to propose to withdraw 
tbe stand.ards for maleic anhydride plants. etbylbemene and 
styrene plants, and benzene storace vessels, based oa ltl 
assessment that the risks lo public healtb are small and that 
tbe proposed standard would minimally reduce tbose risu. 
Consequently, EPA bu concluded that tbe three source 
cate1ories do not warTant replatory concern at the federal 
level 

BA~GROUND ON BENZENE 

Benzene is a major Industrial chemical, rantinl amon1 
the top 6lteen with tbe U.S. production volume of almost I 
million nwcacrams (or U million tons) in 117t. ID additioa 
to industrially produced benzene, rouchly an equal amount 
ii found in casoline. The vut majority of benzene ii derived 
from petroleum, with a smaller percent.ace produced u a 
by-product of cob ovens. Most benzene ii med to produce 

12-zs.a 

otJler Industrial dlemlcals, wltldl la nm arw med t.o manu
facture a wide ranee of products inchadiftl nylon, plutia, 
IDlecUcicles, and polyurethane foams. S&ationary IOUrce 
catecories of benzene include '"fu&itive" emissions (n0n
staclr. emissions, such u leaks) from petroleum rrineriel 
and chemical manufacturinc plants, tbe casoline marlr.elin& 
l)"ltem. proceu vents at several types of chemical manufac
tarina plants, coke oven by-product plants, and benzene 
storace and handlinc facilities. 

Numerous occupational studies conducted over tM past 50 
J'U" provide evidence of the health hazards resultin1 from 
prolonced inhalation of benzene. Benzene bas been reco&
Dized aiDce ltOO u a tosic substance capable of causinc 
acute and cbronic dectl. Benzene attacks tbe hematopoie
tic (blood-formina> system, especially the bone marrow. and 
its tos.icity ii manifested primarily by alterations in tbe 
level of the formed elements ln the cittulatina blood (red 
cells, •bite cells and platelets). Tile decree of ltVerity of 
these dects ran1es from mild and transient episodes to 
tevere and fatal disorders. Tile mechanism by wbicb ben
tene produces its tosic efectA, althou&h under investi&ation, 
ii still unknown. Tbe adverse dects on the blood fonniq 
tissues have been documented ID studies of workers in a 
variety of industries and occupations includinc the inanufac
turina and processina of rubber~ shoes. rotocravure. paints. 
diemicals, and natural rubber cut &Im. Tbese studies in
clude sin&le case reports, cross-sectional studies and rem> 
spective studies of morbidity and mortality amon1a defined 
cohort of workers industrially uposed lo benzene. 

Occupational uposure levels are much higher lhan ambi· 
ent concentrations of benzene. In addition, EPA believes 
that non~ancer dects of benzene uposure are unlikely to 
occur at ambient concentations. Discussions of these issues 
are included ln documents supportin& EPA'• reculatioa of 
benzene prepared by or for EPA entitled the "Assessment of 
Health Uects of Benzene Germane to Low Lnel Es~ 
111re," tbe "Assessment of Human Esposures to Atmospheric 
Benzene," and the "Carcino1en Assessment Group's Report 
on Population Risk to Ambient Benzene Esposures." 

Bemene uposure Is causally related to a number of blood 
disorders, includinc acute myelo&enous leukemia (a cancer 
of the blood-fonnin& system in adults.) Benzene does not 
appear to cause another form of leukemia. acute lymphoey· 
tic leukemia which occurs almost totally In children. Anate 
myeloaenous leukemia, which ii caused by benzene. almost 
never occurs in children. 

Althouah the health studies of benzene involve industrial 
e:sposure lo benzene at bi&her levels than t.how found in the 
ambient air, in the absence of sound scientific evidence lo 
the contrary, prudent public 9-ealth policy requires that 
carcinocens be considered for reculatory purposes to pose 
10me 6nite risk of cancer at any exposure level above zero. 
Because of its widespread use, benteM emissions in tile 
ambient air from some sources result in 1i1n16cant buma.n 
esposure. Therefore, ln June lt77, the Administrator of 

' J 
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SPA eanelwilld &Mt ....... utidld Ute lldliltion ti a 
.,..urdoul alr pollut.ant ·• mder SecUoa 111 of Ute Clull Air 
Art 

mnAND~ .. ocns 
,. 

c.m.oans ud SftUaa 111 t 

~ a 1Ublt.alll"t ._, '9en lilted as a uurdoas air 
pollutant. Section 112 of &be Clean Air Act nqul1'9 EPA to 
publish standards wbicb provi~ an "ample marsin of ufe
., •• to protect &M public t.ealth. How.ver, •It.her I.be Ian
pace nor the le&islativt history of Section 112 revuls any 
tpttific Concreaionat intent u to llow to apply t.be ,.rue, 
"'ample marcin of ufety" to protect tlae public llalth from 
pollul.Ants like benzene. 

In eorM cases. 1Cientific e'¥icleMe lndic1tes that a at•en 
dtemical ii hazardous it bi&h levels of nposure but w DO 
etrect belo .. a certain level For moat carciqenic daeml· 
cals such u benune. bowever. 1Cientists are tanable to 
identify such a threshold below which no etreC'tl take place; 
moreover. to tM extent scientists underst.and the process ~ 
earcinocenesis. there Is tome reason to believe tbresholds 
may not exist For sueh substances. EPA and other Feder1l 
acencies bave t.aken the position that any level of Hposure 
ma)· pow some risks of adverte elects witb the rilkJ 
mcreasin& as the uposure increases. 

Since any &iven environmental cardftOlen Is Nspoasible 
for 1t most a small fraction of a community·s overall cancer 
incidence. with current statistical techniques it is virtually 
impossible to directly link actual buman cancers with 1ctual 
ambient air exposure to chemicals such u benzene. Came
quently, EPA relies on mathematic1l modelin& techniques 
to estimate these human bealth risks. These techniques -
"quantitative risk assessment" - are med to auess tbe rilk 
of adverw health effects from esposure to benzene in the 
ambient environment by mathematically extr1polatin1 
those etrec:1.1 found at tbe bi&her occupational e:rposure 
levels down to lower concentration levels that more nearly 
reflect the exposure of people from the ambient air around 
industrial sources of benzene. 

"Quantitative risk assessment" (described below) couples 
the mathematical dose--response models with estimates of 
population exposures to describe the masnitude of the riak 
posed by sources of c1rcino1ens sucb u benzene. It ii an 
attempt to synthesize and apply 1vailable scientific knowl· 
ec:l&e about carcinocens to predict the effects of environmen
tal exposures. At best, quantitative risk 1ssessment 1ives us 
an estimate of bow severe tbe health problem could be. 
What to do about the risks·what controls, lf 1ny, to require 
- constitutes "risk manacement." Risk assessment, then, 
provides information that is import.ant, but it alone is imuf· 
ficient to make risk m1n11ement decisions. That ii. in 
addition to information on bealth risks, any risk manace
ment policy also requires information on c:ontrol technol-
oeies, their effectiveness and costs.' . . . 

lllsk Anenmnt 

EPA's approach to risk 1uessment for suspected carcino
pns may be divided into 1everal steps. Tae irst is a 

•For a disnlssion of the import.ant dlstinctioll bftween rillL u
~t and risk mana1ernent and their rote ID 1ovemrnent dec:l-
1ion-ma k1n1. IH ''Science. Risk. and Public Policy" by Wilham D. 
Rurkelshus. presf'nttd at the National Academy of Scienl'es. Jue 
U. 1913. reprinttd 111 Science, September I. lits. 
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'IUlll.Ativt naluation of the nidence LO clirtttmine •Milter 
1 eubslance should be considered a ltuman carc:inocen for 
reaulatory purpoMS. As desc:ribed earher, t.1111 was done in 
'9le cate of benaene llefore tbe ct.mical was lilted as a 
.. urdous air pollutant 6n 1177. Tbe neat st.ace ls quant.d.a· 
Uve: IM>w tarce is tbe rilk o1 cancer at various levels of 
11po1ure" The result of \bis esamination is a dose·response 
fnctiOn wbicb &ives tM lifetime rill ~r unit of exposure 
(or '"pOlency.; TM ••l l&l&e ii to etimate ~ many 
,eople are e:spolec:I to tbe aubl\.ance, and at what levels. 
..,.._ espo1ure estimates UteD Ire combined with &be clole
raponae function to obt.ain ealimates of the risk caused by 
emiuions of tbe pollutut. la tbi5 cue benzene, iDto tbe 
eviromnent. 

All at.aces of IM procesa are subject to ~rtainties 
t.eca~ of caps in 1Cientific: knowled&e and cl&~ hmn.ations. 
OM step t.bat bas 1reat 11ncertainty is estimuin& lhe clole
nsponse function The fundamental problem is in extrapo
latin& from data on the relatively bi&h doses in the epidem1· 
ol0&ic1l or animal toxicolo&ical studies to \be far lower 
e1posure levels fCMlnd in the environment. In the case of 
llenune. the data lhowin& increased risk are based on 
workers esposed to many parts per million. but most envi· 
ronmental esposures for the 1eneral public: are no bi&her 
than several parts per billion. ln other words. it is necessary 
ao extrapolate to doses 1 tbousand or more times lower Ulan 
those at which increased cancer rites bave been ~rved 

Scientists uve proposed many dilerent mathematical 
models for low-dose estrapolation. EPA 1enerall)' relies on 
tM linear. a.threshold model. which assumes I.bat risk is 
proportional to dose. 'nus model is chc.n because it bas 
10me biolo1ical justi6c1tion. With this model. decrusln& 
tbe dose by 1 factor of 1000 also reduces t.be risk by a fartor 
of 1000. Most of the GI.her models predict mucb smaller risks 
at low doses. The linear model 1enerally yields • hL&her 
estimate of potency than other models and most scientists 
accept it as &ivinc a plausible upper·limit estimate for a 
chemical's potency at low levels of e:sposure. In other 
words. the potency of 1 substance is unlikely to be h1&her 
than estimated usin& the linear model. ind could ~ substan
tially lower. Use of the linear model reftects EPA's decision 
to err on the side of caution in the face of unc-eru1ntaes The 
lnal result is 1 "unit·risk factor," which &ives the estar.J1ted 
upper·limit lifetime risk ~r unit of exposure. . 

Esposure levels for uch sp«ific source categories are 
derived usin& emissions estimates. dispersion modehn&. and 
population data. For any siven level of emissions. dispersion 
models predict conc-entrations it different distances from 
the emission source. By combining those estimated concen· 
lr'ations with census data on population ~nsities. lhe num· 
ber of people exposed at different levels can be estimated. 
Several factors su&&est that actual exposure levels •ill be 
lower t.ban those estimated. In estimating exposure. \be 
most npolf'd individuals are hypothetically subjected.'°· the 
maximum annual 1ver1&e concentration of \be emw1ons 
for Z4 hours every day for 70 years (rou&hly • lifetime) ~ 
does not take into account indoor vs. outdoor 11r. for an
atanc-e. or the fact that most people in their daily rouunes 
move in and out of the specific areas where the emw1ons 
conc-entrations are the bi&hest. 

The final risk estimates are the product of the exposure 
levels 1nd the estimated unil·risk factor. Two summary 
measures ire of particular interest: "maximum individual 
risk" and "total population impact." The former refers ~o 
the estimated increa~ lifetime risk from a source that lS 
faced by an individual who spends his or her entire life at 



u.e point where predicted coecntnU- of IM poll•tut 
are kiehest. Mnimum IBdMdual rtA II apr 11 ad • a 
probabilitr; a risk of ... In ten thousand, for eumple, 
mtans tbat a penon 1pendin& a lifetime at tlae point of 
muimum esposure face an •Umated mcreu.ed r1* of 
cancer of ane In 10,000. (For eomparilon, U. 1nrap 
lifetime risk of c:ontractlfta cancer In tM United Stat.I ii 
currently about 2.S in ten, IO eliminltin& a rilk of one tn ta 
tlllousand reduce llae overall lifetime rillt of eontractiftl 
ancft by lea llaan 0.1 percent.) Eatimat• of mazimum 
Individual riat. must be tnterpr.ted cautioully, t.owewer, 
since few people reside at the points of mastmum C!OM'llt
tratiom and even fewer apend llaeir wbole lives at IUCb 
locatiom. 

The let'Oftd measure. '"total population Impact," tak• 
account of Pffple exposed at all concentrations. low as well 
as b.i&h. It is expressed in terms of aMual number of cancer 
cases. and provides a measure of the overall Impact on 
public health. A total population Impact of O.OS per year. for 
Hample. means that the modelin& predicts Ulat emi.aiom of 
the speocifk pollutant from the tource cateaory •ill cause 
one case of cancer every 20 years. Such fipres lbou.ld not be 
•iew~ as precise, however, nor even 11 best •limates of 
the likely eleoets. They. tocether with the estimtes of masl
mum individual risk, are intended to clve an indication of a 
plausible upper-limit situation. In the ume win, a plausible 
lowerbound estimate of llae risk would be IUO. 

The two estimates taken toaether provide a bftter • 
1eription of tJae mapitude and distribution of risk in a 
community than either number taken alone. ..Maximum 
individual risk" tells 111 the wont risk, but not M>w many 
people bear that risk. ''Tout population impact" describes 
the overall health impact on to the entire e:sposed popula· 
lion. but not bow mucb risk the most upoMd persons bear. 
Two chemicals or reculations could bave similar population 
impacts, but very different muimum iad.ividual risks. or 
•ice versa. Consequently, any aensible "risk mana1ement" 
system cannot rely oa eillaer measure alone; both are 
important. 

Risk Muaaemnt 

Given the linear no-threshold assumption re1atdin1 risks 
from pollutants sucb u benzene, the only absolutely risk· 
free approach to settin& a standard would be to reduce 
uposures to zero. It does not appear Ulat Concreu intended 
Section 112 standards to cause widespread distribution of 
the national economy Moreover, •bile Section 112 requires 
standards to proteoct the public health, this does not mean 
that EPA must eliminate all risks. For carcinocens (asbes
tos and vinyl chloride) EPA has reduced human health rilu 
by settin& Section 112 standards that rellect identified emis
sion control techniques. Thus, EPA bu sou&ht to etablilh 
an approach to risk manaaement that" allows for an app~ 
priate control of emissions of bazardom alr pollutants wiU.
out an automatic closin& of all sources of the pollutant. 

This risk manacement approach tbat EPA bas adopted for 
Section 112 pollutants ls u folknn: 

l) Tbe acency should evaluate all source cate&ories of llae 
pollutant to determine wbicb catecories cause lipificant 
public health risks. 

2) The source cateaories that are Jud&~ to cause sisnifi· 
cant risk are then evaluat~ EPA uamines the various 
options available to reduce emissions from tbese tources. 
mcludin& controls limilar to those imposed under Section 
111 of the Clean Air Act (New Source Performance Stand· 
ards) and closina the plant. Options are uamined in terms 

ENV1RONMENT REPOATER 

of c.trol ddency. cectanical feulbilltJ, and tGSta and~ 
nductiom .. risk &Mt ..., aelaieft. 

IUMMARY OF EPA'S INTENTIONS TO REGULATE 
KNZENE 

EPA lilted beaaene U a lmardoa l1r pollutant in 11'77. 
la 1110 and 1911, EPA propoud emillinn standards for four 
IOUrce catecori• (malelc anllyclride plants, ethylbeuene 
and styrene plants, benzene l&orap "91ell and fucitive 
emiaiom from petroleum refineries and cbemical manufac· 
tartnc plants) and becan wort on a lftll ltanclard for colle 
by-product recovery plants llaat will be propoeed. 

I. lnt"t Co promwoote Jnal f>fmrM •tondord-/o" 
/ugitiw bnzene "1Usiofta /Tom ~trolnm Tejnmrs 
and claemical monllfoctunno plonu: 

EPA estimates that the control of some 221 IOUttes wlll 
reduce benzene fucilive emissions froqi esislin& petroleum 
mneriel and chemical manufacturin& plants from about 1 
7100 me1a1rams per 1ur to about 2$00 mecacrams per , \. , 
,ur. Al a result of &bis emission reduction, tbe standard • ~ 
would reduce the estimated muimum lifetime risk for the V,~ 
most uposed individual from H cha~ in 10,000 to U an rJ 
10.000. and would reduce the estimated aMual incide.;c:;or ,..'f 

"Cinmfrom new and esistin& plants from an elimated US ,,,.,_LC~ 
to 0.14. or an approsimate 70 percent reduction. Benefits to ·.r 
alr and water quality will result from llae new standard 
because the controls utilized in implemenlin& the ltanclard 
will also reduce emissions of other potentially tosic llyd~ 
carbons and because leak control techniques would reduce 
the amount of benzene and other orcanic compounds enter-
in& wutewater systems. 

The 1tandard will limit benzene emissions ffOnl new and 
esistin& fu&itive emissions tources containin& 10 or more 
percent by weicht benzene in the petroleum refutin& and 
chemical manufacturinc industries. Tbe standard allows no 
deteoetable emissions due to leaks from ufety /relief valves 
and product acnmulator v~ls: requires a leak detection 
and repair procram for pipeline valves and Histin& pumps 
and compressors; and requires certain equipment for •• 
pumps. new compresson, samplin& connections. and open
ended valves. 

Public hurinp were lteld on the proposed standard for 
fucitive sources and the comments receiv~ are bein& con
sidered in the 6nal rule. 

0. lnt"'t CO Pf'Opose ~eftt t>minioft llofldord /OT' 
colct bif-Pf'oduct reCOVf'T'll plants: 

The proposed standard would reduce benzene emissions 
from aeveral emission sources at new and uislin& coke by· 
product recovery plants throuch a combination of emission, 
equipment, work practice, and operational requirements. 
Tbe n esistin& coke by-product plants att0unt for an 
•timated 21.000 mecacrams of benzene emissions yearly. 
or some H percent of all benzene emissions from stationary 
aourt"eS. EPA's proposal calls for 1 reduction of some 2UOO ,,. 
mecacrams. or an II percent reduction in emissions n. ,, ~ I 'I 
proposed controls would reduce the muimum individual"") 
risk from 13 chances in 10,000 to U in 10,000, The number ~ 
or cancer incidences would mnie from 2.60 per ,ear to~ §t "" 
0.2S per ,ear. 

In addition to the reduction of benzene emissions. the 
a1ency projects that nationwide emissions of nonbenzene 
orcanic pollutants, which include volatile oraanic com· 
pounds, naphthalene. polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons. 
and li&hter orcanic compounds. would also be reduced from 
their current estimated level of 165,000 meca1rams per 
year to about U.000 me&acrams per year. a 75 percent 
reduction. 
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m. '"'"'' co Pfopo1• Witladra100I o/ Propoud Sto11-
4arcb /tlf 'naru SouTtt Cat•QOwW• (fflGI"'° atlla(ldrid~ "°"''· 1'111.,tbnlru e..ct llV'ft~ pla11&1. alld Mlu.rv 

-""°~ wueb): EPA·, detilion te wltMraw tM propolld llandank for 
&llele IOUl'W cateaoriel ii baled on tbe eondpion &Mt 
reculalor, edjon II llOt warranted at &M uliooal ltftl 
•au. Uw Mlllb rilb from beueat from tbele catqoriel 
• the alllenct of federal replatiom appear 1m1U ucl &My 
would not be appreciably reduced by t.M propoeed repla
lion. For compariaala. tbe rilU from tMle IOU1"Cll to die 
most Hposed individuals and the populalioa u a wllole are 
•timaled to be 10 to 100 times lower \Mn for tbe two 
'6zene IOUn."e ate&ories Wbicb Ille qeDC7 iatenda to 
reculate. 
. Since u.e 11ency proposed atandards for tlleM 10Utte 
cate1ories in 1180, the potential number of IOUtteS dected 
by tM maleir anhydride standard, and tbe emiaion •ti· 
mates for all l.bree source cate&ories. Mve declined lipifi· 

eantlJ. ~ mnps Mwe occ lll'Ted u 1 nault of cJoa11r9 
,,__ ehftift, improved •tinates, Ind \be volunt.aey 
application of eentroll from bot.b rqulatory and economic 
,.....,... Many of lM IOlllftl I.bat would bave been dlded 
ty I.be standards EPA proposes to witJldraw would DOW be 
considered to be in compliance wilb tbe standard beQ~ of 
..._ danaes. Tllllle •naes Mve raulted in reductions in t'\ 
die 111.imated befcn-eoatrol individual and population ' \ 
... llb rills auociated wt~ Ilda IOUl'ce ate1ory. For u- .~ 
ample, for ~ ltorap laeilit.ies, Ille estimated lifetime ~ 
risk to CM most ••poled individual m declined over tafold,J i 
te U in 100.000 Espedld cancer incidence from benzene ~ 
esposure for air Olree IOUrce cate&ories • only one cue ~ 
every IS ,.an. Moreover, were EPA co iaue tM proposed 
ltandards for these cateaories. it would eliminate" only one 
cancer cue every SO ,ean. 

EPA eslimated that iauance of the atandard for the lbree 
IOUrtt ateaoriel would affect oaly U percent of \be tot.al 
llenzene emiaioaa from atat.ionary IOUl'Cel. 

PN"' or r1vt D.'ICE ~ns 

p:'IM TO M!Cau'! uctD llaJICll UJ 

Tot&l 
.. ,,,... •t •11•1- aut'-wiy RM~Ulet._ CDat ..._ '''&ti.no .,. .. ~--~\') "11.:ca 11'11Hv~! IU• ~er..rc.... ... il1 ""'9) 

Cat~ r~iUtle• le!ON I After llllllPl- k!OR I After .. ~ct I After/l)itfff'efft C.-.i~l/k-1 

.......,. 
"'9iti"9 m 1.too 1.soo In HllO.OUO •• S/10.000 l.U l.H o.n "·' o.c 

Colo.ct 

~ SS Jt.000 J,500 SJ\ u110.oco J.!/10,000 2.t:I l.2J 2.:n 30.t (!. ,, 

1!!T'Ulf TO Pie~ vmt~!-N. or ~:i> lrNU.."ft 

Ml Ille 
~ride J MO uo 2' ~ ... S.1"'Wioll l.o:t 1.011 I.OU '·· 2.• 
ltltf~ 

llyntll u all • '·" H0,4ailllOI\ t.t1allU011 1.005'7 l.00051 l.OOSl 2.1 '·"' 
~ 
~ .. ,. us ao coo l\ 1.11100.000 . J.J/100,0UO 1.on o.m o.cns '·' l.J 

.. 
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orde1s will incorporate administrative requlremenu (i.e .. 
record-keeping, monitoring) similar to those mandated by 
other environment.al programs. 

When an administrative order or consent decree Is con
templated at a site where a removal action ls indicated, tbe 
public participation process may be compressed or modified 
to allow timely response action by the responsible party or 
the government. 

This policy is elective immediately and the NCP will be 
\ amended lo reftect this policy. 

If you have any questions on this policy or lU implementa
tion, contact Douglas Cohen (FTS-475·81I2) or Bruce CJem· 
ens (FTS-382-2201) of OERR, Libby Scopino (FTS-3.82-2270) 
of OWPE, or Terry Grogan (FTS-382·2224) of OSW. 

cc: Assistant Administrators 
Superfund Community Relations Coordinators, Regions t-X 
Office of Public Affairs, Regions l·X 
Regional Counsels 
Superfund Coordinators 

OMB POSITION ON USE OF RISK ASSESSMENT, COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
BENEFIT-COST REVtEW IN SETTING STANDARDS FOR TOXIC AIR POLLUTANTS ' 

(Dated Dec.'r, 1983) 
Mr. Milton Russell 
Assistant Administrator 
for Policy, Planning . 

· the range across plants of compliance cost per cancer 

and Evaluation 
Environmental Protection Agency 
401 M Street, SW 
Wa.;hington, DC 20460 

Dear Milt: 

The Environmental Protection Agency's proposed stand
ards for sources emitting two hazardous air pollutants, 
radionuclides and inorganic arsenic, raise several regula
tory policy issues of great importance. EPA has solicited 
comments on, among other issues, the appropriate role of 
risk assessment, cost-effectiveness analysis, and benefit-cost 
analysis in setti:'lg emission standards. The enclosed paper 
di;.;cusses these issues in some detail. Our main conclusions 
are summarized in this letter. 

EPA's proposed standards for these two pollutants would 
reduce the expected incidence of cancer by an estimated 
4.06 cases pt:r year at an annual total cost of $27.1 million. 
An alternative regulatory strategy would be to apply EPA's 
proposed control requriement.s only to those plants where 
the t-ffectiveness of such controls would be relatively high; 
this alternative would lessen cancer incidence by 3.92 cases. 
ar.nually (96 percent of the expected reduction under EPA's 
proposal) at a cost of $7.4 million per year (27 percent of tbe 
exp~cted cost of EPA's proposal). Going beyond the alterna
tive strategy and extending controls to the remaining plants 
covered by EPA's proposed standards would achieve an 
estimated further reduction in cancer incidence of only 0.13 
expected cases per year at an additional cost of $19.7 
million per year. 

Most of the public health gains from reducing these 
t>missions can be achieved, in other words, by regulating a 
p~iticu!ar subset of the plants covered by EPA's proposed 
ru!es. This is because plants vary substantially in the nature 
of their production processes, the level of control already in 
place, and the population density in their immediate vicini
ty. As a result, the likely effectiveness in terms of public 
health gains of further control of these emissions varies 
acruss plants by several orders of magnitude. 

The environmental policy advantages of greater attention 
to risk reduc~ion in relation to control costs are clearly 
evident in the case of EPA's proposed standards for sources 
emitting inorganic arsenic. The proposed individual source 
controls have not been set with much regard to joint consid· 
ration of public health gain.s and control costs. As a result, 

avoided is extremely wide: $7 million to $1.3 billion. _. 
Greater emphasis on likely reductions in exposure and 

health risks in the standard-setting process would lessen 
such extreme variation and improve the standards. The 
following recommendations to that end are discussed more 
fully in our paper: 

- Risk assessment information is not now used by EPA 
at all stages of its sLancard-setting process; we believe il 
can and should be. · · 

- Not considering risk data in setting .. Best Available 
Technology" standards bas unfortunate consequnces. The 
likely public health gains per dollar of expenditure result
ing fgrom EPA's regulatory decisions appear to vary 
across sources by a factor of more than 2000. The ~::cpect· 
ed reduction in cancer incidence ranges from less than 
0.001 to 2.000 expected cases avoided per million dollars 
of compliance expenditure. At some plants', EPA expects 
compliance with the proposed star.dards to yield public 
health improvements that are exceedingly small. \\'e rec· 
ommend consideration of the alternative regulatory !'trat
egy referred to above which, through greater att2ntion to 
relative effectiveness, could achieve most of the expeded 
public health gains at one-third of the cost or le::.s. 

- EPA's initial step in standard-setting identifies 
source categories posing a "significant" public health risk. 
We question the usefulness of this step as EPA has em
ployed it in the past and see no clear pattern in its 
application (such as a common de minimis cutoff risk 
level). If EPA decides to retain this step, we recommend 
selection of numerical criteria for de minimis risk 
levels. 

- To the extent that risk information is considered in 
setting standards, EPA has asked for comment on how 
individual risk should be measured. In our judgment f 
annual individual risk is a far better measure for these 
purposes than maximum lifetime risk. 

- EPA also has requested comment on how it should 
take into account aggregate population risk as distinct 
from individual risk. We belie••e population risk is the 
better measure of the likely p~blic health gains of regula
tion. Separate consideration of indi\·idual risks is neces
sary only where such risks are unusually high. 

Enclosure 

Sincerely. 

Christopher De!\luth 
Administrator for Information 
and Regulatory Affairs 

Environment Reporter 
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EPA 'SST ANDARD-SE'ITING FOi\ TOXIC POLLVT ANTS 

D'ecember 1983 

A. IDtroductioD · 
i '·. l : .. ·l 

The Clean Air Act requires the Environmental Protection 
Agency to establish national emission standards for hazard
ous air pollutants. Section 112 of the Act requires that EPA 
first '1ist" a pollutant as hazardous, and then set emission 
standards for industrial plants emitting the listed pollutant. 
By the end of 1980, EPA had listed seven pollutants u 
hazardous and set or proposed plant emissions standards for 
five of them. EPA recently proposed standards for plants 
emitting the remaining two pollutants - inorganic arsenic 
and radionuclides.' This paper considers the central policy 
issues raised by EPA's standard-setting approach in these 
proposed rules. 

EPA's preamble lo its proposed rules for inorganic arse
nic and radionuclides outlines the following three-step ap
proach for establishing standards for hazardous air 
pollutants:2 • · 

- Categories of pollution so~ are classified accord
ing lo whether they pose a "significant risk" to public 
health. In making such a determination, EPA considen 
that a source category poses a "significant risk" if there is 
a strong likelihood that it emits a carcinogen and that 
individuals or the general population receive significant 
exposure to the substance emitted by the source category. 

.· · - A source category judged by EPA as posing signifi
cant public health risks is then evaluated to determine the 
current level of control and the level of control constitut
ing Best Available Technology (BAT) for plants or facili
ti~ in the source category. EPA's determination of BAT 
takes into account such factors as the potential for im
proved control, the economic effects of additional control 
requirements on the source category, and the age and 
remaining useful life of the facilities. 

- EPA determines whether the public health risks 
posed by the r~idual emissions of a source category 
would be unreasonable after installation of BAT control. 
In making this determination, EPA considers the likely 
additional reduction in public health risks, the economic 
effects, and other effects of reguiatory alternative that 

·are more stringent than the selected BAT requirements. 

'See FR 15076 and 48 FR 33112. 
'5ee 48 FR 15076 and 48 FR 33112. EPA also has outlined this 

three-tiered standard-settin& process in a draft stall paper describ
ing a process for evaluating and controlling toxic pollutants. U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, Proposed Process for Evalua
tion and Control of Torie Pollutants. External Staff Draft, 
March 23, 1983. 
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· We think there are important shortcomings in this process 
arising in large measure from the way in which EPA 
chooses to use - and not use - risk assessment informa
tion.' The critical step in this process is EPA's BAT ap
proach to standard-setting. This approach explicitly ex· 
eludes consideration of the likely public health effectiveness 
of BAT-level controls for source categories posing "signifi
cant" risks. At other points in its decision process, where 
EPA does consider risk assessment information, it does so in 
a way that imparts a large and Inappropriate conservative 
bias to the ultimate regulatory decision. 

In this paper we begin by considering the regulatory 
policy that results from the standard-setting approach used 
in EPA's proposed rules (Section B). We then discuss EPA's 
use of a BAT-approach and the possible modification of that 

· approach de.scribed in EPA's proposed rule for limiting 
inorganic arsenic emissions from low arsenic feed copper 
smelters (Section C). Finally, we discuss the role of risk 
assessment information at other junctures in EPA's stan
dard-setting process, and the relative weighting given to 
reductions in individual risk as opposed to population risks 
from exposure to these substances (Section D). 

.. 1· 

B. Tbe Effectiveness of EPA 's Regulatory RequiremeJtts 

The objective of the Section 112 hazardous air pollutant 
standards is protection of public health, so it is important to 
assess the effectiveness of EPA's standard-setting decisions 
in terms of the likely public health gains. We have developed 
such information on the public health effectiveness of EPA's 
proposed BAT standards using available data for ~ources 
emitting radionuclides and inorganic arsenic. (See Table I.) 
In the case of EPA's proposed rule for sourcts emitting 
inorganic arsenic, for example, the public health i;ains per 
million dollars expenditure range from 2 expected cancers 
avoided per million dollars of expenditure for the high 
arsenic-feed copper smeltC'r at Tacoma, Washington, lo less 
than 0.001 expected cancer avoided per million dollars of 
expenditure for some of the other copper smelters and glass 
manufacturing plants regulated under the proposed rule. 
The effectiveness of EPA's proposed rules in terms of public 
health gains varies across individual plants by a factor of 
2,000. To place in perspective an effectiveness of 0.001 
expected cancer avoided per million dollan of expenditure, 
it would require an expenditure of one billion dollars to 
avoid a single expected case ~f cancer. 

•Neither the statute nor the legislative history specifically ad
dress the role of risk assessment information in standard-setting or 
spells out the nature of the requi~ments lo be applied under the 
"ample margin or safety" language for pollutants that may present 
health risks at any level of exposure. In the absence of specific 
statutory language, EPA's practice has been to rely on a technol
ogy-based approach in regul;iting these pollutants. 
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In fact, most of the public health gains projected for these 

rules result from the control of emissions at a distinct subset 
of these plants. Regulation of the remaining plants (or sites) 
yields relatively little in additional expected public health 
gains. In the case of the proposed rule for low arsenic·feed 
copper smelters, for example, regulation of the secondary 
emissions from converter operations at three smelters 
(ASARCO-EL Paso, ASARCO-Hayden, and Kennecott
McGill) accounts for 88 percent of the total reduction in 
cancer indcidence under EPA's proposed rule (covering both 
converter and matte and slag operations). Much of the cost 
of EPA's proposed standard (65 percent) is associated with 
the control of smelter operations contributing only 12 per
cent of the expected public health gains. In the case of 
radionuclides as well, 97 percent of the public health gains 
can be achieved at forty percent of the cost by only regulat
ing underground uranium mines. 

As a result, an alternative regulatory strategy that em
phasizes the effectiveness of further control can achieve 
most of the public health gains at substantially lower cost. 
For example, EPA estimates that its proposed standards for 
sources emitting these two hazardous pollutants would 
achieve an expected aggregate reduction in cancer inci
dence of 4.06 cancers per year at an aggregate cost of $27.1 
million per year. An alternative regulatory strategy estab
lishing the proposed BAT level of control only for those 
plants where the effectiveness of further control is relative
ly high could achieve an estimated reduction in cancer 
incidence of 3.92 cancers per year at an aggregate cost of 
$7.4 million per year. In other words, 96 percent of the 
expected health benefits of EPA's proposed rules could be 
achieved under this alternative strategy at only 27 percent 

. .• 

of the expected costs. EPA's proposed standards requiring 
further control for the remaining plants (not regulated 
under this alternative strategy) would achieve an additional 
estimated reduction in cancer incidence of only O.ll caocers 
per year at a cost of $19.7 million per year. 

C. Reliance on BAT Approach for Standard-5etting 

In setting standards for source categories posing a signifi
cant risk, EPA relies on a BAT approach that focuses on the 
application of "feasible" control technologies taking into 
account such factors as the "economic impacts" of meeting 
the required level of control. Although EPA does not provide 
criteria specifying what might constitute unreasonable eco
nomic effects, EPA in its BAT determination typically 
considers a variety of factors, including:" 

-the technical feasibility of the proposed control re
quirements; and 

-the economic effects of the proposed require.ments, 
Ir.eluding the effects on industry profitability, product 
prices, and likely plant closures. 
As a part of its BAT determination, EPA may also 

establish subcategories reflecting a variety of factors in
cluding differences in technology, age of plants, or economic 
characteristics. 

•Jn its proposed rule for source categories emitting inorganic 
arsenic. for example, EPA cites each or these factors in it.s decision 
not to regulate individual source categories. 48 FR 33ll2. 
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The various environmental statutes envision BAT deter
mination as a fairly straightforward "engineering problem" 
of identifying readily available control technologies that 
every well-operated plant should have in place. In fact, it 
has become a much more complicated standard-letting 
process of identifying "feasible" control technologies, evalu
ating their effectiveness, and assessing the character of the 
burdens tbeir required use places on society 7 that is, 
economic elects such u likely plant closures and price 
increases, energy consumption, or other adverse environ
mental effects. 

As part of this process, for example, EPA Identities 
source categories and subcategories as a way of differenti
ating the stringency of BAT control requirements across 
plants and obtaining more reasonable regulatory standards. 
Certainly, it would not be feasible {or sensible) to establish a 
single standard for, say, both copper smelters and glass 
manufacturing plants. As a result, EPA establishes stan
dards for specific industry source categories and often uses 
a further subcategorization within specific industries as a 
way of tailoring its standards. In its proposed rule limiting 
inorganic arsenic emissions from various industrial sources, 
for example, EPA proposed a regulatory strategy involving 
a further categorization (and subcategorizaUon) within spe
cific industrial categories based on the "potential" of these 
facilities to emit inorganic arsenic. Thus, EPA proposed to 
establish separate categories for "high" and "low" anenic
feed copper smelters. In addition, EPA discusses and re
quests comments on two alternative approaches that would 
establish subcategories based on population exposure or 
public health risk. 

We think EPA should instead establish a more explicit 
approach that considers the effectiveness of alternative 
control requirements in terms of the likel11 public health 
gains in light of the costs of achieving further control. 
To Hlustrate this point, we first discuss EPA's BAT ap
proach in setting proposed standards for sources emitting 
inorganic arsenic, and then consider the alternative· ap
proaches discussed by EPA for subcategorization using in
form a ti on on population exposure or public health risk.. 

1. EPA's BAT Determination in the Proposed Rule 
In making its BAT determination, EPA uses the categori

zation {and subcategorization) of ,5.?urces to di.tferentiate the 

stringency of BAT-lev.-1 control rt!quirements across plants. 
In the case of copper smelters, for example, EPA proposes 
to establish two distinct source categories-"high feed a~ 
Ilic" and "low feed arsenic" copper smelters-and proceeds 
with a separate determination of BAT-level control require
ments for each of th~e source categories. 

EPA is also proposing to establish what are in effect 
subcategories of plants within the low arsenic feed copper 
smeller and glass manufacturing source categories in order 
to differentiate the stringency of BAT-level controls within 
these source categories. In the case of control requirements 
for secondary emissions from converter operations, for ex
ample, EPA concluded that BAT required further control at 
the six copper smelters with a feed material arsenic content 
greater than 6.!I kilograms per hour. For the remaining 
eight smelters, EPA concluded that BAT does not require 
the control of these secondary emissions.• Similarly, in 
setting BAT standards for secondary emissions from the 
matte and slag operations of these copper smelters and the 
furnace emissions from glass manufacturing plants, EPA 
concluded that the control cost for plants with a relatively 
low potential to emit was unreasonable in light of the small 
emission reduction achieved. As a result, EPA concluded 
that BAT required the control of secondary emissions from 
matte and slag operations at only four of the fourteen low 
arsenic feed copper smelters and the control of arsenic 
emissions from fourteen of nineteen glass furnances. 

In discussing these proposed regulatory cutotfs, EPA not
ed that its analysis did not provide a clear cutoff-a .. knee" 
in the cost curve-at which the costs of control were clearly 
"unreasonable" in comparison with the likely emission re
ductions.• Indeed, EPA's emissions and removal cost data 
for both the low arsenic feed copper smelters and glass 
manufacturing plants suggest a continuum wilb, increasing 
removal costs as the potential emissions of these plants 
decline. (See Tables II and III.) 

• 48 FR 33143. 
•ta FR 3310 and 33157. · 
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Table Ill 

Removal Costs for the Inorganic Arsenic Emissions from Glass 
M•nufacturing Furnaces 

Existing Furnaces Uncontrolled Cost per Unit 
Without Acd-on Arsenic ·. Er.issic~ ~~~uc~ion 
Control Devices Emissior.s -

(Mg/Year) ($/Hg) 

l 15.20 36,100 
2 3.35 112,300 
3 3.09 132,400 
4 3.09 123,000 
5 l.99 194,000 
6 1.83 299,400 
7 l.83 137,800 .. 
8 -1. 27 236,000 
9 .. 0.91- .. 295,100 

10 0.76 i2°6,500 
11 0.73 '47,000 
12 0.55 652,000 
13 0.55 714 ,000 
14 0.45 795,000 !I 
15 0.12 1,200,000 
16 0.04 b/ 9,666,700 
17 0.04 ~/ 9,666,700 
18 0.04 b/ 9,666,700 
19 0.04 §I 9,666,700 

a/ Plants with uncontrolled arsenic emissions above this cutoff would be 
required to install controls under EPA's proposed rule. 

~/ These four furnaces are vented through a single stack. 

Sourc~: 48 FR 33157. 

Although EPA cites cost-effectiveness as one of the major 
criteria used in setting BAT,' there are important differ
ences across source categories in the level of removal costs 
that EPA finds to be reasonable. Thus, the BAT removal 
costs for controlling secondary emissions at copper smelters 
generally fall below $400,000 per megagram of arsenic 
removed.' In the case of glass manufacturing plants, howev
er, EPA finds that removal costs up to $800,000 per mega
gram are "reasonable." • As a result. we could not identify a 

'48 FR 33111. 
•The estimated removal costs of controllin& secondary emissions 

(or matte and slag operations at lhe ASARCO-El Paso p!ant are 
$382,000 per Mg removed; however, the proposed rule e:icempts 
these operations at two smelters with estimated removal costs or 
roughly $350,000 per Mc. 

' Emission standards imposing removal costs on some plants in 
one source category double the maximum costs imposed on plants 
in another source category are unlikely to be cost-effective. In (act, 
EPA could achleve a more cost-effective outcome by using a 
removal cost ceiling or $500,000 per Mg arsenic removed. Undet" 
this cost-effectiveness cutoff, the secondary emissions (rom lhe 

clear set of criteria applied in a consist~nt fashion that 
differentiates those facilities subject to the proposed more 
stringent BAT requirements from the remaining plants. 

Because the purpose of these regulations is improvN 
public health, it is difficult to know what would be a "cost
effective" or a "reasonable" removal cost without consider
ing information on the public health effects of alternative 
control strategies. For example, an emphasis on adjusting a 
particular mix of regulatory requirements to yield more 
"cost-effective" reductions in arsenic emissions may not be 

matte and slag operations or lhese additional low arsenic feed 
copper smelters would be controlled at an additional cost (aMua
lized) of $i80,000; but, four glass manufacturing furnaces would no 
longer be required to control emissions at a cost savings of 
$1,500,000 This regulatory approach would achieve the same reduc
tion in inorganic arsenic emissions as that proposed by EPA at a net 
cost savings of $700,000 per year. EPA did not consider public 
exposure in selectin& it.s cutoff levels and this outcome is "cost
eff ective" only in terms of a reduction in emissions. As outlined 
below, an alternative decision process giving explicit consideration 
to public health gains might well result in a different regulatory 
outcome. 
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the best way to improve public health protection because of 
the substantial dilferences in population densities in the 
vicinity of plants. In addition. of course, even a .. cost
eff ective" emission reduction when appraised ln terms of 
public health gains achieved may involve too much or too 
little control of these plants; this is beca1,1Se the initial level 
of control was determined without reference to levels of 
control that would be considered "reasonable." 

2. SubcoteQOrizotion bl! Population E:rposu.re 
EPA recognizes that its reliance on a BAT apprOilch 

focuses on the "feasibility" of installing specific control 
technologies and that little consideration is given to the 
likely exposure and health risks associated with emissions 
from these plants.•• As EPA notes in its preamble, there are 
substantial variations across plants in terms of public expo
sure and health risk. As a result, EPA discusses two alterna
tive ways of taking this information into consideration in 
setting standards for source categories posing "significant" 
risks. One alternative would be to subdivide source categor
ies on the basis of population density before determining 
BAT. Within high population density areas (for illustrative 
purposes, EPA uses a population cutolf of 10,000 persons 
within 20 blometers), BAT level controls would be more 
stringent than for plants within low population density 
areas. EPA's second alternative would subdivide sources 
into higher-risk, lower-risk categories by using risk assess
ment information for both individual risk and aggregate 
cancer incidence (see Table IV for the risk-exposure cutoffs 
used by EPA). Under this alternative, higher-risk facilities 

'"48 FR S3U~. 

. '' 

!f t~e ?~~u:a:i~;. 
Density within 20 km 
is Creater than 10,000 

Table IV 

THE~ 

E. Risk/Hea:~~ Effects C~toffs 

would be required to install BAT while lower-risk smelten. 
would not be ~gulaled. 

We support EPA's elfort to consider additional informa
tion on public exposure and heallh risk In setting standards. 
We lhink that consideration of this kind of information Is 
essential to sound public health regulation. However, we are 
concerned about the way in which EPA proposes to use this 
information u a part of the standard-settin& process. Under 
EPA's two alternative approaches, exposure and health risk 
information would be used to establish separate subcategor
ies of sources, and EPA would then determine the level of 
control representing BAT for each "risk" subcategory. For 
example, EPA suggests that it might establish a lower feed 
nte cutolf-tbat is, a more stringent regulatory cutoff-for 
plants located in high density population areas. This would 
require some plants in high density areas to control emis
sions while plants with similar operating characteristics in 
low density areas would not be required to control their 
emissions further. Again, it is unclear what criteria EPA 
would rely upon in setting BAT standards for plants falling 
in one or the other subcategory." It appears, though, that 
EPA would continue to rely on a technology-based approach 
in determining the appropriate level of control within the 
"high" and "low" risk subcategories. 

·"In settin& BAT requirerner.ts for copper smelters in high popula
tion density areas, EPA would require control of the secondary 
emissions from matte and slag operations at the Kennecott-Garfield 
plant at an estimated removal cost of $302,000 per Mg of arsenic 
removed; but, EPA would not require control of the smelter's 
secondary emissions from converter operations even though the 
estimated removal cost is only S18fl,OOO per Mg. 48 FR 33143-33144. 

Th~ Smelter 
Would be Classified 
•sigher Risk• 

::! tne ~3ximu~ 
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is :iu:c.:.er than: 
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Ir EPA relies on technolo1Y-bued criteria la making thla 
decision, il is likely to require "too much" or "too lltUe" 
control of individual plants. The problem arises because the 
use of "high" and "low" risk subcategories, as discussed by 
EPA retaim a formal separation of the consideration of 
public exposure and health risk information from the deter· 
mination of the level of control constituting BAT. In our 
view, lhis information ought to be considered jointly by 
weighing both the public health gains and the costs of a 
further control of these plants. This approach would lead, 
we believe, to more sensible regulatory decisions than the 
several approaches outlined by EPA. . ... 

The problems with each of the alternative approaches 
considered by EPA can be illustrated by considering the 
cost-effectiveness ill terms of expected public health gains 
of the required further control for individual plants. Under 
EPA's proposed rule, the average cost of the expected 
reduction in population risk for the "low" arsenic copper 
smelters is roughly $100 million per cancer avoided and tbe 
cost-effectiveness of the required control for individual 
sources varies from $7 million per cancer avoided to Sl.3 
billion per cancer avoided. (See Tables V and VI.) Tbe wide 
variation in the effectiveness of the control of these emis-
sions occurs because of the variation across individual 

· smelters in the amou::at of pollutant discharged to tbe air at 
current le\•els of operation, the size and location of the 
exposed population, and the costs of achieving further l'e"'. 
ductions in emissions. . . · _ . . . · 

Under the alternative approaches outlined by EPA, the 
average cost of the expected reduction in population risk is 

. .' ::~ . 

I 
• I 
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IOmeWhat reduced and the nnge In cost-decttvenesa 
across copper smelters ls 1enera1ly narrowed. (See Table 
VII.) However, the average cost of the expected reduction ba .-'\ -1 population risk under these alternative approaches remains L 
extremely larae - tbe average cost is roughly $70 millioca ~ 
per cancer avoided under the population cutol approadl . \1 
and $85 million per cancer avoided under the risk-eJiposure - J 
cutotr approach. Risk-reduction investments in this range I 
would go far beyond those customarily required by EPA and :·. : 
other public health agencies, and far beyond those customar-

;. 
Uy assumed by individuals in private decisions involving ~ • f 
health risk.s. 11 Moreover, cost-elJectiveness under EPA's r-'-' ~ · 
~31k2-ex~11_ure approach still rdanges fr

1
om $7.0 million to ,:·i,.- · _ 

• m1 ion per cancer avoi ed, whi e EPA's population t f, ; ,, 

density approach does not reduce lhe variation in coss. ~~· ~ : l 

effectiveness in th~ ~roposed rul~ _at all - it contin~es to·i·\~ ,":. 7", 
~an~e fr~m ''.·o_ m_lllion to $1.3 b1ll~on per can~r avo1~ed. /:. ~~ '_::; f 

,, -
• • •• J ~- " • - ; • : -. • •• - i.c(,.~i'f.,, 

) ~ ' . ,• ~ ·• ':~- ... - :.-. ·_..,. ~ 
u For example, these costs att substantial\y above c:vren\ esti

mates of the willingness-to-pay for small reductions in the risk of 
clath. Th~ estimates yield a willingne!'S·to-pay for a reduction in 
the aure1ate risk of cancer incidence ranging from roughly ssoo 
thousand to ST million per death avoided. For a summary of this 
literature He: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Vcluino 
Reductions in Rislu: A Rmew of the Empiriea.I Estimates, 
Washington, D.C., 1983; Martin J. Bailey, MPasurino the B~P}lts 
of Lif e..Savirigs, Wasbiniton, D.C.: American Eatel'l'rise Institute, 
1979. 
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40) 
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1,tOlt 
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!/ RegulMted und~r EPA'• rul•. 
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Public Health Gain• and Coat Under Alternatl•• le9u1atory Approach•• 
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As these examples lllustrate, takin& risk and population 
exposure into consideration by subcategorizing sources Into 
high and low population or risk groups does not automatical
ly yield 1 sensible result. Sllbcate1orization of 1 source 
category on the basis of population exposure or public health 
risk may serv'e to narrow the range in the cost-effectiveness 
of control requirements; but a sensible result depends on the 
determination of the level of control constitutin& BAT for 
each plant within a subcaleaory.11 

D. Use or Risk Assessment Information ID Standard-SettiD& 

The use or risk assessment information is critical, in our 
view, to making reasonable regulatory judgments. As out
lined above, ignoring information about public health risks 
at a critical juncture in the standard-setting process results 
in standards with costs per health risk reduction that vary 
widely across plants and across hazardous substances. In 
this section, we discuss the issue of risk assessment more 
generally and consider the use of risk information at other 
stages of the standard-setting process. We conclude with 
recommendations on the relative weighting to be given to 
reduction in individual risk as opposed to the population 
risks from exposure to hazardous air pollutants. 
· 1. EPA's Use of Risk AS3essment Information 

EPA offers the following rationale for its use (and nonuse) 
of risk assessment information at various stages in the 
standard-setting process.•• 

The use of risk estimates generaUy has been confined to 
areas of broad comparisons, e.g., in selecting source cate
gories to evaluate, and in assessing. the incremental 
change in risk that results from application of various 
control options. Tbe use of risk estimates in an absolute 
sense is avoided because of the many uncertainties of the 
estimates. These uncertainties are compounded as the 
focus is narrowed. In other words, in evaluating specific 
sources, as opposed to source categories, the uncertainties 
associated with the risk estimates increase dramatically. 
Although EPA stresses the uncertainty associated with its 

risk information, it nevertheless uses this information both 
in its initial screening of source categories to determine 
whether they pose a significant public health risk and in its 
residual risk assessment At the residua) risk assessment 
stage, in particular, EPA relies heavily on risk assessment 
information by explicitly weighing the likely additional pub
lic health gains of going beyond BAT with the costs of a 
more stringent standard. The residual risk assessment step 
in the standard-setting process directly considers whether 
more stringent controls resulting in plant closures are war· 
ranted - the issue that appears, at least to outsiders, to be 
the major economic concern in EPA's decision process.. 

"The wide range In cost-el!ectiveness using high and iow popula
tion subcategories results from EPA"s determill.ltion that BAT 
requires the <:ontrol of the secondary emissions from matte and sla& 
operations at the Kenne<:ott·Garfield smelter. We not~ above that 
this BAT determination appear~ tll be inconsistent with EPA's 
determination lhat no further control of emissions from converter 
operations would be consider~ to be BAT at this smelter, even 
though control of these latter emissions would be more ~t-elfec
ti ve. We are not certain, however, of the criteria EPA uses In 
arriving at its BAT determinations, and therefore cannot be certain 
EPA bas been inconsistent In usinc these criteria. 

.. 48 FR 3311&. 
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Since EPA uses risk information at this critical juncture 
In the decision process, It should use risk Information at 
other stages as well. After all, the risk information is the 
best information available on the public health effects of 
alternative regulatory actions, which presumably is the 
issue of primary concern. Acting without such information 
in setting technology-based (BAT) standards is to risk impos
ing regulatory requirements arbitrarily, and expending 
scarce resources withou.t any commensurate 1ains in public 
health. 

There is, of course, some uncertainty associated with the 
risk information, just as there is some uncertainty with 
EPA's cost estimates." We believe that the decision-making 
process should proceed on the basis of the best information 
available for both the public health gains and the economic 
costs. A choice can then be made among regulatory alterna
tives by explicitly considering both the best estimates of the 
likely effects of these alternatives and the uncertainties 
associated with these estimates. 

This approach is superior to a conservative approach that 
reJies on "worst case" estimates of health and economic 
eft'ects, because it provides a clear statement of the likely 
eft'ects and uncertainties of the available regulatory alterna
tives for those making the ultimate policy decisions. Policy 
decisions based solely on "worst case" assumptions about 
health risks yield "margins of safety" of unknown magni
tude - making it impossible to assess the likely gains of 
selecting successively more stringent regulatory 
alternatives. 
- In addition, the direct weighing of the likely public h!:!altb 

gains with the costs in assessing alternatives is,superior to 
obscuring the likely elfects of regulation by neglecting 
information at important steps in the standard-setting pro
cess." As we have noted above, EPA's present BAT ap
proach imparts a conservative bias to the standard-setting 
process because it implicitly assumes that the benefits of a 
BAT level of control exceed the costs without regard for the 
estimated public health gains, however negligible. In many 
cases, however, this implicit assumption appears to be 
wrong. An alternative approach that considered both the 

:. 

"EPA uses conservative assumptions in developing Its risk Infor
mation. For eumple, th~ quantitative risk estimates developed by 
EPA for these three substances are bas~ on a linear no-threshold 
model. EPA states lhat the resulting risk estimat.e " ... represents a 
plausible upper-limit estimate in the sense that the risk is probably 
not higher than the calculated level and could be much lower." 48 
FR 33114. However, EPA's quantitative risk &sses1ment is general
ly based on a specific health effect, e.g., leukemia, without consider· 
ing other likely health effects, these ought to be considered as well 
in assessing the likely public health gains from Tegulation. 

••This emphasis on the use or "best" estimates accompani~ by 
explanations of surrounding uncertainties is an extension of the 
recent N.ational Academy of Sciences report recommending a clear 
" ... distinction betwttn asse!\Sment of risks and consideration of 
risk management alternati\'es; that is. the !ICientific findings and 
policy judgments embodied in risk assessments should be explicitly 
distinguished from the political, economic. and technical consider
ations that inflilence the design and choice of regulatory stralegies.w 
National Academy of Sciences, Committee on the Institutional 
Means for Assessment of Risks to Public Health. Risk Assl"ssmenr 
in the Federal Got'ernment.: Managing the Process. NAS-NRC, 
March 1983. In our view. this distinction should be maintained in the 
analysis of alternative standards. Margin of safety considerations 
should be deft'rr~ to 3 later stage in the de<:ision process where the 
uncertainties involv~ can be explicitly consider~ in designin& a 
regulatory strateey . 
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puMic health gains and costs would yield a more etfective 
use of resources for public health (or other) purposes. 

2. Designation of a Signiftcant Risk 
At the initial stage in its standard-settin& process, EPA 

determines whether the emissions from a source category 
pose a "significant" public health risk. In doina IO, EPA 
considers whether the substance emitted is a human car
cinogen and whether individuals or larger populaUona are 
significantly exposed to the substance. However. EPA re
ports that it has not used a "numerical taraet level" of 
significant exposures because of the uncertainties associated 
with its risk estimates." 

There is indeed no pattern in EPA's proposed rules that 
suggests the use of a systematic cutoff ln regulatin& source 
categories emitting hazardous pollutants. In Its proposed 
rules for source categories emitting radionuclides and inor
ganic arsenic, EPA propose standards for seven source 
categories. In addition, EPA specifically considered and 
decided not to propose standards for ten other source cate
gories it had identified at the time of listing these pollu
tants.•• EPA reached its decision on whether to propose 
standards for these source categories only after making a 
BAT determination and a residual risk assessment for each 
source category. : 

By deferring to a later stage in the standard-setting 
process the decision whether to propose standards, EPA was 
able t~ consider a variety of other factors, including the 
potential for further reductions in emissions (taking into 
account current regulatory requirements), the likely reduc
tion in public health risk, and the costs and other economic 
effects of requiring more stringent control of these source 
categories. The deferral of a decision whether to propose a 
standard until a later stage in the standard-setting process 
represents, in our view, a tacit recognition that an informed 

. - . 

· " U FR 33116. 

"EPA has taken no action for one source category - foull fuel
&red combustion - identified in the listing of inorganic arsenic as a 
hazardous pollutant. 

decision on the neec tor 1u' ·"'" • ~e.-
only after weighing the likely public health gains with the 
costs and other economic effects (e.g., plant closures) of 
further regulation. 

In 1eneral, this appears to be a good way to proceed. It ls 
difticult to establish a priori a cutoff point that distin
guishes "significant" public health risks from "acceptable" 
risks. Tb~ health risks posed br t.!'e various source categor
ies identified by EPA u em1ttin1 inorganic arsenic and 
radionuclides illustrate the problem. There is no pronounced 
gap or clustering in the risks posed by the various source 
categories identified by EPA-rather, there appears to be a 
continuum from the highest risk sources to those sources 
posing lower risks. (See Figure 1.) 

We believe it is difficult to identify a de mini mu level of· 
public health risk without considering other facton inftuenc
ing the likely public health gains of further regulation. 
However, EPA may find that there are administrative ad
vantages to establishing a de minimis risk level. This 
would allow EPA to direct its attention toward those source 
categories posing the greatest public health risks. In addi· 
lion, if EPA finds that it is precluded by statute from 
directly weighing the likely public health gains with the 
costs of regulation, an explicit de minimis threshold for 
public health risk at an initial stage in the standard-setting 
process could serve to screen out a number of cases where 
regulation would achieve only negligible gains in public 
health. 

We encourage EPA to review the role or this initial stage 
in its standard-setting process. If EPA decides that an initial 
s~ep of designating source categories posing significant pub
lic health risks serves a useful administrative role, we 
believe EPA should establish explicit criteria identifying 
levels of public health risk warranting further regulatory 
consideration. If EPA should do so, we would suggest the 
following as de minimis levels of public healM\ risk: EPA 
would consider further regulatory action for a source cate
gory if the aggregate annual ~ncer incidence at current 
emission levels for the source category is one likely cancer 
or more per year. In addition, EPA might want to consider 
regulatory action where annual risks to the most exposed 
indiYidual are relatively ~fgh-for ex;mple, on the order of 
'Onein ten th®sarul or more. -

1-13-8' Environment Reporter 
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Our suggested cutotr for aggregate population risk is 
based on the following observation: where the annual cancer 
incidence at cunent emission levels is Jea than one cancer 
per year, any additional regulatory requirements would 
likely impose costs of several million dollars per year while 
only negligible public health gains would be achieved. Our 
suggested cutoff for individual risk is based on our argu· 
ment (outlined below) that annual risks to the most exposed 
individual that are smaller than other risks generally en
countered in the course of daily life need not be considered 
independently of aggregate population risk. 

3. The MeasuTe of Individual Rialc 
In its preamble discussion, EPA outlines its concern for 

the individual risks to the most exposed members of the 
population and requests comments on the best way to con
sider individual risk in its decision process." We believe that 

"48 FR U116. 

.. 
-:, .. 

annual individual risk is a better measure than EPA's · 
measure of "maximum individual lifetime" risk. "Maximum 
individual lifetime" risk incorporates several important as
sumptions that overstate actual individual risks.• 

First, maximum lifetime estimates of individual risk as
sume that the individual receives the maximum exposure to 
the substance-in effect, at the fenceline of the "worst" 
facility-continuously for the full 70 years. The population in 
the United States is highly mobile, however, and it is ex· 
tremely unlikely that any individual would remain in a 
single location for a lifetime. In addition, many of these 
facilities have a limited life and are unlikely to operate for 
an additional 70 years. Second, a maximum individual life
time risk estimate incorrectly assumes that the last year of 

•This conservatism in the rislr. estimate is independent of the 
extent lo which EPA has adopted conservative assumptions in its 
risk assessment. 
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exposure (the seventieth year) contributes u much to the 
individual's health risk as ~rlier yean of exposure; in 
general, there is a long latency period between exposure and 
the onset of cancer. 

For these reasons, annual risk to the mOlt exposed person 
is a truer measure of maximum individual risk than EPA's 
measure of "maximum individual lifetime" risk. The "mald
mum individual lifetime" risk estimate may convey aome 
additional information as a "worst case" estimate, but in 
such cases it should be clearly treated u such. 

4. Individual Risks Versus Population Ri&k.t 
EPA has not yet decided what weighting to give ln the 

standard·setting process to the estimated risk for the most 
exposed individual (or the more exposed individuals) vis-a
vis the estimated aggregate population risk. The issue is an 
important one because many of the facilities likely to be 
regulated under Section 112 are located at a distance from 
population centers. Although these facilities may pose some 
health risk to a limited population in the immediate vicinity, 
they pose only a relatively small aggregate population risk. 
As explained below, a decision to give extra weighting in the 
standard-setting process to individual risk for the most 
exposed members of the population would likely result in a 
more extensive regulatory intervention without commensur
ate public health gains. 

EPA typically develops two measures of public health 
risk as a part of its standard-setting approach: the man· 
mum individual lifetime risk and the population risk. EPA's 
estimate of maximum individual risk, u noted above, is the 
cumulative risk to the most exposed individual over a 
lifetime (70 years) of continuous exposure, and overstates 
the likely actual risk to the most exposed individual.21 Popu
lation risk is the aggregate of the individual statistical risks 
for the total exposed population-that is, the expected annual 
incidence of death for the exposed population due to the 
environmental hazard under consideration. 

Population risk is, of course, the more comprehensive 
measure; we believe that in most cases it is also the better 
measure for purposes of establishing general public health 
standards such as hazardous air pollution controls. By defi
nition, the aggregate of all individual risks in calculating the 
annual incidence of cancer for an exposed population pro
vides the best estimate of the total public health gains to be 
expected from a regulatory standard. Risk management 
decisions should be based upon such best estimates of the 
likely effects of alternative standards. Particularly where 
risk information is uncertain and incomplete, basing each 
individual regulatory decision on population risk will tend to 
produce the greatest public benefits from the resources 
claimed by a succession of such regulations. · · 

In our view, going beyond population risk to give addition· 
al weight to the (annual) risk to the most exposed individual 
is appropriate only where individual risk is greater than 
other risks routinely encountered in daily life. We do not 
know how frequently this might occur in the case of environ· 
mental regulation at the federal level, but it is not the case 
for many Section 112 rules. As shown in Table VIII, even 
those individuals who are most exposed to these environ-

"Jn addition. where EPA applies this measure for a source 
catei;ory as a whole, the measure represents the maximum individ
ual risk associated with the worst plant or facility in the source 
category. For many of the other facilities ln the source category, 
maximum individual risk is often one to three ordns of magni
tude lower. 
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mental hazards face health risks that are lown than the 
averaQe annual risk of death from an automobile accident 
(two in ten thousand), an occupational accident (one in ten 
thousand), a household accident (one in ten thousand), or a 
homicide (one in ten thousand). ln circumstances sacb u 
this, regulations need not entail refativr.111 greater risk
reduction investments for the most exposed individuals than 
EPA would otherwise require based upon the risks faced by 
the exposed population u a whole. 

In the range from one in ten thousand to one in a million, 
the empirical evidence indicates there is little change in the 
valuation of small risk reductions with respect to the level 
of risk.12 This suggests that population risk gives an accurate · 
weighting to the risks faced by those who are relatively 
more exposed as compared to those who are lesa exposed. 
Much of this evidence is based on studies of risk behavior in 
labor markets (reftecting the tradeotrs between worker 
salaries and workplace safety); there are also a few perti
nent studies of consumer behavior yielding similar esti· 
mates of willingness-to-pay for small reductions in risk." 

The maximumn individual risks for many of the source 
categories subject to these proposed regulations are less 
than the average annual level of risk considered in the cited 
studies. In referring to the evidence from the labor market 
studies, for example, we are making comparisons to a 
setting where the magnitude of risk exposure - roughly one 
in ten thousand - frequently exceeds that calculated by 
EPA for the most exposed individual in the environmental 
setting. In cases where the risk exposure in the environmen
tal setting is substantially greater than the average level of 
risk considered in the cited studies, however, such a com
parison would likely be invalid and and it might well be 
appropriate to give extra weigbling in the decision process 
to individual health risks. 
. It may be argued that lhe.se studies are irre!evant to 

environmental exposures because the risk exposures in
volved in the studies were incurred "voluntarily," while 
environmental exposures are "involuntary". We th.ink, 
though, that this argument overstates what are in effect 
relatively small differences across various types of risk 
exposure. For example, thett is also an element of "involun
tariness" associated with occupational exposures to risk - a 
factor emphasized by advocates of government regulation in 
the workplace. At the same time, there is an element of 
volition for the most exposed individual in accepting or 
avoiding the health risks from environmental exposures; 
because the level of exposure to these pollutants is highly 

12 Viscusi, W.lt., Riak "ii Choice: Regulatinp Health arid Safnv 
in the Workpla~. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press 
'1983), pp. 10%-113. This is one of the studies reviewed in the 
literature surveys cited iD footnote 12 above. . 

"These estimates provide a direct way of weighting individual 
risk in estimalio& populat.ioa exposure. Tbe available studies indi
cate a 11"i!lingness to pay for a small reduction in risk ranging from 
so.~o to ss.oo for a reduction in ri>k of one chance in a million per 
year. For example, tbese estimates indicate the willingness to pay 
for an annual reduction in risk of one chance in a million would 
ranae from $~00,000 to s~.000,000 for a population of one million. u 
reaulatory action yielded a reduction in risk of one in tea thousand 
for a population of 10,000 living near the reguuted facility and a 
reduction In risk of one in a million for a larger population (of . 
990,000) located at greater distance from the facility. the willing. 
ness-to-pay for the resulting risk reduction would range from 
$995,000 to $9,9!10,000. SH U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Valuing Rtductioiu in. Risks. op. cit. 
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location specUic, the most expoeed individuals can pnerally 
dramatically reduce their risks by 1UghUy increasing tile 
distance from the facility. 
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cancer are deferred and time prefennce considerations 
alone reduce the willinpea to pay.• 

This evidence suggests that, over 1 broad range of envi
ronmental exposures where health risks are roughly compa
rable to other risks encountered in daily life, EPA need nol 
give an additional weighting to any individual risks -
maximum individual risk.I will be accounted for, as they are 
included in population risk estimates. Only In cases where 
the annual risks to individuals are nceptional - that is, 
substantially greater than the other risks of daily life - ls 
there good reason to weight more heavily individual risk to 
the most exposed individual 

E. Summary. 

. 
4 

A more important point is that the labor market studies 
contain evidence on the effect of differences ln th~ degree of 
volition on estimates of the wllJingness to pay to achieve 
small reductions in risk. For example, Viscusi bas examined 
in a recent study the effect of differences in risk averseness 
across tbe workforce on the willingness-to-pay estimates.• 
To do this, he estimated willingness to pay to avoid risk 
within each quartile of risk averseness. Viscusi reports that 
lhe least risk averse quartile (i.e., the most willing to accept 
additional risk) of the workforce has a willingness to pay for 
a reduction In risk that Is roughly one-half that for tbe 
remaining workforce. Further, he reports that for the more 
risk averse individuals (in the remaining three quartiles) 
there is very little variation from quartile to quartile in 
willingness to pay for small reductions in risk. Because 
there is less volition associated with job choice for the 
remaining three quartiles, u and the willingness-to-pay esti
mates are almost the same (asymptotic) across these quar
tiles, Viscusi argues that the willingness-to-pay estimates 
for this more risk averse part of the population constitutes a 
"best" estimate of the willingness to pay for a small reduc
tion in involuntary risk for the general population. 

Greater attention to risk reduction in relation to control 
costs would substantially improve EPA's process of setting 
emissions standards for haurdou.s air pollutants. In particu
lar, changing EPA's current practice of not considering risk 
information in setting "Best Available Technology" stan
dards could produce major improvements in regulatory 
policy, and would be a logical extension of EPA's current 
use of risk information al other stages of the standard
setling process. 

Under the current practice of using risk information only 
for limited purposes, the likely public health gains per dollar 
of expenditure resulting from recent EPA regulatory pro
posals could vary across sources by a factor of more than 
2000. The expected reduction in cancer incidence ranges 
from less than 0.001 to 2.000 expected cases avoided per 
million dollars of compliance expenditures. At some plants, 
EPA expects compliance with its proposed s~dards to 
yield ~xceedingly small public health gains. Increased em
phasis on likely reduction in exposure and health risks would 
lessen such extreme variation and improve EPA standards. 
This paper has discussed alternative regulatory strategies 
that could achieve most of EPA's intended public health 
gains at one-third of the cost or less. 

\ 
Finally, the willingness-to-pay estimates from the labor 

market studies involve a small reduction in tbe risk of 
immediate death. But reduced environmental exposure to a 
carcinogen, for example, yields a small reduction in the 
statistical probability of death at some time in the future 
(twenty or more years). There is reason to believe that the 
willingness to pay to reduce the risk of immediate death is 
greater than the willingness to pay to reduce the risk of 
contracting cancer al some distant point in the future. 
Because the adverse health effects are delayed, the loss in 
years of useful life associated with contracting cancer at 
some point in the future is substantially smaller than the 
loss resulting from an immediate accidental death. In addi
tion,. of course, the adverse health effects of contracting 

' 

·; 

" See ViscusC cited ln f~te 22. . ·- .·' . . 
" There is clearly a greater degree of volition involving such 

higher-risk occupational choices as deep sea divt-r or structural 
... . .: 

The paper has made several other suggeslions concerning 
the use of risk and cost data that. are intended lo strcngthc?n 
the EPA regulatory process. 

steel worker than in cboolin& the more routine occupations com· 
prising the least risky occupational groupinp. 

• For example, the present worth or a benefit delayed for twenty 
years Is roughly half the current value at a real discount rate or 
three percent and it is roughly one tenth the current value at a rt'al 
discount rate of ten percent 
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EXECUTIVE BRANCH for Phase II, Components B and C of its hazardous waste 

l : 

' ' management program under the Resource Conservation and 
Departments end Agencl.. Recovery Act (RCRA) (49 FR SBS). 1 .. 

Environmental Protection Agency Jan. 3 amended regula- EPA's Science Advisory Board announced it will hold a 
tions governing selective enforcement auditing of new gaso- public meeting on biological effects or radiofrequency radi· 
line and diesel light-duty vehicles and trucks to clarify ation on Jan. 24·25 at 9 a.m. at EPA Research Center, ' 
which rules apply for light-ciuty trucks, effective Feb. 2 (49 Research Triangle Park, N.C. (49 FR 662); for information . 
FR 68). or to submit comments, contact Terry F. Yosie, Director, by 

EPA Jan. S extended until Feb. 1 Maryland's deadline for calling (202) 382-4126; or Douglas B. Seba, Executive Secre- · 
submitting a complete application for interim authorization tary, at (202) 382-25S2. ·.· ,,J 
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TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS AROUND THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT 

From the beginning of operations of the Rocky Flats Plant, 
organic liquids contaminated with radioactive materials, 
were generated in various manufacturing processes. It 
was initially assumed that this material could be either 
burned or packaged in some manner and shipped offsite for 
disposal as low level waste. Since no method of disposal 
was available research was initiated to develop a pro
cedure to process these materials. 

In the meantime, with the stockpile of contaminated oil 
increasing rapidly, an area on the Plant Site was de
signated in July 1958 as a temporary storage area for 
the uranium and plutonium contaminated oil drums. During 
subsequent years, drums were continually added which 
contained mostly plutonium contaminated machine oils. 

The first drum leakage was discovered in July 1959 and a 
rust inhibitor, ethanolamine was added to the drums to 
minimize corrosion. The first evidence of deterioration 
of drums was discovered in 1964 and soil contamination 
was becoming a problem. 

The recovery process to treat the contaminated oils, 
became operational in January 1967 and removal of the 
drums from the storage area began. At this time the field 
contained 5240 drums, of which approximately 3570 contained 
plutonium oil. The oldest drums and those containing 
plutonium were processed first. The last of the plu
tonium-contaminated oil was removed in January 1968 and 
final shipment of uranium-contaminated oil was moved to 
the disposal plant in June 1968. 

An estimate of leakage, based upon a material balance 
from recovered materials and soil samples, indicated that 
5000 gallons of oil containing about 86 grams (5 curies) 
of plutonium leaked from the drums into the soil. This 
was about 3% of the plutonium-contaminated oil. Radiation 
monitoring and mapping of the area in July 1968 showed 
levels of 2 X 105 to over 3 x 107 d/m/g alpha radio
activity. An asphalt containment cover was constructed 
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to prevent spread of the plutonium bearing soil and 
four water sample wells for confirmation that no down
ward migration was occuring were completed in November 
1969. 

After a fire on May 11, 1969 at Rocky Flats, studies were 
conducted by the Colorado Conunittee on Environmental 
Information (CCEI) and by the Health and Safety Laboratory 
(HASL) of the USAEC, concerning the possible release of 
plutonium from the fire. These investigations detected 
measurable quantities of plutonium in the soil around 
the Rocky Flats Plant. Concentrations of plutonium in 
soil at Rocky Flats have also been estimated by the Colorado 
Department of Health (CDH), Rockwell International, ·
Jefferson County Health Depa~tment, and private- housing 
developers. In general, measurements made by the different 
groups have shown similar (but not identical) results for 
surface plutonium levels. 

The HASL data indidate that releases £rem past operations 
have amounted to about 11 curies of plutonium, approx
imately 99% of which was leakage from drums in the storage 
area. The epicenter of the isopleth map shows that 
the contamination can not be attributed to the May 1969 
fire but is due to resuspension and redistribution of 
contaminated soil from the oil drum storage area. 

During the removal of the corroded drums and the sub
sequent covering operations, some radioactive material 
was resuspended and distributed by wind action to the 
east of the storage area. The HASL estimate of the total 
amount of plutonium dispersed by the oil leaks (11 Ci) 
is higher than the estimate of the total amount of plu
tonium available to be dispersed. The potential amount 
was estimated by Rocky Flats on the basis that the 5000 
gallons of oil that leaked from the drums contained 86 
grams (5.3 Ci) of plutonium. To reduce conflicting 
estimates, the HASL data is considered to be the most 
accurate. 

The HASL data suggest that of the 11 Ci released, 8.6 Ci 
are on site. Of the amount off site, the HASL data in
dicate that about 1.5 Ci are included in the area above 
0.003 mCi/m2 (3mCi/km2) which extends to about 5 miles 
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from the Plant boundary. About 1.9 Ci are spread at 
distances far from the Plant at levels equal to or 
below fallout of 0.0015 mCi/m2 (1.5 mCi/km2). Of the 
total 8.6 Ci included on-site, the HASL data indicate 
that about 1.7 Ci are included in the area that was 
covered with asphalt. 

Analyses for plutonium and americium in 175 soil samples 
collected on private and municipal lands around the 
Rocky Flats Plant have not revealed concentrations 
greater than the EPA Proposed Screening Level. Eval
uation of analyses of 27 soil samples, collected for 
purposes of certain land litigation indicates that soil 
on private land east of the Plant contains levels less 
than 50% of the screening level. One sample from 14 
collected on City of Broomfield land west of Great 
Western Reservoir contains 118 mCi/km2 plutonium, which 
is 59% of the screening level, but adjacent samples 
indicate less than 50 mCi/km2. 

The HASL data indicate plutonium levels in the range 
between 50 and 500 mCi/km2 for the soil in the area 
near the Plant's eastern boundary. Access to this area 
is not open to the general public and is controlled by 
a barbed wire fence and locked gates. Analyses of soil 
samples by Rockwell at 7 sites in this area confirm the 
HASL measurements which indicate the presence of plu
tonium greater than the EPA screening level. The plu
tonium concentrations in the soil from one 10 acre site 
are in the range from 80 to 252 mCi/km2 with a median 
of 108 mCi/km2. The median values for the other sites 
fall within the range from 3 to 34 mCi/km2. 

On the basis of the EPA Guidance Technical Assessment, 
the above-mentioned evaluation of additional soil data 
and airborne plutonium concentration data, there will be 
no impact on current operations at Rocky Flats if the 
Proposed Guidance is finalized. There is no need (based 
en EPA criteria) for decontamination of onsite lands 
other than those actions currently planned for other 
reasons. If the EPA guidance were ever to apply to 
onsite property then the cost could be substantial if 
removal were required. 
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Aerial View of the Rocky Flats Plant 

Map Showing Location of the Rocky Flats Plant 
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Aerial Photo Showing Major Facilities at Rocky Flats 

Drum Storage Area at Rocky Flats in 1967 
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Asphalt Pad over Abandoned Storage Area in 1970 
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HASL Map Showing Plutonium Deposition Contours 



Colorado Department of Health Plutonium Sectors Map 

Soil Sample Sites of Regional Traverses 
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EG&G Aerial Radiometric Suniey of Total Gamma in 1973 
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EG&G Aerial·~adiometric Survey of Total Gamma in 1981 
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EG&G Aerial"Radiometric &u-rvey of 24/Arn Activity in 1981 
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SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
. 

I 
ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL 

10 x 10 x 5 Centimeter 

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF HEAL TH 
5 x 6 )( 0.3 Centimeter 

JEFFERSON COUNTY HEAL TH DEPARTMENT 
Surface Sweeping 

CORE 
5 to 20 Centimeter (Auger) , . 

.. ·- .... --·-·- - -

. ;:. . . 
I, 

Soil Sampling Techniques Used for Litigation Samples 

SOIL SAMPLING METHODS .. .' 
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Soil Sampling Methods Used for Litigation Samples ... 
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Map Summary of Plutonium Concentrations Around Rocky Flats 
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Map Showing Plutonium Concentrations Inside Eastern Boundary 
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Decontamination Workers Manually Removing Soil 
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ROCKY FLATS SOIL CONTAMINATION 

HISTORICAL SEQUENCE 

JULY 1958 

1959 

DRUM STORAGE AREA ESTABLISHED, DRUMS CONTAINING 

PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATED OILS WERE ADDED DURING 

SUBSEQUENT YEARS 

FIRST DRUM LEAKAGE DISCOVERED AND RUST 

INHIBITOR, ETHANOLAMINE, WAS ADDED To DRUMS 

PRIOR To STORAGE To MINIMIZE CORROSION 

JANUARY 1964 

FIRST EVIDENCE OF LAYER SCALE DETERIORATION 

OF DRUMS WAS REPORTED. SOIL CONTAMINATION 

WAS REPORTED To BE INCREASING. 
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( 

JANUARY 1967 

LAST DRUMS WERE ADDED To STORAGE AREA AND 

REMOVAL To PROCESS AREA BEGAN. OLDEST DRUMS 

WERE SHIPPED FIRST. 

JUNE 1968 

LAST DRUMS WERE SHIPPED FOR PROCESSING. HIGH 

WINDS SPREAD SOME CONTAMINATION, 

JULY 1968 

RADIATION MONITORING AND MAPPING OF AREA WAS 

COMPLETED. LEVELS FROM 2 X 105 To 3 X 107 

D/M/GM AND PENETRATlON FROM 1 To 8 INCHES 

WERE REPORTED. 

'· ... 
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SEPTEMBER 1968 

PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL FOR CONTAINMENT COVER 

WAS PREPARED BY ROCKY FLATS ENGINEERING, 

JULY 1969 

FIRST COAT OF FILL MATERIAL WAS APPLIED. 

AUGUST 1969 

FILL WORK WAS COMPLETED, PAVING CONTRACT 

WAS LET. 

SEPTEMBER 1969 

OVERLAY MATERIAL, SOIL STERILANT AND 

ASPHALT PRIME COAT WERE COMPLETED. 

NOVEMBER 1969 

ASPHALT CONTAINMENT COVER WAS COMPLETED. 

FOUR SAMPLING WELLS WERE INSTALLED. 
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ACCIDENT SUMMARY 

DRUM STORAGE AREA 

TOTAL DRUMS IN STORAGE 

DRUMS CONTAINING URANIUM 

DRUMS CONTAINING PLUTONIUM 

ESTIMATED MATERIAL 

RECOVERED 600 GRAMS 

PROCESSED WITH OIL 2500 GRAMS 
RESIDUE IN DRUMS 5200 GRAMS 

5240 

1670 

3570 

7000-9000 GRAMS 

SUBTOTAL 8300 GRAMS 

ESTIMATED OIL LEAKAGE 5000 GALLONS 

ESTIMATED PLUTONIUM LOSS 

1. Dow CHEMICAL ,01-.02 G/GALLON 86 GRAMS 

2. HASL 176 GRAMS 
(11 CURIES) 

UNDER PAD 1.7 CURIES 

IN SOIL 6.9 CURIES 

0NSITE 8.6 CURIES 

OFFS I TE 2.4 CURIES 
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SOIL CONTAMINATION-EARLY STUDIES 

JANUARY 1970 

REPORT BY DR. MARTELL (COLO. COMM. FOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION) ON PLUTONIUM 

IN SOIL AROUND ROCKY FLATS 

AUGUST 1970 

REPORT BY HASL ON PLUTONIUM IN SOIL 

AROUND THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT 

JULY 1971 

REPORT BY Dow CHEMICAL ON PLUTONIUM 

LEVELS IN SOIL WITHIN AND SURROUNDING 

ROCKY FLATS 
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LATER STUDIES OF OFFSITE SOIL CONTAMINATION 

MAY 1977 

DEFENDENT'S EXHIBIT "A" ON SOIL 

SAMPLING AND TESTING PROGRAM DATA 

MARCH 1979 

PLUTONIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SOIL ON 
LANDS ADJACENT To THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT 

JUNE 1983 

PLUTONIUM IN SOIL FROM A RANCH 

SOUTHEAST OF ROCKY FLATS 

OCTOBER 1983 

PLUTONIUM IN SOIL FROM THE EASTERN 

BORDERS OF BROOMFIELD'S GREAT WESTERN 

RESERVOIR 

y ----
\ 



STUDIES OF ONSITE SOIL CONTAMINATION 

JULY 1971 

Dow CHEMICAL REPORT (PREVIOUSLY NOTED) 

MAY 1978 

SOIL STUDIES FOR DAM CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

1979-1982 

ANNUAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING REPORTS 

( 
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CRITERIA FOR CLEANUPCONSITE> 

SOIL DECONTAMINATION CRITERIA 

RATIOMALE 

1) LIMITED ACCESS AREA 

>5000 D/M/G 

>30000 MCI/KM2 

>30 µCIIM2 

LfOOOO MCI/KM2 • 

* PROPOSED BY l<ATHREN (BNWL-SA-1510-1968) . 

2> RESEARCH SITE FOR ECOLOGICAL STUDIES 

3) COST OF REMOVAL <$500.,000 

4) FIELD MEASUREMENT METHODS 500 D/M/G 

5, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT DOCUMENT 



COST AND CLEANUP METHODOLOGY 

( 
YEAR LOCATION AREACFT2> METHOD COST 

1968 903 AREA 266,000 REMOVED TOP THREE $ 30,00 

INCHES INTO 

CENTRAL AREA 

1969 PAD 170,000 AREA COVERED WITH $100,000 

{903 AREA) 10 INCHE$ FJLL 

MATERIAL AND 3 

INCHES ASPHALT 

1976 LIP 7,750 MANU~L ~XCA- $ 43,500 

(903 AREA) VATION IN 
( 

FLOORLESS BLDG, 

1977 POND-AREA 38,950 FRONT-END LOADER $327,000 

(207 SOLAR EXCAVATION OF 

PONDS) MOISTENED MATERIAL 

1978 OIL BURNING 2,000 FRONT END LOADER $101,000 

PIT cs Foor EXCAVATION OF 

DEEP) MOISTENED SOIL 

1978 LIP 45,500 FRONT END LOADER $410,000 

(903 AREA) EXCAVATION OF 

MoISTENED SOIL 

( 



0 

YEAR 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1978 

SOIL REMOVAL UNIT COSTS 

COST 
LOCATION PER FT2 

903 AREA $ 5.61 

SOLAR PONDS $ 8.40 

OIL PIT $50.50 

903 AREA $ 6.79 

COST 
PER BOX 

$1243 

$ 623 

$ 289 

\ 
$ 281 

COST 
PER CWT 

$34.86 

$14.92 

$10.10 

$ 8.35 
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IMPACT OF PROPOSED GUIDELINES 

AREA REQUIRING CLEANUP 

OFF SITE 

ON SITE 

ESTIMATED COSTS 

ASPHALT PAD 

ADJACEMT LAMD 

HOLDING PONDS 

BUFFER ZONE 

TOTAL 

r 

NONE 

300 ACRES 

$20 MILLION 

11 MILLION 

40 MILLION 

1 MILLION 

72 MILLION 

·, 



PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT THULE 

Summary of Notes for Talk 

Given at DOE Meeting on Proposed 

EPA Guidelines for Transuranium 

Elements in the Environment 

January 17, 1984 

David s. Myers 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 



PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATION AT THULE 

On January 21, 1968, a B-52 carrying 4 nuclear weapons crashed and burned on 

the ice near Thule, Greenland. The 7 crew members bailed out before the crash 

and 6 survived. At the time of the crash, the plane was carrying about 

225,000 pounds of JP-4 jet fuel. The resultant fire produced a blackened area 

on the ice of about 500 feet wide by 2100 feet long. The ice was cracked for 

about 100 yards in all directions from the point of the impact. 

At the time of the crash, the temperature was -24°F and a 7 knot wind reduced 

this to an equivalent -53°F reading. It would be about 3 weeks yet until the 

sun made its first appearance after the long Artie night. During the next few 

weeks, several storms swept the area. The combination of darkness, storms, 

severe cold, and the remote location would make recovery operations extremely 

difficult. 

Within a few days, members of the U.S. Air Force, scientific experts from LASL 

and Livermore, and Danish scientists were assembled at Thule to assess the 

accident situation. It quickly became clear that there was plutonium 

contamination around the crash site, but there was no evidenace of any nuclear 

yield. Also, it was determined that the ice at the crash site was 2 to 4 feet 

thick and sufficient to support vehicles and structures as long as adequate 

spacing was maintained. 
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One of the first priorities was to establish the extent of the contamination 

around the crash site and determine a zero line outside of which no 

contamination was detectible. The most valuable instrument for mapping the 

contamination level was the FIDLER detector developed at Livermore. This 

instrument is designed to detect the low energy x-rays (14 keV to 20 keV) from 

plutonium and the 60 keV photon from Am-241. Because of the snow cover, the 

241 
60 keV photons from Am produced better sensitivity and were used for 

contamination contour mapping and hot-spot identification. 

Thorough surveys of the contaminated area produced the isocontamination 

contour map shown in Figure 1. It was estimated that there were about 3150 g 

(:t_ 20%) of plutonium on the surface of the ice. About 99% of the 

contamination was confined to the blackened crust where the fuel bee burned. 

The edge of the blackened crust was closely coincident with· the 0.9 mg/m2 

isocontour line. This level is about 400 times greater than the proposed EPA 

"screening level" of 0.2 uCi/m2 for transuranic contamination in soil. 

Snow samples were taken by Danish scientists at numerous locations (primarily 

to the south and west) away from the immediate crash site. The maximum 

2 contamination level observed was 0.4 uCi/m • The geometric mean of all the 

samples was about 0.004 uCi/m2• 

One of the major constraints in the clean up operation was that whatever 

actions that were going to be taken on the ice had to be finished by the later 

part of April when the ice would become unsafe to work on. Whatever plutonium 
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contamination remained on or in the ice at that time would disappear into the 

bay. 

It was decided to remove all of the snow inside of the blackened zone which 

2 included an area of about 60,000 m • With an average snow depth of 10 cm, 

this would produce a volume of 6000 3 m • Assuming that the volume ratio of 

packed snow to water would be about 2.5, this would produce about 6 x 105 

gallons of water. After all of the aircraft debris had been removed from the 

ice, the snow in the blackened area was scraped into rows, picked up and 

transferred into sixty-seven 25,000 gallon tanks. 

In the area of the aircraft impact, the ice had been broken, melted, and 

refrozen. To assess the level of contamination in the ice, 85~core samples 

were taken in the fractured area. There was plutonium,cont~nation 

associated with black bands distributed in the ice which were produced by 

burned fuel. It was estimated that about 350 g of plutonium were contained in 

the roughly 2000 tons of ice. Studies showed that when samples of the ice 

were melted, essentially all of the plutonium contamination sank to the 

bottom. Another 48 core samples were taken outside the fractured area. They 

disclosed no contamination in or under the ice. 

A decision was made to let the contaminated ice melt in place for three 

reasons. First, even if the plutonium were to stay suspended in water, it 

would rapidly be reduced to non-hazardous levels by dispersion. Second, it 

was likely that the plutonium would settle into the sediment layer on the 
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bottom of the bay and become effectively isolated from the inha~~tants in the 

area. And third, the clean-up operations which had already taken place were 

not completed until the end of March, which left only a few weeks before the 

ice would become unsafe to work on. 

Many environmental surveys have been conducted by Danish scientists in the 

years since the accident. 'nlese surveys have focused on determining the 

levels and distribution of plutonium contamination in the marine environment 

and investigating the possible impact that might be transmitted through the 

food chain to the Greenlanders (see Figure 2). The surveys have produced the 

following major conclusions: 

1. The inventory of plutonium in the sediment on the bottom of the bay is 

about 30 Ci. The maximum concentration under the crash site is about 

SO pCi/g (see Figure 3). The vertical displacement of the plutonium 

is about 7-8 mm/y which indicates that it will become increasingly 

unavailable to the biota in the sediments. 

2. Plutonium has been found in increased quantities (up to 6 pCi/g) in 

the organisms (mussels, starfish, and shrimp) that live in the 

sediment, but the concentrations are decreasing with time. 

3. Certain seaplants have been found to concentrate plutonium by a factor 

of about 13,000. 
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4. In 1979, seawater did not contain measurable amounts of plutonium from 

the accident, except in particles just above the seabed at the point 

of impact. 

5. In the most recent environmental survey completed in 1979, plutonium 

from the accident was not detected in any of the higher animals 

(birds, fish, mammals) with any certainty. The contamination has been 

confined to the sediment and those organisms that live in or on the 

sediment. 

The only direct link between the Greenlanders and the portion of the foodchain 

with detectable plutonium contamination is through the mussels (bivalves).' In 

1974, the average concentration of plutonium in the soft parts of the mussels 

found within a radius of 20 km of the crash site was about 20 pCi/kg. If we 

asume that a Greenlander eats 100 grams of mussels a day from this region for 

70 years, the estimated annual dose rate to the bone at the end of 70 years 

would be .075 mrad (from EPA 520/-77-016, Table A3-6). Even with this 

extremely conservative scenario, the projected maximum annual dose rate is 

less than 3% of the proposed EPA limit. 

I was unable to find any cost estimates for the clean up operation at Thule. 

It involved the resources and people of many organizations and would be 

difficult to reconstruct. However, since the clean up operations apparently 

were sufficient to meet the requirements for limiting exposures to individuals 

as currently proposed by the EPA, it is my opinion that the clean up costs 

wouldn't be appreciably different today than they were then, save the 

adjustment for inflation. 
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ON21JAN68 

Plutonium contamination level1 observed. 

Taken from reference 1 
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upon f utur1 accideoc •itu&tlQDI vber•la the auldanet f ra. !PA 
ae~ ta.adeq'YAte. 

(J) W• are a1eo concerae4 •bout the poteiltlal applleatlon• or tb• 
•OU •creontns 1•••1. Xt would Ill• c:o•t1J if• tbrou1'h iuf1)ro
pr late ute 1 the eotl •creeniuR leTel were u1tt .. t•1J to \ecome 
• 1ol1 c1••~u, 1ne1. Ttw orlslA• or Appen4ta I ef 10 en 20 •r• 
a ca1• iA poiott wherein lClP au1daftCI wat eventu.ally prOMUlgated 
a1 resu1•tlOD. Ve fear tbat other Tldenl aa!for St•t• regulatory 
ae.n~i•• MJ adopt tb• aeraeuiq 1•••1 u a r11ulaUcm to f tOTS.d• 

1tPl:41j 
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Major lto\ert •· Wank -2-
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a \ul• for ht~ legal •ctlou l• t~ eTnt of a coataalna
tloD bcl4ant. Al.o, •hov.14 the &uldae• \I tran11atd at 
acaa fvturo elate to cleuup·crlterl• ba1t4 oa the eoS.1 
ecteentna 1•••1 ana 1pp17 to Jodoral pro~·~ty .. wt11 .. 
b>tl-?odora1 propert1. tbe C.O•t of tqtlm~t'ltatin could k 

· eGO~~~ rit~t a cor.meuurata bu•flt to tlK Malt.Ii •f 
tbG rubtse. ' 

t. M, laMJ 
1>1r•ctor 
Operattocal l•f•t7 DlTl1loa 

t.. J. Deal. DOE/R~, IP·M2 
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DRAFT 
!DAHO OPERATIONS <>FFJ CE (ID) COMMENTS PEF.TAIN: NG TO P ~DPOSED ENVU:QNMEftTAL 
PRO'.ECTI ON AGENCY (EPA) DOSE LIMITS FOR PERSOr~s EXPos;D TO TRANSUJ::AHIUM 
ELEHENTS IN TH£ ~NEFtAL ENVIRONMENT 

Will fan W. Hoover, Major Geneta1, USAF 
D1rt!Ctor of Mil 1t.ary App11catton 
DOE Headquarters 

As req~sted 1n ~- w. Hoover's m~norand1111 of November 28, 1983, conwients on 
the proposed EPA 9u1dance arE· att.sched for your use and tons1derat1cn. The 
11aJ0~1t1 of the ·:crnment' are ph f1osoph1ca1 rather than techn1c11 tn nature 
and were fonnu1 attd by ~. 8, L, Rf ch, wh) 1s emp1oye<I by EG&G Idaho, Inc., 
en U> cor1tr1ctor, and the IO Operational >afet.r D1vh~on. 

Pleasie d1rect •n.f questions Ct"' concerns ~>ti may have to J. H. Barr.Y (FTS 
ssJ ... 0193) of Mi 'i\aff. 

Atte:hnent. 

Troy E, Vade I I 
Manager 

cc: r. o. Pfl 1ll!1 .. DP-226. i. w 1tt ach. 
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DRAFT 
CUMMlNlS O" THE PRO'QSEO EPA DO~:E LIMITS FOR PERSONS 

EXPOSED TO TRAHSURANIUH lLEMENTS IN THE GENERAL ENVIRONMENT 

A. the conservatism assoc1a:ed with the m.mer1cei 11~,ts are far too 
1rt1t. _ 

1. Ttie popu1 at fon do~e Hm1t of' 500 mrem per yea" to a target organ 
was estabHshed by tht advisory bodies ( ICA.P, llCRP. etc.) ~1th 
s1gntf1cant s.afet,y f.setor' applied. 

2. There are mu1tfp1e a~;s1.111pt1ons necessary 1n tt't uptake pattn.ay$ 
to man. Eacti has be1!fl conservatively e$t1mat·!d which procuces an 
~nrea1ht1c t.otf.1 conurvat 1ve overestimote. 

3. Linear dose response curv~s have now been dem1>nstrated to be 
overly COl'lservattve. Jn addition the 1ntern.sl organ doSE 
response cur'l·es are ·.•ss we11 def1ined frcn exposure to 1nterna1 
uptake/dose. 

4. The assu~pt ton of 10··6 ec•:eplable rhk 1s 1n ·ltseH unreal 1st 1ca11,y 
conservative cons 1derfog the cLrnu11t tve cons ere at ism enuner-ated 
above. 

5. The she end 1ocet1on of the popu1atfon at rhk 1s unrea11st.1ca11y 
e$ttmate~ ... 

&-. The ava11ab111ty of the radioactive contan1nants after 100 .years or 
so (the tDss of feder·al reserve protection) hilS been asst111ed at 
ieve1s r?flecttve of aar11er tfmes. It has been s~ow" that p1uton11.1n 
av a 1 lib 11 Hy d ecreasE·S w1 -;tt t 1me. 

B. The exp11nat )f.)' teJtt repc~ated1y emphas1 .zes that these gu1des are just 
that ~d that technical judgment must 'e exercised. However, these 
"'111 be the ·)1'11y gu1dencE ava1hb1e end will be ai•P11ed by regui1tc•rs 
Md interpre:td b1 the p~t>ltc as str1:l 1tm1ts •• ift.e specific: appHcat1on 
"'111 be tmpr9tt1ca1 i1nct the un1nforntd end thosE~ with ulterior soc1a1 
not h'es w111 po1nt to ap~·arent d1scre3ency betweer1 sites as a cavalier 
epproach. y,,, general ptb11c w111 be ,ed to be11E·'t'e th1t level$ 
exceeding th1! pUblhhed 1Wi1ts are 1n.lury-produc1r1g levels. Few read 
tnc ~f 1ne print.• 

It. h 1mport.1nt to recognize the obv1-,1s conf11ct. fn the stat.enents 
direct 1ng •judgment b¥ the- implement 1''9 agencies• 1nd 1n 1.he same 
p.ara~rapt\ (Ii&. page 3} pc1ntfng out that exempt1or$ must be granted 
on1y b1 the f>resfdent of the United s·:•te!t on the bu1s of 11 naL1onal 
S«urfty or paramount fntef'est of the u.s. 11 

C. The reasons 'lhte~ for lowering the r•?tocnnended dcs.e 1~11t1ts (gJ1des?) 
b1 a factor e>f 25 ( f n reference to th1! propo!>ed average annua1 -ose 
r•te to the l>lij1monar.Y tissue of 1 mreii/year) are scfent1ffca1l.r baseless. 
Ttie reasons 11ara·~r1ph 11. page 95) a:-t stated as "(jeemed unoe.:essar11,y 
h19h and cap.slale of being reduced. 11 
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llRAFT 
o. Years of exr••rtence have demeinstrated the good fo1th of the 1:1dustr1 

[pdmar11y t•OE) tn conservat tve app1 ·!cat ion of ex 1st 1ng gu1de i tn the 
sp1r1t or Ai.ARA. tn fact when it can be eas11y and ec:onom1ca'll1 
Jus1t1fed (~it consfderab1e e.l(pense fn most cases). act1~1ty fa removed 
lo 0 nondetec:table 0 levels to avotd publ fc concern. 

E. leducfng the! ltmih to hre1s approa<:'1 fng backgroll"ld end/or m·tntm&ni 
detectable, p1 aces the t nt!ustr,y under unMcessar~ preuure wh'l~h tn 
•dd1tfon destro~s the fle11b1l1ty to affect1ve1y l«)tk ALARA programs. 

F. The current 11m1ts are s:> low that ttie 1irn1t of detect ton sen:a tt.1v 1ty 
Is reached. Sampling ani analyses rE·qu1 re extended t 1me and clfta11ed 
chen1c1l se~·aratfon and •:ount fng tect noiogy. The 1 tmtts pl au.'d at 
theu low 1 Eve ls mui t iply the nunber af the extens1ve analyse~. 

G. The m1n1mum cost. (SSOO p!r acre) assuned for estimating the tcital cosh 
for br1 ng1ng contam1nate1' areas ft1tc comp1 hnce w1th ttie gu 1dmlce 1 s 
wnrea1ht1ce11y 1 o". It Is a general 1.y accepted fact ttut tht! costs 
asso:1ated '1th decontanf~at1on rap1dl,y esca1ale lllien the de5'ted 
1ner·emenlal ~duc:t ton h sma.11. Jn ed'<l1tion, the costs attr1t·Lltab1e 1.o 
deco"ltsnination efforts Include planning and enghter1ng· labc•T'i 
1quf1Jnent use e~ decontnfnatfon~ wn.te packag1~h handi1ng, transport, 
1nd dhposa1i and rad1at'lon mon1tor1ng. 

( 

H. When dea11ng w1tti very 1ow annual dose rates, the assU11ptions and/or 
1ode1~ used ..tlen canputfnJ doses have a sfgn1f1cant tmpact on the dose 
tate e$l1mates re·su1ting ron a g1¥en set of data oo1nts. Cors.1derat1on 
shou1 d be g1 ~en to standard1z 1ng the dose computa': Ion and path•a,ys 
tna1ys1s methodologtes and to referencing spec1f'k metnodolog1es 1n 
lhe proposed guidance. 

I. The 11 5creen1ng 1eve1s .. d·tcuned 1n the proposed nu1dance sho1i1d be 
removed. Quant 1f y1ng tht!St levels may corstitute t$tab1 hhllent of a 
s.eparate set of dose Hm'ts. Tttat h, each sfte hts u11que em-1ronmenta1 
and demographic ~arameter1 _., ich may result tn dil'ferent screentng 
1cve~ s than those propos~d. but st 111 correspond '~• the annua1 dose 
rates spec1f1ed tn the gutdance. 

J. We wou1 d sug Jts 1. a more 11ppropr1 ate approach for the FRC funct 1on t.o 
take wouid b·i. fn the foHow1ng opt1on5: 

1. F.!tsl.!~·i f!!:~f!rred (1~ 1on 

' 

Estebl1s11 techn1cail.)' based l1m1l5 which are c:ons1stent w1t.~ 1.tose 
reconme~~ed bt ICRP erd NCRP ~1th a strong ALl\AA requirement. 

!. ~c~~~p\f.~n 

list the 11m1ts/gu1des fn ta>1es ~Ith two col~mns. the first with 
the technically based 11m~ts and ·:he seccnd w1t.h the ALARA t>esed 
;ufdes •:• goals to be used w1th discretion and judgment. fhh 

,. 
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DRAFT· 
wou1d et 1east more c1ear1y conmurtkate the ba.s1s upon whi;h the 
lower 1i~tts were betng proposed tnd provfde ~more under•L1nd1ble 
bue for making cost/benefit evah1ations. 

In both cf these opt ,ons. the- text 'h~ui d c1 earl~ treat the ph 11 osop hy 
~f mu1t1p1e cons,!r~athm 1n ttie parantterr. leading to c•1cuia·~lon of 
1111T1ertc11 11r11ts. · 
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REFCHE~:CE: 

rnorosL:o tNVlRONMl:NTAL PROTECllON ACENCY (EPA) DOSE 

LIMITS FOR PERSONS EXPOSED TO TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS IN -

TUI: CENERAL ENVIRON~D.::NT 

Mf.MORANDUM, HOOvtR t·o MULTIPLE ADDRESSEF.S • DATED 
NOVrMDtR 23. 1983 

''•• -. ... _ 

JN Hf.SPONSE TO YOUR tW.~ORA.~DtJM OF NOVl::HDI:R 23 • 1983, Rtl'JUESTINO 

CO:t'H[NTS ON rRoros:cm EPA LIMITS ON TRU Ul THE ENVIRONMI:NT, WE UAVC 

rntiVrnr:n cm~U:NTS DIRI:CTLY TO MAJOR WA.~K ON AGJ::NDA TOPICS 

SUCC:E~rrnc A DISCUSSION OF INSTIUJMENTATION AND METHODOLOGIES IN 

usr. /\T rrr.Ln orncc FACILITIES • 

DE IJltlE#-... ELfftl.INA 1'£ VNNECE.'SJ ,CRY ~RD.ff 2 I 3 ·--·--- .......... .... 
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WE Am: J'P.0VlD1NC DI::tow SUDSTA.~TIVE CO!'lMENTS ON THE I'ROPOSl::D REGULATIONS AND DOE IMPACT: 

A co:-c-n:NT SliOULr> BE MhDE ON TUE UAZARD STATEMENT ON PACE 9. THAT "INllALATI.ON OF .. 
'R.A~SlT!lJ~Nl L1t I:L'CHCNTS MAY CAUSE LtTNG CANCERS, AND INCEST ION MAY CAllSE BONE A.~D LIVER 

CANCJ:'.R~," Ml!LE Tl!lS lS NO DOUBT TRUE FOR HUMANS, IT lIAS ONLY BEEN AC'l'UALLY DEMONSTR.ATEP 

FOR l./\TIOH/\TOI\Y hNIMi\LS, AND THl:: ONE-IN-A-MILLION RISK FOR HUMANS IS ONLY CALCULATED. 

-m S llAZARfl S1'ATU1I:NT SllOt'Lfl ALSO S'l'A'r[ TUAT TllE PURPOSE OF TRE STANDARD IS TO PR.f.VF.Nl' 

run:nr: CAN CCR~ lN HUMANS FROM TRA.~SPLtTTO~IU'M ELE~NTS. SINCE wt EXPECT THE SAMF. EFl~EC1' 

rno~! Tm:si: r.1.r.~tl:NTS AS WE HAVE EXPERIENCf.D FROM nADtUM. WE SHOULD NOT r.IVE THE FALSE 

~Mrnr~SION TO LAY rtRSONS THAT WE BELIEVE PRESENT AND PAST ENVlRONMEN'IAL PLUTONIUM 

Ltvt:l.S ARr. A CAtJSt: or llUMAN CANCERS. 

"'llf. DOSI: Ll~lTS ARE INTI:t.:DED TO SE BASED ON A CA.~CER RlSK OF lO(E-6) PtR 'YEAR. STATEMENTS 

tN 'fl!J'. DOC.:t!MtNT (r..c., PACE 3, PARAGRAPH 2) SUCH AS ''LtSS THAN ONE ADDITIONAL DEATH PER 

MTL1.ro~~. " 11 ARE NOT Dr.FINITE. THIS SHOULD BE CHANGF.D TO "NOT TO EXCEED ONE ••• ti f SINCE 

i.rss 'flW' O!\C COULP MEAN lO(F.-7) OR LOWER, AND IS orEN AT ONE !ND. DOSE LIMITS BASED 

ON A RlSr: or 10 (E-G) rr:R YEAR ARt GENERALLY ACCEPTA'8L'E BY MOST MEMDERS OF SOCIETY. A.ND 

cotrr n : nr. Ar.r.rr·r A.T\T,r::. rn. nor.. -·· ______ -· ---·· 

THI: rRl~iCI.rAt rROnLtM IS TO ESTABLISH THAT THE DOSE CORRESPONDING TO Tll!S RISK IS 

NOT txcu:rir:D AT /\. SI'I!CiflC CONTAMINATED SITE. THf. CONCEPT OF SCUENING LEVELS PROPOSED 

IN 1'llf. llOCUlIT:Nl' 1 S vtRY USEFUL AND SROULP BE SUPPORTED AND ACCEPTED. TRF. SOIL SCREENING 

tr.vr.t IS o. 2 uCI/~Q. ti ron TUE TOP ONE INCH or SOit. FOR rARTICLES SttALL'F.R TUAN 2MM. 

rr.r:SW.AnLY If Tm: TOTAL SURFACE ACTIVITY WERE LESS TKAN 02, uCt/SQ. M PARTICLE SIZING 

WOULn NOT nr. NrCtSSAnY. DUT THIS SHOULD BE CONfIR.t.tED. TRE SCREENlNC LEVEL EQUATF.S TO 

AnouT 4l'Cl/r. or SOIL. AN EVALllATION IF THIS LEVEL CAN BE MEASURED BY READILY AVA!LA~L'F. 

Fl!:L'D U~STIU.JXr.~~1'5 SllOULn DE tl.i\Dt. OTHEllv.'ISE. SAMPLING AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS Mt.1S1' 

Dt nm~i:. 111r. A1R r/\RTICULATE SCREENINC Lf.Vf.L, 1 FCI/CU, M, WILL REQUIRE SA.~LlNG AND 
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ANALYSIS, nut TlllS IS TO BE EXTlECTED FOR EVALUATING DOSE RATES FROM ALP11A EMITTERS AT 

Till: rnOi'O~r.r> LTM!TS. TUE AKBlENT LtVELS IN THE MTDWES'r ARl:: 200-300 TIMES LESS TUAN 

'Hf, -SCRE.t:NINC · Lt~Jtl.~. · · · · ·· · · · · · · · ·· ··· ·· · · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · · ···· · · ·.. · ·· ··· · ·· ... · ··· · · ·· · · · ·· · · · 

MrTliODS fOR I:STlHATING DOSE RATES BY THE rROCEOURES GIVEN IN THE DOCUMENT SHOULn BE 

;ART:T'l..11..LY Hf.VlE\./1:1) D~roru: THEY ARE ACR.F.Et> TO AND ACCEPTED. THE DIRECT PROCEDURE CALLS 

FOR 'co?\SlliI:!U\ULC INrORMATION O!HER THAN ENVlRONMENl'Al. TP.ANSUlWUUM CONCENTRATIONS. 

THIS lNCLt:L>LS PARTlCLF. SIZE DlS'!RlBUTlON 1 SOLUBILITY Ct.ASS, AND RESUSPENSION FACTOR -

)AT/\ THAT IS QUlTI: DIFFICULT TO OBTAIN. lF IT IS TRUE, AS THE DOCUMENT STATES, THAT 

VI:RY FE\~ S I'IJ:S \llLL Al'rROACll THE SCREENlNC LEVELS, THESE PJ:QUIR1.MENTS lolILL IMPOSE 

LITTT.r. nurmr.N ON DOI:. 

tND/JJN/1'11 

' I 



United States Government Department•ot Energy 

memorandum 
w.11: January 12, 1984 

REP\YTO 
ATTN OF: GC-30 

su9J£Cf: EPA Proposed Emission Standards for Radionuclide• 

to: '1'. Garrish 
A. Trivelpiece 
J. Jeane 
E. Patterson 
B. Siebert 
w. Thiessen 
'1'. Williams 

'."'""" 

Attached for your review and comment is a draft letter ~rem 
Secretary Hodel to William Ruckelshaus recommending that EPA 
withdraw its proposed regulations for radionuclide emissions 
from DOE facilities. 

Based upon EPA's criteria for its recent decision on regulating 
sources of benzene emissions under section 112 of the Clean 
Air Act, the regulation of radionuclide emissions from DOE 
facilities is not justified. Similar to the three sources 
of emissions of benzene for which EPA decided to withdraw 
its proposed regulations, the health risks (both the snaximum 
lifetime individual risk and the annual increased incidence 
of cancer ·in the exposed population) from current radionuclide 
emissions from DOE facilities are excee4ingly small and 
would not be appreciably reduced by the costly proposed 
regulations. 

I would appreciate receiving 
business Monday, ~anuary 16, 

Attachments 
As stated 

your comments by close of 
1984. _.;, j/ ~ 

/~.P,J~ 
,/• ~ 

Stephen H. Grcenleigh 
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Mr. William D. Ruckelahaua 
Administrator 
u.s. Environmental Protection Agency 
Washington, D.C. 20460 

Dear Kr. Ruckelshauaa 

A• you are aware, I have a strong personal interest iJl 

assuring that the activities of the Department of Energy 

(DOE) are conducted so as to protect the public health and 

safety and to ~inimize any adverse environmental impacts. 

I share your view that environmental standards must have a 

sound scientific base and of fer the scientific expertise of 

this Department to assist the Environmental Protection Agency 

(EPA) in assuring the existence of such sound scientific 

bases for the regulation of energy facilities. 
. . 

Your application of risk assessment and the concept of risk , 

management to regulatory decisionmaking is particularly 

laudable. Of special interest was your recently 

announced risk assessment rationale for controlling sources 

cf emissions of benzene under section 112 of the Clean Air 

• 

Act. This approach outlined in the EPA Background Paper 

dated December 15, 1983 (BN,,J. Environm~ Repor;:.et'i.4151"" 

De~er ~gp-1) (hereinafter cited as EPA Background Paper) 

would limit federal regulation to sources that present a 

significant risk to the public health. This approach seems 

inherently reasonable and an appropriate management of 

11.mited-fed~l resources. 

~ 

---'------··-·- --
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In thi• regard, J would like to call to your attention a 

propose4 EPA rulemakin~ of 1ntereat to thi• Department 

(DOE) which on it• face appear• lncon•i•tent with YOQZ' 

announced policy. I aa referring to EPA'• proposed Rational 

Emi••ion Standards for Radionuclidea, ln particular the 

propo•e4 atandarda for ra41onucli4e emission• from DOE 

facilitie•. '' FR 15076 (April 6 1 1983). JI A8 discussed 

below, the maximum 11feti• individual rl•k and the annual 

increased incidence of cancer from current radionuclide 

emission• from DOE facilities are aiallar to the ri•k value• 

for the three sources of benzene for which EPA baa announced 
• 

• 

it• intent to withdraw proposed regulations. It la, therefore, 

reconnended that the proposed rulemaking for radionuclide 

emi•siona be revieve4 under the criteria announced for the 

benzene deciaion. I aa eonf ident that based upon tbi• 

review, EPA will decide to withdraw the proposed indirect 

emission standards for DOE facilities. 

1' DOE provided written comments on the proposed rulemaking 
n a letter dated July 14, 1983 to Charles L. Elkins. In 

addition, DOE provided oral comments at the public hearing 
held in Washington, D.C. on April 28, 1983 • 

. •:.::.----...... _,_ 
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Using the linear dose reaponse llOdel JI an4 EPA'• own eatiaat•• 

of exposures, !/ the l~fetime risk to th• uxinaally expoaed 

individual from current radionuclide emissions from DOB 

faciliti•• 1• le•• than 2 in 10,000. 48 ra 15080 (April ,, 

1983). For comparlaon, the maximum lifetiJDe individual risks 

from exposure to benzene from the tvo sources proposed to be 

regulated by EPA currently are estimated to be 15 in 10,000 

and 83 in 10,000r the maximum individual ri•k• from th• 

ben1ene sources which EPA proposes not to regulate are 1.4 

in 10,000 (ethylbenzene and atyrene plants), ·'' in 10,000 
• 

(maleic anhydride plants), and .36 in 10,000 (benzene •to~a9e . 

27 While appreciating the need for conservatism in rulemakin9, 
DOE questions EPA'• reliance on the linear dose response ' 
estimates for radionuclide• recommended by the Committee on 
Biological Effect• of Ionizing Radiation (BEIR) 1972 rather 
than utilizing the more current dose response estimate• of 
BEIR 1980. The BEIR 1980 report, prepared by a group of expert• 
in the National Academy of Sciences, is the mast recent 
compilation of data on the biological ef fecta of ionisin9 
radiation an4 yet is not even cited in the Preamble ~o 
proposed 40 CFR Part 61. See Testimony of Warren K. Sinclair, 
Pre1ident, National Councli-on Radiation Protection and 
Measurement• at EPA hearings on proposed 40 CFR Part 61, 
April 29, 1983. If thia more current scientifically accepted 
dose response data were used, the riak figures for radionuclide 
emissions from DOE facilities would be even lower. 

3/ A recalculation of the maximwn individual lifetime risk 
6'y the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) using EPA 
prescribed models determined that the EPA estimate of 2 in 
10,000 is too high and that the maximum lifetime risk from 
DOE facilities is approximately .3 in 10,000. This risk 
estimate ia equivalent to the extremely low r.aaximum lifetime 
individual risk estimated for benzene storage vessels (i.e., 
the lowest maximum lifetime individual risk from those 
benzene sources that EPA has decided not to regulate) and 
substantially less than the maximum lifetime individual risk 
from those benzene sources EPA proposes to regulate. 

I - ... • . -..:.;., . . ... . --..... ......... _ .· 
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ves1el•>· EPA Background Paper, •uera. The aaxiaum lifetime 

individual ri•k after imposition of the regulations proposed - --- ' 
by EPA for benzene fugitive aourcea and coke by-product 

recovery plant• are ••timated to !>e C.5 in 10,000 and 3.5 in 

10,000, respectively. Jd. The maximum individual lifetime -
risks from these sources after regulation are estimated 

to be higher than even EPA'• estimate of maxim\JJll lifetime 

risks from emissions of radionuclide• from DOE facilities. !/ 

Further, the maximum lifetime individual risk from current 

radionuclide emission• from DOE facilities i• well below the 

Jna.Xillllllll lifetime individual risks estimated for the three . . 
sources of inorganic arsenic that EPA has proposed to rec;ulate 

under section 112. 48 FR 33112 (July 20, 1983). For these, 

three sources of inorganic arsenic, the maximum individual 

lifetime risks are estimated to range between Cl and 690 in 

10,000 for low-arsenic copper smelters, l>etween 230 and 

3,500 in 10,000 for high-arsenic copper ameltera, and 

• 

between 6.4 and 100 in 10,000 for glaas manufacturing plants. Id. -
Even after imposition of the proposed EPA regulations for these 

sources of inorganic arsenic emission•, the maximum lifetime 

individual risks from two of these source categories (i.e., 

between 9.4 and 150 in 10,0~0 for low-arsenic copper aznelters 

4/ ~he 'risks from these benzene sources after regulation 
would be 15 to 20 times higher than the ORNL risk estimate• 
for unregulated DOE faciliti••· 

DRAFT 
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and between 58 and 920 in 10,000 for hi9h-araenic copper 

anelters) would remain considerably above the EPA estimated 

maximum individual lifetime riak of less than 2 in 10,000 

from current radionuclide emission• from DOE facilit.l••· 

See,''t4. Further, the maximum individual lifeti• risk from --
current e~ission• at DOE facilities are roughly equivalent 

to those estimated for four aources of inorganic arsenic 

that EPA determined •hould not be regulated (i.e., sine 

oxide plants, between 1.7 and 28 in 10,0001 arsenic chemical 

manufacturing, between 0.4 and 6.4 in 10,0001 cotton gin•, 

between 0.17 and 2.11 and aecondary lead •meltera, between 

2.0 and 3.2 in 10,000). See id. -- . . 
The other measure of risk that EPA considers important for 

sensible risk management ia •total population impact•. EPA 

Background Paper, supra. This risk estimate which takes 

account of all persons exposed provides a measure of the 

•overall impact on public health• and is expressed in terms 

of the annual number of cancer fatalities. See id. -- The 

annual increased total population impact f roa current 

radionuclide emission• from DOE facilities is estimated by 

EPA to be about. 1 cancer death in 15 years or 0.07 per year. 

48 FR lSOIO (April 6, 1983). This is considerably less than 

the annual population impact from benzene emissions from the . 
two benzene sources proposed to be regulated even after the 

imposition of the proposed regulations (i.e., 0.14 for 

fugitive benzene and .23 for coke by-product recovery 

• 

planta). EPA Background Paper, supra. This annual population 
. •· ··-·---·-·--· ..... 
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. . 
incidence from DOE facilitiea ia al•o le•• than the annual • 

population il:lpact from inorganic araenic emiaaiona from 

aecondary lead •melter• (i.e., between .20 and 3.J) which 

EPA baa decided not to're9ulate. See 48 l'R 33112 (July 20, -
1913). It la also lesa than or approximately equivalent to 

the annual population impact after imposition of propose4 

EPA regulation• for low-arsenic copper •melter• (i.e., 

between 0.21 and 3.4) and 9lasa manufacturing plant• (i.e., 

between 0.01 and 0.21). See 14. --
Alao indicative of the low risk associated with current 

eznisaions from DOE facilitiea is the fact that radionuclide 

emission• from the two DOE facilities with the highest . . 
emission• and which are the only two DOE facilitiea which 

currently violate the EPA proposed standard (i.e., a dose 

equivalent rate of 10 arena/year to whole body, 30 mrem/year 

to any organ) produce an increased radiation dose to the 

surrounding population• of only 0.08 percent above natural 

background radiation. !/ Uaing the BEIR 1980 cancer death 

riak numbers, !/ the additional risk to the average individual 

57 Releases from all DOE facilities result in a total 
of fsite whole body dose equivalent to residents within so 
miles of those facilities of approximately 400 person-rem 
per year. See EPA Draft Background Information Document, 
PROPOSED STANDARDS FOR RADIONUCLIDES (March 1983) (hereinafter 
cited as EPA Draft Back9round Information Document). One 
half of this 400 person-rem per year results from emission• 
from the Feed Materials Production Center (FHPC) at Fernald, 
Ohio (approximately 132 person-rem) and the Oak Ridqe Reservation 
(approximately 70 person-rem). See EPA Draft Backqroun4 
Information Document, supra. The-3.2 million people residing 
within 50 miles of these two facilities receive a dose 
equivalent from natural background of 262,000 person-rem per 
year. See id.1 NCRP Report No. 45, NATURAL BACKGROUND RADIATION 
IN THE UNITED STATES (November 15, 1975). Background radiation 
exposures in the United States vary from about 60 mrem/year 
to 125 arem/year excluding radof\,._.Se.e.JJCRP -R~Xt No. 45, .. ___. -·- __ ....... . 
supra. 
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in the population• •urroundin9 these two POE facilities from 

exposure to radionuclide emission• 1• calculate4 to be ••tr 
approximately C tenthousandtha of one percent of the ri•k of 

cancer 1nOrtality from other causes. 

Based on these extremely low risk fi9urea, it la clear that 

radionuclide emission• from DOE facilities do not cause 

•iCJllificant public health risk• an4, therefore, •hould not 

be regulated by EPA under section 112 of the Clean Air Act. 

Moreover, the already low risks from radionuclide emissions 

from DOE facilities would not be appreciably reduced by the 

EPA proposed regulations. Under the proposed EPA standard, . 

• 

EPA has estimate4 that the maximum lifetiane individual risk el c 
from radionuclide emissions from DOE facilities would be 

reduced from 2 in 10,000 to 2 in 50,000 or 0.4 in 10,000. 

46 FR 15081 (April 6, 1983). Although the annual population 

impact under the proposed EPA atandard for DOE facilities ha1 not 

been calculated by EPA, it can roughly be estimated that the 

current annual population iJDpact of .07 would be reduced by 

approximately ~percent ao that t.he resulting annual 

population impact after imposition of the proposed EPA 
'ff standard would be approximately ...e-35". Thus, imposition of 

the proposed EPA standards for DOE facilitie~ 

optimiwcally result in the reduction of l~cancer deatb 

every ~year•. 'l'hi• reduction in the incidence of cancer 

is precisely the •ame as that which would have been achieved 

. ~ ___.,_.. __ . - . -· . 
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• 

under the proposed regulation• for the three benzene •ource • 

categories that EPA recently detenained ahou14 be vithdravn, 

in part because the rl•k• froa these sources would not be 

appreciably reduced by the proposed regulation•. 

Background Paper, aupra. 

lee BPA -

Finally, t.he proposed EPA re9ulation• are clearly not coat 

effective. EPA ha• estimated the capital coats of compliance 

with the proposed atandard for DOE faciliti•• to be approximately 

$25 million. 48 FR 15081 (April 6, 1983). 2J Assuming the 

control technology in•talled for this $25 million would be 

effective for 30 years, the moat optimistic benefit from the 

capital outlay of $25 million would be aavin9 l life in 3~ . 
years. See EPA Draft Background Information Document, -
aupra. The cost• estimated for compliance with the propose4 

regulations for DOE facilitiea are roughly equivalent to those 

required by proposed standard• for benzene emissions from 

coke by-product recovery plant•, but the capital outlay of 

$30.9 million for compliance wit.h the proposed benzene emission 

atandards would result in aaving 2.37 live• per year •• 
• 

opposed to 1 in 30 yeara. !!!. EPA Background Paper, supra. 

Further, the estiaate of $25 million in capital cost• i• 

considerably greater than t.he $16.4 million in capital 

outlay estimated to have been required to comply with the 

proposed benzene emission standards that EPA has announced 

its intent to withdrawn. See id. With respect to emission• --
of benzene, EPA determined that an expenditure of $16.C 

17 Although EPA has not estimated the annual operating 
costs and DOE has no hard estimates, auch costs no doubt 
would substantially increase-the total costs of compliance. . ·····;-i ~ 
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IU.llion va• not ju•tifie4 to eave 1 life ln JO rear•. 14. -
Jf the expen4iture of '~'·' aillion i• not varrante4 to aave 1 

' 
life in 30 yeara, then clearly th• expenditure of f25 aillion 

.. 
would be even 1••• justified. 

Base4 on the atM)ve 4iacuas1on, it ia apparent that revulation 

of DOE facilities •• a source category of radionuclide emissions 

ia not warranted aince the health riaka from emission• from 

auch facilities currently are exceedingly 8J1All and would 

not be appreciably reduced by the costly proposed regulations. 

The risk• from radionuclide emission• from DOE facilities to 

t.he moat exposed individual and to the population aa a vhQle . 
are considerably lover than for the two benzene aource 

categories EPA proposes to regulate and roughly similar to , 

t.he ri•k• from the t.hree benzene aource categories that EPA 

hA• determined not to regulate. Consequently, 1t ia t.hi• 

Department'• position that EPA ahould withdraw the proposed 

emission •tandarda for radionuclide emission• from DOE 

facilities in accordance vlth ita announced prudent riak 

management policy under aection 112 of the Clean Air Act• 

Sincerely, 

DONALD PAUL HODEL 

.... 
_., ... _ .. ...,,..,, •. _ - ;,.t11":."•·- ••• ......... .....-.-~ ···-· ··--·,. 
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· . RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS" .; . · 
·· ·· · • R1r1to.s~1cr1u• -
.WQRKER 

. • 1st OPTION: 
·STAY WITH ORGAN·BURDE·N CONCEPT 

• 2nd OPTION: 
- ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENTS 

, :~· GENERAL POPULATION 

• COMMITED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT OVER 
70 YEAR PERIOD 



!)•ti9 ft t'CC.tl'\ AA.ti ~I 
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APPLICATION· WORKERS • 

' • PROSPECTIVE: · .... ! i ' 
• RECOMMENDATIONS INVOLVE LITTLE TO NO .. ·.· : I ~ 

CHANGE. ALl'1 ARE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME -~ . 
AS MPC'1 

,, 

'·'f 

• RETROSPECTIVE: _ ~ . . ·: 
·SIGNIFICANT CHANGE INVOLVEDl.f>REVIOUSLY ·: 

BASED ON PERMISSIBLE ORGAN DOSE OR 
· ORGAN BURDENS. ICRP 26 WOULD CHANGE ., . 
TO 50-yr COMMITTED DOSE CONCEPT] .. · • , 



,.__ ·RECORDS WOULD BE .... 
. , 

. COMPLICATED 

.•. . 
' • > 
.I 

WOULD REQUIRE INCREASED RECORDS 
TO SATISFY VARIOUS NEEDS: 

• ACTUAL DOSE EQUIVALENT 

• COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 

,, ' 
' 

' .. -

• ORGAN BURDENS . v \. •. 

'• 

• ORGAN DOSES 
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WORKER PROTECTION . 

. MODES OF INTAKE FOR WEbb REfAINED 
. NUCLIDES 

FACILITY % INHALATION 

A 78 

B 40 

c 63 

'-• 

% OTHER ;J 

24 v 

60 

47 f. J 



op·r0tJ DEPos- DE-T~ c 1e D {A_// c:J A t rz_ t 

WORKER PROTECTION 

DEPOSITIONS DETERMINED BY BIOASSAV 
WITHOUT ASSOCIATED TRIGGERS (AIR 
SAMPLES) 

FOR FACILITY A 

' ., 

CURRENT EMPLOYEES 33 PERCENT 

ALL TIME EMPLOYEES 36 PERCENT 

, A6 

;; 
l,)) D 

NO' 

j)E( 

At 

._f /J~ 
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. MANAQ~MENT OF WORKER EXPOSURE· 

' .. -- .. ~ !XAMPLE: AN UPTAKE OA 20 tte1 Pu 
• '·t, 

. \CURRENT PRACTICE: 
• • I~ 

:. ~· • ANNUAL DOSE EQUIVALENT TO BON& Of 1 & rem (50% Of LIMIT) " 
I • 

f ,1' 

r •• . • EXPOSURE WILL CONTINUE FOR SEVERAL YEARS ' ·· · ;, ~ Ii 

.. > '.·. FUTURE EXPOSURE (BOTH EXT AND INT) MUST BE ... L. ' -. 
RESTRICTED THEREAFTER . .. , 

·' 

·PROPOSED BY ICAP: 

., \. 1 ST YEAR COMMITTED (60-yr) DOSE OF 160 ram 
~: ~ ~ .. 

·• EXPOSURE ALL ASSIGNED TO YEAR OF INTAKE 

; 

I:\ 

• ., 

. 1 ' _, 

' ' 

~ 

' 

• NO ADDITIONAL RESTRICTIONS THEREAFTER EVEN THOUGH· t.t 

WORKER WOULD BE RECEIVIN9 1 & rem/yr TO BONE 

" 

R 
1 
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PLUTONIUM 

OLD: ORGAN DOSE CONCEPT 
4017Ci UPTAKE ,_ 30 rem/yr 

NEW: DOSE EQUIV. CONCEPT 

STOCHASTIC 
0.63 17Ci • 5 rem (WT 50) 

NON-STOCHASTIC 
0.65 17Ci )a 50 rem 



WORKER PROTECTION 

• INTERNAL DOSE ASSESIM!NT 

SURFACE MEASUR£1 
NASAL MEASURES 
AIR SAMPLES 

INVIVO MEASURES 

c. INtAKE DOSE 
&f ANDARD ...... INTAKE~ASIEISM!NT I MODEL . 

INVITRO MEASURES I DEPOllTION .. · • DOSE AllEllMENT 
INDIVIDUAL METABOLIC FACTORS 
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

• EXTERNALDOSEASSESSMENT 

DOSE METERS 
AREA SURVEYS I DOSE 

• ASSESSMENT 

'· 

\(S' ,. 
-r: 



50 YEAR COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE 
EQUIVALENT 

ISSUES: 

• EXTRAPOLATION OF 50 Y~AR DOSE TO 1st VEAR· 
AFFORDS NO GREATeR PAOfeCTION (PERHAPS 
EVEN LESS PROtECTION) . 

• MEASUREMENT SVSfEMS ARE INADEQUATE 
• ENVIRONMENTAL AIR MONITORING 
- IN VIVO ASSESSMENT 
- BIOASSAY 

· • LOW EXPOSURES BECOME TECHNICAL OVER 1 

EXPOSURES ·· 

• MANAGEMENT OF SUBSEQUENT YEARS 
EXPOSURE MORE COMPLICATED 



' 

·.·MAIN PROBLEM 

DOSE EQUIVILANT (50 

.. YEAR DOSE COMMITMENT) 

. CONCEPT IS NOT PRACTICAL 

FOR LONG-LIVED, WELL-

, :: RETAINED RADIONUCLIDES 

SUCH AS PLUTONIUM 



.,;; 

ii 

RETROSPECTIVE APPLICATION·· WORKERS 

PROBLEMS · 

• COMMITTED EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVILANT 

• SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED LIMITS 

• REDUCED WORKER PROTECTION 

• DOSE ASSESSMENTS NOT REALISTIC 

• DIFFICULTY IN EXPLAINING CONCEPT 

• COMPLICATED RECORD KEEPING 

• INCREASED COSTS W/O INCREASED BENEFITS 



I/ I 

APPLICATION~ WORKERS 

• PROSPECTIVE: 
• RECOMMENDATIONS INVOLVe LITTLE TO NO 

CHANGE. All's ARE.ESSENTIALLY THE SAME 
AS MPC'1 . 

• RETROSPECTIVE: 

~' i't 

}'. 

... 

- SIGNIFICANT CHANGE INVOLVED PREVIOUSLY 
BASED ON PERMISSIBLE ORGAN DOSE OR 
ORGAN BURDENS. ICRP 26 WOULD CHANGE 
TO 50-yr COMMITTED DOSE CONCEPT 

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~-~~~~~--- -~ -.......-~~~~~~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~._.--.... 
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PROSPECTIVE VS 
RETROSPECTIVE 

• PROSPECTIVE: 
·USED FOR PLANNING PURPOSES, 

DESIGN OF NEW FACILITIES, 
AND CONTROL OF THE WORK 
ENVIRONMENT. (ALI VS MPC) 

• RETROSPECTIVE: 
• USED FOR ASSESSMENT OF 

DOSE ACTUALLY RECEIVED .. 
BY WORKERS. (ORGAN DOSE 
VS DOSE COMMITMENT) 
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WEIGHTING FACTORS 

GONADS 
BREAST 
RED BONE M.-
LUNG 
THYROID 
BONE SURF. 
REMAINDER 

. 

·. ICRP 

'0.25 
0.15 
0.12 
0.12 
0.03 
0.03 
0.30 

t . 
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STOCHASTIC 

• Hi!REDITY: 
~THE PROBABILITY OF AN EffECT 

OCCURRING RATHER THAN ITS 
SEVERITY· A r:uNCTION Of DOSI$ 
WITHOUT THRESHOLD 

NON-STOCHASTIC 

• SOMATIC: 
., ·THE SEVERITY OF THE EFFECT , 

VARIES WITH THE DOSE. MUST '. .. 
EXCEED A THRESHOLD 

,; 
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ICRP PUBLICATIONS 

• REPORT 26: 
. •RECOMMENDATIONS OF ICRP · ·. ·· 

ON RADIATION PROTECTION (1977) '.. :. 

• REPORT 30: 
· · ~~· · • LIMITS ON INTAKES OF RADIO·~ 

NUCLIDES BY WORKERS .... · ~ -
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TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTS AROUND THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT 

From the beginning of operations of the Rocky Flats Plant, 
organic liquids contaminated with radioactive materials, 
were generated in various manufacturing processes. It 
was initially assumed that this material could be either 
burned or packaged in some manner and shipped offsite for 
disposal as low level waste. Since no method of disposal 
was available research was initiated to develop a pro
cedure to process these materials. 

In the meantime, with the stockpile of contaminated oil 
increasing rapidly, an area on the Plant Site was de
signated in July 1958 as a temporary storage area for 
the uranium and plutonium contaminated oil drums. During 
subsequent years, drums were continually added which 
contained mostly plutonium contaminated machine ·oils. 

The first drum leakage was discovered in July 1959 and a 
rust inhibitor, ethanolamine was added to the drums to 
minimize corrosion. The first evidence of deterioration 
of drums was discovered in 1964 and soil contamination 
was becoming a problem. 

The recovery process to treat the contaminated oils, 
became operational in January 1967 and removal of the 
drums from the storage area began. At this time the field 
contained 5240 drums, of which approximately 3570 contained 
plutonium oil. The oldest drums and those containing 
plutonium were processed first. The last of the plu
tonium-contaminated oil was removed in January 1968 and 
final shipment of uranium-contaminated oil was moved to 
the disposal plant in June 1968. 

An estimate of leakage, based upon a material balance 
from recovered materials and soil samples, indicated that 
5000 gallons of oil containing about 86 grams (5 curies) 
of plutonium leaked from the drums into the soil. This 
was about 3% of the plutonium-contaminated oil. Radiation 
monitoring and mapping of the area in July 1968 showed 
levels of 2 X 105 to over 3 x 107 d/m/g alpha radio
activity. An asphalt containment cover was constructed 
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to prevent spread of the plutonium bearing soil and 
four water sample wells for confirmation that no down
ward migration was occuring were completed in November 
1969. 

After a fire on May 11, 1969 at Rocky Flats, studies were 
conducted by the Colorado Committee on Environmental 
Information (CCEI) and by the Health and Safety Laboratory 
(HASL) of the USAEC, concerning the possible release of 
plutonium from the fire. These investigations detected 
measurable quantities of plutonium in the soil around 
the Rocky Flats Plant. Concentrations of plutonium in 
soil at Rocky Flats have also been estimated by the Colorado 
Department of Health (CDH), Rockwell International,· 
Jefferson County Health DepaYtm9nt, and private housing 
developers. In general, measurements made by the different 
groups have shown similar (but not identical) results for 
surface plutonium levels. 

The HASL data indicate that releases from past operations 
have amounted to about 11 cu~ies of plutonium, approx
imately 99% of which was leakage from drums in the storage 
area. The epicenter of the isopleth map shows that 
the contamination can not be attributed to the May 1969 
fire but is due ~o resuspension and redistribution of 
contaminated soil from the oil drum storage area. 

During the removal of the corroded drums and the sub
sequent covering operations, some radioactive material 
was resuspended and distributed by wind action to the 
east of the storage area. The HASL estimate of the total 
amount of plutonium dispersed by the oil leaks (11 Ci) 
is higher than the estimate of the total amount of plu
tonium available to be dispersed. The potential amount 
was estimated by Rocky Flats on the basis that the 5000 
gallons of oil that leaked from the drums contained 86 
grams (5.3 Ci) of plutonium. To reduce conflicting 
estimates, the HASL data is considered to be the most 
accurate. 

The HASL data suggest that of the 11 Ci released, 8.6 Ci 
are on site. Of the amount off site, the HASL data in
dicate that about 1.5 Ci are included in the area above 
0.003 mCi/rn2 (3rnCi/krn2) which extends to about 5 miles 
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from the Plant boundary. About 1.9 Ci are spread at 
distances far from the Plant at levels equal to or 
below fallout of 0.0015 mCi/m2 (1.5 mCi/km2). Of the 
total 8.6 Ci included on-site, the HASL data indicate 
that about 1.7 Ci are included in the area that was 
covered with asphalt. 

Analyses for plutonium and americium in 175 soil samples 
collected on private and municipal lands around the 
Rocky Flats Plant have not revealed concentrations 
greater than the EPA Proposed Screening Level. Eval
uation of analyses of 27 soil samples, collected fo~ 
purposes of certain land litigation indicates that soil 
on private land east of the Plant contains levels less 
than 50% of the screening level. One sample from 14 
collected on City of Broomfield land west of Great 
Western Reservoir contains 118 mCi/km2 plutonium, which 
is 59% of the screening level, but adjacent samples 
indicate less than 50 mCi/km2. 

The HASL data indicate plutonium levels in the range 
between 50 and 500 mCi/km2 for the soil in the area 
near the Plant's eastern boundary. Access to this area 
is not open to the general public and is controlled by 
a barbed wire fence and locked gates. Analyses of soil 
samples by Rockwell at 7 sites in this area confirm the 
HASL measurements which indicate the presence of plu
tonium greater than the EPA screening level. The plu
tonium concent~ations in the soil from one 10 acre site 
are in the range from 80 to 252 mCi/km2 with a median 
of 108 mCi/km2. The median values for the other sites 
fall within the range from 3 to 34 mCi/km2. 

On the basis of the EPA Guidance Technical Assessment, 
the above-mentioned evaluation of additional soil data 
and airborne plutonium concentration data, there will be 
no impact on current operations at Rocky Flats if the 
Proposed Guidance is finalized. There is no need (based 
on EPA criteria) for decontamination of onsite lands 
other than those actions currently planned for other 
reasons. If the EPA guidance were ever to apply to 
onsite property then the cost could be substantial if 
removal were required. 
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Aerial View of the Rocky Flats Plant 

Map Showing Location of the Rocky Flats Plant 



Aerial Photo Showing Major Facilities at Rocky Flats 
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Drum Storage Area at Rocky Flats in 1967 
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Asphalt Pad Over Abandoned Storage Area in 1970 

HASL Map Showing Plutonium Deposition Contours 



Colorado Department of Health Plutonium Sectors Map 

Soil Sample Sites of Regional Traverses 



EG&G Aerial Radiometric Survey of Total Gamma in 1973 

EG&G Aeriar·Radiometric Survey Gamma in 1981 



EG&G Aerial Radiometric Survey of 24/Am Activity in 1973 
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EG&G Aerial·- Radio~etric Survey of in 1981 
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Composite Map Showing Locations of Several Soil Sample Surveys 
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SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
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Soil Sampling Methods Used for Litigation Samples 
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Map Summary of Plutonium Concentrations Around Rocky Flats 
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Map Showing Plutonium Concentrations Inside Eastern Boundary 
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RADIOMETRIC SURVEY 
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Radiometric survey of Rocky Flats Plant Site 
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Portable Building Used In Contaminated Soil Removal 
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Decontamination Workers Manually Removing Soil 



ROCKY FLATS SOIL CONTAMINATION 

HISTORICAL SEQUENCE 

JULY 1958 

1959 

DRUM STORAGE AREA ESTABLISHED1 DRUMS CONTAINING 

PLUTONIUM CONTAMINATED OILS WERE ADDED DURING 

SUBSEQUENT YEARS 

FIRST DRUM LEAKAGE DISCOVERED AND RUST 

INHIBITOR} ETHANOLAMINE1 WAS ADDED To DRUMS 

PRIOR To STORAGE To MINIMIZE CORROSION 

JANUARY 1964 

FIRST EVIDENCE OF LAYER SCALE DETERIORATION 

OF DRUMS WAS REPORTED. SOIL CONTAMINATION 

WAS REPORTED To EE INCREASING. 



JANUARY 1967 

LAST DRUMS WERE ADDED To STORAGE AREA AND 

REMOVAL To PROCESS AREA BEGAN. OLDEST DRUMS 

WERE SHIPPED FIRST. 

JUNE 1968 

LAST DRUMS WERE SHIPPED FOR PROCESSING, HIGH 

WINDS SPREAD SOME CONTAMINATION, 

JULY 1968 

RADIATION MONITORING AND MAPPING OF AREA WAS 

COMPLETED. LEVELS FROM 2 X 105 To 3 X 107 

D/M/GM AND PENETRATION FROM 1 To 8 INCHES 

WERE REPORTED. 



SEPTEMBER 1968 

PRELIMINARY PROPOSAL FOR CONTAINMENT COVER 

WAS PREPARED BY ROCKY FLATS ENGINEERING. 

JULY 1969 

FIRST COAT OF FILL MATERIAL WAS APPLIED. 

AUGUST 1969 

FILL WORK WAS COMPLETED, PAVING CONTRACT 

WAS LET. 

SEPTEMBER 1969 

OVERLAY MATERIAL, SOIL STERILANT AND 

ASPHALT PRIME COAT WERE COMPLETED. 

NOVEMBER 1969 

ASPHALT CONTAINMENT COVER WAS COMPLETED. 

FOUR SAMPLING WELLS WERE INSTALLED. 



ACCIDENT SUMMARY 

DRUM STORAGE AREA 

TOTAL DRUMS IN STORAGE 

DRUMS CONTAINING URANIUM 

DRUMS CONTAINING PLUTONIUM 

ESTIMATED MATERIAL 

RECOVERED 600 GRAMS 

PROCESSED WITH OIL 2500 GRAMS 

RESIDUE IN DRUMS 5200 GRAMS 

5240 

1670 

3570 

7000-9000 GRAMS 

SUBTOTAL 8300 GRAMS 

ESTIMATED OIL LEAKAGE 5000 GALLONS 

ESTIMATED PLUTONIUM LOSS 

1. Dow CHEMICAL .01-.02 G/GALLON 86 GRAMS 

2. HASL 176 GRAMS 

(11 CURIES) 

UNDER PAD 1. 7 CUR IE S 

IN SOIL 6.9 CURIES 

ON SITE 8.6 CURIES 

OFF SITE 2.4 CURIES 



SOIL CONTAMINATION-EARLY STUDIES 

JANUARY 1970 

REPORT BY DR. MARTELL (COLO. COMM. FOR 

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION) ON PLUTONIUM 

IN SOIL AROUND ROCKY FLATS 

AUGUST 1970 

REPORT BY HASL ON PLUTONIUM IN SOIL 

AROUND THE ROCKY FLATS PLANT 

JULY 1971 

REPORT BY Dow CHEMICAL ON PLUTONIUM 

LEVELS IN SOIL WITHIN AND SURROUNDING 

ROCKY FLATS 



LATER STUDIES OF OFFSITE SOIL CONTAMINATION 

MAY 1977 

DEFENDENT'S EXHIBIT "A" ON SOIL 

SAMPLING AND TESTING PROGRAM DATA 

MARCH 1979 

PLUTONIUM CONCENTRATIONS IN SOIL ON 

LANDS ADJACENT To THE ROCKY FLATS eLANT 

JUNE 1983 

PLUTONIUM IN SOIL FROM A RANCH 

SOUTHEAST OF ROCKY FLATS 

OCTOBER 1983 

PLUTONIUM IN SOIL FROM THE EASTERN 

BORDERS OF BROOMFIELD'S GREAT WESTERN 

RESERVOIR 



STUDIES OF ONSITE SOIL CONTAMINATION 

JULY 1971 

Dow CHEMICAL REPORT (PREVIOUSLY NOTED) 

MAY 1978 

SOIL STUDIES FOR DAM CONSTRUCTION PROJECT 

1979-1982 

ANNUAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING REPORTS 



CRITERIA FOR CLEANUPCONSITE> 

SOIL DECONTAMINATION CRITERIA 

RATIONALE 

1) LIMITED ACCESS AREA 

>5000 D/M/G 
') 

>30000 MCl/KM'-

>30 iiCl/M2 

40000 MCl/KM2 * 

* PROPOSED BY l<ATHREN CBNWL-SA-1510-1968) 

2) RESEARCH SITE FOR ECOLOGICAL STUDIES 

3) COST OF REMOVAL 

4) FIELD MEASUREMENT METHODS 500 D/M/G 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT DOCUMENT 
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COST AND CLEANUP METHODOLOGY 

YEAR LOCATION AREACFT2) METHOD COST 

1968 903 AREA 266.,000 REMOVED TOP THREE $ 30.,00 

INCHES INTO 

CENTRAL AREA 

1969 PAD 170.,000 AREA COVERED WITH $100.,000 

(903 AREA) 10 INCHES FILL 

MATERIAL AND 3 

INCHES ASPHALT 

1976 LIP 7.,750 MANUAL EXCA- $ 43.,500 

(903 AREA) VATION IN 

FLOORLESS BLDG. 

1977 POND-AREA 38.,950 FRONT-END LOADER $327.,000 

(207 SOLAR EXCAVATION OF 

PONDS) MOISTENED MATERIAL 

1978 OIL BURNING 2.,000 FRONT END LOADER $101,000 

PIT <5 Foor EXCAVATION OF 

DEEP) MOISTENED SOIL 

1978 LIP 45,500 FRONT END LOADER $410,000 

(903 AREA) EXCAVATION OF 

MOISTENED SOIL 



YEAR 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1978 

SOIL REMOVAL UNIT COSTS 

LOCATION 

903 AREA 

SOLAR PONDS 

OIL PIT 

903 AREA 

COST 
PER FT2 

$ 5.61 

$ 8.40 

$50.50 

$ 6.79 

COST 
PER BOX 

$1243 

$ 6'23 

$ 289 

$ 281 

COST 
PER CWT 

$34.86 

$14.92 

$10.10 

$ 8.35 



IMPACT OF PROPOSED GUIDELINES 

AREA REQUIRING CLEANUP 

OFF SITE 

ON SITE 

ESTIMATED COSTS 

ASPHALT PAD 

ADJACEMT LAMD 

HOLDIMG PONDS 

BUFFER ZONE 

TOTAL 

MONE 

300 ACRES 

$20 MILLION 

11 MILLION 

40 MILLION 

1 MILLION 

72 MILLION 




